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Plenary Lecture 1 
 

A Comparison of Evolutionary Algorithms to Construct Phylogenetic Trees and Language 
Families 

 

 
 

Professor Peter Z. Revesz 
Department of Computer Science and Engineering 

University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
USA 

E-mail: revesz@cse.unl.edu 
 

Abstract: Computer algorithms for the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees based on genome 
data have greatly facilitated the study of biological evolution. However, the existing 
phylogenetic tree algorithms often give implausible and sometimes clearly incorrect 
reconstructions. We present some novel phylogenetic tree algorithms that give biologically 
more acceptable reconstructions. We also describe how the phylogenetic tree algorithms can 
be adapted to the study of other types of evolution. In particular, we study the evolution of 
languages and reconstruct language evolutionary trees. We discuss the similarities and 
differences in trying to reconstruct phylogenetic trees and language families. 
  
Brief Biography of the Speaker: Peter Z. Revesz holds a Ph.D. degree in Computer Science from 
Brown University. He was a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Toronto before joining the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, where he is a professor in the Department of Computer Science 
and Engineering. Dr. Revesz is an expert in databases, data mining, big data analytics and 
bioinformatics. He is the author of Introduction to Databases: From Biological to Spatio-
Temporal (Springer, 2010) and Introduction to Constraint Databases (Springer, 2002). Dr. 
Revesz held visiting appointments at the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, INRIA, the Max 
Planck Institute for Computer Science, the University of Athens, the University of Hasselt, the 
U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research and the U.S. Department of State. He is a recipient of 
an AAAS Science & Technology Policy Fellowship, a J. William Fulbright Scholarship, an 
Alexander von Humboldt Research Fellowship, a Jefferson Science Fellowship, a National 
Science Foundation CAREER award, and a “Faculty International Scholar of the Year” award by 
Phi Beta Delta, the Honor Society for International Scholars. 
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Plenary Lecture 2 
 

Knowledge Processing through Parameter Identification and Computer Aided Scale Up/Down 
in Engineering 

 

 
 

Professor Fragiskos Batzias 
Laboratory of Simulation of Industrial Processes 

Department of Industrial Management and Technology 
School of Maritime and Industry 

University of Piraeus 
Greece 

E-mail: fbatzi@unipi.gr 
 

Abstract: Knowledge Processing is a modern domain, forming part of (but not limited to) the 
Computer Science and Information Technology discipline. On the other hand, ‘Parameter 
Identification’ is a method for transforming implicit to explicit knowledge by top-down 
penetration from surface/empirical to deeper/scientific phenomenological levels. Herein, we 
present a methodological framework under the form of an algorithmic procedure for optimizing 
the ‘depth’ of this penetration by means of techno-economic criteria, since depth increase 
implies non-linear (due to the validity of the ‘Law of Diminishing Returns’) increase of Research 
and Development (R&D) cost. Implementation of this methodology is presented in several 
topics of Environmental and Chemical Engineering, from the point of view of interdisciplinary 
R&D. The dimension of such an interdisciplinarity should be emphasized when a Research 
Programme (especially if concerning environmental or energy issues) is submitted by a 
consortium to EU or member State authorities for financial support. Finally, the problems, 
appearing when heterogeneous data/information processing takes place within a Knowledge 
Base, are analyzed/discussed and certain solutions, through simulation and Model Based 
Reasoning (MBR), are suggested. 
  
Brief Biography of the Speaker: Prof. Fragiskos Batzias holds a 5years Diploma and a PhD 
degree in Chemical Engineering, and a BSc in Economics. He has also studied Mathematics and 
Philosophy. He designed/developed the Laboratory of Simulation of Industrial Processes and 
the Research Group on Systems Analysis at the Department of Industrial Management and 
Technology of the University of Piraeus, Greece. He is teaching at the postgraduate courses (i) 
Systems of Energy Management and Protection of the Environment, running by the University 
of Piraeus, and (ii) Techno-Economic Systems, running by the Electr. & Comp. Eng. Dept. of the 
Nat. Tech. Univ. of Athens in cooperation with the University of Athens and the University of 
Piraeus. His research interests are in chemical engineering systems analysis and knowledge 
based decision making. He has >100 publications in highly ranked journals and conference 
proceedings, including 29 research monographs in collective volumes, with 652 citations and an 
h-index of 13 (Scopus). He has participated (and chaired after invitation from the organizers) in 
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prestigious international conferences, such as those organized periodically by the IEEE, the 
European Federation of Chemical Engineering (EFCE), the DECHEMA, CHISA, WSEAS 
Organizations. He organizes the annual Symposium on Industrial and Environmental Case 
Studies running successfully since 2004 within the International Conference of Computational 
Methods in Sciences and Engineering (ICCMSE). 
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Plenary Lecture 3 
 

Approach to Electric Power Equipment Modelling through Sustainability Key Concepts 
 

 
 

Professor Cornelia Aida Bulucea 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering 

University of Craiova 
ROMANIA 

E-mail: abulucea@em.ucv.ro 
 

Abstract: Since electrical power is used all over the world, the standards of life and 
development of civilization are often interpreted in correlation with the use of electricity. 
Nonetheless, concerns and questions have been raised regarding how to achieve a sustainable 
industrial metabolism. Integrating technical and ecological aspects should represent a 
significant challenge to humanity within the present industrial world. In line with this idea, 
sustainability concepts linked to mathematical models can improve understanding of the 
efficiencies of electric power equipment and systems and guide improvement efforts. Over the 
last few decades, international legislation have required environmental impact assessment be 
carried out for all phases of electric power equipment life, according to Life Cycle Assessment 
tool, which includes the production phase, operation phase and end-of-life phase. Modelling of 
all these life stages of electric power equipment might offer solutions for further improvement 
potential, focusing on patterns that reduce the electricity losses during the use phase, and on 
alternative technologies for reducing human health and environmental impacts. This lecture 
addresses some aspects illustrating energy conversion processes during the operation of power 
transformers and induction motors, as modeling examples of sustainable electric equipment. 
Taking a holistic view, this study focuses on highlighting that industrial ecology permits an 
alternate view of anthropogenic applications, related both to technical and environmental 
reference systems. Modelling of an electric power transformer in the use phase, and of an 
induction motor operating within an electrically driven system according to an industrial 
ecosystem pattern enhances thinking that anthropogenic activities can and should be viewed in 
concert with the entire system on Earth. 
  
Brief Biography of the Speaker: Cornelia Aida Bulucea is currently an Associate Professor in 
Electrotechnics, Electrical Machines and Environmental Electric Equipment in the Faculty of 
Electrical Engineering, University of Craiova, Romania. She is graduate from the Faculty of 
Electrical Engineering Craiova and she received the Ph.D degree from Bucharest Polytechnic 
Institute. In Publishing House she is author of four books in electrical engineering area. 
Research work is focused on improved solutions for electrical networks on basis of new electric 
equipment, and environmental impact assessment of electric transportation systems. She has 
extensive experience in both experimental and theoretical research work, certified by over 70 
journal and conference research papers and 15 research projects from industry. Due to WSEAS 
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recognition as huge scientific Forum she participated over time in nineteen WSEAS 
International Conferences, presenting papers and chairing sessions. She was Plenary Speaker in 
the 13th International Conference on Electric Power Systems, High Voltages, Electric Machines 
(POWER’13), Chania, Crete Island, Greece, August 27-29, 2013, in the 5th IASME/WSEAS 
International Conference on ENERGY&ENVIRONMENT (EE’10), held by the University of 
Cambridge, UK, February 23-25, 2010, in the 4th IASME/WSEAS International Conference on 
ENERGY&ENVIRONMENT (EE’09), ), held by the University of Cambridge, Cambridge UK, 
February 24-26, 2009, in the 8th WSEAS International Conference on POWER SYSTEMS (PS’08), 
held by the University of Cantabria, Santander, Spain, September 23-25, 2008. She is very proud 
by her over 30 papers published in the WSEAS Conferences Books and in the WSEAS 
TRANSACTIONS ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, WSEAS TRANSACTIONS ON POWER 
SYSTEMS, WSEAS TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS and WSEAS TRANSACTIONS ON 
ADVANCES IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION. 
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Plenary Lecture 4 
 

Short Term and Asymptotic Properties of Minimal-Exploration Sequential Allocation Rules 
 

 
 

Professor Michael N. Katehakis 
Rutgers University 

NJ, USA 
E-mail: mkatehakis@gmail.com 

 

Abstract: Consider the problem of sampling sequentially from a finite number of N ≥ 2 
populations or ‘bandits’, where each population i is specified by a sequence of random 
variables {Xki}k≥1, Xki representing the reward received the kth time population i is sampled. 
For each i, the {Xki }k≥1 are taken to be i.i.d. random variables with finite mean. For any slowly 
increasing function g, subject to mild regularity constraints, we construct two policies (the g-
Forcing, and the g-Inflated Sample Mean) that achieve a measure of regret of order O(g(n)) 
almost surely as n → ∞. Additionally, asymptotic probability one bounds on the remainder 
term are established. In our constructions, the function g effectively controls the ‘exploration’ 
of the classical ‘exploration/exploitation’ tradeoff. 
When additional parametric assumptions can be made, one can construct policies that are 
asymptotically optimal in the sense of achieving the lower bound on the logarithmic rate of 
increase of the regret of Burnetas and Katehakis (1996). We present such asymptotically 
optimal policies for the cases in which {Xki} are: a) Normal with unknown means and unknown 
variances and b) Uniform with unknown supports. 
  

Brief Biography of the Speaker: Dr. Katehakis is a Professor in the Management Science and 
Information Systems Department at Rutgers University and chair of the Department. He holds a 
courtesy appointment in Rutgers' New Brunswick Department of Mathematics Graduate 
Faculty, and he is a member of DIMACS the Center for Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical 
Computer Science, he is a Primary Investigator of CDDA the Rutgers Center for Dynamic Data 
Analytics, and a member of RUTCOR, the Rutgers Center for Operations Research. 
Much of his work has been on the interaction between optimization and statistical inference. 
Professor Katehakis joined the Rutgers University faculty after receiving his doctorate in 
Operations Research at Columbia University under the supervision of Cyrus Derman, and after 
being a faculty member at SUNY Stony Brook and at the Technical University of Crete. In 
addition, professor Katehakis was a member of the technical staff at the Operations Research 
Center of Bell - Laboratories, West Long Branch and a consultant at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory and he has held visiting appointments and taught at Columbia University, Stanford 
University and the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece. 
Dr. Michael N. Katehakis is a Fellow of the Institute for Operations Research and the 
Management Sciences (INFORMS), an Elected Member of the International Statistical Institute 
(ISI) and a Senior Member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). 
Dr. Michael N. Katehakis is the President of the College of Service Operations, Production and 
Operations Management Society (POMS). 
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Plenary Lecture 5 
 

Artificial Intelligence Technology in Health Informatics 
 

 
 

Prof. Abdel-Badeeh M. Salem 
Faculty of Computer and Information sciences 

Ain Shams University 
Cairo, Egypt 

E-mail: absalem@cis.asu.edu.eg 
 

Abstract: Artificial intelligence (AI) is science and technology and is based on many disciplines 
such as: computer science, philosophy, psychology, mathematics, biology, linguistics, 
knowledge computing and engineering. AI has been mainly studied as computer based 
technologies. Various intelligent methodologies, computational techniques and knowledge-
based systems have been developed for automated reasoning and learning. AI technologies are 
robust, can be successfully applied to complex problems, efficiently adaptive, and usually have 
a parallel computational architecture. For those reasons they have been proved to be effective 
and efficient in developing intelligent systems for many tasks in health sciences. 
The aim of this talk is to make an overview of some of AI techniques and approaches and their 
applications in medical informatics and health care. The talk covers the following applications: 
(a) expert systems using the case-based reasoning approach for cancer and heart diagnosis, (b) 
ontological engineering approach for breast cancer knowledge management, and (c) mining 
patient data using rough sets theory to determine thrombosis disease. 
  
Brief Biography of the Speaker: Prof. Dr. Abdel-Badeh M Salem is a professor emeritus of 
Computer Science since September 2007 till now. He was a former Vice Dean of the Faculty of 
Computer and Information Sciences at Ain Shams University, Cairo-Egypt (1996-2007). He was a 
professor of Computer Science at Faculty of Science, Ain Shams University from 1989 to 1996. 
He was a Director of Scientific Computing Center at Ain Shams University (1984-1990). His 
research includes intelligent computing, expert systems, medical informatics, and intelligent e-
learning technologies. He has published around 350 papers in refereed journals and conference 
proceedings in these areas. He has been involved in more than 400 conferences and workshops 
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Abstract— The extraction of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) from 

ancient human population samples provides important data for the 
reconstruction of population influences, spread and evolution from 
the Neolithic to the present. This paper presents a mtDNA-based 
similarity measure between pairs of human populations and a 
computational model for the evolution of human populations. In a 
computational experiment, the paper studies the mtDNA information 
from five Neolithic and Bronze Age populations, namely the 
Andronovo, the Bell Beaker, the Minoan, the  Rössen and the Únětice 
populations. In the past these populations were identified as separate 
cultural groups based on geographic location, age and the use of, 
decoration or shape of cultural artifacts.  
Keywords—Evolution, Mitochondrial DNA, Population 

Genetics, Similarity Measure, Phylogenetic Tree. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ecent advances in biotechnology enable the extraction of 
ancient mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) from human bones 

going back thousands of years. These advances already 
facilitated several studies of the origin and spread of various 
mtDNA types, called haplogroups. However, most human 
populations are highly heterogeneous in terms of their mtDNA 
haplogroup compositions. Hence even with the newly 
available mtDNA information, it is not obvious how human 
populations spread geographically over time. In particular, 
there are two main challenges for such studies.  

The first challenge in studying the relationships among 
human populations is to develop an easy-to-compute and 
flexible similarity measure between pairs of human 
populations based on mtDNA samples from those two 
populations. Flexibility in this case means that the similarity 
measure has to accommodate mtDNA haplogroups that are 
defined to an arbitrary depth or level. For example, we need to 
be able to compare a relatively short haplogroup description, 
such as H5 with a long haplogroup description, such as 
H1a5b2. We define in Equation (2) below for any pair of 
populations an overall similarity measure that is both 
easy-to-compute and flexible.  

Once a pairwise overall similarity measure is defined, it is 
possible to build a similarity matrix for all the populations for 
which mtDNA sample data is available. The second challenge 
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is making valid inferences from the similarity matrix 
regarding the mutual interaction and spread of human 
populations.  In the area of phylogenetics, which is the study 
of biological phyla, similarity matrices are used to derive a 
hypothetical evolutionary tree of the phyla [1]-[4]. However, 
the algorithms that build hypothetical evolutionary trees, such 
as Neighbor Joining [9], UPGMA [11] and the common 
mutations similarity matrix  (CMSM) algorithm [5] may not 
be applicable to the study of human populations for several 
reasons. First, the time scale of phyla evolution is vast 
compared to the time scale of the development of human 
populations. The evolution of biological phyla may take 
millions of years [10], [12], while ancient human mtDNA 
samples do not go back more than about ten thousand years. 
Second, while biological phyla diverge from each other in 
genetic isolation, when human populations come in contact 
with each other, they tend to merge their genetic pool. 
Therefore, the set of mtDNAs in a human population may 
come from several different ancestor human populations that 
were each more homogeneous in their mtDNA compositions.  
In general, if P1 and P2 are two human populations with set of 
mtDNAs S1 and S2, respectively, such that the condition 

 
𝑆! ⊆   𝑆!                                                                                      (1) 

 
holds, then P1 can be assumed to be an ancestor of P2. 
However, the reverse is not true. In other words, P1 may be an 
ancestor of P2 but the above condition may not hold because 
either not all mtDNAs were transferred from P1 to P2 or some 
of the transferred mtDNAs have evolved to a different form.   

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a 
computational model of the overall similarity between two 
populations based on mitochondrial DNA haplogroup samples 
from the two populations. Section III describes experimental 
results based on five different ancient Neolithic and Bronze 
Age European populations. These populations are identified 
by and associated with different cultural artifacts and were not 
considered related. However, the material culture can change 
over time to a degree that the relationships among various 
cultures become unrecognizable. Our experimental study 
reveals which populations are closer or more distantly related 
with each other. Finally, Section IV gives some conclusions 
and directions for future work. 

A Computational Model of the Spread of 
Ancient Human Populations Based on 

Mitochondrial DNA Samples 
Peter Z. Revesz 
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II.  A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 
The degree of relatedness between two individuals can be 

estimated based on a comparison of their mtDNA haplogroups. 
In this paper, we use the mtDNA haplogroup classification 
provided by PhyloTree.org at http://www.phylotree.org. 

We say that a level 1 relationship exists between two 
individuals if they belong to the same haplogroup (single 
capital letter) but do not share further classifications. We say 
that a level 2 relationship exists between two individuals if 
they belong to the same sub-halogroup (capital letter and 
number) but do not share further classifications. In general, we 
say that a level n relationship exists between two individuals if 
their haplogroup classifications share the first n elements. For 
example, H1a2 and H1a5b have a level 3 relationship because 
they share H1a, that is, three elements, namely the haplogroup 
H, the sub-haplogroup H1 and the sub-sub-haplogroup H1a. 

 Note that the largest shared level is a unique number for 
any pair of haplogroups. This allows us to define the function 

 
Level: s1 × s2 ! N 

 
which takes as input two haplogroups s1 and s2 and returns the 
maximum level numbering of the relationship that exists 
between them.  For example,  

 
Level(H1a2, H1a5b) = 3. 

 
We also define the weight function 
 

W: N ! N 
 

which takes as input a level number and returns a weight value. 
For example, W(3) returns the weight of level 3 relationships. 
The weight is intended to describe the degree of unusualness 
of the existence of a relationship. Normally we would expect 
the weights to increase exponentially in value because the 
mtDNA haplogroup tree has many branches at all levels. 

We define the overall similarity between two populations P1 
and P2 with associated mtDNA samples S1 and S2, respectively, 
by the following equation: 
 

𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑃!,𝑃! =     
    𝑊(!  ∈  !!,      !  ∈  !! 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙  (𝑎, 𝑏))
𝑛  ×  𝑚

                (2) 

 
where n and m are the number of samples in the two 
populations. Here P1 and P2 are bags (instead of sets) and can 
contain repetitions.  Equation (2) says that the similarity of 
two populations equals to the weighted sum of the 
relationships between pairs of individuals from the two 
populations divided by the total number of possible pairs. 
Overall similarity measures closely related to Equation (2) 
were previously studied also in arbitration theory [7], [8] and 
cancer research [6]. Equation (2) defines a symmetric relation. 
Hence  
 

𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑃!,𝑃! =   𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑃!,𝑃!                                                           (3) 

Equation (2) could be further refined if we would know 
precisely the probabilities of each haplogroup because then we 
could select the weigh function to return for each level a value 
that is in inverse proportion to the probability that two random 
haplogroup samples have the given level of relationship.  

Although Equation (2) could be improved with more 
statistical information, it is a good first approximation of the 
overall similarity between two populations.  For simplicity, in 
this paper we assume that the weight function contains the 
following:   

 
W(1) = 0  
W(2) = 0  
W(3) = 1 
W(4) = 5 
W(5) = 25. 
 

III.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. The mtDNA Database 
 

We obtained mtDNA data from five ancient populations 
from the website http://suyun.info/index.php?p=ancientdna 
which lists the source and age of the samples and classifies 
them according to cultural groupings. From that database, we 
selected the following five ancient populations: 

 
1. Andronovo culture: The Andronovo culture, which is 

noted for the domestication of horses and burial in 
kurgans, flourished in the steppe region to the north and 
the east of the Caspian Sea in today’s Kazakhstan and 
Russia [13]. The database contains nine Andronovo 
mtDNA samples dated 1800 – 1400 BC.  
 

Andronovo =  {H6, K2b, T1a, T2a1b1, U2e, U4, U4, 
U5a1, Z1} 

 
2. Bell Beaker culture: The Bell Beaker culture is a 

prehistoric Western European culture that was named 
after its characteristic bell-shaped pottery [14]. Some 
megalithic structures, for example, Stonehenge is 
associated with the Bell Beaker culture [14]. The 
database contains eighteen Bell Beaker mtDNA 
samples dated 2600 – 2050 BC. 
 

Bell_Beaker = {H, H, H1, H1e7, H3, H3b, H4a1, 
H5a3, H13a1a2c, I1a1, J, K1, T1a, U2e, U4, U5a1, 
U5a2a, W5a}. 

 
3. Minoan culture: The Minoan culture flourished on 

Crete, Santorini and some other Aegean islands [15]. 
The Minoan culture is noted for building the ancient 
palace of Knossos that is associated with the mythical 
labyrinth where King Minos supposedly hid the 
Minotaur [15]. The database contains 34 Minoan 
mtDNA samples dated 2400 – 1700 BC. 
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Minoan = {H, H, H, H, H, H, H5, H7, H13a1a, HV, 
HV, HV, I5, I5, I5, J2, K, K, K, K, K, K, R0, T, T1, 
T2, T2, T2, T3, T5, U, U5a, W, X}. 

 
In some cases, the haplogroup classification can be 
refined based on the http://www.phylotree.org website 
that gives an mtDNA classification tree based on the 
known mutations that characterizes each branch.  The 
PhyloTree.org classification tree also changed slightly 
since the Minoan study was done. For example, in the 
latest version (February 19, 2014) the classifications T3 
and T5 are now placed within the T2 branch. Using the 
updated classifications, the Minoan group can be 
refined as follows, where the updated values are 
highlighted in blue: 
 

Minoan2 = {H, H, H, H, H, H, H5a1b, H7, H13a1a, 
HV, HV, HV, I5, I5, I5, J2, K, K, K, K, K, K, R0, 
T2, T1a, T2, T2, T2, T2, T2e, U, U5a1f1/U5a2e, W, 
X}. 

 
Note that the H5a1b identification is possible because 
of the mutation 11719A. Note also that U5a can be 
expanded to either U5a1f1 or U5a2e because both of 
these contain the 16311C mutation. 

 
4. Rössen culture: The Rössen culture is a Neolithic 

Central European culture that built settlements 
consisting of trapezoidal or boat-shaped long houses 
[16]. The database contains ten mtDNA samples dated 
4625 – 4250 BC.  
 

Rössen = {H1, H5b, H16, H89, HV0, K, N1a1a, T2, 
T2e, X2j}  

 
5. Únětice culture: The Únětice culture is a Bronze Age 

culture with sites known from Central Germany, the 
Czech Republic and Slovakia [17]. The Únětice culture 
is noted for the Nebra Sky disk and other metal artifacts 
[17]. The database contains twenty mtDNA samples 
dated 2200 – 1800 BC. 
 

Únětice = {H11a, H2a1a3, H82a, H4a1a1a5, H3, 
H7h, I, I1, T1, T2, T2, T2b, U, U2, U5a1, U5a1a, 
U5b, W, X} 

 

B. Computation of a Similarity Matrix 
 

Using Equation (2), we computed the similarity matrix for 
the five ancient populations as shown in Table 1. Note that the 
similarity matrix is symmetric because of Equation (3). Each 
non-diagonal entry of the similarity matrix contains the overall 
similarity value between two different populations described 
in the corresponding row and column.  
 

Table 1 Similarity matrix among five different ancient populations. 
 Andro Bell-B Minoan Rössen Únětice 
Andro.  .0432 .0196 0 .0556 
Bell-B. .0432  .0523 0 .0417 
Minoan .0196 .0523  .0029 .0074 
Rössen 0 0 .0029  0 
Únětice .0556 .0417 .0074 0  

 
 

Table 2 shows pairs of mtDNA samples that indicate a level 
3 or higher distant relationship between the Andronovo and 
the Bell Beaker populations. 

 
Table 2 Andronovo and Bell Beaker relationships.  

Andronovo Bell Beaker Relationship 
Level 

T1a T1a  3 
U2e U2e 3 
U5a1 U5a1 4 

 
Hence by Equation (2) the overall similarity between the 

Andronovo and the Bell Beaker populations can be calculated 
to be: 

𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝐴𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑜,𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑙_𝐵𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 =   
1   +   1 + 5

9  ×  18  
= 0.0432           

 
Similarly, when we compare the Bell Beaker and the 

Minoan samples, Table 3 shows the pairs that indicate a level 
3 or higher relationship. 

 
Table 3 Bell Beaker and Minoan relationships.  

Bell Beaker Minoan2 Relationship 
Level 

H5a3 H5a1b  3 
H13a1a2c H13a1a 5 
T1a T1a 3 
U5a1 U5a1f1  4 

 
Hence the overall similarity between the Bell Beaker and 

the Minoan2 populations is: 
 

𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑙_𝐵𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟,𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑎𝑛! =   
1 + 25 + 1 +   5

18  ×  34  
= 0.0523           

 
As another example, in comparing the Minoan2 and the 

Rössen populations only one pair indicates a level 3 or higher 
relationship as shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4 Bell Beaker and Rössen relationships.  

Minoan2 Rössen Relationship 
Level 

T2e T2e 3 
 
Hence the overall similarity between the Minoan2 and the 

Rössen populations can be calculate to be:  
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 𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑎𝑛!, 𝑅ö𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛 =    1
34  ×  10 = 0.0029           

 
Likewise, we can calculate the following similarity values: 
 

𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝐴𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑜,𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑎𝑛 =   
1 +   5

9  ×  34  
= 0.0196           

 

𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝐴𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑜,Únětice =   
5 + 5

9  ×  20
= 0.0556           

 

𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑙_𝐵𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟,Únětice =   
  5 + 5 + 5

18  ×  20
= 0.0417           

 

𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑎𝑛,Únětice =   
5

34×  20
= 0.0074         

 
Finally, between the Andronovo and the Rössen, the Bell 

Beaker and the Rössen, and the Rössen and the Únětice 
populations, no pair of samples shows a level 3 or higher 
relationship. Hence  

 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝐴𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑜,𝑅ö𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛 = 0 
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑙_𝐵𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟,𝑅ö𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛 = 0   
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑅ö𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛,Únětice = 0     

 

C. Discussion of the Results 
 

In general, the higher is the similarity value between two 
populations, the more closely related those two populations 
are.  According to that intuition, the highest similarity (0.0556) 
is between the Andronovo and the Únětice populations as 
shown Table 1. There is an almost equally high similarity 
(0.0523) between the Bell Beaker and the Minoan populations. 
The results also reveal that the Rössen population is only 
related with the Minoan populations with a relatively small 
similarity (0.0029). 

Perhaps a deeper insight can be gained from the data if we 
also consider which haplogroups are the major links (level 3 
or higher relationships) between each pair of populations. 

Table 5 shows that the Minoan and the Rössen populations 
are related via the T2e haplogroup, while the Minoan and the 
Bell Beakers populations are related via H5a, H13a, T1a and 
U51a haplogroups. The major links between the Andronovo 
and the Minoan populations are via T1a and U5a1 
haplogroups, while the U5a1 haplogroup is the only major link 
between the Minoan and the Únětice populations. 

It needs to be mentioned that in the current database many 
of the ancient mtDNA samples are only fragments instead of 
complete mtDNAs. Hopefully, the haplogroup classifications 
may be further refined with improved testing methods in the 
future. The results may change slightly as some haplogroup 
classifications are extended from two to three or more letters. 
Nevertheless, it seems extremely unlikely that the refinement 
of some of the mtDNA classifications would change the 
current clustering picture instead of further strengthening the 
already existing groupings.  

Table 5 The level 3 or higher haplogroup relationships among the 
five different ancient populations.  Only the entries in the upper 

triangular part of the matrix are shown because the matrix is 
symmetric. 

 Andro Bell-B Minoan Rössen Únětice 
Andro.  T1a 

U2e 
U5a1 

T1a 
U5a1 

 U5a1 

Bell-B.   H5a 
H13a1a 
T1a 
U5a1 

 H4a1 
U5a1 

Minoan    T2e U5a1 
Rössen      
Únětice      

 
The experimental results suggest either T2e gene flows 

between or a common origin of the Minoan and the Rössen 
populations. Similarly, the results suggest either H5a and 
H13a1a gene flows between or a common origin of the Bell 
Beaker and the Minoan populations. The origin and the 
dispersal of the T1a and U5a1 haplogroups are less clear 
because they are shared more widely among the five studied 
populations.  

Unfortunately, the mtDNA data does not allow drawing 
conclusions regarding the language associated with each of the 
five sample populations in this study. However, either gene 
flows or common origin between pairs of populations raises 
the chance of similarity of language. Hence some language 
similarity is plausible between Minoan and Rössen and 
between Bell Beaker and Minoan.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we defined a measure for the overall similarity 

between two populations with mtDNA haplogroup samples. 
Our study is not merely the study of the dispersal of various 
mtDNA haplogroups but the dispersal of various populations 
that are already heterogeneous in terms of their mtDNA 
compositions. 

Our mtDNA haplogroup-based population similarity 
measure could be extended easily to a Y-DNA 
haplogroup-based population similarity measure.  It would be 
interesting to perform a similar analysis on Y-DNA data for 
the populations studied in this paper and compare the 
similarity matrices generated by the mtDNA and the Y-DNA 
haplogroup-based data. However, ancient Y-DNA data is 
much harder to obtain than ancient mtDNA data with current 
technology. Hence such a Y-DNA study may have to wait 
until further DNA extraction technology improvements. 

Another way to extend the research is to study a larger 
number of populations. We intend to study more ancient 
populations as well as currently living populations to gain 
more insight into the origin and dispersal of various 
populations. The five populations were all ancient Neolithic or 
Bronze Age European cultures. Considering populations that 
encompass a broader time scale and a larger geographic area 
may give a deeper insight into human pre-history.  
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Abstract—In this paper is proposed an inverse formulation
to evaluate the dielectric values of a concrete sample by using
radar measurements in the context of buildings security. To
solve the problem, an optimisation strategy based upon a Gauss-
Newton method is presented and, finally, it is applied on several
configurations using experimental measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

The detection of corrosion inside old buildings is an im-
portant topic to ensure the safety of people using these
structures. To make large scale investigations without affecting
the integrity of the structures, the radar measurement, based
on the propagation of electromagnetic waves, seems a useful
tool. Indeed, the identification of some pathologies of concrete,
essentially due to moisture content [1], becomes equivalent to
the knowledge of the mapping of the concrete’s conductivity
and permittivity. In this paper, we present an electromagnetic
study to evaluate the dielectric constants of a concrete sample,
by using a specific measurement procedure. In a first part,
we present the formulation of the inverse problem and the
strategy proposed to find the dieclectric values of a concrete
sample. In a second part, we apply our optimization process
on homogeneous concrete samples and we give some compar-
isons between the values found by simulation and the values
obtained experimentally. Finaly, in a third part, we adapt our
method to find the dielectric values of a heterogeneous concret
material in the case of properties varying linearly with respect
to depth.

II. FORMULATION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM

To detect possible pathologies in the concrete, it is interest-
ing to determine the dielectric values of the concrete by using
electric field measurements taken on its surface. By using these
data obtained in time domain for several points [1], we can
define an inverse problem to find them. In the general case,
when ε and σ are functions of the space, inverse problem is

formulated by:

min
ε,σ
‖E(ε, σ)− Emes‖2 (1)

under the constraint defined by the Maxwell equations given
by: {

ε0ε∂tE + σE = ∇×H
µ∂tH = ∇× E (2)

In the cost function Emes defines the measured values and E
the computed values. ε represents the relative permittivity of
the material and σ its conductivity. ε and σ are functions of
the space point. In this paper, we are interested in two cases.
First ε and σ are constant. Second ε and σ linearly dependent
of the depth z and constant with respect to the axis x and y.

To solve the inverse problem we use a Gauss-newton opti-
misation method combined with a FDTD simulation method
to treat the Maxwell equations. The process of optimisation
can be described by the following sequence, where ε and σ
are constant or vector quantities:

1) choose an initial point (ε0, σ0) ;
2) compute the electric field E by using the Maxwell

equations on all the computational domain ;
3) evaluate the jacobian matrices J = (∂E∂ε ,

∂E
∂σ ) ;

4) evaluate the new solution (εk, σk) with the previous
solution (εk−1, σk−1) by using:(

εk

σk

)
= (

∂Ek−1

∂ε

∂Ek−1

∂σ
)+(Ek−1 − Emes) (3)

where A+ denotes the pseudo-inverse of the matrix A.
5) evaluate the cost function and return to the step 2 if the

value does not satisfy a stopping criterion.
In this process, we need to evaluate at each step the value

of the gradients of the cost function. In this study, we used a
Broyden formula [6] to evaluate the gradients at the step k by
using their values at the step k − 1 of the process :

Jk+1 = Jk +
∆Fk.∆x

T
k − Jk∆xk.∆x

T
k

∆xTk .∆xk
(4)
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with ∆Fk = Fc(εk+1, σk+1)− Fc(εk, σk)

and ∆xk =

(
εk+1 − εk
σk+1 − σk

)
, where Fc and Jk respectively

defines the cost function and the gradients at the step k of the
reconstruction process.

This descent algorithm makes the solution strongly depen-
dent on the choice of the initial point.

III. APPLICATION TO THE CASE OF HOMOGENOUS
MATERIAL

In this part we want to apply our method to retrieve the
dielectric values of an homogeneous material. First we are
going to see how to adapt and improve the algorithm presented
above in the case of an homogeneous material and then we will
present some numerical results.

A. Formulation of the problem
In the case of an homogeneous material, the problem (1)

consists in minimizing a function of two variables, σ and ε. We
want to know how the convergence of the algorithm presented
in section (II) depends on the choice of the initial point. To
see that, we plot the variations of the cost function

first by fixing σ and making ε vary and then by fixing ε and
making σ vary. The figure (1) shows the behaviour of these
cost functions on a particular sample. This behaviour is very
similar on other samples.

Fig. 1: variations of the cost function versus relative permit-
tivity and conductivity.

On these figures, we can see that the variation of the cost
function fc(ε, σ) = ‖E(ε, σ) − Emes‖2 is very different
whether it is ε or σ that varies. When σ varies and ε is
fixed – whatever the value of ε is – the reconstruction process
converges to the minimum of the cost function fc(σ). On
the contrary, when σ is fixed and ε varies, the obtained cost
function fc(ε) presents many local minima. Then, for this
parameter, it is very important to take an initial value which

corresponds to the attractive domain of the global minimum.
The last curve on this figure presents the variation of the cost
function by considering both variables. We notice on this curve
the quasi independence between the two variables. This remark
is very important because it permits to consider separately the
two variables in the optimisation process.

By using the last remark, we propose a two step strategy to
find the dielectric values:

1) we set a constant value σ0 in the possibilites interval
and we evaluate the cost function for different values
of ε on the interval of the possibilites, to obtain an
initial value of ε in the attractive domain of the global
minimum.

2) the value of ε determined at the previous step and the
value σ0 are then used to initialize the Gauss-Newton
process

This strategy permits to obtain a good initial point for
the Gauss-Newton optimization. However, it requires a lot
of evaluations of the electromagnetic fields by solving the
Maxwell equations. Using the FDTD simulation method on
a 3D model and a 3D grid of the physical domain, every
evaluation is very expensive in terme of CPU-time. This leads
to consider first a 2D model of the physics and to solve
(1) by computing E(ε, σ) with this simplified model and the
algorithm defined above. Then we can take the 2D solution as
an initial point for the 3D optimization.

B. Numerical results

To validate our approach, we have applied it on experimental
measurements. The data are carried out by using a SIR-2000
radar system, equipped with two 1.5 GHz coupled antennas
both from GSSI. The GSSI-5100 antenna is a double coupled
antenna made up of two dipolar elements, one used as the
transmitter and the other as the receiver. The measurements
considered in this paper, are obtained by using two GSSI
antennas. On the first we use only the transmitting part. The
other is the receiving antenna. Several points of measurement
are made by fixing the emitter antenna and doing a translation
on the concrete surface for the receiver antenna.

The figure (2) shows the experimental test process on a
sample of concrete in laboratory. We can see on this figure
the two boxes antennas and the measurement at a point posted
up the screen of the notebook.

Fig. 2: Experimental device on a sample of concrete.
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By using this experimental setup, nine concrete samples
were designed and prepared in such a way as to avoid any
bias in the measurements from border effects or uncontrolled
reflection. Two compositions of concrete, B-25 and B-40, were
chosen for the concrete slabs in order to obtain concretes
with different porosities and different aggregate sizes. The
calculation of the dimensions of these slabs based on the
duration of the radar pulse led us to choose 60× 60× 12 cm.
The slabs were covered with aluminium foil on all their faces
except the top face, where the measurements where made.
This allowed preventing the water evaporation of the slab
and also ensured perfect reflection of the radar waves on
those faces. This configuration also allowed us to neglect the
possible perturbations due to the boundary conditions of the
computational domain taken into account in the numerical
approach. In order to study the effects of the water content
on the radar waves, we used concrete slabs having different
water contents with an uniform distribution of water in the
slabs.

The first step in the characterisation of the concrete dielectric
values by an inverse problem consists in getting good simula-
tions of the measurement process, and then, a good model for
the device. In our case it is very difficult to obtain this model.
In part, this is due to the fact that the device is a commercial
instrument and the values of its components are not available.
In particular, the source device and the dielectric materials
around the antennas inside the box are unknown. Then, in a
first step, we have developed a numerical model which is not
exactly representative of the device, but which gives the best
fitting between measurements and simulations.

The method proposed in this paper has been applied to
different samples of concrete, by using experimental mea-
surements. The table I gives the results obtained for each
sample. The values obtained are compared with values pro-
vided by previous studies [1], [7], [8]. The figures (3) and (4)
show respectively the quite good agreement between relative
permittivity and conductivity obtained by solving the inverse
problem or by direct measurement. The solving process of
the inverse problem is very easy to perform and does not
require a long time. Indeed, the other processes, essentially
experimental, need a lot of time to correctly adjust the different
measurements.

sample ε computed measured ε σ computed (S/m) σ measured (S/m)
B40-1 6.41 5.15 3.e-2 2.8e-2
B40-2 7.01 6.38 5.e-2 5.e-2
B40-3 7.45 6.57 6.e-2 5.5e-2
B40-4 7.97 7.97 8.e-2 7.8e-2
B25-1 5.9 4.94 2.e-2 2.5e-2
B25-2 6.72 5.71 4.e-2 4.1e-2
B25-3 6.84 6.59 5.e-2 5.2e-2
B25-4 7.99 7.88 9.e-2 7.6e-2
B25-5 8.3 8.39 10.e-2 8.5e-2

TABLE I: simulations versus measurements for relative per-
mittivity and conductivity.

Fig. 3: Relative permittivity variations according to the water
content.

Fig. 4: Conductivity variations according to the water content.

IV. APPLICATION TO THE CASE OF AN HETEROGENEOUS
MATERIAL

In the context of building security, in order to have infor-
mation on the state and aging of a structure, it is interesting to
have a more accurate information about the cartography of the
moisture content in the concrete rather than a simple mean (the
material considered as an homogeneous medium). Particularely
meaningful is the evolution in depth of the moisture content,
which can cause a corrosion of the armature. In this paper we
are going to study the case of a material presenting a linear
distribution in depth of its dielectric properties. That is ε and
σ defined by:

ε = aε
z − z0
z1 − z0

+ bε and σ = aσ
z − z0
z1 − z0

+ bσ (5)

where z0 = 0 is the level of the sample’s surface and z1 is the
material’s thickness. aε and bε are real values so that ε(z) > 1.
aσ and bσ are real values so that σ(z) > 0. The unknowns of
the problem are then aε, bε, aσ and bσ .

First we are going to see how to adapt the previous algorithm
to this new problem. Then we shall present some preliminary
numerical results obtained with simulated measurement.

A. Formulation of the problem
In the model that we now consider, the material is defined by

four values, aε, bε, aσ and bσ , as defined in (5). The problem
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(1) can be then rewritten as follows:

min
aε,bε,aσ,bσ

‖E(aε, bε, aσ, bσ)− Emes‖2 (6)

The convergence of the algorithm presented in section II to
solve the inverse problem is strongly dependent on the initial
values of the unknowns. To find a good point to start our
descent algorithm, a fist idea is to take the solution point
obtained when we consider the material as an homogeneous
medium. However numerical experiments show that this ap-
proch is not efficient. On the basis of the homogeneous case
and in the view of the cost function fc(aε, bε, aσ, bσ) =
‖E(aε, bε, aσ, bσ)− Emes‖2 we observe that the two couples
of variables (aε, bε) and aσ, bσ seem to be independent. We
can see this particular property on the figure (5) where we draw
the variations of fc for different fixed values of aσ and bσ . For
the first subfigure (top left) we fixed (aσ, bσ) = (0.01, 0.01),
for the second (top right) we fixed (aσ, bσ) = (0.05, 0.05), for
the third (bottom left) we fixed (aσ, bσ) = (0.1, 0) and for the
last subfigure we fixed (aσ, bσ) = (0.01, 0). The shape of the
surface as well as the position of the minimum is undependent
of the choice of (aσ, bσ).

Fig. 5: fc(aε, bε) for different fixed values of aσ and bσ

Next, on figure (6) we draw the variations of fc for different
fixed values of aε and bε. For the first subfigure we fixed
((aε, bε) = (7, 5) and for the second we fixed ((aε, bε) =
(5, 10). It appears that fc is convex relatively to aσ and bσ .

Consequently, the idea proposed to choose an initial point
is to search a couple (aε, bε) by a global optimization method
minimizing fc for an arbitrarily fixed couple (aσ , bσ).

Fig. 6: fc(aσ, bσ) for different fixed values of aε and bε

B. Numerical results
Currently, some samples of concrete are in preparation.

After the pouring of the concrete, three months are necessary

to stabilize the moisture content inside a slab. Those new test
specimens are 50×24.5×12 cm blocs, some containing a round
steel bar and some not. To set up a moisture gradient in depth z
independent of x and y, we made the lateral faces impermeable
and fixed the relative humidity and the temperature of the upper
and lower faces at two different values. When the equilibrium
is reached, the moisture content is a linear function of the
depth. In a first approximation we can consider that ε and
σ are linearely linked with the moisture content. Before we
can apply our process to retrieve the dielectric parameters
from measurements, we use as Emes a simulated field. The
material that we took as a test material is defined as follows:
aε = 7, bε = 5, aσ = 0.01 and bσ = 0.01. To validate
our inverse method, by choosing an initial point for several
fixed couples (aσ, bσ) as previously described and using the
algorithm presented in section II, we evaluated an optimal
solution and compared it to the true solution. Table (II) presents
for the different fixed couples (aσ, bσ), the initial point and
the optimal solution obtained. We note on this table that the
evaluated solution is the expected solution which validate our
inverse process. Figure (7) shows, for each initial point, the
evolution of the cost function and then, the convergence of
our optimization process.

Fig. 7: Evolution of the cost function for several couples
(asigma, bσ).

(aε, bε, aσ, bσ) Initial point (aε, bε, aσ, bσ) optimal solution
(0.05, 0.05) (5, 10, 0.05, 0.05) (6.999, 5., 0.01, 0.00999)
(0.03, 0.08) (5, 10, 0.03, 0.08) (7, 4.999, 0.01, 0.00998)
(0.07, 0.02) (5, 10, 0.07, 0.02) (7, 5, 0.00998, 0.01)
(0.01, 0.) (5, 10, 0.01, 0) (7, 4.999, 0.01, 0.00998)

TABLE II: Convergence of the descent algorithm according to
several chosen fixed couples (aσ, bσ).

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an inverse problem for
the characterization of concrete electromagnetic properties, in
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a context of sustainability of concrete structures. The aim is
to obtain the dielectric values of this material by putting a
source on its surface and making measurements of the scattered
fields at several points of its surface. First, we have proposed
a process to rebuild the permittivity and conductivity values
of an homogeneous concrete sample. Some results were given
that validated the proposed approach. In a second step, we
adapted this process to rebuild gradients in depth of dielectric
values inside reinforced concrete. The aim is achieve a better
estimation of quality of concrete close to the reinforcement in
order to evaluate the risk ofcorrosion. The first result obtained
in the 2D case on simulated measurements shows that it is
possible to find the solution if you take a good initial point for
the optimization process. To find this point a strategy based on
global optimization has been proposed. In our future works,
we will introduce measurement data on concrete samples in
our inverse process.
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Abstract— The aim of this work is to create a quasi-continuum 

between repeatability and reproducibility conditions, so that both 
may take place in the same laboratory within a unified experimental 
design framework. Initially, an independent/explanatory variable I is 
defined, named Reproducibility Index, standing for Inter-Laboratory 
Study (ILS) expenditure expressed as a percentage of total 
expenditure for testing materials and processes. Each optimal value, 
Iopt, can be determined as the equilibrium point in the tradeoff 
between the partial costs C1 and C2 corresponding to experimental 
design (including the execution of the suggested ILS tests) and 
downward technical/economic/environmental impact, respectively. 
Since cost minimization is an incomplete optimality criterion, we 
have developed an algorithmic procedure, including 24 activity 
stages and 7 decision nodes, in order to enable the simulation of 
reproducibility conditions in the laboratory where repeatability 
conditions have already been established. This maximizes utility by 
allowing either for scaling up/down of the process under 
consideration or for the examination of the material to be tested. 
Subsequently, implementation of certain stages of this algorithmic 
procedure is presented, concerning (i) continuous flow stirred tank 
reactor and plug flow reactor (used also as environmental models by 
simulating lakes and rivers, respectively), as regards process scale 
up/down, and (ii) anodized aluminum, as regards materials 
examination. In all cases, the results are discussed, while the ASTM 
Standards are referenced as a methodological framework.  

 
Keywords— experimental design, metrology standardization, 

modelling evaluation, optimization, repeatability/reproducibility.  
 

I INTRODUCTORY ANALYSIS 
Laboratory measurement carried out on specimens, 

supposed to be identical, do not necessarily give the same 
results, due to unpredictable errors that may occur during each 
examination. These errors depend mainly on the following six 
factors: (i) the variation of constituents within the (supposed 
identical) specimens to be tested, (ii) the experience/attention 
of the human operators in duty, (iii) the kind/type of 
equipment used, (iv) the condition (including maintenance and 
calibration) of this equipment, (v) the natural environment 
(e.g., light intensity, other radiation activity, temperature, 
humidity), and (vi) the anthropogenic environment, including 
pollution as principal component.  

The closeness of any result to the ‘true’ or the accepted 
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reference value is expressed by the term of ‘accuracy’, which 
is expressed (in its turn) in terms of the corresponding bias and 
precision, the latter being evaluated through repeatability and 
reproducibility. Under repeatability conditions, the factors 
listed above are kept or remain reasonably constant and 
usually contribute only minimally to the variability; under 
reproducibility conditions, the factors are generally different 
(i.e., they change among laboratories) and frequently 
contribute significantly to the variability of examination 
results; thus, repeatability and reproducibility are two practical 
extremes of precision [1-5] .  

These distinct extremes define a domain full of 
discontinuities as regards Man, Machine, Materials, Methods, 
and Measurement (5M), constituting the main categories of 
causal factors representing dependence in an Ishikawa 
‘fishbone’ structure [6,7]. The aim of the present work is to 
create a quasi-continuum between Repeatability and 
Reproducibility, and contribute to optimization of the 
variables/ parameters/coefficients (VPCs) involved.  
For illustrating the respective procedure we consider 
minimization of the total cost C(I) = C1(I) + C2(I) as the 
optimization criterion, where C1 is the partial direct cost due to 
performing experimental design for additional measurements 
and statistical processing of the corresponding results, and C2 
is the partial indirect or uncertainty cost, due to downward 
technical/economic/environmental impact (i.e., related to the 
end-use or the subsequent processing to the end/intermediate 
product under examination), especially when strict 
specifications should be followed, while the 
independent/explanatory variable I is the Reproducibility 
Index, standing for Inter-Laboratory Study (ILS) expenditure 
expressed as a percentage of total expenditure for testing 
materials and processes. Evidently, C1 is an increasing 
function of I with an increasing rate (i.e., dC1/dI>0, d2C1/dI2 
>0), because of the validity of the Law of Diminishing 
marginal or differential Returns (LDR). On the other hand, C2 
is a decreasing function of I, with an increasing algebraic or a 
decreasing absolute rate (i.e., dC2/dI<0, d2C2/dI2>0 or 
d│dC2/dI│/dI<0), since the higher the I-values the lower the 
partial cost C2, because certainty increases. The optimal value 
Iopt is the abscissa of Cmin-point, where (C1+C2)min implies 
MC1=MC2, meaning equality of the marginal or differential 
costs (i.e., dC1/dI = │dC2/dI│) at the equilibrium point of the 
tradeoff between C1 and C2.  
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Repeatability and Reproducibility in Statistical 
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Fig. 1a. Dependence of partial direct cost C1 (for performing 
experimental design) and partial indirect or uncertainty cost C2 
on I; in case of introducing computer aided statistical 
processing to improve experimental design within the network 
of cooperating laboratories, the optimal value Iopt is shifting to 
I’opt, where I’opt >Iopt. 
 

In case of introducing computer aided statistical processing 
for better experimental design within the network of co-
operating laboratories, the C1-curve will move downwards to 
the new position C1’ becoming more flat, since the cost 
decrease is expected to be more expressed in the region of 
higher I-values, where the partial cost is already high due to 
the validity of the LDR; consequently, the Iopt value is shifting 
to I’opt, where I’opt >Iopt, while Cmin will move to C’min, where 
C’min<Cmin, as shown in Fig. 1a. In case of specifications 
relaxation (as regards downward processing and/or 
marketability of the final product), the C2-curve will move 
downwards to the new position C2’ becoming steeper, since 
the cost decrease is expected to be more expressed in the 
region of higher I-values, where the partial cost is already high 
due to the validity of the LDR; consequently, the Iopt value is 
shifting to I’’opt, where I’’opt >Iopt, while Cmin will move to 
C’min, where C’min<Cmin, as shown in Fig. 1b.  

Similar movements to the ones described above of the 
partial cost curves C1 and C2 may be realized in the 
medium/long run as a result of ‘learning by doing’. It is 
worthwhile noting that the vectors (I’opt -Iopt) and (I’’opt -Iopt) 
have the same direction, indicating/supporting the 
extendability increase of the co-operating laboratories 
network, while the minimum total cost decreases in both 
cases.   
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Fig. 1b. Dependence of partial direct cost C1 (for performing 
experimental design) and partial indirect or uncertainty cost C2 
on I; in case of specifications relaxation (as regards downward 
processing and/or marketability of the final product), the 
optimal value Iopt is shifting to I’’opt. The thick curve in the 
upper diagram is the locus of Cmin points as a function of Iopt.   
 

The conceptual optimization method (through a respective 
simple tradeoff) presented above is a rather static one in the 
sense that only certain partial costs are taken into account 
while total utility is not considered. Such a consideration 
might give a dynamic character to the optimization procedure 
allowing for either (i) scale up/down of the process under 
examination or/and (ii) information acquisition at higher 
granularity level as regards the properties of the material to be 
tested.  
 

II METHODOLOGY 
The dynamic character of the optimization procedure, 

mentioned in the last paragraph above has been incorporated 
into the following algorithm, presented as a flowchart in Fig. 
2, where interconnections between activity stages and decision 
nodes are also shown.  

1. Description of the testing method required to either 
examine a material or understand a phenomenon or 
monitor/control a process. 

2. Determination of the metrological target and the 
consequent confidence intervals of the involved 
variables/parameters/coefficients (VPCs) of the 
involved models. 

3. Determination of required precision as 
conceived/specified by means of repeatability and 
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reproducibility conditions.  
4. Denotation of simple one-laboratory repeatability 

(SOR) conditions, where independent test results are 
obtained with the same method on identical test items 
in the same laboratory by the same operator using the 
same equipment within short intervals of time. 

5. Denotation of horizontal multi-laboratory 
reproducibility (HMR) conditions, where test results 
are obtained with the same method on identical test 
items, by simulating the different laboratories with 
different operators using different equipment, 
although performing within the laboratory where 
SOR conditions have already been established.   

6. Denotation of vertical simulatative reproducibility 
(VCR, in parallel with deterministic or 
probabilistic/possibilistic modelling) leading to either 
scale-up from laboratory to pilot-plant scale or scale-
down, when a fault appears during the larger scale 
operation and remedial path is suggested/followed.  

7. Reconsideration of stages 4-6 and determination of 
optimal VPCs values.  

8. Examination/testing at prototype scale.  
9. Examination/testing at industrial scale. 
10. Determination of parameters creating a quasi-

continuum between SOR and simulated HMR 
performing in the same laboratory. 

11. Extension of this determination along the scale 
up/down.  

12. Localization of faults.  
13. Reconsideration of VPCs identification.  
14. Corrective action according to these suggestions.  
15. Determination of the relations connecting the VPCs 

identified so far, within the framework of a 
corresponding Ontology.  

16. Bridging of any discontinuity gaps by considering 
additional VPCs, even at a superficial 
phenomenological level.  

17. Trial operation of the process or usage of the material 
at the larger scale under normal and extreme (i.e., 
expected frequently and rarely, respectively) 
conditions.  

18. Investigation for revealing the possible causes of 
these faults.  

19. Synthesis of a fault tree, setting each observed fault 
as top event, following a top-down/deductive 
method. 

20. Selection of experts to confirm/enrich/modify the 
dendritic structure and assign significance indices 
(following a bottom-up/inductive method) on the 
causal connections in a fuzzy version to count for 
uncertainty.  

21. Determination/identification (after defuzzification) of 
the event-paths most responsible for the existence of 
each top event.  
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the algorithmic procedure developed for 
(i) creating a continuum between repeatability and 
reproducibility, and (ii) extending this methodological 
framework to cover process scale up/down and material 
properties examination.  
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22. Design/development of procedures to obtain the 
required additional knowledge.  

23. Knowledge processing within the internal KB. 
24. Searching in external KBs by means of an Intelligent 

Agent (IA), according to [8].  
 
A.  Are laboratory facilities available for testing at prototype 

level? 
B.  Are laboratory facilities available for testing at industrial 

level? 
C.  Are there discontinuities in these domains? 
D.  Are there any suggestions for VPCs splitting/ 

merging/modification made as a result of this 
reconsideration? 

E.  Is the corrective action satisfactory? 
F.  Are further faults observed or even suspected to appear 

later on? 
G.  Is this identification satisfactory? 

 
III IMPLEMENTATION  

The difference between reproducibility and repeatability 
conditions may due to the latent/hidden change of a parameter 
value that occurs either in the laboratory environment (e.g., 
temperature, humidity, light intensity) or within an apparatus 
(like chemical reactor, adsorption column, sedimentation or 
flotation vessel) used for testing. Such a parameter value 
variation, within a preset range, is reasonable for a laboratory 
planned to serve a specific purpose at minimum cost (i.e., with 
devices/equipment, as simple as possible [9]). The change of 
this parameter value causes (in its turn) a corresponding 
change either (i) in the dependent variable of the model that 
simulates the phenomenon taking place in the process under 
examination or (ii) in the properties of the material to be 
tested. Obviously, the model continuity is closely related with 
the continuum we are trying to create/reveal and show forth 
herein. Consequently, the case examples, selected for 
implementing certain significant stages of the algorithmic 
procedure quoted in the Methodology Section, are 
emphatically expressing the continuity characteristic 
mentioned above. 

The first case example is the mass balance (rate of 
accumulation = input – output – consumption) over a 
continuous flow stirred tank reactor (CFSTR) where a 
(bio)chemical reaction of nth order takes place, giving the 
following model 

VdS/dt=QS0-QS-kSnV                                                     (1) 
where 
S is the substance concentration in tank and discharge, 
S0 is the substance concentration in input, 
Q is the input volumetric rate into and out of tank, 
V is the constant volume of liquid in the tank, 
k is the rate constant. 
 For n=1, this is a first–order linear differential equation, 
which can be rearranged to give the more familiar standard 
form dS/dt+αS=(Q/V)S0 , where α=Q/V+k , that has the 
general analytic solution,  

)exp()exp()exp()/(
0

0 atSdtatSatVQS i

t
−+−= ∫            (2) 

where Si  is the initial value of S at t=0.  
For S0 independent of t (i.e., constant input concentration) 

)exp()]exp(1)[/(0 atSataVQSS i −+−−=                       (3) 
with the limiting value for t→∞ 

)/1/(0 QkVSS +=                                                            (4) 
 For steady state conditions (i.e., dS/dt=0), the last 
expression is also valid, although the previous Eqs. (2,3) are 
not valid, since they are based on the hidden assumption 
dS/dt≠0. Indeed, Eq. (1) gives 0=QS0-QS-kSV for n=1, from 
which Eq. (4) is obtained, while other simple models can be 
found [10,11]. On the other hand, the respective kinetic 
equation for an ideally operating Plug Flow Reactor (PFR) is 
given by S/S0=exp(-kt), where t is the retention time in the 
reactor, a concept that has a rather statistical spatiotemporal 
meaning in the case of an ideal CFSTR and a rather clock time 
meaning in the case of an ideal PFR.  
 An ideal PFR exhibits higher efficiency E, given as E=(S0-
S)/S0 or E=1-S/S0, in comparison with an ideal CFSTR of 
equal V, as we can show by expanding ex in power series: 
Exp(x)=1+x+x2/2!+x3/3!+…, where x=kV/Q; consequently, 
exp(x)>1+x or 1/(1+x)>exp(-x) or 1/(1+kV/Q)>exp(-kV/Q) or 
EPFR>ECFSTR.  
 In practice, a PFR is not operating ideally because of axial 
dispersion of the substance under (bio)chemical processing, 
tending to partially behave as a CFSTR, as such dispersion is 
increasing. For first order kinetics, the respective kinetic 
equation has the form  

)]2/(exp[)1()]2/(exp[)1(
)]2/(1exp[

22
0 dbbdbb

d
S
S

−−−+
=               (5) 

where b=(1+4ktd), dimensionless,  
d=D/(uL), the reactor dispersion number (dimensionless) 
characterizing the mixing condition in the reactor, u=velocity 
along the reactor length L. For d→0 or d→∞, the reactor 
simulates the PFR or the CFSTR, respectively. Consequently, 
the parameter d can be used as a basis for creating a quasi-
continuum, especially in the case of scale-up, where 
reproducibility is playing a key-role under VCR conditions 
(see stage 6 of the flowchart in Fig. 2). 
 For other kinetic expressions (i.e., differential kinetic 
equations in the original/mechanismic form with n≠1) non-
analytic solutions are obtained, consequently numerical 
analysis methods should be followed. Attempting to avoid 
such complicate modelling, we have devised a 
probabilistic/statistical method by weighting the two ideal 
models through a factor w, as follows  
S/S0=w[exp(-kt)]+(1-w)(1+kV/Q)                                        (6) 
Evidently, the higher the w-value (0<w<1) the closer the 
reactor behavior to that of a PFR; consequently, the parameter 
w, having its value estimated by applying non-linear 
regression on data, plays (in a simpler way) the role of d in 
creating the intended quasi-continuum platform.  
 The subsequent case example refers to the application of the 
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combined Langmuir-Freundlich (LF) adsorption isotherm, 
which has the form 
q=Q(KαC)n/[(KαC)n+1]                                                          (7) 
where q is the amount of polluting species adsorbate at 
equilibrium, measured as mass per mass ratio, Q is the 
adsorption capacity of the system, estimated similarly, C is the 
aqueous phase concentration at equilibrium, measured as mass 
per volume, K is the affinity constant for adsorption, measured 
as volume per mass (therefore the product KαC is 
dimensionless, n is the index of adsorbent surface 
heterogeneity, representing the parameter that may be used to 
create the intended quasi–continuum by controlling the 
adsorbent production conditions, which are responsible for the 
adsorptive properties of the product: for n→1 or n→0 the 
expression (7) is reduced to the Langmuir or Freundlich 
isotherm, respectively, giving relatively satisfactory results,  
according to the Principle of Simplicity; otherwise, the 
complete/complex LF function should be used, representing 
the continuum under investigation.  
 Although, the parameter used to establish the intended 
quasi-continuum seems to be of pure physico-chemical nature, 
its formalism is closely related to the following weighted 
integral [12-14] 

a
a

a
a dK

CK
CKKgq

+
= ∫

+∞

∞− 1
)(                                                    (8)    

where the statistical density function g(Kα) stands for the 
individual site density values of elementary isotherms with the 
corresponding affinity constant Kα. Actually, g(Kα) 
distribution reduces to the Dirac’s delta function for Langmuir 
isotherm, while it resembles a log-normal distribution for 
Freundlich isotherm.  
 A similar situation is met in cases where a two-parameter 
statistical distribution is used (e.g., the Weibull one, like in 
[15]) and we convert it to the corresponding three-parameter 
distribution: in such cases, the additional parameter defines the 
intended continuum, since the condition change in simulating 
reproducibility is related as an independent/explanatory 
variable to this parameter value, by means of a continuous 
function.  
 A similar case example is the examination of the adsorption 
process in a fixed bed column packed with adsorbent, 
simulating a pollutant removal from aquatic solution. The 
kinetic study of this process can be performed by adopting the 
Bohart–Adams model [16], 

tKC
u

KNx
C
C

i
i −=− )1ln(                                                       (9) 

 in which  C = effluent concentration; Ci = influent 
concentration; K = an adsorption rate coefficient; N = an 
adsorption capacity coefficient; x = bed depth; u = linear 
velocity; and t = time.  
 This model can be rearranged to give C/Ci=[1+exp(α-bt)]-1 , 
where a = KNx/u and b = KCi.  
 Since this expression implies an S-shapes curve, which is 
symmetrical round the midpoint with coordinates t=α/b and 
C=Ci/2 , while this restriction does not reflect reality, a 

relaxation is necessary by introducing an exponential 
parameter v to count for asymmetry:    
C/Ci=[1+exp(α-bt)]-v                                                            (10) 
while other asymmetrical forms of the same category of 
sigmoid curves, having as common feature the reduction to 
symmetrical form for v=1, can be found in [17].   
 Clark [18] gave a physico-chemical meaning to v through 
the relation v=1/(n-1), n≠1, where n is a measure of adsorbent 
surface heterogeneity, obtained from the Freudlich isotherm, 
(related also to the distribution of Gibbs free energy, which, in 
its turn, is a function of enthalpy, entropy and temperature). In 
relevant measurements performed in our Laboratory [19-21], 
we have estimated all parameter-values following a two-step 
procedure: firstly by applying the Freudlich isotherm and 
subsequently by applying the Bohart – Adams - Clark model 
with fixed the v-value. This approach contributes to parameter 
identification but may give an increased total standard error of 
estimate in comparison with a single step approach (i.e., 
without involving the Freudlich isotherm into the parameter 
values estimation procedure). Evidently, measurements under 
simulated/controlled reproducibility conditions may contribute 
decisively to (i) clarify the role of each pollutant in the 
adsorption from an aquatic mixture, (ii) reveal the mechanism 
of competitive adsorption, (iii) investigate interaction between 
pollutants, (iv) enhance the parameter identification approach.   
 If we are not certain about the validity of a model, as it is 
the case in VCR (see stage 6 in the Methodology Section and 
the flowchart in Fig. 2) when performing scale up/down, we 
can apply experimental design in combination with 
dimensional analysis (see [22]), and use at least one of the 
parameters inter-relating the dimensionless groups, in order to 
define the intended continuum.  

If there is not a model providing VPCs appropriate to create 
the intended continuum, we can use directly the standard 
definition of reproducibility conditions and simulate these 
conditions within the same laboratory where measurements 
under repeatability conditions are already performed. The 
advantage of this simulation method is that we can change one 
factor each time we want to examine its impact on any 
dependent variable; moreover, we can (i) incorporate this 
procedure into an R&D project performing scale up/down, and 
(ii) decrease ILS cost, and obtain independence as regards 
outsourcing. The disadvantages concern (i) the danger to limit 
examination ranges, as result of bias, and (ii) the inability to 
perform arbitration closes, a condition usually met in 
contracts/agreements between providers and users. In practice, 
the second disadvantage is actually turned to advantage in the 
sense that such a simulation might be used for estimation a 
priori or checking a posteriori possible results obtained by an 
external laboratory involved in an arbitration procedure.  

Subsequently, we present a case example based on 
thickness measurements of the anodic coating of aluminum 
(formed in the 15% sulphuric acid as electrolyte at direct 
current density 2000 Cb/dm2 and 20oC and dissolved 
chemically within a bath made of d=1.75 phosphoric acid 35 
ml/L and chromic acid 20 g/L, determined as CrO3) performed 
by using the classic gravimetric method. The results under real 
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reproducibility conditions are presented in table I, together 
with the corresponding one-way (or single factor) ANOVA, 
where Mij is the measurement j in sample Si, Mi is the 
arithmetic mean in Sample i, Vi is the variance in Sample i, 
SV is the source of variation, SS is the sum of squares of 
residuals, either between the samples (BS) or within the 
samples (WS), df is the number of degrees of freedom, MS is 
the mean square of residuals, Fe is the estimated F-value, Pe is 
the estimated probability or significance level, Fc is the critical 
one-tailed F-value at significance level 0.05 or 5%. These 
results indicate that the null hypothesis (that there is no 
significant difference between intra- and inter-laboratory 
examination) is rejected. On the contrary, the results obtained 
under simulated reproducibility conditions (obtained within 
the same laboratory by changing only the operators measuring 
the samples S3 and S4) indicate that the null hypothesis is not 
rejected, implying the existence of a quasi-continuum between 
real repeatability and real reproducibility through simulation. 
Therefore, we can conclude about the influence each factor is 
exerting on the material or process under examination in the 
same mode we determine the impact on the depended variable 
by changing the value of an independent/explanatory variable 
within a function, even if this function has not been explicitly 
expressed. In case that such an expression has been achieved, 
the intended creation of the continuity domain is simply 
represented by the partial derivative of the function as regards 
the VPC changing its value (i.e., a concept that coincides with 
performing mono-parametric sensitivity analysis).  

The ANOVA results may also contribute to the 
quantification of the metrological impact caused by changing 
the expected value of a factor from laboratory to laboratory or 
from condition to condition. In the case example analyzed 
above, the success of the gravimetric examination depends 
heavily on the effectiveness of the reagents mixture that will 
dissolve the anodic film if aluminum without attacking the 
basic metal. 

 
Table I. One-way ANOVA for the results obtained under real 
reproducibility conditions (different laboratories, same 
method, different equipment and operators): the null 
hypothesis for statistical testing is rejected, since Fe>Fc, 
P<0.05.  
Si Mi1 Mi2 Mi3 Mi Vi102 
S1 10.3 10.0 10.2 10.17 2.33 
S2 10.1 10.5 10.3 10.30 4.00 
S3 9.4 9.3 9.8 9.50 7.00 
S4 9.1 8.9 9.2 9.07 2.33 
 
SV SS df MS Fe P Fc 
BS 3.016 3 1.005    
WS 0.313 8 0.039    
Total 3.329 11     
Rest    25.667 18610-6 4.066 
 
 

Table II. One-way ANOVA for the results obtained under 
simulated reproducibility conditions (same laboratory, same 
method, same equipment but different operators for measuring 
the samples S3, S4): the null hypothesis for statistical testing is 
not rejected, since Fe>Fc, P<0.05.  
Si Mi1 Mi2 Mi3 Mi Vi102 
S1 10.3 10.0 10.2 10.17 2.33 
S2 10.1 10.5 10.3 10.30 4.00 
S3 9.8 10.1 9.9 9.93 2.33 
S4 10.0 9.8 10.2 10.00 4.00 
 
SV SS df MS Fe P Fc 
BS 0.247 3 0.082    
WS 0.253 8 0.032    
Total 0.500 11     
Rest    2.596 0.125 4.066 
 

For saving time (i.e., capital cost, since the equipment 
depreciation does not change significantly over time) a strong 
mixture used at relatively high temperature should apply. 
During the dissolution procedure, a whitish appearance on 
withdrawing from the bath indicates that the anodic coating 
removal is not complete and the procedure must be continued 
until the original metallic surface is revealed. The sample is 
weighted before and after dissolution; the difference m is used 
to provide the film thickness T=m/(Aρ), where A is the 
apparent surface area and ρ is the density of the anodic film, 
estimated with an error of ±2.5%.  

If greater accuracy is required, the apparent density 
(including any air filled pores) can be estimated by carrying 
out a weight loss determination in a coating that has had its 
thickness measured by a more precise (and more expensive, 
without mentioning equipment availability) method [23], like 
(i) the microscopic section or (ii) the split-beam microscope or 
(iii) eddy current, or (iv) the beta backscattering method.  

Apart from the appearance of the specimen after film 
removal, the completion of the stripping operation can be 
checked by repeating the immersion in phosphoric/chromic 
acid for a very short time interval followed by drying and re-
weighting, stopping when no further loss of weight is 
observed. Nevertheless, on some alloys, particularly those 
containing zinc and/or copper, a constant weight is not 
achieved due to continuing slow attack by the acid on the basis 
metal. In such a case, the suggested immersion time should be 
restricted to the shortest time for the visible removal of the 
coating.  

Obviously, estimation through visual observation (in 
combination with the measuring equipment used) is rather 
subjective, heavily depended on the operator’s experience and 
his/her tacit knowledge about the behavior of the material 
under examination. Performing measurements under simulated 
reproducibility conditions in the same laboratory, we can 
categorize the personnel according to their (i) experience 
through ‘learning by doing’, (ii) explicit knowledge 
background, (iii) skillfulness, especially in copying with 
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difficult situations, (iv) typical qualifications, and (v) 
familiarity with the equipment currently in use. By 
progressively changing quantitatively and/or qualitatively each 
factor we create/direct the intended quasi-continuum while 
applying steady state conditions to keep the examined process 
under continuous control.   
 

IV DISCUSSION  
In an ontological approach, instead of using cost, we can 

use the broader concept of ‘utility’ U, as the dependent 
variable within a corresponding tradeoff in order to determine 
Iopt. Evidently, Iopt is determined as the abscissa of the 
Umax=(U1+U2)max point, where U1 and U2 represent ILS 
reliability/validity (or, equivalently, consistency/suitability) 
and expenditure for the material/process under examination, 
respectively. U1 is an increasing function of I with a 
decreasing rate (i.e., dU1/dI>0, d2U1/dI2<0) because of the 
validity of the LDR, as regards reliability. On the contrary, U2 
is a decreasing function of I with a decreasing algebraic or an 
increasing absolute rate (i.e., dU2/dI<0, d2U2/dI2<0 or 
d│dU2/dI│/dI>0), since the higher the I-values, the higher the 
corresponding expenditure and, consequently, the lower the 
utility. At Umax (i.e., at the equilibrium point of the tradeoff 
between U1 and U2), we have MU1=MU2, denoting equality of 
marginal or differential utilities MU1=dU1/dI and 
MU2=│dU2/dI│.  
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Fig. 3a. Dependence of the partial utilities U1 and U2 
(representing ILS reliability/validity and expenditure for the 
material/process under examination, respectively) on I; by 
introducing appropriate software based on the algorithmic 
procedures suggested herein, the optimal value Iopt is expected 
to decrease while Umax will increase.  
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Fig. 3b. Dependence of the partial utilities U1 and U2 
(representing ILS reliability/validity and expenditure for the 
material/process under examination, respectively) on I; during 
a period of inflation the optimal value Iopt is expected to 
decrease and Umax will decrease too.   
 

By introducing appropriate software based on the 
algorithmic procedures suggested herein, especially designed 
to enhance system reliability, the U1-curve moves upwards to 
its new position U1’ becoming more flat, since the fewer the 
inter-laboratory measurements (at the initial stage of the 
tradeoff design) the higher the imprecision; consequently, the 
Iopt-value is shifting to I’opt, where I’opt<Iopt, while Umax will 
move to U’max, where U’max>Umax, as shown in Fig. 3a. 
Moreover, during a period of inflation, the expenditure for 
outsourcing is increasing, resulting to the downward 
movement of the U2-curve to its new position U’2 becoming 
steeper, since the utility difference (in comparison with the 
corresponding initial curve) is higher in the region of high I-
values because of the plethora of inter-laboratory 
measurements that correspond to this region; as a result, the 
Iopt-value is shifting to I’’opt, where I’’opt<Iopt, while Umax will 
move downwards.    

It is worthwhile noting that the vectors (I’opt -Iopt) and (I’’opt 
-Iopt) have the same direction, indicating/supporting the 
limitation of the co-operating laboratories network, in contrast 
to the conclusion reached by using special versions of direct 
and indirect partial costs in the Introductory Analysis Section. 
On the other hand, there is an uncertainty about the direction 
to which Umax will move on, depending on the number of 
measurements performed in the cooperating laboratories and 
the necessary information granularity level of the ILS results. 
Regularly, an ILS should include 30 or more laboratories [1], 
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a number which is also used as the minimum of measurements 
taken into account to confirm goodness of fitting of normal 
distribution to data, by means of the chi-squared test. 
Nevertheless, the achievement of this number is not usually 
feasible and a network with fewer laboratories (but not less 
than 6, meaning that an ILS should start with at least 8 
laboratories in order to allow for attrition) may be used, 
provided that reasonable estimates concerning reproducibility 
are finally approximated.  

It should be noticed that the relevant Ontology of standards 
is continually enriched, following a non-linear pattern, as 
shown in Fig. 4, where the number of revisions of the basic or 
‘root’ standard E 691 is represented as a function of time.  
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Fig. 4. The evolution of standard practice E691 ‘Practice for 
Conducting an Interlaboratory Study to Determine the 
Precision of a Test Method’.  
 

This quantitative result is accompanied by a qualitative one: 
the number of referenced documents of this Standard is 
steadily increasing, even when a referenced standard pre-
existed in the relevant thesaurus, before been 
assigned/recognized as a referenced one (i.e., as an essential 
for understanding or a prerequisite for the realization of E 
691); such examples are the E 456-06 and the E 1402-13 [24] 
standards, referring to Quality & Statistics terminology and 
Sampling, respectively, indicating the worldwide interest on 
establishing a standard controlled vocabulary, which is a basic 
characteristic of a formal Ontology. The creation of the quasi-
continuum between repeatability and reproducibility hopefully 
(i) contributes to the enrichment of such a controlled 
vocabulary and (ii) enhances the density and consistency of 
the respective network of relevant concepts, as they are inter-
related through explicit/implicit functions and/or 
tacit/subjective knowledge.  
 

V CONCLUSIONS 
The functionality of the methodological framework we have 

designed under the form of an algorithmic procedure has been 
proved in both cases: the development/control of an industrial 
process (possibly simulating also the behavior of waterbodies 
in the aquatic environment) and the examination of materials 
of practical interest. In the first case, where mathematical 

modelling is feasible, the created continuum is based on 
parameters representing homogeneity, which decreases in 
scaling up. In the second case, where mathematical modelling 
is frequently not feasible at a surface phenomenological level, 
the created continuum is based on numerical grid construction 
making use of statistical experimental design (mainly in 
various forms of Analysis Of VAriance – ANOVA).  

In the first case, numerical analysis methods may be 
indispensable to cope with practical problems usually met in 
the real world; e.g., in the plug flow reactor with axial 
dispersion we consider herein, there is analytical solution only 
for the first order chemical kinetics and only as regards 
efficiency, while even the process continuity parameter cannot 
be obtained explicitly. In the second case, precision, being 
evaluated through repeatability and reproducibility (according 
to the ASTM standard E 691) depends on the density of the 
grid mentioned above.  

It is worthwhile noting that the creation of the continuum 
suggested herein contributes to resources (including time) 
saving, laboratories network minimization, and equipment 
availability maximization (i.e., economotechnical 
optimization), facilitating also the performance of relevant 
Research & Development (R&D) projects by means of (i) 
dynamic programming during scale up/down, and (ii) 
examining the quality of produced goods, according to 
specifications set a priori. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a new phylogenetic tree 

algorithm that generates phylogenetic trees by repeatedly inserting 
species one-by-one. The incremental phylogenetic tree algorithm can 
work on proteins or DNA sequences. Computer experiments show 
that the new algorithm is better than the commonly used UPGMA 
and Neighbor Joining algorithms.  
 
Keywords—Data structure, Distance matrix, Phylogenetic tree, 

Protein. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
URRENT phylogenetic tree construction 
algorithms[1]-[3], [5], [9], [11] are not incremental and 

have to be rerun from the beginning whenever a new species is 
added to the database. Moreover, a rerun from the beginning is 
necessary even if the new species is aligned with the already 
used species. In this paper, we develop an incremental 
algorithm that inserts new species one-by-one into a growing 
phylogenetic tree. 

Our inspiration for such an incremental phylogenetic 
algorithm is the way biologists usually classify any newly 
discovered species. Starting from the root node of the existing 
classification tree, the newly discovered species is compared 
with existing species and always an appropriate branch is 
chosen to go one level down in the classification hierarchy. 
Eventually we reach one of the existing species, which is the 
closest relative. It is next to that nearest relative where the new 
species is normally inserted.  

Our aim is to develop a computer algorithm that uses the 
above paradigm but works with both DNA sequences and 
proteins. As the genomes of a growing number of species are 
sequenced and become part of DNA and protein databases [4], 
[12], molecular biology increasingly augments, although not 
completely replaces, morphological considerations. 

Reliable phylogenetic tree constructions are needed for a 
diverse set of studies, including theoretical studies on the rate 
of evolution in various phyla [10] and applied studies aimed at 
developing medical diagnosis methods [6] and pharmaceutical 
development. 

Our algorithm has two main benefits compared to previous 
algorithms: 
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1) Faster because it can be used incrementally if the new 

sequence is aligned with the other sequences. 
2) Generates more accurate phylogenetic trees as indicated 

by the computer experiments presented in Section 4. 
 

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents some 
related work. Section III describes the incremental 
phylogenetic tree algorithm. Section IV presents some 
experimental results. Finally Section V gives some 
conclusions and directions for future work.  

II. RELATED WORK 
The UPGMA [11] and the Neighbor Joining [9] algorithms 

are commonly used and familiar to most users.  The maximum 
likelihood method is also well known, although it seems less 
frequently used that UPGMA and Neighbor Joining in practice 
because it requires more computational time. All of these 
algorithms are reviewed in textbooks, such as [1]-[3]. 

Revesz [5] introduced the Common Mutations Similarity 
Matrix algorithm, which has O(n3) time complexity, where n 
is the number of sequences. We briefly review this algorithm 
as a related work, which will also be used in the experimental 
results section of this paper.  
    Table 1 below shows seven DNA sequences, S1…S7, each 
with a length fifteen nucleotides displayed by groups of five 
nucleotides per column. 
 

Table 1 Seven input DNA sequences and a common ancestor µ 
 

S1 AGCTA CTAGT AATCA 
S2 AGCTA CGAGT AATCA 
S3 ATCCA CTAGT ACACT 
S4 ATCCA CTAGT ATACT 
S5 CGGTA TTTGT AAGCT 
S6 CGGTT CATCA AATGC 
S7 AGGTA CTTGA AATCC 
µ AGCTA CTAGT AATCT 

 

Let Si[k] denote the kth nucleotide of Si. The Hamming 
distance between two DNA sequences Si and Sj each with 
length n, denoted δ (Si, Sj), is defined as the number of 
corresponding nucleotide pairs that are different, that is, Σ1 ≤ 
k ≤ n Si [k] ≠ Sj[k]. µ is the common ancestor of seven 
sequences. 

Evolutionary tree construction algorithms generally start 
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from a Hamming distance matrix to recursively combine pairs 
of sequences (rows and columns) until only a single combined 
sequence remains. For example, the UPGMA (unweighted 
pair group method with arithmetic mean) [11] method would 
always search for the closest pairs to combine. When several 
pairs are equally distant, then an arbitrary choice is made. In 
this case, the closest pairs are S1 and S2 and S3 and S4 
because δ (S1, S2) = 1 and δ (S3, S4) = 1. The Neighbor 
Joining [9] method is a more sophisticated and commonly 
used method that is also based on distance matrices.  

Instead of distance matrices, Revesz [5] introduced a 
common mutations similarity matrix (CMSM). The motivation 
behind looking for common mutations is that in practice rare 
but shared features, such as rare mutations, often provide 
useful markers of similarity among a set of closely related 
items. Moreover, if mutations are rare, then it may be more 
efficient to count their occurrences than finding the Hamming 
distances for long sequences.  Assuming that the seven DNA 
sequences in Table 1 are related, we can find the most likely 
common ancestor sequence, denoted µ, as the mode of each 
column. If there is no most frequent nucleotide in a column, 
then we arbitrarily chose one of the most frequent nucleotides 
in it. 

The Common Mutations Similarity Matrix (CMSM) 
algorithm records for each pair of sequences the mutations that 
they share in common with respect to a global average µ, 
which is taken as the most likely common ancestor sequence. 

 
Example 1. Given seven nucleotide sequences in Table 1 

below (rows S1 to S7 where the sequences are displayed in 
groups of five), the common ancestor sequence µ is calculated 
in [5] as the most frequent in each column.  
  Alternatively, if S1 to S7 are considered amino acid 
sequences where A, C, G and T now stand for the amino acids 
Alanine, Cysteine, Glycine and Threonine, respectively, then 
the common ancestor sequence µ can be defined as in each 
column as the amino acid x out of the set S of twenty amino 
acids used in most proteins such that x is overall closest to the 
set of amino acids in that column.  We make this statement 
more precise below using as an example the PAM250 amino 
acid similarity matrix. Let 
 

PAM250[AminoAcid1,AminoAcid2]   =   a         (1) 
 
denotes that AminoAcid1 and AminoAcid2 have a similarity 
score of a.  For example, PAM250 [A, G] = 1 means that 
Alanine and Glycine are slightly similar to each other.  Then 
for the ith column,  

µμ 𝑖 = 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆                                        (2) 
such that   

 𝑃𝐴𝑀250[𝑆𝑖 𝑗 , 𝑥]!
!!!                               (3) 

is maximum. 
 
For example, we can see that the value of µ[1] changed 

from A to C because C is the amino acid that is overall closest 
to the each of the amino acids in the first column.  

 

 
Table 2 Common ancestor µ from the new algorithm 

 
S1 AGCTA CTAGT AATCA 
S2 AGCTA CGAGT AATCA 
S3 ATCCA CTAGT ACACT 
S4 ATCCA CTAGT ATACT 
S5 CGGTA TTTGT AAGCT 
S6 CGGTT CATCA AATGC 
S7 AGGTA CTTGA AATCC 
µ CGCCA CTTGT AATCC 

 
It can be assumed that in each sequence Si those amino 

acids (or nucleotides) that do not match the corresponding 
amino acid (or nucleotide) in µ were mutated at some point 
during evolution. Intuitively, the more common mutations two 
sequences Si and Sj share, the closer they are likely to be in an 
evolutionary tree. For the above set of sequences, the common 
mutations similarity matrix is shown in Table 3: 

 
Table 3 Initial CMSM matrix 

 
 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
S1 0 4 2 2 1 1 2 
S2 4 0 2 2 1 1 2 
S3 2 2 0 5 1 0 1 
S4 2 2 5 0 1 0 1 
S5 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 
S6 1 1 0 0 2 0 3 
S7 2 2 1 1 2 3 0 

  

According to the common mutations similarity matrix, the 
closest pair of sequences is S3 and S4. Hence these will be 
merged. When we merge two sequences Si and Sj, in the 
merged sequence the kth element will be equal to the amino 
acid (or nucleotide) in the two sequences if Si[k] = Sj[k] and 
will be equal to µ[k] otherwise. Hence the matrix of sequences 
will be updated as Table 4: 

 
Table 4 The updated sequences    

S1 AGCTA CTAGT AATCA 
S2 AGCTA CGAGT AATCA 
S34 ATCCA CTAGT AAACT 
S5 CGGTA TTTGT AAGCT 
S6 CGGTT CATCA AATGC 
S7 AGGTA CTTGA AATCC 
µ CGCCA CTTGT AATCC 

 
    For example, since S3[12] = C  ≠  T = S4[12], by the above 
merging rule S34[12] = µ[12] = A. 

After the merge, the common mutations matrix needs to be 
recalculated. The merge does not change µ, but the entries in 
the common mutations similarity matrix that are related to the 
newly merged sequence S34 need to be calculated. The values 
for S3 and S4 should be deleted. In this case, Table 5 shows 
the updated common mutation matrix. 
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Table 5 The updated CMSM matrix 

 
 S1 S2 S34 S5 S6 S7 
S1 0 4 2 1 1 2 
S2 4 0 2 1 1 2 
S34 2 2 0 1 0 1 
S5 1 1 1 0 2 2 
S6 1 1 0 2 0 3 
S7 2 2 1 2 3 0 

 
 
Now the closest pair is S1 and S2 with a value of 4 common 

mutations. Hence those two will be merged next. The merging 
will continue until there is only one sequence left. The CMSM 
evolutionary tree algorithm can be summarized as follows.  

 
Table 6 The CMSM algorithm 

 
ALGORITHM CMSM (S1…Sn, n) 

  1 Form n clusters of sequences, each with a single sequence. 
  2 Find the putative common ancestor µ of the sequences. 
  3 Construct a graph T with a node for each n cluster and for µ. 
  4 While (there is more than one cluster) 
  5        Find the common mutations similarity matrix. 
  6        If (exist distinct Si and Sj with some common mutations)  
  7            Merge a closest distinct Si and Sj pair into a new 
  8            cluster Sij and create a node for Sij. 
  9            Connect the nodes for Si and Sj with parent node Sij. 
10        Else 
11                Connect the remaining clusters’ nodes to parent µ. 
11                Return T. 
12 Return T. 

 
 
Note: Alternatively, instead of only recording the values, 

the actual set of common mutations can be put into each entry 
of the common mutations similarity matrix. Clearly, the 
cardinality of the sets in the second representation determines 
the numerical values in the first representation. 
 

III. INCREMENTAL PHYLOGENETICS BY REPEATED 
INSERTIONS 

A. A New Phylogenetic Tree Algorithm 
Suppose that we have n number of amino acid sequences 

S1, . . ., Sn. The sequences and the number n are the inputs to 
the following algorithm that constructs an evolutionary tree by 
repeated addition of new species that are represented by the 
amino acid sequences. We call the new algorithm IPRI 
(incremental phylogenetic by repeated insertions).  

In the algorithm, the closest pair can be found by minimum 
Hamming distance if the sequences are DNA or RNA strings. 
If the sequences are proteins, then the closest pair can be 
found by using a PAM or a BLOSUM substitution matrix. The 
running time is O(n2m) where m is the length of the sequences 
because there are n insertions, and each insertion requires n 
comparisons between two strings of length m. 

 
 

Table 7 The IPRI algorithm 
ALGORITHM IPRI(S1…Sn, n) 

  1 Create an independent node Nk for each sequence Sk.  
  2 Let N = { Nk : 1 ≤ k ≤ n } 
  3 Find the closest pair of nodes Nj and Nj.  
  4 Create a tree T with root R, left child Ni and right child Nj.  
  5 N = N \ {Ni, Nj} 
  6 While (N is not empty) 

  7        Find the closest pair of  nodes Ni N  and Mj T.  
  8        If (Mj is not the root of T) 
  9         P = parent of Mj. 
 10               Delete P as a parent of Mj. 
 11               Create a node R. 
 12               Make P the parent of R. 
 13               Make R the parent of Ni and Mj. 
 14        Else 
 15               Create a node R. 
 16               Make R the parent of Ni and Mj. 
 17        N = N \ {Ni}. 
 18 Return T. 
	  

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We compared the algorithms on simulated evolutionary data 

as follows. We assumed that the original protein consists of a 
chain of one thousand Alanine amino acids. We mutated this 
original string two ways to generate to children. Both children 
were generated by first randomly selecting one percent of the 
amino acids. Then we changed the selected amino acids to one 
of the twenty amino acids. That is, each of the selected amino 
acids had a five percent chance of remaining A and ninety five 
percent chance of changing into another amino acid, with five 
percent chance of changing into C, five percent chance of 
changing into D and so on.   

Next both of the children were further mutated to generate 
four grandchildren of the original protein.  Then we general 
additional levels of the tree so that after N levels we had 2N   

leaves. 
With the above process of evolutionary tree generation, two 

siblings can be expected to differ from each other on twenty 
amino acids. Two first cousins can be expected to differ from 
each other on forty amino acids.  Two seconds can be 
expected to differ from each other on sixty amino acids, and 
so on.  

We ran ten tests on evolutionary trees with height four (and 
sixteen leaves).  We implemented the CMSM and the IPRA 
algorithms in MATLAB. We used ClustalW2’s 
implementation of the UPGMA and NJ algorithms. We chose 
on the ClustalW2 website the default parameters, that is, a gap 
open penalty of 10, a gap extension penalty of 0.2, and a 
maximum gap distance of 5. The results can be summarized in 
the Table 8, where ``Perfect’’ means that the reconstructed 
tree is the same as the original evolutionary tree.  When a 
reconstructed tree had errors, we checked only how many of 
the sibling pairs (SPs) were correctly handled.  

∈ ∈
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Table 8 Experimental comparisons of the algorithms 
 

Test  CMSM IPRA UPGMA NJ 
1 Perfect Perfect 8 SPs 8 SPs 
2 Perfect Perfect 7 SPs 7 SPs 
3 Perfect Perfect 7 SPs 7 SPs 
4 Perfect Perfect 6 SPs 7 SPs 
5 Perfect Perfect 7 SPs 7 SPs 
6 Perfect Perfect 7 SPs 7 SPs 
7 Perfect Perfect 8 SPs 8 SPs 
8 Perfect Perfect 8 SPs 8 SPs 
9 Perfect Perfect 6 SPs 6 SPs 

10 Perfect Perfect 7 SPs 7 SPs 
 

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the output of the IPRA 
algorithm in case 4.  As a comparison, Fig. 2 shows the output 
of the UPGMA algorithm in the same case.   
 

As can be seen form Figures 1 and 2, the IPRA algorithm 
has given back the original evolutionary tree. On the other 
hand, the UPGMA algorithm made a mistake in some of the 
sibling pairs. In particular, the leaves 26 and 27 and the leaves 
18 and 19 are not paired correctly.  In addition, there are more 

mistakes in grouping together cousin leaves.  For example, the 
sibling leaves 16 and 17 are paired correctly, but they are not 
grouped correctly with their cousin leaves 18 and 19.  

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The new incremental phylogenetic tree algorithm has a 

potential to improve the general of phylogenetic trees and our 
understanding of evolutionary history, as can be inferred based 
on molecular biology. Generally all phylogenetic tree 
algorithms improve with greater data size both in the number 
of species and in the length of the sequences. In the future, we 
plan to study additional protein families and their DNA and 
amino acid sequences. We also plan to develop computer 
animation software that shows the insertion of new species 
into the phylogenetic tree. 
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Fig. 1 Sample evolutionary tree reconstructed by the IPRA 
algorithm 

 

 
Fig. 2 Sample evolutionary tree reconstructed by the UPGMA 

algorithm 
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Randomized global optimization for robust pose
estimation of multiple targets in image sequences

Johannes Brünger, Imke Traulsen, and Reinhard Koch

Abstract—The problem of determining the position and pose
of multiple targets in an image sequence can be treated as
a mathematical optimization problem. Therefore we show a
technique based on randomized black-box optimization to detect
multiple targets with similar appearance in bird’s-eye view image
sequences. An easy to adapt cost-map and parameter-constraints
are used to design a fitness-function evaluated for each target
separately. Especially for crowded targets in limited space like
in livestock-environments this approach is able to demonstrate
its strengths. The detection performance is evaluated on two
hand-labeled data-sets of piglets, recorded for behaviour studies.
Detection rates above 90% at runtimes of 220ms per processed
frame prove the potential of the proposed technique.

Index Terms—multiple indistinguishable targets, pose estima-
tion, randomized black-box optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

THE correct estimation of the pose and position of an
object in an image is part of many computer vision

related problems. One possible solution is to fit a parametrized
model to the image data and measure its accuracy by a specific
evaluation-function. This exactly meets the definition of a
mathematical optimization problem, where a fitness-function
has to be maximized depending on the model parameters.
Under simple conditions this fitness-function may be linear,
but in general it is more complex or even unknown.
Furthermore sensors like cameras do not reflect the
environment perfectly due to noise or projection issues.
Therefore the fitness-function has to be designed by hand to
suit the current problem.
If the shape of the fitness-function is non-convex,
discontinuous or even unknown the related optimization
problems are referred to as black-box optimization problems.
In this situation the only accessible information about the
function are function values of evaluated search points in the
parameter-space.

As more and more veterinary or biological behavior
studies make use of automated visual monitoring [1], [2],
[3], the need for robust object detection by computer
vision techniques increases. The correct detection of heavily
interacting indistinguishable targets in combination with noisy,
poorly illuminated video footage is an obvious representative
for the class of black-box optimization problems. Using
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different measurements a multi dimensional fitness-function
can be defined which only relies on information received
from the camera image. In this work we show the application
of the black-box optimization scheme ”Covariance Matrix
Adaptation Evolution Strategy” (CMA-ES) [4] for a robust
detection of multiple indistinguishable targets in livestock
environments. We particularly address the detection of piglets
in image sequences recorded for behaviour studies. CMA-ES
has proven its capabilities in several comparisons [5], [6]
and has a broad acceptance as state-of-the-art algorithm for
continuous optimisation.1

We use a fixed number of simplified pig-models and
try to find the optimal assignment of the models to the
targets. Exploiting the continuity in the image sequence, the
parameters of all models are refined in each frame separately
by CMA-ES and a particularly designed fitness-function
starting from the last valid position. Thereby all other targets
around are considered to avoid overlap. This competitive
approach ensures the representation of all targets and helps to
mark out the individual targets if they are crowded together.
To manage occlusion the models can be deactivated if their
fitness-value drop. Likewise the models get recovered if they
spot an uncovered region with high fitness-value.

In section II we briefly introduce related work showing the
use of CMA-ES in several domains. Next we give a short
summary of related work in behaviour studies. The proposed
method is introduced in section III in detail. Last the used
setup and the results are presented in section IV.

II. RELATED WORK

Mathematical optimization has many applications in com-
puter science research. CMA-ES in particular with its capabil-
ities in non-linear domains is often used in image registration
tasks but also in engineering problems or classical parameter
optimizations. In the medical field for instance, computer
vision is used to guide the physician on interventions. In [7]
the authors used CMA-ES to optimize transformation parame-
ters in multislice-to-volume registration. Thereby the position
of the patient is tracked to compensate motion during the
operation. Another example for 2D-3D-registration in medical
imaging using CMA-ES can be found in [8]. The comparison
in [6] even attested CMA-ES the best results concerning
registration rate and accuracy for a comparable task. In the
field of geoengineering Bouzarkouna et al. [9] used CMA-ES

1see COmparing Continuous Optimisers, http://coco.gforge.inria.fr
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1: First row: Different frames of our footage (the colored pattern of paint were used for ground truth only). Second row:
The results of our algorithm for the same frames. Note the partially occlusion of individual pigs by structure or other pigs in
(a) and (c).

(a) Successful determined pose in previous
frame

(b) Current frame with pose from previous
frame

(c) Refined pose in current frame

Fig. 2: Given an estimated pose from the previous frame, determining the pose for the current frame only needs refinement.

for optimized well placement, since such problem depends
on a large number of not influenceable parameters. The same
problem arises for the placement of sensors in a Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSN). The sensors often have limited
sensing and communication capabilities and need therefore to
be placed in optimal positions to cover an area as large as
possible. Hence their positions can be optimized with CMA-
ES too, as showed by Akbarzadeh et al. [10].
As in medical imaging, classical computer vision tasks in-
clude the need for registration of image features to model
parameters. Jordt and Koch [11], [12], [13] used CMA-ES to
track deformation of objects in real time. They used a time-of-
flight-camera to obtain depth information and an analysis-by-
synthesis approach to optimize the model parameters. In [14]
Zelenka detected the contours of gas bubbles in water and
reconstructed their shape. This helped to track the individual
bubbles over time and to measure the throughput of the emit-
ting source. Also classical target tracking was implemented
with the help of CMA-ES. In [15] the model parameters
obtained by a particle filter are optimized with CMA-ES. The
examples show that CMA-ES is a versatile technique that can
be used in a variety of problems.
Over the last years the detection of animals with computer

vision techniques gained more attention in behaviour studies.
Classical tracking often relies on the predicted motion or
the unique appearance of the target. Therefore the special
conditions in livestock or laboratory environments require
new approaches as the movements of the animals are hardly
predictable. If multiple animals are caged in limited space
this causes group dynamics and if further their appearance is
similar target switching can occur while they are interacting.
Tillett [16], [17] showed that image processing can be used
to fit a model to pigs and hence determine their position
and orientation. Cangar et al. [18] used image processing to
fit a basic cow model to pregnant cows and monitor their
movements. Dollár et al. used in [19] regression-methods to
progressively refine a loosely specified initial guess of a pose.
As their system is learned from human annotated training data
the application is not limited to a specific target. So one of
their examples shows the detection of a mouse in a laboratory
environment.
Depending on the number of monitored targets the motivation
differs. If only one animal is present its activity can be
classified. So Jhuang et al. [3] used background subtraction
to detect a mouse in a home-cage. By extracting space-
time motion and velocity-based features they were able to
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phenotype its behaviour. Zurn et al. [20] used near infrared
light to detect the position and activity of a rodent in dark and
light cycles. Farah et al. [21] used a sliding window tracking
approach to determine the motion pattern of a laboratory rat.
They combined several features in a fitness-function to refine
the detected pose.
For social behaviour studies more than one animal has to be
observed. To study the effects of genetic mutations, drugs or
environmental stimuli Giancardo et al. [22] used a thermal-
camera to detect multiple mice. The animals were segmented
with blob detection followed by an adapted watershed algo-
rithm. Building up on the estimated positions they classified
social behaviour among the animals. Khan et al. [23] tracked
interacting ants with an MCMC-based particle filter. They
exploited the characteristics of Markov random fields to model
interacting targets efficiently.
The more animals are part of the monitored group, the more
the distance between the animals decreases. This results in
more group dynamics and more points of contact. Pistori et
al. [24] used a particle filter to track multiple mice or larvae.
With k-means clustering the segmented pixel were assigned to
the individual targets. This made it possible to tell them apart,
if they crowd together.
McFarlane and Schofield [25] used a Laplacian operator to
separate piglets that were clustered tightly together. Then el-
lipses were used to model the piglets from the remaining blobs.
To track 3 loose-housed pigs Arendt et al. [26] used a support-
map for each pig. With a 5D-Gaussian-Distribution as model,
they updated the support-map in each loop, defining which
pixel are probably part of a specific pig. They took into account
that the pigs are uniformly colored and therefore the distance
in the color-space is small. In every frame they measured the
Mahalanobis distance of each pixel in 5 dimensions looking
for the best match to an existing pig support-map. Kashiha
et al. [2] used background subtraction and ellipse fitting to
determine the position of 10 pigs. They used the position
information to monitor the water consumption of the pigs
by counting the visits at the drink nipple. In a newer work
Kashiha et al. [27] used pattern recognition to identify 10 pigs
by markers on their back. The positions were determined by
ellipse fitting again. They analyzed 4 sequences of 390 images
each. In the 15600 positions they were able to identify the pigs
with a rate of 88.7%. With the proposed ellipse fitting tightly
clustered pigs are still problematic as they may get covered
by a single ellipse. In our approach individual object-tracker
compete against each other. This ensures the representation of
each target. Furthermore we take the limited movements into
account, instead of evaluating each frame independently.

III. METHOD

In image sequences the position and pose of the monitored
target as well as the the describing parameters of its model
often barely changes between two successive frames. This can
be utilized to find the unknown parameters by refining the
parameters of the successfully estimated pose in the previous
frame (see Figure 2). Given an initial starting point for the
first frame, the complete sequence can then be processed

automatically without any further user-input.
Let T = {t0, . . . , tn−1} be the set of n targets in the processed
image sequence with k frames. For each image Ij=0,...,k−1 the
position and pose of each target ti can be described by a vector
of l parameters Θi,j ∈ Rl. If a fitness-function F : Rl → R
is available, which evaluates an estimate of the parameter-
vector based on the appearance of the target in the current
image, the refinement can be seen as a classical optimization
task. The optimizer can use the last valid position and pose
parameters as a starting point and evaluate the fitness-function
on the current image to find the set of parameters which best
describe the current pose of the target.
Given a fitness-function F (Ij ,Θi,j−1) which takes the current
image Ij and the vector of parameters Θi,j−1 to describe the
position and pose of target ti in the previous image Ij−1the
optimization task for a optimizer can be formulated as:

Θ∗i,j = arg max F (Ij ,Θi,j−1) (1)

with Θ∗i,j as the vector of parameters describing the position
and pose of target ti in image Ij best.
Designing a suitable fitness-function is part of the proposed
solution and is described in Section III-B. Unfortunately
this high dimensional fitness-function tend to be non-convex
and discontinuous as it is only based on the image data
which is noisy and may include compression artifacts. In
addition constraints are needed to prevent the models from
degeneration, which also can result in breaks or sharp edges
in the function’s shape. All this leads to an complex and
unknown function where the only information about function
values can be obtained by sampling the function at certain
points. This situation is referred to as black-box optimization
as no knowledge about the function can be used for proper
optimization-parameter tuning.

A. Covariance Matrix Adaptation - Evolution Strategy

To find the global maximum in our optimization prob-
lem we use the Covariance Matrix Adaptation - Evolution
Strategy (CMA-ES) [4] as it has shown great performance2

in the domain of randomized black-box search techniques.
Randomized black-box optimizer use an internally maintained
probability distribution to randomly choose points where the
given fitness-function is to be evaluated. The gathered fitness-
function values are then used to update all the distribution-
parameters trying to maximize the probability of finding the
best solution (see Algorithm 1).
In the case of CMA-ES a multivariate normal distribution
N (m,C) is used. m ∈ Rl is the mean of the parameter space
and C ∈ Rl×l respectively its covariance matrix. C is usually
initialized as a diagonal matrix filled with the variances of the
individual parameters.
Since CMA-ES follows an evolutionary strategy the λ ∈ N
sampled points Θi=0,...,λ−1 can be interpreted as a population.
Starting with the initial distribution N (m(0), C(0)) in each
iteration CMA-ES regenerates its population and forms a
new generation Θ

(g+1)
i=0,...,λ−1 by sampling from an updated

2see 2009 Black-Box Optimization Benchmarking Competition (BBOB)
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(a) g = 0 (b) g > 0 (c) g = gfinal

Fig. 3: Schematic visualization of the CMA-ES optimization process evolving over generation g with population-size λ = 19
and l = 2 parameters. The background shows the fitness function value (brighter = higher). Also shown are the covariance
matrix C (green ellipse), the mean m (blue dot) and the sample points (population) according to C and m (red points).

Algorithm 1 Randomized black-box search

Initialize distribution
for generation 0,1,2,. . . do

Sample λ independent vectors of parameters Θ from
distribution

Evaluate the samples on fitness-function F (see Fig. 4)
Update distribution parameters
break, if termination criterion met

end for

distribution N (m(g+1), C(g+1)), with g ∈ N depicting the
generation number. Thus the evolution between g and g + 1
is done by updating the mean and the covariance-matrix. To
move the mean the best µ ∈ N≤λ samples of the current
population are selected. Assuming the samples are sorted
according to their cost F (Θ0) ≤ F (Θ1) ≤ . . . ≤ F (Θλ−1) the
new mean is calculated by applying a weighted average with
weights wi=0,...,λ−1 ∈ [0, 1] and

∑λ−1
i=0 wi = 1. To enforce

the selection the last λ− µ weights are set to 0.

m(g+1) =

µ−1∑
i=0

wiΘ
(g)
i (2)

To maximize the probability of finding the best parameter-
vector the covariance-matrix is updated:

C(g+1) =
1

µ

µ−1∑
i=0

(
Θ

(g)
i −m

(g)
)(

Θ
(g)
i −m

(g)
)T

(3)

This effects the probability density function of the distribution
and therefore the spread of the samples in the search-space
(see Figure 3). For further optimized methods of the
covariance-update we refer to the written tutorial of Nicolaus
Hansen3.
As long as no termination-criterion is met, the fitness-
function is evaluated in each iteration for each individual of
the population. The key termination-criteria are a stagnation
in the history of the last fitness-function values and the
maximum number of iterations (or generations of the

3https://www.lri.fr/∼hansen/cmatutorial.pdf

population). With a reasonable value for stagnation-limitation
set, the maximum number of iterations is rarely reached and
can therefore be kept untouched.
The remaining control-parameter is the population-size λ.
The significant influence of the population-size on the global
search performance is evaluated and confirmed in [28]. If the
size of the population is too low, more iterations are needed
to achieve a significant improvement of the distribution
parameters. If it is too high, the count of fitness-function
evaluations increases and therefore the runtime. In [29] the
optimal population-size λ for l parameters is proposed as
λ = 4 + b3 ln lc.

In our approach a separate CMA-ES-optimizer is initialized
once with a manually labeled starting-position for each target
in frame 1. In the subsequent frames each optimizer starts with
the last known valid position of its target. To limit the search
to the local neighbourhood the standard deviations of the
parameters are set appropriately. Although the optimizers are
evaluated independently, through the overlapping-prevention
they compete for the segmented pixel. Therefore the optimiz-
ers are evaluated in the order of the result from the last frame
to prevent good detections from being disturbed by inferior
ones.
Optimizing the parameters of all targets at once has been tested
too but gave inferior results.

B. Fitness-function

Besides the model-parameters to evaluate, the input of the
fitness function consists of the last valid positions of all targets
{Θ0,j−1, . . . ,Θn−1,j−1} and the pixel-values of the current
image Ij . To allow flexibility for a wide range of applications,
only a binary segmentation of the targets is used. This
segmentation can be provided by any detection-algorithm
according to the processed scene. In addition to gray-scale
thresholds, color based segmentation in RGB or HSV
color-space are probably the easiest way to implement such a
binary segmentation. But even more complex approaches like
background-subtraction can be used. With this techniques the
targets normally will form big clusters of segmented pixel
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Fig. 4: Components of the fitness-function evaluation.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5: The stages of segmentation: masking (a), histogram-equalization (b) binary threshold (c) and the resulting (colorized)
cost-map (d).

except for disturbances and noise. To allocate these regions
to the targets, a binary pixel-mask of the model is used to
determine which pixel need to be evaluated. The mask is
positioned, scaled and rotated according to the parameters
proposed by the optimizer.
This segmentation-evaluation is the main part of the fitness-
value. To refine the result, the positions of all other targets
are included to avoid overlap and remove target ambiguities.
Further improvements are achieved by constraints limiting the
change of the model over time. To calculate the final fitness,
the results of the overlap-calculation and the constraints are
weighted and subtracted from the segmentation-evaluation
(see Figure 4). The components of the fitness function are
described in detail below.

Cost-map: To penalize a potential coverage of background-
pixel we transform the segmentation to a cost-map where
pixel are rated depending on their probability of belonging
to a target or to the background (see Figure 5). To generate
the cost-map we apply a box-filter with an fxf -window
(f ∈ N) on the binary segmentation. This changes the range
of the segmentation-image to [0, f2] with high values on
locations where many segmented pixel are clustered in the
local neighbourhood. Next we normalize the values to a range
of [−c, c], c ∈ N, so pixel with no or few segmented pixel
in the neighbourhood get negative values, the clustered pixel
get positive values. Finally all values of the cost-map covered
by the mask are summed up which forces the optimizer to
an optimal alignment of the model to the segmented pixel.
To further optimize the detection results, the cost-map can
be manipulated by setting all background pixel [−c, −b]
with b ∈ N, b < c to the maximum negative value −c. This
penalizes these pixel even further and keeps the optimizer
from jumping over the gap between two targets and gathering

pixel of two targets at the same time.
We found that emphasizing the center of the target gave better
pose detection. So instead of using a simple binary mask, a
weighting mask may be used to emphasize specific areas of
the model.

Distance constraint: Since the targets hardly move
between two frames of the sequence, guesses with a long
distance to the last position are rated worse. So the Euclidean
distance between the center of the current guess and the
center of the last valid position is also weighted and subtracted.

Parameter constraints: At initialization the mean of
certain parameters over all targets are computed. This gives
an idea of the average dimension of the targets. Constraining
the guessed parameters by this global mean prevents a
degeneration of the proposed target-model. In addition a
running mean of some parameters is useful. Deviations from
these target-related means can be penalized to keep the
changes of the parameters smooth.

Overlap prevention: To avoid overlap the fitness-function
also evaluates the last valid position and pose of all other
targets. If the current guess of the optimizer overlaps with
other targets the return-value of the fitness-function is lowered
to penalize the overlap.
Depending on the target’s model the overlap-function has to
be defined accordingly. We used a overlap-function which
returns an percentage overlap of two given targets calculate
pixel-wise. If the overlap of the current target with one of
the other targets exceeds o ∈ R percent the current guess
is invalidated. Likewise if the overlap of the current target
with all other targets sums up to an value > o the guess
is invalidated. To speed up the overlap-check, only targets
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in a defined radius around the current evaluated position are
considered. If the percentage overlap is smaller than o, the
number of overlapping pixel is multiplied by a weight and
subtracted from the current fitness-value.

C. Recovery of lost targets

To handle occlusions the optimizers have a flag which marks
their targets as active or not. If the fitness-value of the targets
drops below a certain threshold it is marked as inactive. With
this technique optimizers are automatically inactivated if the
size of the segmentation of their target is reduced through
occlusion.
To recover the reappearing targets the population-size λ of the
optimizer with inactive targets is increased and the standard
deviations of the x- and y-position are set to the half image-
size. The starting-point for the recovery is chosen randomly.
This allows the CMA-ES to spread its individuals over the
whole image to find the lost target.

IV. EVALUATION

We tested the algorithm on videos recorded for behaviour
studies. Our own data-set consists of two image sequences
of piglets from a surveillance-camera. The sequences show a
pen with 12 piglets on two consecutive days. All piglets were
marked with pattern of paint for individual identification for
ground truth labeling only. The patterns were not used for
detection. There were no special preparations or additional
lighting to enhance the quality of the footage. Moreover
structure in the pen sometimes led to partial and total occlusion
of single piglets. In addition sequence 2 includes the feeding-
procedure where all pigs shove around the feeder. Both se-
quences have 1993 frames covering 15 minutes. The resolution
is 720 x 540 pixel. Figure 1 shows different frames of the
sequences.
As many others [25], [2], [27] we used simple ellipses as a
model for the pigs. An ellipse in the 2D-plane can be fully
described by only five parameters but approximates the body
of a pig sufficiently. The five parameters are the x- and y-
position of the centroid, the two axis lengths and the rotation
of the ellipse. The pigs in our data-set have an average size
of 136 x 45 px.

A. Parameters

We used simple binary threshold-segmentation on the
histogram-equalized grayscale-image. To reduce disturbances
the regarded pen was masked (see Figure 5).
For the generation of the cost-map we used a 19x19 box-filter.
After the filtering the cost-map was scaled to [-255, 255] and
all values in the range of [-255, -50] set to -255 (see Figure
5d).
As weighted binary model we used three nested ellipses. The
inner one had a value of 2.0, the middle one a value of 1.0
and the outer one a value of 0.5.
The values of the cost-map were weighted with 0.001, over-
lapping pixel were weighted with 0.2.
As constraints we used the Euclidean distance of the guess to

the last valid position, weighted with 1.5. Derivations from the
running mean of each target were squared and then weighted
with 0.025 (width) and 1.0 (height). Derivations from the mean
over all targets were squared and then weighted with 0.05
(width) and 0.5 (height).
In addition we refused all guesses whose ratio of width/height
deviated from the same ratio over all targets at initialization
with more than 0.6.
All weights were determined heuristically and need to be
adjusted to the values of the cost-map. As threshold for
inactive targets we used 50, so all targets with fitness-values
< 50 were marked as inactive.

B. Detection-Performance

To measure the accuracy of our algorithm we segmented
the ellipses for all 12 pigs in the first 500 frames of the two
sequences by hand. For long term evaluation we labeled one
pig over the complete first sequence. If pigs are obviously
occluded by structures or by other pigs this was registered too.
With this ground truth data we are able to give an accurate
evaluation by comparing the manually labeled data with the
ellipses denoted by our algorithm.
Like in [30] we used the Hausdorff distance to measure the ac-
cordance of ellipses. Let E and G be two ellipses, interpreted
as a set of points E = {e0, . . . , en} and G = {g0, . . . , gm}.
The Hausdorff distance H is then defined as:

H(G,E) = max(δ(G,E), δ(E,G)) (4)

with:
δ(G,E) = max( min

e∈E,g∈G
(‖g − e‖)) (5)

where ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm.
We denote the object which holds the parameters for one
ellipse a tracker. Since the assignment of the trackers is not
fixed to the pigs, two trackers may temporarily target parts of
the same pig. Furthermore trackers may be marked as inactive
if they fail to find a pig. To ensure a clear assignment of the
trackers to the pigs the assignment-procedure for each frame
was as follows:
• Evaluate the overlap of each tracker with all manually

labeled pig-positions. If the Hausdorff distance is below
a certain threshold it is stored as a possible match.

• Sort all possible matches according to the distance in
ascending order.

• Go through the list of matches (starting at the best) and
mark the dedicated pig as found and the dedicated tracker
as processed.

• Proceed with all further possible matches, skipping all
matches where the pigs are already found or where the
trackers are already processed.

After all possible matches are examined, pigs that are not
marked as found are counted as a miss. As mentioned earlier
the manual labeled data includes also occlusion-information.
So misses where pigs are obviously occluded can optionally
be ignored.
As CMA-ES is a randomized procedure we ran each evaluation
50 times. Table I shows the average percentage of positions
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Fig. 6: Evaluation of the influence of the population-size for 500 frames of sequence 1.

our algorithm found for different thresholds with reference to
the ground truth. The maximum standard deviation of 0.93%
over the 50 runs confirms the stability of the proposed method.

Hausdorff threshold 45px 35px 25px

Sequence 1 (A) %
hd

94.65%
14.02px

91.92%
12.88px

81.10%
9.57px

Sequence 1 (B) %
hd

91.86%
13.64px

88.94%
12.51px

77.84%
9.27px

Sequence 1 (C) %
hd

97.02%
12.66px

93.60%
11.31px

85.91%
9.06px

Sequence 2 (A) %
hd

94.16%
14.40px

91.22%
13.15px

81.21%
10.01px

Sequence 2 (B) %
hd

90.74%
13.93px

87.63%
12.68px

77.34%
9.67px

TABLE I: Percentage of correct positions with an Hausdorff
distance below the given threshold. The average Hausdorff
distance (hd) for all correct positions is also given. All values
are averaged over 50 runs. The population-size was set to
λ = 8.
(A) depicts a setup of 12 pigs over 500 frames whereby misses
of occluded pigs are ignored.
(B) depicts a setup of 12 pigs over 500 frames whereby misses
of occluded pigs are not ignored.
(C) depicts a setup of 1 pig over 1993 frames whereby
occlusions did not occur.

C. Runtime

As stated in Section III the population-size λ has significant
influence on search performance and runtime. Therefore we
evaluated the first 500 frames of the first sequence with
different population-sizes on an Intel Core i7-4790 system.
Figure 6 shows the clear correlation between population-size
and the average number of fitness-function evaluations per
frame.
As the individuals of the population are evaluated indepen-
dently in each iteration, we used parallelization to speed this
up. Since the used system was a quad-core CPU with Hyper-
Threading, multiples of 8 threads could be handled optimally,

which can be clearly seen as local minima at λ = 8, 16, 24 in
the runtime curve.
For our 5 parameters an optimal population-size of 8 was
proposed in [29]. In Figure 6 one can see, this holds for
our experiments as the detection rate reaches the desired high
values from this point. With approx. 220 ms per frame the
runtime is also minimal at this point.
As described in Section III-C the population-size for the
individual optimizer is increased to recover lost targets. Since
a lot of positions are tested in the recovery process where no
target is present, the iteration count differs from the normal
optimization process. Hence the runtime for individual frames
varies depending on the number of lost targets. We evaluated
the different parts separately to get an idea how much time
the different parts needed. (see Table II).
In the pre-processing step the cost-map is calculated. This has
static runtime depending on the image-size. The computing
times for a normal optimization or a recovery depends on the
number of iterations needed.

Population-size λ Pre-proc. [ms] ∅ Optim. [ms] ∅ Rec. [ms]

3 30 38.32 (5294) 143.24 (706)

8 30 11.76 (5643) 71.06 (357)

20 30 17.43 (5635) 74.82 (365)

TABLE II: Average computing time for pre-processing, nor-
mal optimization and recovery over all 6000 Positions in
Sequence 1. The values in brackets show the amount of normal
optimizations resp. recoveries.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we used CMA-ES to detect the pose and
position of multiple piglets crowded together. Based on sim-
ple binary segmentation we presented a fitness-function to
evaluate the pose detection based on the last valid position
and the image data. With this the whole image sequence
can be processed without user input, except the one-time
initialization. An individual CMA-ES optimizer for each target
ensures the representation and the best fit. Our approach
achieved detection rates above 90% in around 14.000 evaluated
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positions on two data sets.
We successfully adapted the proposed method to other videos
of biological behaviour studies. More precisely we were able
to detect ants and a single bee with just a few adjustments
on the weights from section IV-A. In future work we want to
find a way to make the algorithm self-adjusting on any kind
of image data.
An other interesting extension of the presented work is the
possibility to link the detections via tracklets and thereby track
the animals over the whole sequence.
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Abstract— For over a century the text of the Phaistos Disk 

remained an enigma without a convincing translation. This paper 
presents a novel semi-automatic translation method that uses for the 
first time a recently discovered connection between the Phaistos Disk 
symbols and other ancient scripts, including the Old Hungarian 
alphabet. The connection between the Phaistos Disk script and the 
Old Hungarian alphabet suggested the possibility that the Phaistos 
Disk language may be related to Proto-Finno-Ugric, Proto-Ugric, or 
Proto-Hungarian. Using words and suffixes from those languages, it 
is possible to translate the Phaistos Disk text as an ancient sun hymn, 
possibly connected to a winter solstice ceremony. 
Keywords—Acrophonic principle, Cretan Hieroglyph, Linear A, 

Linear B, Phaistos Disk, Proto-Finno-Ugric, Proto-Hungarian 

I. INTRODUCTION 
uigi Pernier discovered a fired clay flat round object with 
an archaic form of writing at the Phaistos palace on the 

island of Crete in 1908. The object called the Phaistos Disk 
(also spelled Phaistos Disc) was the subject of several 
decipherment or translation attempts that did not yield any 
convincing results. For example, in their decipherment 
attempts, Faucounau [8] and Fisher [9] assume an archaic 
form of Greek, Aartun [1] assumes a Semitic language, 
Achterberg et al. [2] assume Luwian, Kovar [14] uses 
Proto-Slavic, Kvashilava [10] assumes Georgian, and Owens 
[15] assumes some Indo-European language. Duhoux [5] is a 
critique of previous decipherment attempts.  

Not only does the language of the Phaistos Disk remain 
unknown, but even its authenticity was questioned by some 
reserchers [5]. However, most researchers agree with Duhoux 
[4] that the Phaistos Disk is a Bronze Age Minoan artifact 
created between 1850 B.C. and 1600 B.C. on the island of 
Crete. The symbols on the disk have numerous connections to 
other native Cretan writings, which were first classified by 
Arthur Evans, the explorer of Knossos Palace, as Cretan 
Hieroglyph, the Linear A and the Linear B scripts [7].  In 1952 
Michael Ventris gave a decipherment of Linear B as described 
in Chadwick [3]. Hooker [12] gives a good introduction to 
Linear B.  The Cretan Hieroglyph [23] and the Linear A 
scripts are also not deciphered.  

Most decipherment attempts relied heavily on the 
acrophonic principle, which is the taking of the first sound of a 
word referred to by an object. The acrophonic principle has 
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several problems. First, a symbol may be interpreted as 
denoting many different objects. Second, the depicted object 
could have many synonyms in the native language. Third, 
each of the synonym words may have gone through a 
linguistic development where the initial sound changed. The 
combination of these three problems almost guarantees that 
we can derive by the acrophonic principle numerous 
beginning sounds for each symbol  

In this paper we give a translation of the Phaistos Disk. 
Unlike previous decipherment attempts, our decipherment 
relies only minimally on the acrophonic principle. Instead, we 
use the already established correspondences between Cretan 
writing symbols and other ancient scripts with known sound 
values [18]. These other ancient scripts include the Phoenician 
[21], the South Arabic [22], the Greek and the Old Hungarian 
(see Forrai [11] and Varga [20]) alphabets. 

Our approach to the translation of the Phaistos Disk is 
guided by our previous study of biological evolution [16], [17], 
[19]. The sound changes within a word are similar to genetic 
mutations. While many mispronunciations of words are 
possible, certain mispronunciations are easier to produce than 
others spread more easily. Similarly, while many types of 
mutations could occur on a genome, only the beneficial 
mutations are likely to spread to successive generations of 
descendants.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines a 
semi-automatic translation method. Section III describes a 
transliteration of the Phaistos Disk text. Section IV describes a 
basic dictionary of Proto-Finno-Ugric and Proto-Hungarian 
words and suffixes and their consonant base representation. 
Section V presents the translation of the Phaistos Disk using 
the dictionary. Finally Section VI gives some conclusions and 
directions for future work.  

II. THE TRANSLATION METHOD 
We outline below a five-step translation method for the 

Phaistos disk.  
 

1. Transliterate the symbols on the Phaistos disk using 
the sound correspondences recently identified in [18]. 
Some symbols with unknown sound values are not 
transliterated but are denoted by numbers. 

2. Set up a Proto-Finno-Ugric and Proto-Hungarian 
dictionary. The dictionary needs to include the most 
common and oldest prefixes and suffixes.  

3. For each word in the dictionary find its consonant 
base.  

A Computational Translation of the Phaistos 
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4. Find matches between the transliterated text and the 
words in the dictionary. In the match only the 
consonant bases are used and vowels are ignored.  
Each symbol with an unknown sound value can be 
matched to any consonant or vowel sound, but it has 
to take the same (or similar) sound value at each of 
its occurrence. Choose between alternatives based on 
grammatical correctness.  

5. Form sentences and translate them into a modern 
form.  
 

In the above method, Step 1 can be computerized because it is 
a simple symbol substitution problem.  Step 4 can be also 
partially computerized because the matching between the 
Phaistos Disk text and the dictionary requires string searching. 
We can simply take each word in the dictionary and search for 
all of its occurrences in the text. We used a simple string 
searching computer program facilitate this matching process. 
However, the selection of the best-fit word to each location of 
the text requires some human judgment and grammatical 
understanding. Some grammatical knowledge can be built into 
computer software, like grammar checkers, but we did not 
have anything available for Proto-Finno-Ugric and 
Proto-Hungarian, which we presumed to be close relatives to 
the Phaistos Disk language because of the connection between 
the Phaistos Disk symbols and the letters of the Old Hungarian 
alphabet [18]. 

III. A TRANSLITERATION OF THE PHAISTOS DISK 
Arthur Evans [7] gave an enumeration of the forty-five 
Phaistos Disk symbols, which are listed  according to his order 
in Figure 1. Below his enumeration, we added the putative 
sound values based on a recent study of the similarities 
between the Phaistos Disk symbols and some ancient script 
symbols whose sound values are already known [18].  That 
study did not include the sound value of symbol 28. We 
assume that symbol 28 has a sound value of /l/ because it 
shows a leg, which would be in Proto-Finno-Ugric *lu, from 
which derives both Finnish luu (bone) and Hungarian láb (leg).  
In addition, [18] assumed /r/ for symbol 9 in analogy with 
Phoenician and South Arabic. However, the rhotacism /n/ ! 
/r/ occurs in many languages such as Aramaic. Hence we 
assume that symbol 9 was /n/ originally.  

Given the enumeration and the known sound values in 
Figure 1, side A of the Phaistos Disk can be converted into the 
following sequence when reading from the center to the edge 
of the disk: 

 
f-3-t͡ s       m-13      u*-k-n-ʃ-ʃ-j*-k 
f-3-t͡ s       n-t-d       m-13-j*-k 
j*-p-ɲ       t-17-s-ɒ     ʃ-s-l-m-ʃ-j*-k 
p-ɲ-j*-k      m-l       s-d-t͡ s-o-ʃ-k 
p-ɲ-j*-k      d-h       u*-k-n-ʃ-ʃ-j*-k 
p-ɲ-j*-k      m-l       s-d-t͡ s-o-ʃ-k 
i-ʒ      f-d-l-j*-k  v-40-ɟ͡ʝ-m     n-t-ɟ͡ʝ-j*-k 
n-p-ɲ       s-ɒ-j*-k     ɛ-44-ʃ 
j*-v-c͡ç-ʃ         h-40-4-j*-k    m-j-j 
v-c͡ç-j       j*-40-z      s-m-13-j*-k 
 

Similarly, side B can be converted into the following: 
 
v-c͡ç   o-d-m-j  v-d-n-ɒ-k     v-s-ʒ-b-n 
ɛ-v-r-j-g      z-s-d-v 
v-c͡ç-v       n-s-v      o-d-m-ʃ   
ɛ-v-r-j-g      v-c͡ç -j      13-ɛ-j 
ɛ-v-r-j       m-ʃ-n-k     h-ʒ-l-n-ɒ   
m-h-j       s-m-16      n-20-z-z-j   
m-f-o-ʃ  40-r-p-k  n-40-z-v     o-42-k-g 
s-m-13-v-s     h-ʒ-m-13     
43-s-d-16      j*-20-z-h       ʃ-o-g   
5-d-k-k       n-v-c͡ç-ʃ     v-40-g-j*-k 
 
In the above, we highlighted in gray the words or phrases that 
are repetitions of earlier words or phrases. These highlighted 
parts of the text do not need a separate translation. We also 
highlighted in bold the first letter of the words that have below 
them a slash mark on the disk. The slash seems to be added to 
the symbols by hand. When we break the text up into lines 
such that the new lines start with the bold letters, then we get 
in most lines three words or phrases, assuming that each block 
of the disk is a word or short phrase.  The repetitions 
highlighted in gray tend to be exactly below their earlier 
occurrences. Some of the repetitions may be refrains. The 
structured gray repetitions and the relatively equal lengths of 
the lines suggest that the text may be either a poem or a song.  
 

1 

	  
/m/ 

2 

	  
/k/ 

3 

	  

4 

	  

5 

	  

6 

	  
/ɒ/ 

7 

	  
/v/ 

8 

	  
/ɛ/ 

9 

	  
 /n/ 

10 

	  
/t͡ s/ 

11 

 
/i/ 

12 

 
j* 

13 

 

14 

 
/m/ 

15 

 
/s/ 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 
/s/ 

19 

 
/t/ 

20 

 

21	  

	  
u* 

22	  

	  
/g/ 

23	  

	  
/d/ 

24	  

	  
/z/ 

25	  

	  
/o/ 

26	  

	  
/p/ 

27	  

	  
/ʃ/ 

28	  

	  
/l/ 

29	  

	  
/j/ 

30	  

	  
/b/ 

31	  

	  
/ɲ/ 

32	  

	  
/l/ 

33	  

	  
/h/ 

34	  

	  
/m/ 

35	  

	  
/n/ 

36	  

	  
/r/ 

37	  

	  
/k/ 

38	  

	  
/f/ 

39	  

	  
/ʒ/ 

40	  

	  
/u/ 

41 

 
/ɟ͡ʝ/ 

42 

 

43	  

	  

44	  

	  

45	  

	  
/c͡ç/ 

 
Fig. 1 Each element in this matrix lists from top to bottom the 

following corresponding triplet: A. Evan’s numbering, Phaistos disk 
symbol, and IPA sound symbol. These associations are from [18] 
except for symbol 28, which is new. Here j* means /j/, /jom/ or 

/jon/, and u* means /u/ or /uz/. 
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IV. A PROTO-FINNO-UGRIC AND PROTO-HUNGARIAN WORD 
AND SUFFIX DICTIONARY 

 
We collected a set of Proto-Finno-Ugric, Proto-Ugric and 

Proto-Hungarian words using the etymological dictionary 
[24]. Each word was represented by a consonant base, which 
was obtained by omitting the vowels. We also use the 
convention of putting a star symbol before any word that is a 
hypothetical proto word in any language. When it is necessary, 
we indicate the source of each word by adding to the word the 
name of the language in a superscript. For example, the 
Proto-Ugric word *mälɛ (warm) was represented by the 
consonant base m-l.  The following table gives some examples 
from the dictionary. 
 

Base Cognate or 
Proto Word 

Hung. 
Word 

Meaning 

-t͡ s  -ci  diminutive suffix 
d-h  düh anger 
d-s *ipsɛ édes sweet, dear 
d-t͡ ʃ  dicső glorious 
f-j *päŋɛ fej > fő head > chief 
h-l *kalɛ hálo fishing net 
h-j  hajó ship 
j-n *jäŋɛ jön come 
j-n-k  junk 1st person plural verb 

suffix, present tense 
j-v-t *jomɛ 

(good) 
javít improve, help 

k-n-d 
k-n-z 

 kende 
kenėz 

ruler 
judge 

m-l *mälɛ meleg warm 
m-l *melɛ mély deep 
m-n-d  mind all 
m-ʃ *mu más other 
n-p  nap sun 
n-t *jomɛ indít make sm start > plead 
n-t ümetölMansi ünöt 

int 
protect 
caution 

ŋ  anya mother 
p-d-l *pentɛlɛ fedél cover, protector 
p-j 
p-ŋ 

*päjɛ fejér,  
fény 

light, white 

ʃ  és and 
ʃ-t šitMansi süt bake, shine 
s *ićä ős ancestor 
s-l *śalkɛ szál rod, thread 
t-v-s 
 

tūjeMansi 
tulisPermi 

tavasz spring 

v-l-g *βalkɛ villog 
virrad 

to shine 
to rise (Sun) 

v-t *βete 
wiťMansi 

víz water 

z  izzó hot 
-z *-t -z verb forming suffix 

Unfortunately, the symbols used to describe the word 
pronunciations in [24] do not follow the standard IPA 
(International Phonetic Alphabet). Hence we changed some of 
the vowel symbols in [24] to the corresponding IPA symbol. 
Since the consonant symbols in [24] correspond much better 
to the IPA, we left them intact in the table. 

V. A TRANSLATION OF THE PHAISTOS DISK  
 

A. Sound Changes 
The Proto-Finno-Ugric language is assumed to have 
undergone several sound changes in reaching the Proto-Ugric 
and the Proto-Hungarian stage of language development. We 
presume that the language of the Phaistos Disk is close to 
Proto-Hungarian. Therefore, the language of the Phaistos Disk 
shares some of the common sound changes that have been 
identified between Proto-Finno-Ugric and Hungarian. Some of 
the common sound changes include the following: 
 

p  > f 
 

ŋ  >  j  >  i 
 

t͡ ʃ  >  t͡ s 
 

z  > ʒ 
 

g  >  ɟ͡ʝ 
 

t  >  c͡ç   or   t  >  z 
 

Sometimes adjacent pairs of consonants change together in 
predictable way. For example, the following is a relatively 
common sound rule change: 
 

*nt > nd > d 
 

B. Matches between the Text and the Dictionary 
 
The sound changes slightly influence the way we do string 
searches.  We need to search the Phaistos Disk text to find 
both the exactly matches and the approximate matches where 
some of the consonant sound were changed using the sound 
change rules.   

We also need to search for both root words and suffixes.  
The suffixes are restricted to the end of the blocks into which 
the Phaistos Disk is divided. The blocks are clearly indicated 
on the disk by the scribe. Each block can be assumed to be 
either a single word or a phrase. Words do not run across 
blocks.    

In the following, we use the following color highlighting.  
 
Yellow – root word. 
Blue – suffix. 
Gray – repetitions of earlier words or phrases. 
Green – voice assimilation of the root due to suffix. 
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The next table shows the result of the string matches 
color-coded according to the above legend.  We added some 
extra grammatical markers that are not listed in the above 
dictionary.   

For example, in the middle of the third row the –a suffix 
describe a possessive relationship similar to the English 
possessive ‘s, but while the English language marks the 
possessor, the Hungarian language marks the possessed object. 
Hence the possessive phrase “fény tavasz-a” can be translated 
as “light’s spring.”  That phrase is meaningful if we recall that 
the word “tavasz” derives from a rising of lake water levels 
[24].  The “light’s spring” may have referred to either any 
sunrise or a lengthening of the days after a winter solstice.  
 
 
f-3-t͡ s       m-13       u* k-n-ʃ-ʃ-j*-k 
fő-3-ci       mind       az kenes-s-jün-k 
chief 3              all            the ruler-1PL.POSS 
f-3-t͡ s       n-t-d        m-13-j*-k 
         ünöt-öd      mind-jun-k 
chief 3         protect-2SG     all 1PL 
j* p-ɲ       t-17-s-ɒ      ʃ-s-l    m-ʃ-j*-k 
jő fény       tavasz-a      süssél másik 
come light     spring-POSS     shine again 
p-ɲ-j*-k      m-l        s d-t͡ s-o  ʃ-k 
fény-jenek      meleg       s dicső  szálak 
shine-3PL         warm         and glorious ray-PL 
p-ɲ-j*-k      d-h        u*-k-n-ʃ-ʃ-j*-k 
         düh 
shine-they                    anger                        the ruler-1PL.POSS 
p-ɲ-j*-k      m-l        s-d-t͡ s-o-ʃ-k 
i-ʒ   f-d-l-j*-k   v-40-ɟ͡ʝ-m       n-t-ɟ͡ʝ-j*-k 
izzó   fedel-jünk      villog-ni          indít-jūnk 
hot    cover-3PL.POSS rise-INFIN                  plead-1PL 
n-p-ɲ    s   ɒ-j*-k                   ɛ-44-ʃ 
napfé-ny      ős anyá-nk                  édes 
sunlight           ancestor mother-3PL.POSS    dear         
j*-v-c͡ç-ʃ      h-40-4-j*-k                  m-j-j 
javi-ss/javitys  hálóink / hajóink                   mély 
help                 fishing net/ship-3PL.POSS     deep 
v-c͡ç-j       j*-40-z        s m-13-j*-k 
vízi                              jön- 
water-LOC                  go-VERBALIZER       and all 1PL                     
 

Fig. 2 The above rough translation shows the result of matching 
the text with proto-words from the dictionary using the consonant 

bases with allowance for the sound rule changes described in the text 
and root changes due to voice assimilation. The root words are 

highlighted in yellow, the suffixes in blue, the voice assimilations in 
green, and repeated elements in gray. 

 
 

From the context, there is a suspicion that symbol 3 may 
refer to some ancestor spirit or divinity, perhaps affectionately 
called with a diminutive suffix if the ending -t͡ s is not part of 
the name. In fact, the text seems to be a hymn to a solar 
divinity to bring back (stronger) sunlight to the earth. This sun 
hymn may have been said at a winter solstice ceremony. 
Hence side A of the Phaistos Disk can be translated into the 
following text:  

Chief god of all, our ruler. 
Chief god, you protect all of us. 
Come light’s spring, shine again 
Shine warm and glorious rays.  
Light up strong, our ruler.  
 
Shine warm and glorious rays.  
For our hot cover, to rise we pray. 

    Sunlight, our dear ancestor mother,  
  Help our ships sailing on the seas  
    And all of us.  
 

We translated in a similar manner side B, which also seems 
to refer to a sun divinity, but because of space limitations we 
postpone presenting that translation in the forthcoming journal 
version of this paper.   

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Based on recent advances in the comparative study of 

ancient scripts [18], we could start our translation by having a 
plausible sound value for the majority of the Phaistos Disk 
symbols. The sound values presented in [18] seem 
corroborated by being able to form words, phrases, and 
sentences with proper grammar after finding matches between 
the Phaistos Disk text and etymologically plausible proto 
words from the Proto-Finno-Ugric and the Proto-Hungarian 
languages [24].  Moreover, the translation yields a sun hymn, 
which seems to fit in Bronze Age cultural context.  There are 
many Bronze Age cultures where the sun was worshipped. For 
example, there are Babylonian hymns to Shamash, their sun 
god, and in ancient Egypt, around 1350 B.C. Pharaoh 
Akhenaten also wrote several hymns to the sun. The 
relationship between the newly translated text and other 
ancient sun hymns may be an interesting direction for further 
study.  
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Abstract— Biomass processing units (BPUs) as Small/Medium 

Enterprises (SMEs) of the industrial subsector of Waste 
Lignocellulosic Materials Exploitation (WLME) suffer of lack of 
means and knowledge to apply quality and process control. This 
work deals with modelling of a Knowledge Base (KB) for 
lignocellulosic materials optimal processing, established within a 
Technical Support Center (TSC), capable to provide the required 
knowledge to BPUs, by using as a knowledge vehicle the remedial 
advice offered by the TSC when defects are observed in the products 
(herein lignocellulosic adsorbents) without any evidence about the 
causing fault in the production line. For this purpose, a 
methodological framework has been developed under the form of an 
algorithmic procedure, including 34 activity stages and 11 decision 
nodes. Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) in its fuzzy version (to deal with 
uncertainty) was adopted as an inference engine for knowledge 
extraction and know-how transfer. Since WLME is usually connected 
with production units of the primary/secondary sector of the economy 
(i.e., agriculture and industry) and the product under investigation is a 
biomass based material of environmental importance, most 
optimization procedures are considered within an Industrial Ecology 
framework. An implementation referring to faulty biomass 
processing is presented, with emphasis on cause-of-fault 
investigation/identification and communication protocols 
functioning. Fuzzy multicriteria analysis (MCA) is also performed 
for ranking alternatives when they appear eventually or set a priori in 
the fault tree. A university spin-off is suggested as mostly suitable to 
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play the role of TSC, inasmuch as this view is further supported 
through experience accumulated into the Laboratory of Simulation of 
Industrial Processes in our Department at the University of Piraeus.  

 
Keywords— biomass processing, fuzzy fault tree analysis, 

knowledge base, optimization.  
 

I .  INTRODUCTORY ANALYSIS 
The main processes met in most biomass processing units 

(BPUs) providing intermediate/end products to the secondary 
sector of the economy are size reduction (cutting), milling, 
fluidization, heat and mass transfer, hydrolysis, bioconversion 
and surface treatment. Secondary/tertiary processes/operations 
(e.g., leaching, desorption, combustion) may take place for 
decontaminating/recycling wastes to satisfy environmental 
and/or market needs. The great majority of the firms involved 
in this business consists of Small/Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs). Even when specific biochemical reactions are 
involved, which give, by their nature, very precise results, the 
variance of control parameters, which is usually high under 
industrial conditions, implies faults at processing level and 
defects at product level. Some of these defects are not 
observable but will possibly influence the function of the 
corresponding product during its lifecycle. Most SMEs have 
not the proper equipment and the required knowhow in 
advanced quality control in order to (a) diagnose/ 
identify/remedy a significant number of kinds of defects, (b) 
optimize production conditions and (c) establish/maintain a 
diagnostic Knowledge Base (KB) that will facilitate 
technology transfer/adaptation.  

On the other hand, there are certain chemical/biochemical 
departments operating within large companies possibly 
engaged, directly or indirectly, with the processes mentioned 
above. These departments are not competing the SMEs, 
because their production is dedicated to serve the main 
purpose of the large enterprise to which they belong. They 
also (a) follow medium/high quality standards, (b) engage 
personnel with increased qualifications and (c) operate well 
equipped laboratories for quality control; nevertheless, a great 
deal of knowledge remains either tacit or dispersed in 
thousands of official routine papers, completely unstructured 
and hardly retrievable. 
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The aim of this work is to present the development of a 
methodology for creating/maintaining a diagnostic KB for 
knowledge acquisition/transformation to meet the quality 
needs of the lignocellulosics market, which can be used for (a) 
knowledge management either in the production Department 
of a Large Company (DLC) or in the operation of a Technical 
Support Center (TSC) and (b) technology transfer towards a 
SME in a mode of routine consultation on a quasi online / 
real-time basis. Such a TSC can be established either in a 
bottom-up way by the interested SMEs or in a top-down way 
by (i) a public Organization/Institution, (ii) an applied research 
center, (iii) a university, (iv) a DLC allowed to offer services 
to externals.  

Since WLME is usually connected with production units of 
the primary/secondary sector of the economy (i.e., agriculture 
and industry) and the product under investigation is a biomass 
based material of environmental importance, most 
optimization procedures are considered within a framework of 
protection against pollution. As a paradigm, we can determine 
optimal pollutant concentration (in effluent wastewater) Popt 
through a tradeoff equilibrium between environmental and 
economic cost, C1(P) and C2(P) respectively, by minimizing 
total cost C, as follows. The partial cost C1 is an increasing 
function of P with an increasing rate (i.e. dC1/dP > 0, d2C1/dP2 
> 0), since P-increments, ΔP, cause higher environmental 
damage (including impact on human health) in the region of 
higher P-values in comparison with equal ΔP taking place in 
the region of lower P-values.  
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Fig. 1a. Optimization tradeoff and sensitivity analysis: dependence of 
environmental and economic cost, C1 and C2, on pollutant 
concentration and shifting of Popt to P’opt, when C1-movement is 
considered under industrial ecology conditions.   
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Fig. 1b. Optimization tradeoff and sensitivity analysis: dependence of 
environmental and economic cost, C1 and C2, on pollutant 
concentration and shifting of Popt to P’’opt, when C2-movement is 
considered under industrial ecology conditions; the thick line in the 
upper diagram represents the locus of Cmin-points.   
 
On the other hand, C2 is a decreasing function of P with an 
increasing algebraic or a decreasing absolute rate (i.e., dC2/dP 
< 0, d2C2/dP2 > 0 or d|dC2/dP|/dP < 0), because of the validity 
of the Law of Diminishing (marginal or differential) Returns 
(LDR), implying disproportionally higher economic cost for 
higher efficiency. Evidently, Popt is the abscissa of Cmin-point 
at MC1 = MC2, where MC1 = dC1/dP and MC2 = |dC2/dP|, are 
the marginal partial costs at the tradeoff equilibrium point. 

From the Industrial Ecology point of view (considered 
either in the narrow/topography or in the broader/sustainability 
sense, as quoted in [1], [2], respectively), the decrease of 
lignocellulosic waste disposed in landfills or abandoned/ 
burned in farms implies a corresponding decrease of 
environmental damage caused by primary biomass producers 
or processors (estimated through 'supply side analysis’). As a 
result, the C1-curve is moving downwards to C1’, becoming 
more flat, since there is a higher margin for environmental 
cost decrease in the region of higher P-values; consequently, 
Popt is shifting to P’opt, where P’opt > Popt, as shown in Fig. 1a. 
From the same point of view, the provision of inexpensive raw 
lignocellulosic material for producing innovative adsorbents 
will cause movement of the C2-curve to a lower position C’2, 
giving a steeper form to it, since higher deviation (in relation 
with its initially estimated position) is expected in the region 
of lower P-values, where economic cost of wastewater 
treatment (for achieving higher efficiency in order to lower 
pollutant concentration in the effluent) is already high, 
according to the LDR; consequently Popt is shifting to P’’opt, 
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where P’’opt > Popt,  as shown in Fig. 1b. It is to be noted that 
the vectors (P’opt - Popt) and (P’’opt - Popt) have the same 
direction, when an Industrial Ecology framework is adopted.  

Finally, the optimization procedure described above is 
leading to lesser total cost and higher Popt-values, which can be 
realized on condition that the new value is permitted by (i) the 
environmental legislation set by the State and/or the Local 
Authorities, and (ii) the rules agreed with the polluter (as a 
producer or an environmental agent) when the permission for 
the respective activities was granted. Nevertheless, a more 
global approach should be adopted, since P is not the only 
independent/explanatory variable to be optimized, while other 
criteria should also be taken into account.  

I I .  METHODOLOGY 
The methodology adopted herein, under the form of an 

algorithmic procedure, relies heavily on fuzzy reasoning 
within a top-down/bottom-up dialectic scheme of Fault Tree 
Analysis (FTA), in a fuzzy version (see [3], [4]) to deal with 
uncertainty, and includes the following 34 activity stages and 
11 decision nodes (see Figure 2 for their interconnection): 
 
1. Setup of the network including the TSC and the WLME 

SMEs under consideration. 
2. Setup of the communication protocols. 
3. Observation/measurements of/on low quality product 

(LQP), expressed in terms of the specifications set a 
priori, as regards the property under examination.  

4. Examination of treatment/production conditions. 
5. Remedial proposal, confirmation and corrective action. 
6. Complete description of the fault in an internal report. 
7. Preliminary identification of the fault via the DKB. 
8. Recording of the production conditions, referring to the 

lot in which the defected output was observed. 
9. Coding of message according to MF1 

[variables/conditions/documents (standard photos, 
diagrams) reported under strict specifications]; this 
Message Format (MF) is obligatory in the 
response/remedial – proposal sent by the consulting/ 
supporting TSC to the supported WLME SME. 

10. Coding of message according to MF2 [Message Format 
allowing for exposing the problem in a narrative way 
(accompanied by available documentation, e.g. non-
standard photos), because a strictly prescribed form may 
not apply in the situation under consideration]. 

11. Coding of message according to MF3 [Message Format, 
that simply accompany defected lignocellulosic output or 
guide specimens (set purposely in the same batch or 
treated in the same way) when they are dispatched to the 
consulting TSC]. 

12. Electronic transmission of message to TSC, according to 
the established communication protocols in stage 2. 

13. Conventional dispatch of message to TSC (representative 
sample of the defected lignocellulosic material is 
included).  

14. Measurements in the Quality Control Laboratory, 
according to mutually accepted standards and 

recommended practices. 
15. Delivery decoding, and (if necessary) interpretation of 

message (to assign contextual meaning when description 
in natural language is used for giving complementary 
information), according to the principles of 2nd order 
Cybernetics. 

16. Knowledge-based identification of fault/failure in a 
possibilistic or probabilistic mode [5], [6]. 

17. Computer aided localization of the corresponding fault 
tree where the identified defect is the top event [7], [8]. 

18. Successive causes path identification through the 
assignment of fuzzy significance values on events by an 
expert (or group of experts participating in a Delphi 
method to investigate the causal chain most likely 
responsible for the fault appearance), contributing to 
system reliability and risk analysis [9], [10]. 

19. DKB Creation/enrichment receiving information 
internally (see Figure 2) and externally via an Intelligent 
Agent (IA), like the one described in [11].  

20. Experimental confirmation (after scaling down) of the 
corrective action.  

21. Updating of the fuzzy rules used in the fault tree, if 
necessary [12]-[14]. 

22. Conditional Proposal for correction action to the 
production unit. 

23. Unconditional Proposal for correction action to the 
production unit. 

24. Coding of response (feedback) message, according to 
MF1, and electronic transmission to SME. 

25. Decoding of the message by the BPU and application of 
the corrective proposal (given by the TSC), after finding 
the correspondence to production conditions (proper 
interpretation, according to 2nd order Cybernetics). 

26. Registration of new information in the BPU’s local KB 
and the TSC’s central DKB. 

27. Design of crucial experiments, putting emphasis on 
ruggedness testing (e.g., according to ASTM standard 
guide E 1169), in order to resolve such conflicts. 

28. Performance of measurements according to experimental 
design and statistical processing of the results.  

29. Investigation on the remaining causes of conflict after 
evaluating new information. 

30. Monte Carlo simulation and new experimental design, 
possibly including supplementary VPCs retrieved from 
the internal KB, if necessary.  

31. Recombination/revision of the IA key words/phrases 
selected and the ontological concepts/relations used to 
search in external KBs.  

32. Activation of the revised IA and processing of results.  
33. Suggested measurements carrying out and comparison of 

results with the ones obtained previously.  
34. Knowledge integration and conclusive results.  

 
A.  Is there any parameter or control variable or a 
combination of them out of the recommended interval or 
combination of intervals? 
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Fig. 2. The methodological framework, under the form of an 
algorithmic procedure, developed for interactive knowledge 
acquisition/processing within a KB and know-how transfer from a 
BPU to a TSC and vice versa.  

 
B.  Is there any defected batch in the new lot? 
C.  Is the preliminary identification complete? 
D. Is the unidentified fault describable under the 

specifications required by the means of MF2 terms?  
E.   Is the confirmation of the path successful? 
F. Is the remedial proposal testing feasible? 
G. Is there another experimental test? 
H. Is the application successful? 
I. Is the new information (obtained in this way) implying any 

conflict with the knowledge or information already 
existing in the KBs? 

J.  Has the conflict been resolved?   
K. Are the available results and the revised causal relations 

(forming an upgraded Ontology) adequate for a new 
experimental design? 

 
Obviously, a Rules Based Reasoning (RBR) approach has 

been adopted as a background for the algorithmic procedure 
described above. Since, in practice, an interplay of rules and 
cases is unavoidable, all cases examined, either actually 
proved successful or unsuccessful, are stored to be used as raw 
material for Case Based Reasoning (CBR) when either an 

unidentifiable defect appears in quality control performed in a 
BPU-lot or an holistic rearrangement of KB rules is needed in 
the TSC.  
 

I I I .  IMPLEMENTATION  
The methodology described above has been successfully 

implemented in the case of knowledge acquisition/ 
transformation to meet the quality needs of lignocellulosic 
adsorbents. Most of the necessary information was obtained 
from the Laboratory of Simulation of Industrial Process of the 
Department of Industrial Management at the University of 
Piraeus, Greece. The case example presented herein refers to 
biomass characterization described in a narrative way (see 
screenshot in Fig. 3), following the communication protocol 
MF2 (stage 10), since there is not corresponding standard 
terminology according to the respective fault tree (already in 
the DKB), and its vocabulary.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Screenshot indicating electronic message from SME to TSC, 
coded according to MF2 protocol, referring to the heterogeneity of 
surface topography of the original exterior of wheat straw, after the 
adsorption of crude oil. 
 

By simulating the TSC behavior, the system localizes, 
according to stage 17, as most relevant the defect ‘low/uneven 
adsorptive capacity of modified biomass’ presented as top 
event in Fig. 4. Applying the rules on input fuzzy data, we 
obtain the result on the top event in fuzzy form, which can be 
defuzzified to give a crisp number that is more familiar to the 
operator in the SME/BPU. In Fig. 5, an extract of a specimen 
run is shown, starting from the leaf 1.4.2.2 ‘high population of 
microorganisms in biomass before final storing’ of the tree, 
which is experimentally found as one of the mostly 
responsible ultimate causes, and ending at the top event. The 
linguistic variables refer to each event, considered in the 
universe of discourse of the corresponding fault, and appear as 
indices (%), with terms L, M, H (Low, Medium, High, 
respectively), according to a three-division Likert scale. The 
rules are set in the usual IF -THEN form; e.g., IF 1.4.2.1 is M 
AND 1.4.2.2 is H THEN 1.4.2 is H.       
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 The intermediate/final events in the tree under examination 
are described subsequently, while a sample of fuzzy input and 
intermediate/final output (first triad and second triad schemes, 
respectively, as shown in Fig. 4), represents FTA for the 
branch marked in gray (see Fig. 5).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. A sample of fuzzy input and intermediate/final output (first 
triad and second triad of schemes, respectively), representing FTA 
for the right hand branch marked in gray, as shown in Fig. 5.   
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1 Low / uneven adsorptive capacity of modified biomass 
1.1 Raw biomass of high heterogeneity at cutting stage or 

waste delivery 
1.2 Improper storage of cut/waste biomass in open air 
1.3 Faulty modification 
1.4 Improper storage conditions of packed/ensacked 

modified biomass (as final product) in warehouse 
1.1.1 Lignocellulosic original and/or waste materials have not 

been well seasoned.  
1.1.2 Improper mixing of biomass coming from quite different 

sources and exhibiting very different properties 
(porosity, constitution, including water).  

1.1.3 Biomass coming from plants suffering from a disease or 
injured by disease 

1.1.4 High concentration of insecticides/herbicides or other 
poisonous substances used for crop protection or wood 
preservation. 

1.2.1 Enzymatic hydrolysis. 
1.2.1.1 High temperature 
1.2.1.2 High humidity 
1.2.1.3 High population of microorganisms in the vicinity 

(quantitative modeling and qualitative approach, 
referring to kind of species). 

1.2.2 High deterioration of Lignocellulosic textures due to 
insect action. 

1.2.3 Chemical hydrolysis. 
1.2.3.1 Acidic hydrolysis 
1.2.3.2 Alcaline hydrolysis 
1.2.3.3 Autohydrolysis 
1.3.1 Low specific surface  
1.3.1.1 Low milling time 
1.3.1.1.1 Higher (than recommended through good practice 

methods for milling) cost decrease for electric energy 
saving. 

1.3.1.1.2 Underestimation of biomass properties (e.g., 
hardness, fragility, plasticity) as regards its resistance to 
size reduction. 

1.3.1.2 High agglomeration  
1.3.1.2.1 Very small biomass particles resulting as 

intermediate product in the process of size reduction. 
1.3.1.2.2 High temperature during milling 
1.3.1.2.3  High humidity in the mill  
1.3.2 Improper mean temperature during biomass 

modification. 
1.3.2.1 Temperature higher than the upper limit 
1.3.2.2 Temperature lower than the corresponding limit 
1.3.3 High standard deviation of temperature 
1.3.3.1 Wrong size/geometry of the reactor used for 

thermochemical modification 
1.3.3.2 Improper agitation. 
1.3.3.2.1 Wrong choice of agitation pattern. 
1.3.3.2.2 Wrong choice/application of simulation model in 

the scale up procedure performed for the optimization 
of agitation.  

1.3.4 Improper pressure during biomass modification. 
1.3.4.1 Temperature higher than the upper limit 

1.3.4.2 Temperature lower than the corresponding limit 
1.3.5 Impact of contaminant in the biomass mixture 
1.3.5.1 High concentration of contaminant 
1.3.5.2 Unacceptable kind of contaminant species. 
1.4.1 High humidity in warehouse, decreasing available 

specific surface by partially filling the pores with 
water.  

1.4.2 High population of microorganisms in warehouse, 
causing degradation of biomass texture, with 
dramatic impact on (i) porosity, and (ii) the surface 
concentration of chemical groups.  

1.4.3 Presence of dangerous microorganism species 
1.4.2.1 High population in the vicinity  
1.4.2.2 High population in biomass before final storing (e.g., 

due to unsuitable intermediate storing or 
transportation under wrong conditions). 

  
The impact of biomass properties (like porosity, specific 

surface, and acidic character of the surface, appeared in the 
fault tree as final/intermediate events under the code numbers 
1.1.2, 1.2.3.1, 1.2.3.3, 1.3.1) and cost/availability on ranking 
raw material alternative sources is subsequently examined by 
means of fuzzy multicriteria analysis (MCA). A sample of 
fuzzy MCA for ranking two biomass and coal based 
adsorbents is presented below, by using technical literature 
[15]-[21] and human expertize, as information and 
comparative evaluation sources. The sum of weighted grades 
a(i,j) for each alternative Aj gives the total criterion SWAj for 
the final ranking. Since SWA2 > SWA3 > SWA1. The 
preferred alternative is A2 (pinewood biomass), which is a 
robust solution (as compared with A1) when either a(5,2) is 
changing from 6.58 to 2.11 or a(5,1) is changing from 2.48 to 
7.56, as proved by one-parameter sensitivity analysis shown in 
Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, respectively; nevertheless, the two-
parameter sensitivity analysis shown in Fig 6c reveals that 
when both a(5,1) and a(5,2) change simultaneously, the 
preference matrix solution is not robust, as compared only 
with the other biomass alternative A1, since this is not the case 
if the grade a(5,3) of the alternative A3 is taken into account, 
even if it is not changing too. The criteria are: meso-porosity, 
f1; specific surface area, f2; acidic character of surface, f3; 
colonizability by bacteria, f4; availability in the vicinity at 
reasonable cost, f5. The origin of the alternative adsorbents 
are: coconut biomass, A1; pinewood, A2; bituminous coal, A3.    

 
Table I. The grades a(i,j) (i = 1,…, 5 and j = 1,2,3) assigned to 
MCA preference matrix and the values fi assigned to the 
elements of the weights vector, after defuzzification 
(consensus in input).  
fi Wi A1 A2 A3 W-A1 W-A2 W-A3 

f1 0,24 4,37 7,12 5,87 1,049 1,709 1,409 
f2 0,12 5,92 7,03 3,69 0,710 0,844 0,443 
f3 0,07 3,83 5,41 3,86 0,268 0,379 0,270 
f4 0,18 4,70 4,95 4,50 0,846 0,891 0,810 
f5 0,39 2,48 6,58 6,14 0,967 2,566 2,395 
SWAj 1,00    3,841 6,388 5,326 
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Fig. 6a One-parameter sensitivity analysis of the ranked first 
alternative A2, indicating robustness of the preference matrix 
solution, when the value of the a(5,2)-element is changing. 
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Fig. 6b One-parameter sensitivity analysis of the ranked first 
alternative A2, indicating robustness of the preference matrix 
solution, when the value of the a(5,1)-element is changing. 
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Fig. 6c Two-parameter sensitivity analysis, indicating a change of the 
preference order at point 0.684 in the normalized (0, 1)-interval.  
 

IV.  DISCUSSION 
The main problem usually caused by a hidden assumption, 

as it can be recognized in the cases analyzed in the 
Implementation Section above, is that the 

independent/explanatory variables should had been optimized 
and the relevant parameters should had been identified before 
synthesizing the fault tree and the preference matrix to 
perform FTA and MCA, respectively. Taking as a 
representative paradigm the optimization of the specific 
surface area (and the corresponding porosity characteristics, 
like the number of pores per apparent surface area and their 
mean diameter) of the adsorbent used in FTA and MCA 
(intermediate events 1.3.1.2.1/1.4.1/1.4.2 and criteria f1, f2, f3 
presented in Fig. 5 and Table 1, respectively we can proceed 
as follows: 

Let E(D) = E1(D) + E2(D) the objective function to be 
maximized in order to find the optimal mean pore diameter 
Dopt, where the pollutant total removal efficiency E has been 
split to partial efficiencies E1 and E2. The former represents 
absorption capacity and is an increasing function of D with 
decreasing rate (i.e., dE1/dD > 0, d2E1/dD2 < 0), because of the 
gradually increasing loss of pore character for adequately 
higher D-values. The latter partial efficiency E2, represents 
adsorption capacity and is an increasing function of specific 
surface, therefore a decreasing function of D (implying fewer 
pores per apparent surface unit) in the meso-pore region, with 
decreasing algebraic or increasing absolute rate (i.e. dE2/dD < 
0, d2E2/dD2 < 0 or d|dE2/dD|/dD > 0). Evidently, Dopt is the 
abscissa of Emax = (E1+E2)max at ME1 = ME2 where ME1 = 
dE1/dD and mE2 = |dE2/dD|, are the marginal values of E1 and 
E2, respectively. 

For improving the partial efficiency E1, when a stage of 
biodegradation follows, we can support proper diversification 
of bacterial population in sustainable mode (i.e., without 
violating natural paths in the food chain and prey-predator 
equilibrium points) in the local eco-system growing within the 
pores. In such a case, the E1-curve is expected to move 
upwards to E1’, becoming steeper, since higher deviation (as 
compared with the initially estimated curve E1) will take place 
in the region of higher D-values, where there is adequate room 
for the growth of the corresponding bio-societies; as a result,  
the Dopt is shifting to D’opt, where D’opt > Dopt, as shown in Fig. 
7a. Similarly, we can improve the partial efficiency E2 by 
enhancing surface hydrophobicity of the adsorbent to the 
extent that such a modification has not harmful impact to the 
development / growth of the bio-society finally established as 
described above. In such a case, the E2-curve is expected to 
move upwards to E2’, becoming steeper, since higher 
deviation (as compared with the initially estimated curve E2) 
will take place in the region of lower D-values, where specific 
surface obtains its higher values, influencing favorably the 
partial efficiency, E2; as a result, the Dopt is shifting to D’’opt, 
where D’’opt < Dopt, as shown in Fig. 7b. If both actions (i.e., 
ecosystem differentiation and hydrophobicity enhancement) 
take place at the same time, Emax will certainly increase but 
Dopt is not certain whether increases or decreases, since the 
direction of vectors (D’opt – Dopt) and (D’’opt – Dopt) is opposite 
to each other. The final direction is a result of synthesizing 
two different technologies with different cost applicability, 
and environmental impact. 

From a conceptual point of view, we can represent 
knowledge acquisition/processing/ conversion, by using the 
Nonaka’s four-stage SECI  model [21]: Socialization (S), for 
converting freshly acquired tacit knowledge through 
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communication/sharing/diffusion at experiential level. 
Externalization (E), for articulating tacit into explicit 
knowledge either for hypotheses making, to be subsequently 
tested under real or simulated conditions, or for simple 
prototypes preparation, to be subsequently examined for 
further improvement. Combination (C), for converting 
simple/modular knowledge into more complex and systematic 
sets of explicit knowledge, including hypotheses testing and 
dissemination/diffusion at formal/ agreed level. Internalization 
(I), for embodying explicit into tacit knowledge by the 
individuals involved, mainly through learning by 
doing/observing and sharing formal knowledge. 
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Fig. 7a.  Dependence of partial pollutant removal efficiencies E1 and 
E2, (standing for adsorption and absorption, respectively) on mean 
pore diameter D of the corresponding distribution on modified 
biomass based adsorbent/absorbent, and shifting of optimal value Dopt 
, when supporting proper diversification of bacterial population in the 
eco-system growing within the pores; the thick curve in the upper 
diagram represents the locus of Emax points.  

 
Our modification of Nonaka’s model consists in coupling 

two knowledge subsystems, one for SME/BPU and another for 
the TSC. These subsystems are shown in Fig. 8, where (i) the 
asterisk signifies the defect observation (to be further 
examined by means of the KB) as information given 
explicitly, (ii) the symbols on the arrows stand for the SECI 
model, and (iii) the symbols E, T on each apex stand for 
explicit and tacit/implicit knowledge, respectively. The local 
diagnostic KB (DKB) of each SME/BPU, named DKBs, and 
the central DKB which belongs to TSC, named DKBt, are 
interconnected for information exchange.   
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Fig. 7b.  Dependence of partial pollutant removal efficiencies E1 and 
E2, (standing for adsorption and absorption, respectively) on mean 
pore diameter D of the corresponding distribution on modified 
biomass based adsorbent/absorbent, and shifting of optimal value Dopt 
, when enhancing surface hydrophobicity of the adsorbent to the 
extent that such a modification has not harmful impact on bio-
society.  

 
In terms of Cybernetics, TSC is an observer/agent while 

SME is observed entity, both integrated within a system where 
interaction between them takes place. Since the ‘observer’ as a 
cybernetic subsystem tries to construct a model for another 
cybernetic subsystem (i.e. the ‘observed’), we have a 
“cybernetics of cybernetics”, i.e. a ‘meta’ or 2nd order 
Cybernetics. As a matter of fact, we have an analogue to the 
Principle of Uncertainty as extracted from quantum 
mechanics, which states that observer and observed cannot be 
separated, and the result of observation will depend on their 
interaction. This effect is not immediately obvious to the 
engineer in charge for quality management in the SME, since 
he knows thoroughly the internal structure of the production 
line to a high degree of accuracy as well as the points where a 
fault may appear; therefore, he tends to de-emphasize the 
system/model distinction, thinking as if the model is actually 
the subsystem under consideration; such an engineer behaving 
as a 1st order cyberneticist, tends to manage the subsystem 
under his supervision as if it were a passive, objectively given 
‘thing’, that can be separately observed and independently 
managed. In the contrary, a 2nd order cyberneticist recognizes 
the same subsystem (herein, the SME) as an agent in its own 
right, interacting with another agent, herein the TSE), since 
limited knowledge or/and malfunctioning of the latter agent 
may lead to a vicious circle through this interaction (due to 
bilateral feedback mechanism, possibly as a result of 
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misinterpretation of the decoded proofs/descriptions quoted in 
stages 15, 25 of the algorithmic procedure shown in Fig. 2), a 
circulatory problem arises. A solution to this problem might 
be a permanent link of the TSC with a knowledge provider, 
functioning in a different mode; such a link is the relation of 
an Organization of public interest (established by the State, the 
Local Authorities or a Professional Union) with a spin-off 
having the Organization as a parent. 

A : Has a satisfactory remedy been achieved? 
N : Is continuation of cyclic SECI procedures in the same subsystem 

recommended? 
 

Fig. 8. Interconnected subsystems forming a complex/modified 
Nonaka model, representing knowledge acquisition/ 
processing/transformation; symbols in bold stand for processes 
quoted in the SECI model. 

 
On the grounds of the above analysis, we can propose a 

university spin-off (USO), company as a feasible solution to 
the problem of establishing an independent/effective/ reliable 
and widely accepted TSC. The main advantage of such a 
company over a corporate spin-off (CSO) comes from the 
difference in intellectual or mental character of the people 
running these spin-off firms, who carry the spirit of the 
antecedent organization: while a private company often tries 
to keep research and technology within the firm selling solely 
products/services in a black-box form, a university usually 
allows or even encourages the transfer of results to outsiders 
in more or less transparent form. Moreover, because of the 
large dissimilarities between the parent organizations, it seems 
natural that the continued relation between the USO and the 
University, compared to the CSO and the private firm, is 
expected to be completely different. E.g., a CSO can easily be 
an associate customer or subcontractor to its parent firm 
(possibly developing a common attitude as regards the 
extent/degree up to which knowledge diffusion is allowable), 
while this is almost impossible for an USO. On the other hand, 
a CSO may develop a competitive character against its parent 
organization, consequently eliminating a path of knowledge 
transfer, a situation rather impossible in the case of a USO, 
since its activities are completely different in comparison to 
those of the parent University. 

Suggestions for further research include (i) extension of 
FTA to consider human errors expected to occur in the 
interaction between industrial operator and thermochemical 
process equipment by analogy with the interaction between a 
computer user and the operating system, according to [22], 
and (ii) incorporation of the TSC’s consultancy into the 
SME’s managerial planning system, for the exploitation of 
special waste biomass adsorbents (e.g., see [23]), and (iii) 
investigation of the possibility of producing other biomass-
based products (preferably chosen from the categories 

supported by the EU, as described in [24]), in order to take 
advantage of the expected scale economies in the BPUs, 
especially in the cases where renewable energy sources (RES) 
can be combined with biomass-based products or processes, as 
described in [25], [26]. 

V.  CONCLUSIONS 
A methodological framework, under the form of an 

algorithmic procedure, based on fuzzy fault tree analysis, has 
been developed for interactive knowledge 
acquisition/processing and know-how transfer from a biomass 
processing unit (BPU) to a technical support center (TSC) and 
vice versa. This procedure was simulated successfully in the 
case of a BPU using data provided by the Laboratory of 
Simulation of Industrial Processes of the Department of 
Industrial Management at the University of Piraeus, Greece. 
The functionality of this algorithmic procedure is further 
supported by performing fuzzy multicriteria analysis (MCA) 
for ranking alternatives, when they appear eventually or set a 
priori in the fault tree.  The conceptual background of the 
methodological framework was shown to follow a 
complex/modified Nonaka SECI model while the interaction 
between the BPU and the corresponding TSC can be (i) 
studied through 2nd order cybernetics and (ii) satisfactorily 
realized by means of a university spin-off, which exhibits 
certain advantages over a corporate spin-off. 

Last, optimization tradeoff techniques were used to find 
equilibrium points by maximizing total benefit or minimizing 
total cost, especially when environmental and economic cost 
are the partial conflict variables.   
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Abstract—Proposed method, called Probabilistic Nodes 

Combination (PNC), is the method of 2D curve modeling and 
handwriting identification by using the set of key points. Nodes are 
treated as characteristic points of signature or handwriting for 
modeling and writer recognition. Identification of handwritten letters 
or symbols need modeling and the model of each individual symbol 
or character is built by a choice of probability distribution function 
and nodes combination. PNC modeling via nodes combination and 
parameter γ as probability distribution function enables curve 
parameterization and interpolation for each specific letter or symbol. 
Two-dimensional curve is modeled and interpolated via nodes 
combination and different functions as continuous probability 
distribution functions: polynomial, sine, cosine, tangent, cotangent, 
logarithm, exponent, arc sin, arc cos, arc tan, arc cot or power 
function. 
 

Keywords— handwriting identification, shape modeling, curve 
interpolation, PNC method, nodes combination, probabilistic 
modeling.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Handwriting identification and writer verification are still 

the open questions in artificial intelligence and computer 
vision. Handwriting based author recognition offers a huge 
number of significant implementations which make it an 
important research area in pattern recognition [1]. There are so 
many possibilities and applications of the recognition 
algorithms that implemented methods have to be concerned on 
a single problem. Handwriting and signature identification 
represents such a significant problem. In the case of writer 
recognition, described in this paper, each person is represented 
by the set of modeled letters or symbols. The sketch of 
proposed method consists of three steps: first handwritten 
letter or symbol must be modeled by a curve, then compared 
with unknown letter and finally there is a decision of 
identification. Author recognition of handwriting and signature 
is based on the choice of key points and curve modeling. 
Reconstructed curve does not have to be smooth in the nodes 
because a writer does not think about smoothing during the 
handwriting. Curve interpolation in handwriting identification 
is not only a pure mathematical problem but important task in 
pattern recognition and artificial intelligence such as: 
biometric recognition [2-4], personalized handwriting 
recognition [5], automatic forensic document examination 
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[6,7], classification of ancient manuscripts [8]. Also writer 
recognition in monolingual handwritten texts is an extensive 
area of study and the methods independent from the language 
are well-seen. Proposed method represents language-
independent and text-independent approach because it 
identifies the author via a single letter or symbol from the 
sample. This novel method is also applicable to short 
handwritten text. 

Writer recognition methods in the recent years are going 
to various directions: writer recognition using multi-script 
handwritten texts [9], introduction of new features [10], 
combining different types of features [3], studying the 
sensitivity of character size on writer identification [11], 
investigating writer identification in multi-script environments 
[9], impact of ruling lines on writer identification [12], model 
perturbed handwriting [13], methods based on run-length 
features [14,3], the edge-direction and edge-hinge features [2], 
a combination of codebook and visual features extracted from 
chain code and polygonized representation of contours [15], 
the autoregressive coefficients [9], codebook and efficient 
code extraction methods [16], texture analysis with Gabor 
filters and extracting features [17], using Hidden Markov 
Model [18-20] or Gaussian Mixture Model [1]. But no method 
is dealing with writer identification via curve modeling or 
interpolation and points comparing as it is presented in this 
paper.  

The author wants to approach a problem of curve 
interpolation [21-23] and shape modeling [24] by 
characteristic points in handwriting identification. Proposed 
method relies on nodes combination and functional modeling 
of curve points situated between the basic set of key points. 
The functions that are used in calculations represent whole 
family of elementary functions with inverse functions: 
polynomials, trigonometric, cyclometric, logarithmic, 
exponential and power function. These functions are treated as 
probability distribution functions in the range [0;1]. Nowadays 
methods apply mainly polynomial functions, for example 
Bernstein polynomials in Bezier curves, splines and NURBS 
[25]. But Bezier curves do not represent the interpolation 
method and cannot be used for example in signature and 
handwriting modeling with characteristic points (nodes). 
Numerical methods for data interpolation are based on 
polynomial or trigonometric functions, for example Lagrange, 
Newton, Aitken and Hermite methods. These methods have 
some weak sides [26] and are not sufficient for curve 
interpolation in the situations when the curve cannot be build 
by polynomials or trigonometric functions. Proposed 2D curve 
interpolation is the functional modeling via any elementary 
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functions and it helps us to fit the curve during handwriting 
identification. 

This paper presents novel Probabilistic Nodes 
Combination (PNC) method of curve interpolation and takes 
up PNC method of two-dimensional curve modeling via the 
examples using the family of Hurwitz-Radon matrices (MHR 
method) [27], but not only (other nodes combinations). The 
method of PNC requires minimal assumptions: the only 
information about a curve is the set of at least two nodes. 
Proposed PNC method is applied in handwriting identification 
via different coefficients: polynomial, sinusoidal, cosinusoidal, 
tangent, cotangent, logarithmic, exponential, arc sin, arc cos, 
arc tan, arc cot or power. Function for PNC calculations is 
chosen individually at each modeling and it represents 
probability distribution function of parameter α ∈ [0;1] for 
every point situated between two successive interpolation 
knots. PNC method uses nodes of the curve pi = (xi,yi) ∈ R2, i 
= 1,2,…n: 

1. PNC needs 2 knots or more (n ≥ 2); 
2. If first node and last node are the same (p1 = pn), then 

curve is closed (contour); 
3. For more precise modeling knots ought to be settled at 

key points of the curve, for example local minimum 
or maximum and at least one node between two 
successive local extrema. 

Condition 3 means for example the highest point of the 
curve in a particular orientation, convexity changing or 
curvature extrema. The goal of this paper is to answer the 
question: how to model a handwritten letter or symbol by a set 
of knots [28]?  

II. CURVE INTERPOLATION 
The method of PNC is computing points between two 

successive nodes of the curve: calculated points are 
interpolated and parameterized for real number α ∈ [0;1] in 
the range of two successive nodes. PNC method uses the 
combinations of nodes p1=(x1,y1), p2=(x2,y2),…, pn=(xn,yn) as 
h(p1,p2,…,pm) and m = 1,2,…n to interpolate second 
coordinate y for first coordinate c = α⋅xi+ (1-α)⋅xi+1, i = 
1,2,…n-1: 
                        

),...,,()1()1()( 211 mii ppphyycy ⋅−+−+⋅= + γγγγ ,              (1) 
α ∈ [0;1],  γ = F(α) ∈ [0;1]. 
Here are the examples of h computed for MHR method [29]: 
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The examples of other nodes combinations: 
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or others. Nodes combination is chosen individually for each 
curve. Formula (1) represents curve parameterization as α ∈ 
[0;1]: 
x(α) =  α⋅xi + (1-α)⋅xi+1   
and 

),...,,())(1)(())(1()()( 211 mii ppphFFyFyFy ⋅−+−+⋅= + ααααα

1211 )),...,,())(1(()()( ++ +⋅−+−⋅= imii yppphFyyFy ααα . 
Proposed parameterization gives us the infinite number of 
possibilities for curve calculations (determined by choice of F 
and h) as there is the infinite number of human signatures, 
handwritten letters and symbols. Nodes combination is the 
individual feature of each modeled curve (for example a 
handwritten letter or signature). Coefficient γ = F(α) and nodes 
combination h are key factors in PNC curve interpolation and 
shape modeling.  

A.    Probability Distributions in PNC Modeling 

Points settled between the nodes are computed using PNC 
method. Each real number c ∈ [a;b] is calculated by a convex 
combination c = α ⋅ a + (1 - α) ⋅ b for 

            
ab
cb

−
−

=α ∈ [0;1].                                                      

Key question is dealing with coefficient γ in (1). The simplest 
way of PNC calculation means h = 0 and γ = α (basic 
probability distribution). Then PNC represents a linear 
interpolation. MHR method [30] is not a linear interpolation. 
MHR [31] is the example of PNC modeling. Each 
interpolation requires specific distribution of parameter α and 
γ (1) depends on parameter α ∈ [0;1]:  
γ = F(α),  F:[0;1]→[0;1],  F(0) = 0,  F(1) = 1 
and F is strictly monotonic. Coefficient γ is calculated using 
different functions (polynomials, power functions, sine, cosine, 
tangent, cotangent, logarithm, exponent, arc sin, arc cos, arc 
tan or arc cot, also inverse functions) and choice of function is 
connected with initial requirements and curve specifications. 
Different values of coefficient γ are connected with applied 
functions F(α). These functions γ = F(α) represent the 
examples of probability distribution functions for random 
variable α∈[0;1] and real number s > 0:  
γ=αs, γ=sin(αs·π/2), γ=sins(α·π/2), γ=1-cos(αs·π/2),  
γ=1-coss(α·π/2), γ=tan(αs·π/4), γ=tans(α·π/4), γ=log2(αs+1), 
γ=log2

s(α+1), γ=(2α–1)s, γ=2/π·arcsin(αs), γ=(2/π·arcsinα)s, 
γ=1-2/π·arccos(αs), γ=1-(2/π·arccosα)s, γ=4/π·arctan(αs), 
γ=(4/π·arctanα)s, γ=ctg(π/2–αs·π/4), γ=ctgs(π/2-α·π/4),  
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γ=2-4/π·arcctg(αs), γ=(2-4/π·arcctgα)s. 
Functions above, used in γ calculations, are strictly monotonic 
for random variable α∈[0;1] as γ = F(α) is probability 
distribution function. Also inverse functions F-1(α) are 
appropriate for γ calculations. Choice of function and value s 
depends on curve specifications and individual requirements. 
Considering nowadays used probability distribution functions 
for random variable α∈[0;1] - one distribution is dealing with 
the range [0;1]: beta distribution. Probability density function f 
for random variable α∈[0;1] is: 
                     rscf )1()( ααα −⋅⋅=  , s ≥ 0, r ≥ 0.                  (3) 
When r = 0 probability density function (3) represents 

scf αα ⋅=)(  and then probability distribution function F is 
like 23)( αα =f  and γ = α3. If s and r are positive integer 
numbers then γ is the polynomial, for example 

)1(6)( ααα −=f  and γ = 3α2-2α3. Beta distribution gives us 
coefficient γ in (1) as polynomial because of interdependence 
between probability density f and distribution F functions:      

)(')( αα Ff =  , dttfF )()(
0
∫=
α

α .                                         (4) 

For example (4):    ααα ef ⋅=)(   and  
1)1()( +−== αααγ eF . 

What is very important in PNC method: two curves (for 
example a handwritten letter or signature) may have the same 
set of nodes but different h or γ results in different 
interpolations (Fig.6-14). 

Algorithm of PNC interpolation and modeling (1) 
looks as follows: 
Step 1: Choice of knots pi at key points. 
Step 2: Choice of nodes combination h(p1,p2,…,pm). 
Step 3: Choice of distribution γ = F(α). 
Step 4: Determining values of α: α = 0.1, 0.2…0.9 (nine 
points) or 0.01, 0.02…0.99 (99 points) or others. 
Step 5: The computations (1). 
These five steps can be treated as the algorithm of PNC 
method of curve modeling and interpolation (1). 

Curve interpolation has to implement the coefficients γ. 
Each strictly monotonic function F between points (0;0) and 
(1;1) can be used in PNC interpolation. 

III. MODELING AND RECOGNITION 
PNC method enables signature and handwriting recognition. 

This process of recognition consists of three parts: 
1. Modeling – choice of nodes combination and 

probabilistic distribution function (1) for known 
signature or handwritten letters; 

2. Unknown writer - choice of characteristic points (nodes) 
for unknown signature or handwritten word and the 
coefficients of points between nodes; 

3. Decision of recognition - comparing the results of PNC 
interpolation for known models with coordinates of 
unknown text. 

A.   Modeling – the Basis of Patterns 

Known letters or symbols ought to be modeled by the 
choice of nodes, determining specific nodes combination and 
characteristic probabilistic distribution function. For example a 
handwritten word or signature “rw” may look different for 
persons A, B or others. How to model “rw” for some persons 
via PNC method? Each model has to be described by the set of 
nodes for letters “r” and “w”, nodes combination h and a 
function γ=F(α) for each letter. Less complicated models can 
take h(p1,p2,…,pm) = 0 and then the formula of interpolation 
(1) looks as follows: 

1)1()( +−+⋅= ii yycy γγ . 
It is linear interpolation for basic probability distribution (γ = 
α). How first letter “r” is modeled in three versions for nodes 
combination h = 0 and α=0.1,0.2…0.9? Of course α is a 
random variable and  α∈[0;1]. 
Person A  
Nodes (1;3), (3;1), (5;3), (7;3) and γ = F(α) = α2: 
 

 
Fig. 1. PNC modeling for nine reconstructed points between nodes. 

Person B 
Nodes (1;3), (3;1), (5;3), (7;2) and γ = F(α) = α2: 

 
Fig. 2. PNC modeling of letter “r” with four nodes. 

Person C 
Nodes (1;3), (3;1), (5;3), (7;4) and γ = F(α) = α3: 

 
Fig. 3. PNC modeling of handwritten letter “r”. 

These three versions of letter “r” (Fig.1-3) with nodes 
combination h = 0 differ at fourth node and probability 
distribution functions  γ = F(α). Much more possibilities of 
modeling are connected with a choice of nodes combination 
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h(p1,p2,…,pm). MHR method [32] uses the combination (2) 
with good features because of orthogonal rows and columns at 
Hurwitz-Radon family of matrices: 

11),( ++ = i
i

i
ii x

x
ypph i

i

i x
x
y

1

1

+

++  

and then (1) 
),,()1()1()( 11 ++ ⋅−+−+⋅= iiii pphyycy γγγγ . 

Here are two examples of PNC modeling with MHR 
combination (2). 
Person D 
Nodes (1;3), (3;1), (5;3) and γ = F(α) = α2: 

 
Fig. 4. PNC modeling of letter “r” with three nodes. 

Person E 
Nodes (1;3), (3;1), (5;3) and γ = F(α) = α1.5: 

 
Fig. 5. PNC modeling of handwritten letter “r”. 

Fig.1-5 show modeling of letter “r”. Now let us consider a 
letter “w” with nodes combination h = 0. 
Person A  
Nodes (2;2), (3;1), (4;2), (5;1), (6;2) and γ = F(α) = (5α - 1)/4: 

 
Fig. 6. PNC modeling for nine reconstructed points between nodes. 

Person B 
Nodes (2;2), (3;1), (4;2), (5;1), (6;2) and γ = F(α) = sin(α·π/2): 

 
Fig. 7. PNC modeling of letter “w” with five nodes. 

Person C 
Nodes (2;2), (3;1), (4;2), (5;1), (6;2) and γ = F(α) = 
sin3.5(α·π/2): 

 
Fig. 8. PNC modeling of handwritten letter “w”. 

These three versions of letter “w” (Fig.6-8) with nodes 
combination h = 0 and the same nodes differ only at 
probability distribution functions γ = F(α). Fig.9 is the 
example of nodes combination h (2) from MHR method: 
Person D  
Nodes (2;2), (3;1), (4;1), (5;1), (6;2) and γ = F(α) = 2α - 1: 

 
Fig. 9. PNC modeling for nine reconstructed points between nodes. 

Examples above have one function γ = F(α) and one 
combination h for all ranges between nodes. But it is possible 
to create a model with functions γi = Fi(α) and combinations hi 
individually for a range of nodes (pi;pi+1). It enables very 
precise modeling of handwritten symbol between each 
successive pair of nodes. 
   Each person has its own characteristic and individual 
handwritten letters, numbers or other marks. The range of 
coefficients x has to be the same for all models because of 
comparing appropriate coordinates y. Every letter is modeled 
by PNC via three factors: the set of nodes, probability 
distribution function γ = F(α) and nodes combination h. These 
three factors are chosen individually for each letter, therefore 
this information about modeled letters seems to be enough for 
specific PNC curve interpolation, comparing and handwriting 
identification. Function γ is selected via the analysis of points 
between nodes and we may assume h = 0 at the beginning. 
What is very important - PNC modeling is independent of the 
language or a kind of symbol (letters, numbers or others). One 
person may have several patterns for one handwritten letter. 
Summarize: every person has the basis of patterns for each 
handwritten letter or symbol, described by the set of nodes, 
probability distribution function γ = F(α) and nodes 
combination h. Whole basis of patterns consists of models Sj 
for j = 0,1,2,3…K. 
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B.   Unknown Person – Points of the Curve 

Choice of characteristic points (nodes) for unknown letter or 
handwritten symbol is a crucial factor in object recognition. 
The range of coefficients x has to be the same like the x range 
in the basis of patterns. Knots of the curve (opened or closed) 
ought to be settled at key points, for example local minimum 
or maximum (the highest point of the curve in a particular 
orientation), convexity changing or curvature maximum and at 
least one node between two successive key points. When the 
nodes are fixed, each coordinate of every chosen point on the 
curve (x0

c,y0
c), (x1

c,y1
c),…, (xM

c,yM
c) is accessible to be used for 

comparing with the models. Then probability distribution 
function γ = F(α) and nodes combination h have to be taken 
from the basis of modeled letters to calculate appropriate 
second coordinates yi

(j) of the pattern Sj for first coordinates 
xi

c, i = 0,1,…,M. After interpolation it is possible to compare 
given handwritten symbol with a letter in the basis of patterns. 

C.   Recognition – the Author 

Comparing the results of PNC interpolation for required 
second coordinates of a model in the basis of patterns with 
points on the curve (x0

c,y0
c), (x1

c,y1
c),…, (xM

c,yM
c), we can say 

if the letter or symbol is written by person A, B or another. 
The comparison and decision of recognition [33] is done via 
minimal distance criterion. Curve points of unknown 
handwritten symbol are: (x0

c,y0
c), (x1

c,y1
c),…, (xM

c,yM
c). The 

criterion of recognition for models Sj = {(x0
c,y0

(j)), (x1
c,y1

(j)),…, 
(xM

c,yM
(j))}, j=0,1,2,3…K is given as: 

                               min
0

)( →−∑
=

M

i

j
i

c
i yy .                                                          

Minimal distance criterion helps us to fix a candidate for 
unknown writer as a person from the model Sj .  

IV. CONCLUSION 
The method of Probabilistic Nodes Combination (PNC) 

enables interpolation and modeling of two-dimensional curves 
[34] using nodes combinations and different coefficients γ: 
polynomial, sinusoidal, cosinusoidal, tangent, cotangent, 
logarithmic, exponential, arc sin, arc cos, arc tan, arc cot or 
power function, also inverse functions. Function for γ 
calculations is chosen individually at each curve modeling and 
it is treated as probability distribution function: γ depends on 
initial requirements and curve specifications. PNC method 
leads to curve interpolation as handwriting or signature 
identification via discrete set of fixed knots. PNC makes 
possible the combination of two important problems: 
interpolation and modeling in a matter of writer identification. 
Main features of PNC method are: 

a) the smaller distance between knots the better; 
b) calculations for coordinates close to zero and near by 

extremum require more attention because of 
importance of these points; 

c) PNC interpolation develops a linear interpolation into 
other functions as probability distribution functions; 

d) PNC is a generalization of MHR method via different 
nodes combinations; 

e) interpolation of L points is connected with the 
computational cost of rank O(L) as in MHR method; 

f) nodes combination and coefficient γ are crucial in the 
process of curve probabilistic parameterization and 
interpolation: they are computed individually for a 
single curve. 

Future works are going to: application of PNC method in 
signature and handwriting recognition, choice and features of 
nodes combinations and coefficient γ, implementation of PNC 
in computer vision and artificial intelligence: shape geometry, 
contour modelling, object recognition and curve 
parameterization. 
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Abstract—Evolutionary studies usually assume that the 

genetic mutations are independent of each other. This paper 
tests the independence hypothesis for genetic mutations with 
regard to protein coding regions. According to the new 
experimental results the independence assumption generally 
holds, but there are certain exceptions. In particular, the 
coding regions that represent two adjacent amino acids seem 
to change in ways that sometimes deviate significantly from 
the expected theoretical probability under the independence 
assumption.  
 
Keywords— amino acid, independent probabilities, 

nucleotide, genetic mutation, protein 

I. INTRODUCTION 
iological evolution depends on random mutations 
accompanied by natural selection for the more fit genes.  
That simple statement does not imply that the observed 

mutations are independent from each other.  It is possible that 
if a nucleotide changes, then it is biologically beneficial to 
have some of the adjacent or near by nucleotides change as 
well. For example, if in some protein-coding region within 
some triplet that encodes a hydrophilic amino acid a 
nucleotide changes such that the triplet would encode a 
hydrophobic amino acid, then a mutation of another nucleotide 
in the same triplet may be advantageous if with that mutation 
the triplet would again encode a hydrophilic amino acid (or 
preserve another key property of amino acids). In order words, 
some mutations within a triplet slightly increase the 
probability that some accompanying mutation with a 
readjusting effect would survive in the offspring.  

With the greatly increasing number of decoded genes 
currently available in a number of genome libraries and online 
databases, it is now possible to have a large-scale computer-
based study to test whether the independence assumption 
holds. One difficulty, however, is to find the coding regions 
and coding triplets. Hence it seems more convenient to 
investigate proteins derived from the coding regions.  
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The mutations in the coding regions of the DNA are usually 

reflected in the mutations of amino acids.  Therefore, instead 
of the evolution of genes, one may talk about the evolution of 
proteins within a closely related set of proteins, which is called 
a protein family.   

The PFAM library [4] records a growing number of protein 
families. Each protein in a protein family can be assumed to 
be genetically related to the other proteins in that family and to 
have evolved from a single ancestor protein.  

For any set of DNA strings and any set of proteins, there are 
several algorithms that can be used to find a hypothetical 
evolutionary tree (see the textbooks by Baum and Smith [1], 
Hall [2], and Lerney at al. [3] for an overview of these 
algorithms.) Revesz [5] has proposed recently a new 
phylogenetic tree-building algorithm called the Common 
Mutation Similarity Matrixes (CMSM) algorithm. This 
algorithm finds a hypothetical evolutionary tree. The first step 
of the CMSM algorithm is to find a hypothetical common 
ancestor, which is denoted by µ.   

In this paper, we will use the idea of a hypothetical common 
ancestor.  We can compare the hypothetical common ancestor 
of a family of proteins with each of the proteins in the family 
to test where the mutations occur. We also can test for each 
adjacent pair of amino acids how many times that pair 
changed into another pair of amino acids. The resulting 
experimental statistics can be compared with the theoretical 
probability under the independence assumption. If the 
deviation from the theoretical probability is significant, then 
the independence assumption fails to provide a satisfying 
explanation for the experimental results.  

Evolutionary studies usually assume that the genetic 
mutations are independent of each other. This paper tests the 
independence hypothesis for genetic mutations with regard to 
protein coding regions. As discussed in Section IV, according 
to our experimental results the independence assumption 
generally holds, but there seem to be certain exceptions. We 
give examples in Section IV of some particular adjacent amino 
acid pairs that seem to change in ways that deviate 
significantly from the expected theoretical probability under 
the independence assumption.  
 This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes 
some background concepts about hypothetical common 
ancestors. Section III describes our method with an extended 
example. Section IV presents our experimental results. 
Finally, Section V gives some conclusions and directions for 
further research.   
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II. BACKGROUND CONCEPTS RELATED TO HYPOTHETICAL 
COMMON ANCESTOR 

 
 Consider the seven amino acid sequences, S1...S7 shown in 
Figure 1 below. Theses seven amino acid sequences belong to 
the protein family DiSB-ORF2_chro (PFAM library 
identification number PF16506) [1]. The sequences as shown 
in Figure 1 are already aligned with each other. 
 
 
S1  

SPYMFDRSCLNVYRTNDYLFGECTLPPNCSEPSVVKLDKTFYGQETVVCHS 
 

S2  
TPYVFDRECLSVYRTNDWFFSQCSLPPNCTNPSVVKLERTFFGQETVVCHS 
 

S3  
SPFEFDPECIEVHRTHSWFFQGCTLPPSCGDVHTKILDSSF-GFKELMCYS 
 

S4  
SPYMFDRSCLNVYRTNDYLFGECTLPPNCSEPSVIKLDKTFYGQETVVCHS 
 

S5  
SPYHTDPTCVSVYRTNDWFFAGCELPPHCLGKVVSIIEKKWYGQETVFCHS 
 

S6  
SPFEFDPECIEVHRTHSWFFQGCTLPPSCGDVHTKILDSSF-GFKELMCYS 
 

S7  
SPYVFDRSCLNVYRTNDYLFGECTLPSNCSEP------------------- 
 

 
Fig.1 Seven example proteins from the protein family 

 DiSB-ORF2_chro 
 
 
For the above set of amino acid sequences, the CMSM 
algorithm [5] generates the hypothetical evolutionary tree 
shown in Figure 2.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 The hypothetical evolutionary tree for the DiSB-
ORF2_chro generated using the CMM algorithm 

In Figure 2, the variables S1, S2 ..S7 correspond to the seven 
amino acid sequences that are listed in Figure 1. The variable 
mu (µ) is the hypothetical common ancestor that was 
generated using the CMSM algorithm. The value of  µ was 
found to be the following string of amino acids.  
 
    µ= SPYEFDRECLNVYRTNDWFFGECTLPPNCSEPSVK 

      ILDKTFYGQETVVCHS 
 

III. THE INDEPENDENCE TESTING METHOD 

In this section, we describe the step-by-step procedure that 
we used to test whether among the surviving descendants of 
the hypothetical common ancestor µ the adjacent pairs of 
amino acids are mutated independently of each other. 

As an artificial and simplified example, suppose that there 
exists an ancestor protein µ that is made up of only the amino 
acids A, D, N and R as shown in Figure 3. Further assume 
during evolution each of these four amino acids either remains 
unchanged or is mutated into only one of the other three amino 
acids within this group of four amino acids.  Suppose that the 
seven descendants are S1, …, S7 as shown also in Figure 3. 

 
 

 
S1 

 
RNARDANDRADNRDANRARA 

 
S2 

 
NRARDANRADADNANARNAD 

 
S3 

 
RADNRANDANDRANDRDRAN 

 
S4 

 
DNARDNARDRNARDANRANR 

 
S5 

 
RNDRANRDRDANDNANDRAN 

 
S6 

 
RNARDANDRADNRDANRARA 
 

 
S7 

 
RNARDADDRADNRDANDADA 
 

 
µ 

 
RNADRANDRDANDRNADNAN 
 

 
Fig. 3 A set of seven artificial sequences and their hypothetical 

common ancestor 
 

 
Our testing method consists of the following five steps.  
 

1. Construct the hypothetical common ancestor for the 
proteins in the given set of protein family using the 
method that is also used by the Common Mutation 
Similarity Matrix algorithm in the case of amino acid 
sequences.  In the case of amino acid sequences, the 
hypothetical common ancestor, µ, is constructed by 
taking an alignment of the amino acid sequences, and 
in each column of the alignment finding the amino 
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acid (out of the twenty possible amino acids that are 
used in almost every protein in all organizes) that is 
overall closest to the all the amino acids in that 
column. The overall closest amino acid is by 
definition the one for which the sum of the PAM250 
matrix distance values between it and the amino acids 
in the column considered is minimal. If there are two 
or more values that are minimal, then we make a 
random selection. 
 

2. Next, we calculate a mutation probability matrix. The 
mutation probability matrix contains the probabilities 
of any amino acid changing into another amino acid. 
For the running example with the data shown in 
Figure 3, the mutation probability matrix is shown in 
Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1 The mutation probability matrix for the data in 
Figure 3. 

  
A 
 

 
D 

 
N 

 
R 

 
A 

 
18/35 

 
6/35 

 
7/35 

 
4/35 

 
D 

 
7/35 

 
11/35 

 
4/35 

 
15/35 

 
N 

 
12/35 

 
3/35 

 
18/35 

 
5/35 

 
R 

 
4/35 

 
11/35 

 
3/35 

 
11/35 

 
 

3. Based on the mutation probability matrix values, we 
estimate the probability of the changes of any 
adjacent pair of amino acids into another pair of 
amino acids assuming that the mutations are 
independent of each other.  For example, the 
probability of AN changing into an NN can be 
computed as follows: 
 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 𝐴𝐷,𝑁𝑅 =   𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 𝐴,𝑁 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 𝑁,𝑁 =   
3
35
   

 
4. The actual probabilities of changes are calculated for 

each pair of amino acids. The results for our example 
are shown in Table 2.  

 
5. We compare the theoretical and the actual 

probabilities and note the most important 
discrepancies. The percentage probability difference 
in the theoretical and actual probabilities of the 
mutations of amino acid pairs is the absolute value of 
the difference between the two types of probabilities 
divided by the maximum of the two probabilities.  
Let T(p1, p2) and E(p1, p2) be the theoretical and the 
experimental probabilities, respectively, that the 
amino acid pair p1 changes into the amino acid pair 
p2. Let also PD(p1, p2) be the percent probability 
difference defined as follows:  

 

𝑃𝐷(𝑝1, 𝑝2) =   
|𝑇 𝑝1, 𝑝2 − 𝐸(𝑝1, 𝑝2)|

𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑇 𝑝1, 𝑝2 ,𝐸 𝑝1, 𝑝2 )
 

 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
The experimental results shown in Table 3 are based on the 
protein family DiSB-ORF chro, which has a PFAM 
identification number PF16506. Table 3 displays only the top 
ten highest percentage probability differences that we found. 
 
 
 
Table 3 Experimental results using the amino acid sequences 

in the DiSB-ORF chro protein family 
 

 
Pair of amino 

acids 

 
Theoretical 
probability 

under 
independence 
assumption 
T(p1, p2) 

 

 
Actual 

probability 
E(p1, p2) 

 
Percent 
probability 
difference 
PD(p1, p2) 

 
From 

p1 

 
To 
p2 

 
SP 

 
SP 

 
289/19600 

 
6/7 

 
1.0528 

 
SP 

 
PP 

 
289/19600 

 
6/7 

 
1.0528 

 
SP 

 
TP 

 
34/19600 

 
1/7 

 
0.329 

 
SP 

 
PS 

 
119/19600 

 
1/7 

 
0.975 

 
ER 

 
ER 

 
17/19600 

 
2/7 

 
0.997 

 
ER 

 
DV 

 
17/19600 

 
3/7 

 
0.998 

 
ER 

 
GK 

 
12/19600 

 
1/7 

 
0.995 

 
DR 

 
DP 

 
260/19600 

 
3/7 

 
0.969 

 
DR 

 
DR 

 
281/19600 

 
4/7 

	  
0.975	  

 
 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The experimental results suggest that adjacent pairs of amino 
acids in the surviving descendants are sometimes mutated in a 
dependent instead of an independent way.  However, the 
experimental data is based only on one protein family. In the 
future we plan to use our independence testing method for 
many other protein families.  We also plan to experiment with 
using other amino acid substitution matrixes beside the 
PAM250 matrix [6]. We also plan to look at longer sequences, 
that is, consider adjacent N-mers of amino acids for N > 2. 
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Table 2 The actual probabilities of changes for each pair of amino acids for the artificial example protein family in Figure 3. 
 

 RR RN RD RA NR NN ND NA DR DN DD DA AR AN AD AA DR 

 
RR 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
RN 

 
0 

 
4/7 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
2/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
RD 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
3/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
RA 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
4/7 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
NR 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
NN 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
ND 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
3/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
NA 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
4/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
DR 

 
0 

 
0 

 
5/7 

 
1/7 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
DN 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
3/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
2/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
2/7 

 
DD 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
DA 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
2/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
3/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
AR 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
AN 

 
2/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
5/7 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
AD 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
3/7 

 
0 

 
2/7 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
0 

 
6/7 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
0 

 
1/7 

 
AA 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 
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Abstract— This work deals with the tradeoff between biomass 

exploitation and exploration within an interdisciplinary research 

project for developing a new product, which is an innovative 

adsorbent suitable to remove pollutants from contaminated seawater 

or freshwater (in rivers, lakes, wetlands). Initially, the normalized 

ratio exploration/exploitation is defined and used as a basic 

independent/explanatory variable for determining its optimal value 

Ropt by minimizing an objective cost function C. The constituting 

partial conflict cost functions C1 and C2, corresponding to 

expenditure for exploration and exploitation, respectively form the 

optimization tradeoff that gives Ropt at equilibrium, which is shifting 

by either introducing a novel biomass processing technology or by 

enhancing the mechanisms of ‘learning by doing’, thus performing 

sensitivity analysis under simulating conditions. Since the partial 

costs depend on several parameters, we have designed/developed a 

methodological framework under the form of an algorithmic 

procedure as an aid for optimizing R within a changing/dynamic 

environment. Subsequently, an implementation is presented, 

including (i) fuzzy multicriteria choice of a relevant R&D project, 

and (ii) optimal subsidy estimation to support such a project. The 

exploration-exploitation inter-relation is examined also within a 

network of biomass processing units (BPUs), where the tradeoff 

between centralization-decentralization presents another dimension 

of the same problem from a meta-Cybernetics point of view. A new 

knowledge acquisition mechanism is presented, as a modification of 

Nonaka’s SECI model, incorporated within a dynamic project 

management framework. Finally, Ropt is determined by maximizing a 

total benefit objective function B = (B1 + B2), where the partial 

benefits B1 and B2 depend on exploration and exploitation, 

respectively.  

Keywords— fuzzy multicriteria analysis, exploitation, 

exploration, tradeoff optimization.  
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I .  INTRODUCTORY ANALYSIS 

As quoted in [1], the relation between exploration of new 

‘opportunities’ and the exploitation of current ‘strengths’ 

(following the terminology of SWOT analysis) is very 

important in order to optimize enterprises’ operation from a 

techno-economic point of view in the medium/long run. The 

keywords frequently used to describe/characterize procedures 

related to exploitation are: process control, product quality, 

refinement, efficiency increase, carrying out, measurement 

reliability/precision, production management. On the other 

hand, keywords frequently used to describe/characterize 

procedures related to exploration are: research, development, 

scale up/down, risk, hypothesis setting/testing, experimental 

design, innovation, discovery, patent.  

More specifically, according to [2], exploitation involves 

the introduction of new combinations that grow out of the old 

by means of continuous adjustments, in several small steps, 

and implies a relatively restricted search for alternative 

solutions to complement an existing technology.  

Exploitation thus allows an organization to reduce the 

likelihood of errors and false starts, and facilitates the 

development of procedures, making search more 

reliable/fruitful [3]; in addition, it favors the use of 

accumulated knowledge, which boosts the enterprises’ ability 

to introduce new products or new productive processes that in 

many ways may be not obvious to less experienced 

competitors [4]. By limiting alternative solutions and 

increasing efficiency in current operations (i.e., decreasing 

width or degrees of freedom and increasing depth or 

information granularity level), the medium/long term 

performance is significantly improved [5]. 

On the other hand, exploration refers to distant, system-wide 

research leading to breakthrough results creating discontinuity, 

helping to (i) fight organizational inertia, (ii) avoid 

competency entrapment [6], and extent knowledge/know-how 

beyond the borders of the topics which are already familiar to 

the departments of the enterprise [7]-[10]. Moreover, 

exploration contributes to (i) reducing the probability of 

equipment and skillfulness to become obsolete [11], and (ii) 

developing experimental capabilities that may lead to 

innovative products (and specify/optimize their production 

conditions) and processes, possibly saving resources [12]. All 

these factors have a favorable impact to the economic 

effectiveness [13], taken also into account for determining any 
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subsidy granted by the Local Authorities or the State.  

The strategic significance of balancing exploitation and 

exploration has been extensively discussed in the scientific and 

technical literature [1], [14], [15]. Although the definitions of 

exploitation and exploration vary depending on the authors 

and their respective topics, there is consensus that the strategic 

balancing of exploitation and exploration is very interesting in 

both, the short- and long-term perspective [16]. The most 

common approach is to search for balance through either 

ambidexterity or punctuated equilibrium (symbolized herein 

by AD or PE, respectively). These two approaches are 

apparently disjunctive, although may coexist in certain time 

periods, in which case a certain interaction should occur 

between them (i.e., in Information Theory, the respective 

logical operator OR connecting these two approaches is rather 

inclusive than exclusive). The first of them makes use of a 

tradeoff between exploration-oriented and exploitation-

specific units without emphasizing on one of them. On the 

contrary, according to the PE concept, we put temporarily 

special emphasis to either exploration or exploitation, and 

subsequently give priority to the other one, after a certain level 

of saturation has been reached; therefore, the PE approach is 

based on a cyclic procedure between exploration and 

exploitation.   

Reich et al. [17] stated/examined three perspectives related 

to accomplishing the organizational ambidexterity aimed at 

balancing exploitation and exploration for the sake of 

sustainable organizational performance: how to obtain 

ambidexterity, level of pursuing ambidexterity, and temporal 

perspective (differentiation/ integration, individual/ 

organizational, static/dynamic, respectively). 

An empirical approach used in [18] showed that 

ambidextrous organizations placing emphasis on technological 

innovation yield better performance than punctuated 

organizations. Moreover, two kinds of realizing ambidexterity 

have been proposed in [19]. The first is architectural 

ambidexterity, which focuses on the use of organizational 

structure and strategy to enable proper differentiation of 

exploitation and exploration; the second is contextual 

ambidexterity, which involves utilizing more behavioral and 

social means to integrate exploitation and exploration. In 

another study [20], the single case of a firm that centered only 

on exploitation for growth and almost faced bankruptcy, was 

used to suggest that it is possible for such a firm to renew its 

growth engine based on exploration, aiming to stay on the 

balance of exploration and exploitation. Last, the existence of 

a competency trap, degrading firm performance, was 

recognized in [21] as the effect of the imbalance (i.e., 

excessive exploration or exploitation), indicating the 

significance of organizational ambidexterity. 

In general, the tradeoff between exploitation and exploration 

is similar to the tradeoff between short and long term resources 

consumption (including effort intensification/duration and 

knowledge acquisition/processing) for the achievement of a 

predetermined target, under the assumption of a certain limited 

budget. Evidently, the future resources consumption should be 

reduced to present value through forecasting techniques in 

order to be comparable with short term expenditure. In the 

special case that the work to be done is an R&D project for 

developing a new product, neither the stages to be followed for 

the achievement of the target are strictly determined a priori 

nor the target itself is known in detail, especially in the case of 

using a highly heterogeneous raw material, like waste biomass. 

For this reason, we have adopted/adapted a modified version 

of dynamic programming [22], where the Bellman’s Principle 

of Optimality dominates either under the form of the ‘Bellman 

equation’ in case of solving discrete-time optimization 

problems or under the form of the ‘Hamilton – Jacobi – 

Bellman equation’ in case of solving continuous-time 

optimization problems. 

By denoting with R the normalized ratio 

exploration/exploitation, i.e. defined in the closed domain 

(0,1), we can determine the optimal value Ropt at minimum cost 

Cmin = (C1 + C2)min, where C1(R) and C2(R) are the partial costs 

corresponding to expenditure for exploration and exploitation, 

respectively. The former is an increasing function of R with an 

increasing rate (i.e., dC1/dR > 0, d
2
C1/dR

2
 > 0), because of 

moving, with R, from surface to deeper scientific 

phenomenological level, implying more expensive equipment 

and human expertise, usually consisted of implicit/tacit 

knowledge. The latter is a decreasing function of R with an 

increasing algebraic or a decreasing absolute rate (i.e., dC2/dR 

< 0, d
2
C2/dR

2
 > 0 or d|dC2/dR| / dR < 0), since moving towards 

lower R-values the uncertainty (due to lack of scientific 

information) as well as the expenditure for exploitation 

increases. Evidently, Ropt is the abscissa of the Cmin = (C1 + 

C2)min point, at MC1 = MC2, where MC1 = dC1/dR and MC2 = 

|dC2/dR| are the marginal or differential partial costs at the 

tradeoff equilibrium point, respectively. 

In case of introducing a novel biomass processing 

technology (as a result of an R&D based invention or 

knowhow), the C1-curve will move downwards to C1’ 

becoming more flat, since the deviation from the original C1-

curve is expected to be higher in the region of high R-values, 

where advanced equipment usage and scientific knowledge 

acquisition contribute more to this partial cost; as a result, Ropt 

is shifting to R’opt, where R’opt > Ropt, as shown in Fig. 1a. In 

case of enhancing the mechanisms of ‘learning by doing’ 

either for the accumulation of empirical experience or/and for 

partial transforming of implicit to explicit knowledge, the C2-

curve will move downwards to C2’ becoming also more flat, 

since the deviation from the original C2-curve is expected to be 

higher in the region of low R-values, where these mechanisms 

are dominant; as a result, Ropt is shifting to R’’opt, where R’’opt 

< Ropt, as shown in Fig. 1b. 

From our point of view, there are four main factors that may 

increase effectiveness in the medium/long run: (i) 

determination/selection/acquisition of the means necessary to 

either reach successfully a preset target or achieve a significant 

comparative advantage; (ii) recognition of the 

qualitative/quantitative progress in the tome course; (iii) 

selection/application of criteria for changing from AD to PE, 

and vice versa; (iv) construction of an internal Knowledge 

Base (KB) for either adapting old criteria to new 

conditions/circumstances or adopting new criteria after 

consultation provided by interconnecting the internal KB with  
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Fig. 1a. Dependence of partial costs C1 and C2, corresponding to 

expenditure for exploration and exploitation, on the normalized ratio 

exploration/exploitation, R, and shifting of the optimal value Ropt in 

case of introducing a novel biomass processing technology (as a 

result of an R&D based invention or knowhow). 

 

an Intelligent Agent (IA) searching in external KBs. Stages (ii) 

and (iii) include a threefold dialectic scheme of either Fichtean 

form (thesis – antithesis – synthesis) or Hegelian form 

(abstract – negative – concrete). The Fichtean model is based 

on the concept that contradictions or ‘negations’ come from 

the outside environment in relation with the project under 

consideration; on the contrary, the Hegelian model is based on 

the concept that the corresponding procedure is 

inherent/internal to the project/phenomenon under 

examination, coming closer to views of the pre-Socratic Greek 

philosopher Heraclitus. Beyond this disagreement, there is a 

consensus on the necessity of taking inti account the content of 

a topic in order to apply the proper dialectic formalism upon it. 

The implication of this consensus is that we have to 

determine/identify firstly the R&D project under examination 

(‘biomass based adsorbent’ in our case) with as limited 

width/depth as possible, in order to maximize effectiveness, 

under the restriction of a pre-estimated budget, or minimize 

cost for a preset level of effectiveness, as measured by the 

corresponding specifications. This can be achieved by (i) 

decomposing the whole project in quasi-independent sub-

projects, and (ii) applying the same criteria vector for ranking 

these sub-projects, in terms of decreasing preference, to 

characterize the ranked first as the dominant one. This 

procedure includes significant difficulties, since several 

activity stages and decision making nodes should proceed (like  
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Fig. 1b. Dependence of partial costs C1 and C2, corresponding to 

expenditure for exploration and exploitation, on the normalized ratio 

exploration/exploitation, R, and shifting of the optimal value Ropt in 

case of enhancing the mechanisms of ‘learning by doing’ either for 

the accumulation of empirical experience or/and for partial 

transforming of implicit to explicit knowledge. 

 

data collection, demand/supply side analysis, Life Cycle 

assessment, modularization of the production/usage/disposal 

stages), while other should follow Multicriteria Analysis, 

abbreviated as MCA (like sensitivity/robustness analysis, 

ontological integration of information, SWOT analysis, 

estimation of subsidies) without a predetermined order and a 

specific interaction pattern. 

I I .  METHODOLOGY 

In order to cope with the difficulties quoted above, we have 

developed a methodological framework, under the form of an 

algorithmic procedure, including the following 28 activity 

stages and 9 decision nodes, interconnected as shown in the 

flow chart of Fig. 2. 

1.  General description of the biomass-based product 

intended to be produced and statement of the relevant 

Ropt-estimation problem. 

2. Demand side analysis.  

3. Required specifications based on marketing research. 

4. Determination of the relation between the biomass-

based product specifications/properties and the 

corresponding production conditions.  

5. Provision of additional data, mainly through 

experimentation and simulation. 
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6. Supply side analysis, including biomass logistics at 

proper Geographical Information System (GIS) 

layers. 

7. Collection of relevant data through the KB and the IA, 

mentioned in stage 28.  

8. Modularization of the production/usage/disposal stages 

of the biomass based new product by means of Life 

Cycle Analysis (LCA), considering this procedure as 

a partonomy function within a framework of an 

ontological approach; correspondence of R&D 

projects to these stages forming the alternatives for 

the subsequent multicriteria decision making. 

9. Determination of criteria to be used for alternatives 

ranking.  

10. Values assignment to the elements of the criteria 

vector and the preference matrix, in a fuzzy version, 

in order to count for uncertainty.  

11. Performance of multicriteria analysis (MCA). 

12. Defuzzification and sensitivity analysis of the ranked 

first alternative.  

13. Robustness analysis of the ranked first alternative.  

14. SWOT analysis to connect exploitation with 

exploration. 

15. Estimation of subsidies supporting R&D programs, 

renewable resources management, energy saving, 

materials substitution, environmental protection at 

local level, jobs creation for unemployment decrease, 

sustainable regional development. 

16. Collection/processing of the required techno-

economic data at micro-scale and estimation of the 

respective additional impact at medium/macro-scale. 

17. Selection of the most necessary scientific topics (at 

the closest deeper phenomenological level) to 

supplement the required information.  

18. Design/development/enrichment of the corresponding 

hierarchical Ontology.  

19. Evaluation and thinning of this ontology. 

20. Extension of the acquired/used information at the 

same phenomenological level through observation/ 

experimentation/simulation. 

21. Establishment of such a preliminary network. 

22. Experimental design and assignment of measurements 

to (i) the proper members of the existing network and 

(ii) other laboratories/agents becoming (even 

temporarily) new members of this network. 

23. Measurements performance 

24. Statistical processing of the interlaboratory 

examination and Ontology enrichment/updating (and 

also restructuring if necessary). 

25. Optimization of independent/explanatory variables 

and model parameter values. 

26. Sensitivity/robustness analysis of optimal solutions 

and application to confirm the results. 

27. Revision (if necessary) of the subsequent R&D 

stages/steps by following either the ‘Bellman 

equation’ or the ‘Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation’ 

in case that the Ropt-estimation problem we are 

dealing with is a discrete-time or a continuous 

optimization problem, respectively. 

28. Enrichment of the internal KB by (i) 

accumulating/evaluating experience and (ii) updating 

its content through the respective IA.  
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Fig. 2. The flowchart of the algorithmic procedure we have designed 

/developed in order to (i) overcome the difficulties mentioned in the 

Introductory Analysis Section, and (ii) upgrade knowledge 

management towards a holistic approach. 
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(A) Are the available data adequate to establish such a 

relation? 

(B) Are the available supply side data sufficient to support 

this analysis at the required information granularity level? 

(C) Is this solution sensitive? 

(D) Is this solution robust? 

(E) Are the relevant data qualitatively reliable and 

quantitatively sufficient for documenting adequately the 

subsidies claims?  

(F) Is the already incorporate information preferred to be (i) 

extended at the same (possibly empirical/surface or 

directly referred to the usage/functionality of the product) 

phenomenological level or (ii) supplemented at the 

deep/scientific level (the answer denoted by srf or sci, 

respectively, in the flowchart of Fig. 2)? 

(G) Is this Ontology adequate to support the present 

algorithmic procedure? 

(H) Is there an already established interlaboratory network 

capable to carry out the required experimental work? 

(I) Are they confirmed? 

 

The SWOT analysis (denoting Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities, Threads), quoted in stage 14, is closely related 

to the subsequent stages, since it contributes to both present 

situation assessment and forecasting/backcasting.    

I I I .  IMPLEMENTATION 

 According to stages 8-13 of the flowchart presented in Fig.2 

and described in the Methodology Section, we have 

decomposed the whole R&D project (for developing a 

biomass-based novel adsorbent) in the following 

modules/topics to form priority alternatives, suitable for MCA. 

Defuzzyfication is performed in input and the results are 

shown in Table I. The procedure of weighting the grades of the 

alternatives and summing up to give the corresponding total 

criterion SWA-values is shown in Table II. Where the ranking 

is BTP>AAI>SAU>PTS>RCT, in order of descending 

preference. Mono-parametric sensitivity analysis for two cases 

is presented in Figs. 3a and 3b, where the point of order 

change between the first two alternatives is also shown.  

The alternative R&D topics are: Raw material Collection/ 

Transportation (RCT), Biomass Treatment/Processing (BTP), 

Product Transportation/Storing (PTS), Adsorbents Application 

In Citu (AAI), Spent Adsorbents Usage (SAU). The criteria 

used are: Partial Economic Benefit (PEB), Total Economic 

Benefit (TEB), Favorable Environmental Impact (FEI), 

Development of Promising Technology (DPT).    

 

Table I. Defuzzified crisp values assigned to 4x5 preference 

matrix and the weights vector Wi. 

 Wi RCT BTP PTS AAI SAU 

PEB 0.141 4.07 4.98 4.65 6.01 5.94 

TEB 0.258 4.52 6.34 4.27 5.86 5.17 

FEI 0.406 5.76 7.09 7.12 6.97 6.62 

DPT 0.195 3.61 7.52 3.98 7.25 7.18 

Table II. Ranking of Alternatives, according to the general 

criterion WSA (Weighted Sum for each Alternative) giving the 

following order in terms of descending preference; BTP > AAI 

> SAU > PTS > RCT. 

 RCT BTP PTS AAI SAU 

PEB 0.57387 0.70218 0.65565 0.84741 0.83754 

TEB 1.16616 1.63572 1.0166 1.51188 1.33386 

FEI 2.33856 2.87854 2.89072 2.82982 2.68772 

DPT 0.70395 1.4664 0.7761 1.41375 1.4001 

WSA 4.78254 6.68284 5.42413 6.60286 6.25922 

 

 

 

Fig. 3a. Mono-parametric sensitivity analysis of the ranked first 

alternative Biomass Treatment/Processing (BTP) by changing the 

corresponding to Favorable Environmental Impact (FEI) grade for 

the ranked second alternative Adsorbents Application In Citu (AAI) 

within the range ±25% of the defuzzified value 6.97, expressed as 

crisp number.  

 

 

Fig. 3b. Mono-parametric sensitivity analysis of the ranked first 

alternative Biomass Treatment/Processing (BTP) by changing the 

corresponding to Development of Promising Technology (DPT) 

grade for the ranked second alternative Adsorbents Application In 

Citu (AAI) within the range ±25% of the defuzzified value 7.25, 

expressed as crisp number.  

 

According to stage 15, we have estimated a subsidy to be 

granted from the State to the BPUs system as follows. Let K 

the fraction of annual energy/materials saving and 

environmental protection benefits (all expressed in monetary 
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units), which is deducted by the State from each welfare 

budget, in order to support such activities, that correspond to 

best exploitation practices. By denoting with a the portion of K 

agreed to be given for exploration activities, the annual ‘gains’ 

are presented by the following amounts Vj (j=1, 2, …, t), 

expressed in present values (see also [23]-[25]):  

1
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where )1/()1)(1( igfz +++= , t is the number of time 

periods (herein years), corresponding to the useful life of the 

investment to be subsidized, i is the common interest rate 

(used for money equivalents in the time course), F is the first 

year energy/materials savings (including environmental 

benefits), increased each time period by fractions f and g for 

energy/environment and materials savings/benefits. 

The expression giving V is a geometric series, the sum of 

which is easily calculated:  

)1/()1()1(
1 −−+⋅⋅= −

zziFKV
t            (2) 

Thus the total value of K deducted by the State for 

determining the corresponding subsidy is given by  
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The diagrams in Figs. 4 and 5 give the dependence of K 

(representing subsidy for both exploitation and exploration) on 

i and a (representing the subsidy fraction granted for 

exploration).  

 

 

Fig. 4. Dependence of K on interest rate, ranging from 0.01 to 0.05 

(corresponding to deflation and inflation, respectively) for different 

values of a. 

 

Fig. 5. Dependence of K on fraction a, ranging from 0.05 to 0.15 

(corresponding to minimum and maximum values, set a priori, 

respectively) for different values of interest rate i.   

IV.  DISCUSSION 

 Instead of determining the optimal Ropt at Cmin we can use a 

more general optimization technique by considering total 

benefit B(R) = B1(R) + B2(R) as the objective function, where 

B1(R) and B2(R) are the partial benefits, due to exploration 

and exploitation, respectively, opposing to each other in the 

corresponding trade off, like in the case described in Fig. 1. 

Evidently, the benefits constituting B1 grow slowly in the 

beginning (initial stages after the start up, representing an 

incubation period, where dB1/dR > 0 and d
2
B1/dR

2
 > 0), 

rapidly later, because of synthesizing / incorporating the 

acquired knowledge / knowhow into upgraded structures, and 

slowly again, as approaching asymptotically a state of 

saturation. The main part of the resulting sigmoid curve is after 

the point of inflection (at which dB1/dR) = 0 and d
2
B1/dR

2
 = 0, 

since this part (where dB1/dR > 0 and d
2
B1/dR

2
 < 0) is the 

more fruitful one from the R&D point of view.  

On the other hand, the opposing benefits represented by B2 

decrease (i) gradually/slowly in the region of lower R-values, 

where the resources spent for exploitation are adequate, (ii) 

rapidly in the region of medium R-values, where the resources 

are not available in satisfactory quality/quantity, and (iii) very 

rapidly, since at least one of the input variables is sub-optimal, 

according to the LDR, or insufficient; in mathematical terms, 

dB2/dR < 0, d
2
B2/dR

2
 < 0 or d|dB2/dR|/dR > 0. Consequently 

the Ropt-value is the abscissa of Bmax = (B1 + B2)max at MB1 = 

MB2, where MB1 = dB1/dR and MB2 = |dB2/dR| are the 

marginal values of B1 and B2, respectively, at the tradeoff 

equilibrium. 

At this point, is important to introduce the knowledge 

management approach, we have adopted for signifying 

exploration pathways by using a modification of Nonaka’s 

model, including four stages in cyclic arrangement (i.e., 

without start/end points): Socialization (S), as the process of 

converting shared experience into new implicit knowledge; 

Externalization (E), as the process of converting implicit to 

explicit knowledge; Combination (C), as the process of 

converting rather simple to more complex explicit knowledge; 

Internalization (I), as the process of converting explicit into 

implicit knowledge, by embodying the former into the experts’ 
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cognitive background. This illustrative mechanism indicates a 

movement rather on a spiral than on a cycle circumference, 

since each recursive procedure is changing as a function of 

time. 

By decomposing the R&D project in quasi-independent sub-

projects and running several of them in parallel ab initio (as 

suggested in the Introductory analysis section), we may have 

accelerated progress in exploration (mainly achieved in 

Nonaka’s E-stage) especially in the region of low R-values, 

where the corresponding resources are limited and the R&D 

results still poor and / or out of focus. As a result, the B1-curve 

is expected to move upwards to B1’, becoming more flat, since 

the benefits increase will be more expressed in the region 

mentioned above; consequently, Ropt is shifting to R’opt, where 

R’opt < Ropt, as shown in Fig. 6a. If such a progress is not 

possible, the available resources and the corresponding 

progress is expected to be re-oriented towards the Nonaka’s C 

stage, favoring exploitation, possibly contributing to a change 

from AD to PE or vice versa (see Introductory analysis). In 

this case, the B2-curve is expected to move upwards to B2’, 

becoming also more flat, since the benefits increase will be 

more expressed in the region of higher R-values, where the 

resources for exploitation are limited; as a result, Ropt is 

shifting to R’’opt, where R’’opt > Ropt, as shown in Fig. 6b. 

It is worthwhile noting that in case of the composition, the 

quasi-independent sub-project with the low rate knowledge 

conversion enforces the total rate if and only if (denoted by 

‘IF’ in symbolic logic) the independence of sub-projects 

remains after transition, as shown in Fig. 7a; otherwise, a 

combined rate conversion results as shown in Fig. 7b. 

 

 
Fig. 6a. Dependence of partial benefits B1 and B2 on normalized ratio 

R, and shifting of the optimal value Ropt in case of decomposing the 

R&D project in quasi-independent sub-projects and running several 

of them in parallel, possibly resulting to accelerated progress in 

exploration. 

 
Fig. 6b. Dependence of partial benefits B1 and B2 on normalized 

ration R, and shifting of the optimal value Ropt in case that the 

available resources and the corresponding progress is expected to be 

re-oriented towards the Nonaka’s C stage, favoring exploitation; the 

thick curve in the upper diagram is the locus of the Bmax-points.  

 

 

V.  CONCLUSIONS 

 We have proved that certain difficulties appear when 

applying tradeoff optimization for balancing exploitation 

against exploration under conditions of a limited budget. A 

methodological framework, we have designed under the form 

of an algorithmic procedure including 28 activity stages and 9 

decision nodes has been successfully implemented, as an add 

to overcome these difficulties, concerning the following 

characteristic topics: (i) decomposition of the whole project of 

R&D referring to a novel biomass-based adsorbent; (ii) 

multicriteria ranking (including sensitivity/robustness analysis) 

of sub-projects for giving priority/emphasis in research; (iii) 

determination of corresponding subsidies to be granted for 

exploration and exploitation;  (iv) statement of a new 

normalized exploration/exploitation ratio R and estimation of 

its optimal value by using minimum cost and maximum benefit 

as optimization criteria, (v) modification of Nonaka’s 

knowledge management model by discriminating sub-models 

running in parallel for accelerating progress.  
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Fig. 7. A modified Nonaka’s knowledge conversion model, taking 

into consideration the decomposition of the R&D project into three 

quasi-independent sub-projects and running them in parallel (see 

corresponding text for relevant analysis). 
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Abstract—In this paper, we describe the A-Maze-D system which
shows that constraint databases can be applied conveniently and
efficiently to the design of maze games. A-Maze-D provides a
versatile set of features by a combination of a MATLAB library and
the MLPQ constraint database system. A-Maze-D is the first system
that uses constraint databases to build maze games and opens new
ideas in video game development. Keywords—nimation, constraint
database, maze, MLPQ, moving objects, video gamenimation, con-
straint database, maze, MLPQ, moving objects, video gamea

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapidly growing video game industry has a revenue
of approximately twelve billion U.S. dollars per year in the
United States alone (Statista [8]). The efficient development
of new video game products is needed to supply the growing
demands for video games that have become ubiquitous on our
computers, consoles, and phones.

A large set of video games require the representation of a
map, usually some kind of maze, and other spatial objects. In
addition, video games also routinely require the representation
of moving objects. Hence video games have a strong connec-
tion with geographic, spatial and moving object (also called
spatio-temporal) databases. Since these types of databases can
be viewed as special cases of constraint databases (Kanellakis
et al. [2], Revesz [3]), we propose A-Maze-D, an Advanced
Maze Development kit with a novel design based on the MLPQ
system (Revesz et al. [4]). The MLPQ system, developed at
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, is one of the systems
that implements and visualizes constraint databases and has
been used already in many spatial and moving object database
applications.

Our proposed A-Maze-D system provides a large set of
useful features that enable game development where the main
objective is to find the way out of a maze with limited
viewing distance from an overhead view. We describe in detail
the features that are the most important in developing maze
games. We envision that with a growing set of features, the
development can be extended from maze games to a plethora
of different types of video games.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some
related work on mazes and constraint databases. Section 3
presents the A-Maze-D system. Section 4 provides some
conclusions and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Mazes and Maze Games

A maze is a complex passage with multiple branches where
the user needs to find the best route. In most mazes, the walls
are fixed and do not change as the user progresses through the
maze. Maze solving computer algorithms that try to find the
best path to an exit or the fastest way to attain a prize have
been implemented many times before. However, the typical
solutions do not take into account a user’s limited vision and
inability to mark the walls as hindrances for solving the mazes.
In Section 3, we specifically allow the option of representing
the limited vision of a user.

In games like Super Mario World, there are levels where the
user needs to solve a maze and has limitations as to what they
can see. We see this type of maze in many different games
including some Legend of Zelda games. In addition, in video
games such as Super Mario World if the user has failed a
level numerous times then the system offers the ability for
the system to show the proper way to finish the level where
obstacles of all kinds are taken into account and the shortest
path is used.

In well-known games such as Pac-Man, the objective is to
collect all the pellets and to live as long as the ghosts do not
eat the user. In other games, the goal is to rescue a princess
or to find the treasure and the end of the journey. We choose
to favor the idea of there being some form of treasure at the
end of the levels.

Mazes form also an important element in biology in the
study of learning. Rodents were first used in mazes by Willard
Small from Clark University (Small [5]). Using rodent burrows
as a design a maze was created to test the cognitive abilities of
rodents. Soon after these early experiments, different animals
were used for testing purposes ranging from monkeys to birds
(Watson [7]). James Watson also sent rodents through a maze
with some sensory deprivations. Fleming Perrin of the Uni-
versity of Chicago tested humans where he blindfolded each
person and let them solve a dodecagonal maze (Perrin [6]).
However, rats remain in biology the primary test subject for
mazes. Many of these types of experiments can be modeled
in our maze choice game.
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B. Constraint Databases

Constraint databases (Kanellakis et al. [2], Revesz [3])
provide an extension of relational databases where the input
data consists of constraint relations. Each constraint relation
is a set of constraint tuples. In constraint tuples, the attributes
are referred to by variables and the possible values of the
attribute variables are restricted by constraints. In particular,
the MLPQ constraint database system uses linear constraints
on the attribute variables (Kanellakis et al. [2], Revesz [3]).

III. THE A-MAZE-D (ADVANCED MAZE DEVELOPER) KIT

The A-Maze-D, short for Advanced Maze Developer, kit is a
versatile system that enables efficient development of complex
maze games. The A-Maze-D system consists of a MATLAB
library that allows the easy translation of input data into MLPQ
system input files. Once all stationary and moving objects are
translated into MLPQ input files, the input files can be opened
and animated in the MLPQ system. The animation lasts until
some choice point is reached. The choice point requires that
the user enter some input parameters, such as whether to turn
left or right at the current location in the maze, to fire some
bullets, to start a conversation or some other action. Once the
input parameters are entered the corresponding animation can
continue until the next choice point.

We organize the description of the A-Maze-D system into
the following subsections. Section III-A shows how A-Maze-
D can specify stationary objects such as mazes with either
straight or curved walls. Section III-B describes the specifica-
tion of moving objects such as persons, exploding objects and
shields.

A. Stationary Objects

The main stationary object in a maze game is the maze
itself. Figure 1 shows two mazes with walls that are composed
of straight lines, while Figure 4 illustrates a maze with curved
lines. The implementation of mazes, especially with curved
walls, can be a tedious software engineering task. However,
we show below that using the A-Maze-D system mazes can
be developed efficiently whether the mazes have straight or
curved walls.

Mazes with straight walls: Suppose that we would like to
implement the maze shown on the left side of Figure 1. At
first, we record the corner points for each wall as shown with
highlights in Figure 2.

Each wall needs to have a different id. In the case of the
maze in Figure 2 we need six walls with the (x, y) corner
points shown in Table III-A.

A-Maze-D has a library of MATLAB scripts that contains
a function called buildWalls that takes as input the set of
points and turns them into an MLPQ input file that represents
the walls. The basic idea behind the buildWalls function is
illustrated in Figure 3, which shows on the left a simple table
with two points and on the right their implied meaning. The
buildWalls function also needs a parameter that specifies the
width for the wall. In this case for simplicity we chose a width

Fig. 1. Examples of mazes with straight walls.

Fig. 2. Examples points on a maze.

of one. As can be seen, the (a, c) and (b, d) points define a
parallelogram with width one and whose lower boundary line
is the line segment from (a, c) to (b, d).

The buildWalls function transforms the points described in
Table III-A into the following MLPQ input file:
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TABLE I
INPUT: CORNER POINTS ON THE MAZE.

id X Y
1 100 0
1 0 0
1 0 88
1 80 88
2 120 0
2 200 0
2 200 88
2 100 88
3 0 44
3 88 44
4 22 22
4 176 22
4 176 66
5 110 22
5 110 44
5 154 44
5 154 88
6 22 66
6 154 66

Fig. 3. The points from the table are represented visually on the right.

begin %MLPQ%
R(id,x,y) :- id=1, x>=0, x<=100, y=0.
R(id,x,y) :- id=1, x=0, y>=0, y<=88.
R(id,x,y) :- id=1, x>=0, x<=80, y=88.
R(id,x,y) :- id=2, x>=120, x<=200, y=0.
R(id,x,y) :- id=2, x=200, y>=0, y<=88.
R(id,x,y) :- id=2, x>=100, x<=200, y=88.
R(id,x,y) :- id=3, x>=0, x<=88, y=44.
R(id,x,y) :- id=4, x>=22, x<=176, y=22.
R(id,x,y) :- id=4, x=176, y>=22, y<=66.
R(id,x,y) :- id=5, x=110, y>=22, y<=44.
R(id,x,y) :- id=5, x>=110, x<=154, y=44.
R(id,x,y) :- id=5, x=154, y>=44, y<=88.
R(id,x,y) :- id=6, x>=22, x<=154, y=66.
end %MLPQ%

Mazes with curved walls: The A-Maze-D system uses multi-
ple MATLAB scripts in order to attain the smoothest-looking
curved walls. For example, Figure 4 shows a maze where
all walls are curved except for six straight walls that are all
horizontal and are used to block further passage in maze at
dead ends.

Fig. 4. Example of a curved maze.

Let us illustrate the A-Maze-D functions using the bottom
curved wall, which is a segment of the parabola y = (x/4)2.
An approximation of the parabola can be specified by five
points as shown in Figure 4. Our MATLAB script takes the x
coordinates and the parabolic function y = (x/4)2 to generate
Table III-A. The script can take any other polynomial function.
In case the boundary of the wall cannot be described by the
user as a polynomial function, the A-Maze-D system also
provides an alternative MATLAB script that makes a cubic
spline interpolation for the given sample points of the wall.

TABLE II
EXAMPLE CORNER POINTS ON A MAZE.

id X Y
1 -5 1.5625
1 -3 0.5625
1 0 0
1 3 0.5625
1 5 1.5625

The more points we choose for the approximation, the
smoother-looking parabolic curved wall we obtain. However,
the smoother representation generates a larger MLPQ input
file, which means generally a slower visualization and ani-
mations of the maze game. Given the above input data, the
A-Mazed-D system already generates a large MLPQ output
file, which begins as follows:

begin %MLPQ%

R(id,x,y) :- id=1, x>=-4.0000, x<=-3.9200,
-0.640043x - y = 1.560172.

R(id,x,y) :- id=1, x>=-3.9200, x<=-3.8400,
-0.588340x - y = 1.357495.

R(id,x,y) :- id=1, x>=-3.8400, x<=-3.7600,
-0.541344x - y = 1.177033.

...

end %MLPQ%
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Fig. 6. Color Scheme Window

Fig. 7. Maze color changes from green (on the left)to orange (on the right)

Fig. 5. Color Example

Color Change: We call color animation when stationary or
moving objects change color over time. Color animation can
provide important visual cues to the users. For example, in our
maze we could make the walls change color that would show
some type of time limit where the walls will start to change to
a specific color when the user is running out of time. MLPQ

handles color animation by allowing the user to choose two
different colors for each relation.

When an MLPQ input file is loaded into the MLPQ system,
then next to each spatial or moving object relation there
are two colored boxes as shown in Figure 5. The first box
represents the starting color, and the second box the ending
color for the displayed relation during the animation. The
MLPQ system provides a random pair of colors for each
relation after a new file is uploaded. To change the colors to
the desired values, we can double click on one of the boxes.
Then a color scheme window will pop up as shown in Figure 6.
This window allows the user to create the specific color of their
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choice for the selected box. For example, Figure 7 shows two
snapshots of the color animation of a maze, which changes
from green to orange.

B. Moving Objects

Player Movement: Movement of the player is guided by
choices that the player can select in MLPQ. When the player
chooses a movement option in the maze, the A-Maze-D
system animates the player moving through the maze until the
player reaches the next choice point where another decision is
required. At any moment in time, each player is assumed to
occupy a 4 by 4 square area. The movement of the square is
represented by the attributes x, y and t, which denoted time.
For a moving object, x and y are functions of time represented
by linear constraints in the MLPQ system input files. The A-
Maze-D system uses another MATLAB script to generate the
MLPQ file.

The MATLAB script will automatically compile this and
return the movements for your player to take. Once the
constraints are created from the script you then have to put
them in your MLPQ maze file with the proper relations. The
code below is one example that shows how the constraints are
stored inside the MLPQ file.

Fig. 8. A moving point within a maze.

For example, Figure 8 shows the movement of the player
from location (110, 110 to location (99, 55). Besides these
beginning and ending points, we also record some of the other
points that are on the way with the restriction that all turning
points need to be included in the list. In this case, the selected
points can be represented in the following table:

TABLE III
INPUT: CENTER POINTS FOR PLAYER MOVEMENT ON THE MAZE.

id X Y
1 110 11
1 11 11
1 11 33
1 99 33
1 99 55

The A-Maze-D system generates the following MLPQ file
for the input shown in Table III-B.

begin %MLPQ%

player(id,x,y,t) :- id=1,
x + t >= 119,
x + t <= 121,
y > 10, y <= 11,
t >= 10, t <= 109.

player(id,x,y,t) :- id=1,
x >= 10, x <= 12,
y - t > -99,
y - t <= -98,
t >= 109, t <= 131.

player(id,x,y,t) :- id=1,
x - t >= -121,
x - t <= -119,
y > 32, y <= 33,
t >= 131, t <= 219.

player(id,x,y,t) :- id=1,
x >= 98, x <= 100,
y - t > -187,
y - t <= -186,
t >= 219, t <= 241.

end %MLPQ%

The A-Maze-D system generates an animation using MLPQ
as a basis.

Searchlight: The A-Maze-D system also allows a limited field
of view for the game player by adding a larger square relation
around the moving player. The complement of that larger
square will be displayed in black over the actual maze. For
example, Figure 9 shows the limited field of view provided
by a search light. The searchlight follows the player as he or
she moves in the maze.

Explosions: The A-Maze-D system can represent explosions
and other expanding objects. For fireworks can be represented
as an object that expands until it ceases to exist. The A-Maze-
D system provides a function that gives as input the beginning
and the ending shapes of the exploding object and gives as
output a parametric rectangles representation of the expanding
object that is an accepted MLPQ input file.

Color Change: Color animation can be applied to moving
objects too similarly as it is applied to stationary objects. For
example, the firework could be black at the beginning and
gradually lighted up and become completely red in the end.
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Fig. 9. Searchlight Example

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Constraint databases and video games have been around
for a long time, but they have never been combined together
before. The A-Maze-D system shows that constraint databases
can be applied conveniently and efficient to design of maze
games. A-Maze-D provides a versatile set of features by a
combination of a MATLAB library and the MLPQ constraint
database system. This is the first time that maze games have
been created using constraint databases.

In the future we would like to try implement different
game types in constraint databases and see how well they can
be converted over from the normal game development into
constraint databases. We believe the best way to do this is
testing out different types of games and see how well they
perform. A few examples to name would be to test games
that are more like Tetris where one needs a faster reaction or
one’s actions are limited by the time allotted.

Examining new possible features that constraint databases
can provide for game development is another area we would
like to research more and test out. Constraint databases have
been used before in the animation of human faces. Hence an
intriguing possibility is to allow players to speak to each other.
Whenever a player wants to say something a pop-up window
would open and show an animation of the player’s face as he
or she speaks.
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Abstract— the promotion of trade liberalization encompasses a 

wide range of products including environmental goods (EGs). 
However, the efforts to encourage a further liberalization of EGs have 
been criticized for being considered more favourable for developed 
countries. This paper studies the performance of the Mexican 
environmental industry in the NAFTA region where it competes with 
the United States and Canada. Our findings show that Mexico 
remains as a net importer of high-tech EGs which is the most 
profitable segment in the region. The recurrent economic crises 
limited the financing for the modernization of the industry, thus, is 
difficult to seize the benefits from the trade liberalization of 
environmental goods.  

 
Keywords—environmental goods, international trade 

negotiations, international trade policy, NAFTA. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
S globalization progresses economic blocs become 
stronger. Some examples are the European Union (EU) 

that encompasses 27 countries which is the main trading power 
of the world, followed up by the North America Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA) that is formed by United States (US), 
Canada and México (Romero and Vera-Colina, 2012). Within 
the NAFTA region the transition of Mexico from an inward 
economic policy featured by a strong state intervention to an 
open and liberalized economy requires a deeper analysis.   

Mexico has shown a historical preference for an import 
substitution industrial policy. For decades the industry was 
supported by governmental subsidies and protected with 
import tariffs until the 1980s where the trade policy changed 
drastically (Sánchez, 2006). According to Morales (1997), the 
economic restructuring was featured by trade liberalization, 
thus, from 1986 to 1994 the government reduced import 
tariffs, joined the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) and ultimately the NAFTA. The implementation of 
NAFTA was the most crucial step in the transition from the 
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import substitution model to an open economy with trade 
liberalization in order to seize the economic gains of the 
exchange with other countries, especially the US (Hanson, 
2010). Also, Puyana (2003) stressed that in the year 2000, 
92% of the total Mexican exports had as main destination 
industrialized countries where the US showed the largest share 
with 85% of the Mexican exports.  Although the Mexican 
industry has some large companies, it is composed mainly of 
small and medium size firms. After the assumption of NAFTA 
in the period of 1993 to 1999, the number of export-oriented 
participants grew 67% to reach over 30,000 firms; however, 
most of them were either small or medium size business that 
represented 89% of the exporting sector (Muñoz, 2005). The 
composition of the sector had a significant impact in the 
distribution of the benefits of international trade. In 1994, the 
80% of the non-oil exports were concentrated in 573 firms, 
whereas 20% was distributed among the 20,846 business 
remaining in the sector (Morales, 1997). This situation is not 
exclusive of a particular industry but encompasses all branches 
involved in international trade.  

In this regard, the environmental industry and the 
liberalization of the trade of environmental goods (EGs) is 
becoming an important topic in the agenda of several 
countries. In the Fourth World Trade Organization (WTO) 
Ministerial Conference in Doha in November 2001, it was 
agreed to negotiate the reduction or elimination of tariffs for 
EGs. The purpose is to develop a win-win strategy to expand 
the flows of trade and simultaneously foster the path towards 
sustainable development (SD), by broadening the access to 
environmental technology and eco-friendly goods at lower 
costs (Mathew and Fernández, 2009). Nevertheless, the 
strategy has been subjected to discussion for being considered 
more favourable for developed countries in terms of  exports 
EGs. According to Sang and Jisun (2011), Mexico is listed as 
a key player in the international trade of EGs, however, its 
share in the world trade is small if compared to the European 
Union and the United States. Therefore, given the strategic 
value of the NAFTA region for the Mexican exporting sector, 
it is important to assess the size of the benefits for the 
environmental industry. 

The aim of this paper is to determine how the liberalization 
of international trade of EGs is benefiting the Mexican 
environmental industry within the NAFTA region. In the first 
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section we analyze the discussion regarding the liberalization 
of environmental goods and their main challenges. In the 
second section, we compare the trade balance of EGs of 
Mexico with the other members of NAFTA in order to assess 
the participation of the country in the region. Also, we discuss 
the factors that determine the performance of the industry. The 
last part shows conclusions and policy recommendations. 

II. BENEFITS OF THE TRADE OF ENVIRONMENTAL GOODS AND 
CONCEPTUALIZATION CHALLENGES OF THE LISTS AND 

DEFINITIONS 

A. The discussion about the benefits of the liberalization of 
environmental goods 

The beginning of the discussion started in the late 1990s, 
but it was until 2001 when the topic was addressed in a 
separate agenda. Since the Fourth WTO ministerial 
Conference in Doha in 2001, the WTO members have been 
seeking agreements to liberalize the trade of environmental 
goods and services and the related import tariffs 
(Znamenackova et.al., 2014). However, the benefits of the 
reduction of tariffs are being subjected to discussion. 
According to Sang and Jisun (2011), most of the promoters of 
the liberalization are key players in the international trade of 
EGs; their main argument is the growth in the demand for 
clean technologies and products in both developed and 
developing countries. Thus, lowering the current tariffs will 
result in price reductions to become environmental technology 
more affordable for developing countries and simultaneously 
developed countries will increase their trade flows (Vihklyaev, 
2004). In this regard the strategy has been criticized for being 
disadvantageous for developing countries in terms of 
international trade balance, mainly because the 
competitiveness the environmental industries of developed 
countries are more competitive (Mathew and Fernández, 
2009).As stressed by Balineau and De Melo (2013), in fact 
EGs are less protected than other goods, in the period 1996-
2010, tariffs were reduced approximately 50% from the initial 
levels but remain high in low-income countries. Also, the size 
of the contribution to the improvement in the environmental 
performance is vague. 

Thus, the economic and development gap between 
developed and developing countries raises doubts about who 
are the true winners of the trade liberalization of EGs.  

B. Problems in the agreement of lists and definitions for 
environmental goods 

The definitions of environmental goods and lists agreement 
are a key element for the progress of the liberalization 
negotiations.  There are two reasons for the slow progress in 
the negotiations, one are the perceptions of the benefits of EGs 
liberalization which was described above and  the other to the 
political economy of trade policy formulation (Balineau and 
De Melo, 2013). Therefore, the future of negotiations will 
depend in the ability of the negotiators to show data and 
favourable arguments of EGs liberalization (Znamenackova 

et.al., 2014).  
The formulation of trade policy depends largely on the 

agreement of a definition of the environmental goods to be 
sorted in a list. However, there are two crucial problems for 
the elaboration of EGs definitions, one associated to the 
production process and the other linked to the dual-use 
dilemma. The first problem refers to whether a good is 
ecologically manufactured or if the process generates pollution 
(Znamenackova et.al., 2014).  The second matter is linked to 
the end use of goods; since the same a product could be used 
for environmental purposes but also in polluting activities 
(Sang and Jisun, 2011).  Because of both problems it has not 
been possible to create a globally accepted definition of EGs. 
Although several international organizations have proposed 
lists and definitions, none of this has been universally 
accepted.  An early definition of EGs was developed in the 
1990s by experts of the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) and Eurostat: "the 
environmental goods and services industry consists of 
activities which produce goods and services to measure, 
prevent, limit, minimize or correct environmental damage to 
water, air and soil, as well as problems related to waste, noise 
and eco-systems." (OECD, 1999, p. 10).  The OECD list 
includes goods spanning 6-digit Harmonized Commodity 
Description and Coding System (HS codes).  The items 
include goods for water treatment, waste management, 
renewable energy and sound technologies. Among all the 
conceptualization efforts, the definitions and lists of EGs of 
the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and the 
OECD have been the baseline for the current APEC and WTO 
negotiations on environmental goods (Znamenackova et. al., 
2014). The APEC and WTO definitions and categories of EGs 
are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. APEC and WTO definitions and categories of 
environmental goods. 

Organization Definition Number  and 
categories of 
listed items 

Asia-Pacific 
Economic 
Cooperation 
(APEC) 

Environmental 
goods and 
services (EGS) is 
an industry sector 
devoted to solving, 
limiting or 
preventing 
environmental 
problems. The 
industry is 
involved in 
manufacturing 
and/or services 
related to water or 
air pollution, waste 
management, 
recycling, 

The EGs list 
consists of 54 
official 
environmental 
goods. The items 
include renewable 
and clean energy 
technologies, 
wastewater 
treatment 
technologies, 
environmental 
monitoring and 
assessment 
equipment. 
Biofuels are not 
included. 
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renewable energy, 
monitoring, 
analysis and 
assessment.  

World Trade 
Organization 
(WTO) 

Environmental 
goods are those 
activities that 
produce materials, 
equipment and 
technologies used 
to address 
particular 
environmental 
problems; or 
products 
considered 
preferable than 
less ecological 
similar goods.  

Several lists 
were proposed by 
the members of the 
WTO, the last 
cover 26 items of 
core EGs. In this 
regard the 
members consider 
the list to be 
helpful but not 
definitive.   The 
list includes goods 
for waste 
management, and 
water treatment, 
renewable energy, 
environmental 
technologies, 
carbon capture and 
storage and air 
pollution control  

 
 
 

Source: APEC, 2012, Annex C, p. 1; Hamwey et al., 2003. 
An important feature of the lists and definitions of EGs 

developed by international organizations is that they are based 
on the interests of their members. Thus, the best positioned 
countries in the international trade of these products could 
have a greater influence in the outcome of the categorization 
of EGs. As stressed by Balineau and De Melo (2013), until 
2010 three broad approaches were proposed in order to foster 
trade liberalization of EGs. The authors showed that until 
2010, some efforts like the List approach, the Request and 
Offer approach; the Integrated-Project approach and the 
hybrid approach were proposed by different countries in order 
to reduce import tariffs within the WTO.  The List approach 
was proposed by some key players in the trade of EGs such as 
the EU, Japan and the US and it was broadly accepted, 
however, the listed items in which large developed countries 
had a comparative advantage.   Most of the EGs sorted in the 
core list of the WTO are high-tech and capital goods, 
therefore, given the gap between developed and developing 
countries, the latter might remain only as net importers 
(Vykhlyaev, 2004).  Thus, this conflict of interests helps to 
explain why developing countries have been more reluctant to 
establish negotiation for tariffs reduction.  

   

III. PERFORMANCE OF THE MEXICAN 
ENVIRONMENTAL INDUSTRY IN THE TRADE OF 

ENVIRONMENTAL GOODS 

A. The importance of NAFTA and the Mexican market 
The international trade of environmental goods of Mexico 

will be analysed in the framework of NAFTA. In the year 
2000, the 92% of the Mexican exports had as destination 
industrialized countries, being the US the largest receiver with 
a share of 85% of the exported goods (Puyana, 2003). This 
places Mexico close to a single market context which has been 
disadvantageous in terms of international trade and is also the 
reason why the trade of EGs with Canada is not deeply 
discussed. According to Muñoz (2005), based on the definition 
of environmental goods and services of the OCDE-Eurostat, 
the environmental Mexican environmental industry can be 
sorted in three categories: goods and services for pollution 
control, intermediate goods and services linked to cleaner 
technologies and goods and services devoted to the rational 
use of natural resources.  However the number and size of the 
participants in the environmental industry is small. Although 
the environmental industry has been growing in Mexico it has 
only 8,300 businesses in the sector, whereas in the United 
States the number reaches 117,000 firms (Ferrier, 2010). 
However, both countries are key players in the international 
trade of EGs. This is shown in Table 2.: 

Table 2. World key players of trade in Environmental 
Goods according to the WTO Core List (millions USD, 2009) 

Count
ry 

Export World 
Share 

Import World 
Share 

Europe
an Union 

34,248.
0 

19.31 28,802.
2 

 16.3
2 

Japan 22,842.
5 

12.92     
5,170.8 

   
2.97 

United 
States 

17,651.
9 

10.04 21,228.
9 

12.03 

China 21,813.
2 

12.33  19,55
2.7 

 11.1
4 

Korea 6,786.0   3.85 11,068.
1 

6.35 

Mexico 4,811.7 2.76   
3,327.9 

 1.9 

World 
Total 

 
177,187.1 
  

 176,877
.5 

 

Source: Sang and Jisun, 2011, P.12 
The gap among the trade balances of Mexico and the US 

suggest a big difference in terms of competitiveness which 
affects the performance of Mexico in the NAFTA region. 
According to Zhang (2010), since the implementation of the 
NAFTA in the period of 1995-2005 the market of EGs within 
the region of Mexico, US and Canada doubled its size. 
Additionally, the Mexican market became important for being 
the largest single market for environmental goods in the 
Americas. In this regard,  Avery and Boadu, (2004) estimated 
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a regression model for the exports’ demand of the EGs 
industry of the US, showing that the highest increases in this 
demand would occur in the developing areas of the world, 
including Mexico. Since Mexico joined the NAFTA, the 
exports of EGs have increased but the trade balance is in 
deficit (Muñoz, 2005). This is shown in Table 3.:  

Table 3. Mexico´s trade balance of EGS in 2001 based on 
the Eurostat-OECD definition with US and Canada (million 
USD). 

Type of 
goods 

Expo
rts to 
the US 

Impor
ts from 
the US 

Expor
ts to 
Canada 

Impor
ts from 
Canada 

Equipment:     
Equipment 

and chemicals 
for water   

1.3 300.5 0.09 
 

4.44 

Equipment 
for control of 
air pollution 

1.3 98.4 0.13 4.47 

Instruments 
and 
information 
systems 

 

0.00 35.0 0.00 0.16 

Equipment 
for waste 
management 

10.5 62.1 1.62 4.26 

Technology 
for processes 
and prevention 

0.2 3.2 0.02 0.02 

Services:     
Solid waste 

management 
3.3 40.8 0.00 0.59 

Hazardous 
waste 
management. 

0.4 31.8 0.00 0.13 

Consultancy 
and 
engineering 

0.5 58.7 0.05 0.59 

Sanitation 
and industrial 
services 

0.7 23.8 0.34 0.90 

Analytical 
treatment 

0.0 3.7 0.00 0.19 

Water 
treatment 

5.4 46.9 0.00 0.08 

Resources:     
Public 

companies for 
water 
management  

0.3 26.1 0.00 0.07 

Recovery of 
resources 

0.3 142.2 0.07 1.15 

Systems and 
services of 

1.1 41.1 0.01 0.29 

clean energy 
Sustainable 

agriculture 
32.1 4.3 4.45 1.26 

Sustainable 
forestry 

5.6 0.0 0.70 0.00 

Ecotourism 53.6 0.1 5.36 0.33 
Total 116.6 918.7 12.84 18.93 

Source: Análisis del comercio de bienes y servicios 
ambientales en la región del TLCAN, pg.10,12. Comisión 
para la Cooperación Ambiental (2004) 

The data show a generalized trade deficit of Mexico in the 
NAFTA region; this could also be the reason of why the 
country maintains higher average import tariffs.  According to 
data of the World Trade Organization (2011), Mexico has an 
average tariff of 6.75% for the goods of the core lists of the 
WTO which is the highest among the members of NAFTA.   

The trade balance also reveals the sectors where Mexico is 
more competitive. The activities where Mexico has an 
advantage are ecotourism, sustainable agriculture and 
sustainable forestry. However, it is important to determine the 
share of the total value correspondent to each category in order 
to find the core segments of the trade of EGs. This is shown in 
Table 4. 

Table 4. Share of the total trade by sector in the NAFTA 
region in 2001 

Type of goods Total trade in 
USD millions 

Share 
(%) 

Equipment:  67% 
Equipment and chemicals 

for water   
1,469.8  

Equipment for control of 
air pollution 

590.7  

Instruments and 
information systems 

 

123.2  

Equipment for waste 
management 

535.8  

Technology for processes 
and prevention 

11.7  

Services:  17% 
Solid waste management 130.6  
Hazardous waste 

management. 
48.7  

Consultancy and 
engineering 

372.1  

Sanitation and industrial 
services 

63.6  

Analytical treatment 15.4  
Water treatment 69.5  
Resources:  16% 
Public companies for 

water management  
42.5  

Recovery of resources 235.0  
Systems and services of 82.2  
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clean energy 
Sustainable agriculture 197.6  
Sustainable forestry 19.5  
Ecotourism 78.5  
Total 4,086.6 100% 
 
Source: Análisis del comercio de bienes y servicios 

ambientales en la región del TLCAN, pg.13. Comisión para la 
Cooperación Ambiental (2004) 

The data shows that Equipment is the main segment of the 
trade of EGs which is also the most profitable. As shown 
before, the participation of Mexico in this category is not very 
significant and it exposes the lack of specialization in the 
environmental industry. The causes of the underdevelopment 
of the Mexican environmental industry will be discussed in the 
next subsection. 

B. Why is the Mexican environmental industry 
underdeveloped? 

 
Along with the progress of trade liberalization a transition 

towards specialization started as well. According to Morales 
(1997), since Mexico joined the GATT the country shifted 
from exporting raw materials to high-tech manufactured 
goods, however, only a few firms had sufficient resources to 
perform this change.  This affected also the modernization of 
the environmental industry. The size of firms represents an 
obstacle for the competitiveness and the development of the 
sector mainly because of financial restrictions (Muñoz, 2005). 
The economic crises of the 1980s and the 1990s reduced 
considerably the public budget for the improvement of 
environmental infrastructure and also led the banks to 
bankruptcy (Feagans, 1997; Fairchild and Sosin, 1987).  
Although the production of EGs and the number of firms grew 
during the crisis of 1994, the growth responded to reduction of 
costs due to a policy of low wages but not to a modernization 
strategy (Muñoz, 2005). Also, Dutrénit et.al. (2003) which 
performed a study about the technological transition for three 
Mexican firms, the economic shocks substantially decreased 
the investment on research and development. Thus, if the lack 
of resources to foster the competitiveness of the environmental 
industry is not tackled Mexico will not be able to seize a larger 
share of the benefits of the international trade of EGs.   

IV. CONCLUSION 
There is no doubt that international trade has fostered the 

exports of the Mexican environmental industry.  According to 
the WTO, México is a key player in the trade of environmental 
goods, however, in the NAFTA region the country remains as 
a net importer of capital environmental goods which are the 
most profitable segment of the trade of EGs. Additionally, the 
lack of specialization of the Mexican environmental industry 
limits the economic and environmental benefits that can be 
obtained from the liberalization of the trade of EGs.  

Given the importance of the American market the trade 

policy must be revised. New approaches to develop definitions 
and categories are needed, as well as the development of new 
industrial policy to foster the growth and competitiveness of 
the firms participating in the environmental industry. Also, 
greater specialization will increase the exports destination of 
Mexican EGs and at the domestic level it will reduce the costs 
of environmental protection.    

Future research should be focused on comprehensive studies 
about possible strategies to develop the environmental industry 
and simultaneously reduce the dependency of imported 
environmental goods and technology. 

. 
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Abstract— Crete was the birthplace of several ancient writings, 

including the Cretan Hieroglyphs, the Linear A and the Linear B 
scripts. Out of these three only Linear B is deciphered.  The sound 
values of the Cretan Hieroglyph and the Linear A symbols are 
unknown and attempts to reconstruct them based on Linear B have 
not been fruitful. In this paper, we compare the ancient Cretan scripts 
with four other Mediterranean and Black Sea scripts, namely 
Phoenician, South Arabic, Greek and Old Hungarian.  We provide a 
computational study of the evolution of the three Cretan and four 
other scripts. This study encompasses a novel translation of the 
scripts to a DNA encoding, which enables the use of hypothetical 
evolutionary tree reconstruction algorithms from the area of 
bioinformatics.  
Keywords—Cretan Hieroglyph, Linear A, Linear B, Evolution, 

Neighbor Joining, Phylogenetic tree. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
RETE was the birthplace of several ancient writings that 
were first categorized by Arthur Evans, the explorer of 

Knossos Palace, as the Cretan Hieroglyph, the Linear A and 
the Linear B scripts [5]. Linear A, which dates back to about 
2500 BC, was the main script used in the Minoan palaces of 
ancient Crete. The Cretan Hieroglyph script, which may 
predate Linear A, was used for centuries simultaneously with 
Linear A. Linear A was replaced around 1450 BC by Linear B, 
which was used in Mycenaean Greece and is the oldest known 
Greek writing [10]. In 1952 Michael Ventris gave a 
decipherment of Linear B as described in Chadwick [2]. 
However, the Cretan Hieroglyph and the Linear A scripts are 
still not deciphered. 

In order to understand better these three ancient Cretan 
scripts, in this paper we study their relationship with four other 
scripts. The other scripts are the Phoenician, the South Arabic, 
the Greek and the Old Hungarian alphabets. 

 The Phoenician alphabet [25] was a major influence on the 
development of many other alphabets due to the Phoenicians’ 
widespread commercial influence in the Mediterranean area.  
Both the Phoenician and the South Arabic alphabets derive 
from the Proto-Sinaitic alphabet, which is assumed to have 
originated in the Sinai Peninsula sometime between the 
mid-19th and mid-16th century BC [26]. Phoenician represents 
a northern branch while South Arabic represents a southern 
branch of Proto-Sinaitic.  

The classical Greek alphabet from about 800 BC had a 
 

Peter Z. Revesz is with the Department of Computer Science and 
Engineering, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588, USA 
(revesz@cse.unl.edu). 

major influence for many other European alphabets. The 
classical Greek alphabet derives from the Phoenician alphabet 
except for the letters Φ, Χ, Ψ and Ω [24].  

The Old Hungarian alphabet is the alphabet used by 
Hungarians before the adoption of the Latin alphabet. Parallel 
with the Latin, it was used sporadically until the 20th century 
in some Hungarian ethnic minority areas of Rumania. The 
origin of Old Hungarian is still debated. Hosszú [11] presents 
a detailed view of the development from Phoenician via 
Aramaic and Turkish and Proto-Rovas scripts. On the other 
hand, Forrai [8] and Varga [23] claim that the Old Hungarian 
script already existed in the Bronze Age and cite putative 
translations of engraved artifacts going back to 1000 BC.  

 In computational biology, the question of evolutionary 
relationships is greatly facilitated by the wide availability of 
genomic data and the development of a growing number of 
phylogenetic tree construction algorithms. Some of the 
best-known phylogenetic tree algorithms are Saitou and Nei’s 
neighbor-joining method [19] and Sokal and Michener’s 
UPGMA method [21]. The books by Baum and Smith [1], 
Hall [9] and Lerney et al. [12] review the maximum likelihood 
and several other methods. Recently, Revesz [15] also 
proposed the Common Mutations Similarity Matrix or CMSM 
method for phylogenetic tree construction. The CMSM 
method derives from a series of previous evolutionary biology 
studies, including [14], [16]-[18], [20] and [22]. 

Some of the efficient phylogenetic tree algorithms are able 
to reconstruct hypothetical evolutionary trees in a few minutes 
of computational time.  Moreover, they are based on statistical 
techniques that are free of human bias, which sometimes 
prevent the objective evaluation of linguistic artifacts. Human 
translation attempts are inherently prone to error. For example, 
the Phaistos Disk, which contains some form of Cretan 
Hieroglyph writing, was translated in numerous contradictory 
ways by a large number of professional and amateur linguists. 
Faucounau [6] and Fisher [7] are example decipherment 
attempts, and Duhoux [4] is a critique of previous 
decipherment attempts. In this paper, we strongly advocate 
computerized approaches to the study of linguistic questions 
in order to eliminate human bias. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a 
comparative table of the script symbols. Section III describes 
the DNA encoding of scripts. Section IV presents a 
computational reconstruction of the evolutionary tree of the 
scripts and a discussion of the results. Finally Section V gives 
some conclusions and directions for future work.  

A Computational Study of the Evolution of 
Cretan and Related Scripts  

Peter Z. Revesz 

C 
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Table 1 A comparison of the script symbols 
 

Hieroglyph  
and Phaistos 

Linear A Linear B Value Phoenician Value South 
Arabic 

Value Greek Old 
Hungarian 

Value 

	   	  
	    

	  
ʔ 

	  
ʔ Α	   	  

A 

	   	   	   SE 
	  

B 	   B B	   * 	   	  
P 

	   	   	  
	    

	  
G 	   G Γ	   	  

G 

	   	   	   DA 
	  

D 
	  

D Δ	  
	  

D, T 

	   	   	    
	  

H 	   H Ε	   	  
E 

	   	   	  
	    

	  
W 

	  
W Υ	  	  	   	  

US 

	   	   	   	    
	  

Z 	   Z Ζ	   	  
U 

	   	   	   	    
	  

Ħ  	   ḍ  ɬˤ Η	  	   	   	  
GY 

	   	   	   	   	   	   KA 
	  

Tˤ 	   Tˤ Θ	  	  	  	   	  
TY 

	   	  
	   	    

	  
Y 	   Y Ι	  	  	   	   J 

	   	   	   WE 	   K 	   K K	   * 	   	  
GH, K 

	   	   	   	   PU 
	  

L 	   L Λ	   	  
L 

	   	   	   	   TWE 
	  

M 
	  

M M	  
	  

M 

	   	  
	   	    

	  
N 	   N Ν	  

	  
NT 

	   	  
	   	   TE 

	  
S 

 
S 

	   	  
H 

	   	   	   	   QE 	   ʕ 	   ʕ Ο	  
	  

J, L 

	   	   	    
	  

P 	    Π	   	    

	   	   	   	   ZO 
	  

ṣ 
 

ṣ 
	   	  

C 

	   	   	   QA 	   Q 
	  

Q Ϙ	   	  
K 

	   	   	   	  
	    

	  
R 	   R Ρ	   * 	  	  

*R 

	   	   	   	   TI 
	  

š 
 

š 
	   	  

š  

	   	   	   RO 
	  

T 	   T Τ	   	  
D 

	   	  
	   	    	    

 
F  	   	  

F  

	   	   	    	      X	   	  
H 

	   	   	   	   RE 	     Ħ Ψ	   	  
ZS 

	   	   	   TA 	      
	   	  

O 
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II. A COMPARATIVE TABLE OF SCRIPT SYMBOLS 
As a first step, we built a comparative table of script 

symbols as shown above in Table 1. In Table 1, the 
Phoenician alphabet and the South Arabic alphabet columns 
are taken from [25] with minor modifications. The Greek 
alphabet column is taken from [24]. The Old Hungarian 
alphabet column is our addition. The sound values of the Old 
Hungarian alphabet are from [8], [11] and [23].  The symbols 
marked with a star * are Proto-Rovas symbols that were used 
in the early phases of Old Hungarian according to Hosszú [11]. 
Our reconstruction assumed that the * symbols represent the 
more archaic form of Old Hungarian. It is possible that these 
archaic forms were changed to the latter forms due to Turkish 
or other influences. 

Our reconstruction of Old Hungarian was guided by a 
combination of visual and sound value correspondences.  The 
visual and the sound value correspondences almost always 
support each other. There are a few exceptions. For example, 
the Old Hungarian “US” sound value is different from the 
Phoenician and South Arabic semivowel “W” sound value. 
However, in languages where the “W” was not used, it was 
commonly translated as the vowel “U,” including in ancient 
Greek, where the symbol was named “UPSILON.”  The Old 
Hungarian “US” may be a similar adaptation of “W” to “U.”  

Linear B and its values are from Chadwick [2] and Hooker 
[10]. The Cretan Hieroglyph and Linear A correspondences to 
Linear B are our reconstructions but are based in part on 
previous observations by Evans [5], Fisher [7] and Young [28]. 
Since the sound values of the Cretan Hieroglyph and Linear A 
symbols are unknown, their correspondences are based only 
on visual observations.  Finally, the correspondence between 
the Linear B symbols and the four alphabets is also based 
primarily on visual observations.  For example, the Linear B 

wheel symbol  has an obvious parallel in Phoenician  
even though they denote different sound values. The major 
difficulty here is not simply that Linear B is a syllabary while 
Phoenician is an alphabet. A syllabary with consonant-vowel 
syllable combinations can have a natural evolution into an 
alphabet when either the consonant or the vowel is dropped.  
However, in this case the Linear B sound value is “RA” which 
cannot be reconciled with the Phoenician sound value or the 
corresponding Greek Θ or “THETA.” When there was a 
conflict between the visual and the sound value 
correspondences, we always took the visual correspondence as 
having the primary significance.    

III. THE DNA ENCODING OF SCRIPT SYMBOLS 
After the alignment of the script symbols as shown in Table 

1, we took a careful look at each row. In each row, we divided 
the set of symbols into groups such that in each group the 
symbols were closer together than they were to members of 
other groups. For example, in the first row both the 

Hieroglyph symbol and the Linear A symbol  clearly 
denote persons. Hence they are grouped together. The 

Phoenician and the Greek letters are only rotations of each 
other. Hence they also are grouped together.  The South 
Arabic and the Old Hungarian are much more different than 
the others. Hence we placed the South Arabic into the third 
group, and the Old Hungarian into the fourth group.  

We call the first group the A group, the second group the C 
group, the third group the G group, and the fourth group the T 
group.  These groups are named after the four DNA 
nucleotides. After the grouping of the symbols in a row of 
Table 1, we wrote down the group labels in column where the 
rows corresponded to the seven scripts.  The final result is 
shown in Figure 1. 
 

IV. COMPUTATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION OF AN 
EVOLUTIONARY TREE USING PHYLOGENETICS 

A. Computational Reconstruction Using ClustalW2 
 
We used ClustalW2’s phylogenetic algorithms because they 

are currently among the most frequently used in 
bioinformatics and are available free to all users from the 
website http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/ 

For the DNA encoding in Figure 1, ClustalW2 computed a 
hypothetical phylogenetic tree as shown in Figure 2. This type 
of phylogenetic trees is also called a cladogram. ClustalW2 
provides two phylogenetic tree generation algorithms the 
Neighbor Joining (NJ) method, which is the default, and the 
UPGMA method. We chose the NJ method. 

 

B. Discussion of the Results 
The results shown in Figure 2 suggest that the seven scripts 

have a common ancestor from where three branches descend. 

 CLUSTAL 2.1 multiple sequence alignment 
 
Linear_A        AAAACA-CC-AAAA-A-ACATA--AG 
Linear_B        -A-A---CC-AAAACA-AC-TA--AG 
Hieroglyph      AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAATAG-AG 
O_Hungarian     TGAACAACCAGAAAAA-ATATAGTAG 
S_Arabic        GGCACAAGAAGCAAAA-ACATAC-A- 
Phoenician      CCCCGCCGCCCCCACAACGCCA---- 
Greek           CCCCGCGTCGCCCACAACGCCAGTAG 
 

Fig. 1 The DNA encoding of the seven alphabets 
 

 
 
Fig. 2  The ancient scripts evolutionary tree reconstructed by the 
Neighbor Joining algorithm in ClustalW2 
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These branches are as follows: 
 

1. Hieroglyph 
2. Linear A and Linear B 
3. Greek, Old Hungarian, Phoenician, South Arabic 

 
Since the Hieroglyph script is the oldest attested writing, the 

common ancestor was likely very close to the Hieroglyph 
writing. Linear A and Linear B were developed in Crete 
although they spread with Minoan and Mycenaean Greek 
cultures to other areas.  Many researchers already noted the 
close visual relationship between the Linear A and the Linear 
B script symbols.   

In the third branch some relationships are completely as 
expected. For example, the close relationship between 
Phoenician and Greek is due to widely recognized ancient 
Greek adoption of the Phoenician script. Phoenician and South 
Arabic are also recognized to have a common ancestor called 
Proto-Sinaitic [26].  Therefore the Proto-Sinaitic could be the 
common root of the Greek, Phoenician and South Arabic 
scripts.  However, it seems new information in the third 
branch that Old Hungarian and Proto-Sinaitic are also related 
as sister scripts. This result seems to contradict the view 
presented in Hosszú [11] that Old Hungarian is a derivative of 
Phoenician because then Old Hungarian would be placed 
closer to Phoenician.  The results split the third branch into an 
Old Hungarian sub-branch and a Proto-Sinaitic sub-branch. 
Therefore, the results are consistent with the view of Forrai [8] 
and Varga [23] in Old Hungarian being an ancient script 
whose archaic form existed concurrently with Proto-Sinaitic.   

Previously, Naddeo [13] suggested a relationship between 
the Ugaritic and the Old Hungarian scripts. Colless [3] claims 
the Ugaritic script is derived from Proto-Sinaitic.  If Colless’ 
and Naddeo’s claims are true, then they provide another link 
between Old Hungarian and Proto-Sinaitic. Further, Ugaritic 
may be a root of the third branch of the evolutionary tree in 
Figure 2. However, the Ugaritic script is a cuneiform abjad 
(consonants only alphabet), and the translations provided by 
Naddeo and by Colless from Ugaritic cuneiform to Old 
Hungarian and Proto-Sinaitic, respectively, are not very 
convincing. Hence more research needs to be done to decide 
whether the Ugaritic script also belongs to the third branch of 
the evolutionary tree.   
 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this study, we focused on the shape of the script symbols 

and the objects that they may depict because the sound values 
of the Cretan Hieroglyph and Linear A symbols are unknown. 
When the sound values are known, the correspondence is 
close for Phoenician, South Arabic, Greek and Old Hungarian. 
Only the Linear B sound values are markedly different. It has 
been attempted to read Cretan Hieroglyph and Linear A scripts 
using Linear B sound values without any fruitful result. 
Instead of the Linear B sound values, now it is possible to read 
Cretan Hieroglyph and Linear A scripts using some possible 
common ancestor sound values of the corresponding 

Phoenician, Greek, South Arabic, and Old Hungarian alphabet 
symbols. The common ancestor sound values may correspond 
well to the initial sounds of the syllables that the Cretan 
Hieroglyph and the Linear A symbols stand for, in case they 
also denote syllables. We believe that the third branch of the 
evolutionary tree of Figure 2 may have preserved the original 
sound values better than Linear B did.  We hope that this 
realization will open a new phase in the understanding of the 
ancient Cretan scripts.      
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Abstract—Commercial products can be three-dimensionally 

visualized using 360° photography, and then displayed as a web site. 
There are professional systems available for 360° photography, but 
they are expensive. The goal of this work was to create a professional 
360° photography system that can be controlled by a computer 
application, at the cost of no more than 100 euro. The schemata 
available at a dedicated web site [1], together with the computer 
application, will help the interested users to construct a system as do-
it-yourself. 
 

Keywords—360° photography, Arduino, stepper motor.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
HIS paper presents a low-cost system for 360° 
photography, i.e. combining photography and interactive 

video. Each picture can be considered a movie frame, and the 
user selects (by means of dedicated tools) which frame she or 
he wants to see. This way of presenting products is not only 
intuitive, but also advantageous for the user, as the product can 
be seen from an arbitrary perspective, and the view can be 
zoomed in. Therefore, the users can see more than a single or a 
few pictures provided by the seller, and make informed 
decision about buying the presented product or not.  

A. Existing 360° Systems 
There exist many 360° photography systems, e.g. mode360° 

[2], at the price of about 4000 euro. In Poland, the most 
popular among the buyers of 360° photography systems is the 
„Orbitvu” manufacturer [3], selling 3 models: MINI, MIDI, 
and MAXI. MINI device is intended to be used with objects of 
weight up to 9 kg; the price is about 2500 euro. MIDI version 
can be used with objects weighing up to 45 kg, and its price is 
about 4800 euro. The most expensive version (MAXI) can be 
used with objects of weight up to 250 kg, and it costs more 
than 5000 euro.  

B. Our Proposed System 
The system described in this paper is intended to be used 

with small objects, so it cannot replace Orbitvu versions for 
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big and heavy objects. Still, it can be an inexpensive 
alternative for smaller and yet expensive systems.  

The implemented 360° photography system is based on 
Arduino Uno board, bipolar stepper motor 42BYGH118-01 
[5] and Adafruit Motor Shield [6], [7]. The shield contains a 
motor driver (2 L293D motor drivers – 2 stepper motors can 
be connected) for communication between the microcontroller 
and the motor, and also connectors to hook up wires (10-
22AWG) and power. We also used a digital single-lens reflex 
camera DSLR Nikon d700, but other professional Nikon 
camera can be used as well. Another camera brand could be 
used, but then a different connecting cable is needed. 
Currently, the system is set to work in the configuration as 
described above.  

All that the user has to do is to connect the system to a 
camera and to a computer. Afterwards, the used can place the 
object of interest on the rotary platform (part of the system), 
select basic settings in the application, i.e. the total number of 
pictures to be taken and pause time after each step. After 
clicking START button, Arduino sends signals through the 
Motor Shield driver to the stepper motor, and the stepper 
motor rotates the platform by the required angle. After rotation 
the platform stops for the time specified by the user in the 
application. Pictures are taken during the time the platform is 
stopped. 

For example, if the user demands 40 pictures, rotation 9° is 
performed each step. After each rotation, the signal is sent to 
the camera, and the picture is taken and saved, according to 
the exposition parameters defined earlier. This is repeated as 
many times as needed, in order to obtain the number of 
pictures demanded by the user.  

After finishing taking pictures, the dedicated application is 
automatically launched. The application saves all the pictures 
taken as object presentation, which can be displayed on the 
Internet. The entire system is in plastic housing. All parts can 
be easily accessed and replaced if needed.  

II. ARDUINO 
Arduino is an electronic prototyping platform designed to 

create interactive electronic objects [8], [9]. Technically 
speaking, Arduino is an integrated circuit containing a 
microcontroller ATMEL AVR, a power jack, USB interface 
(to program the device, for communication with a computer, 
and as power provider) and input/output (I/O) pins. External 
circuits can be connected to Arduino using the pins provided.  

Computer Controlled Low Cost System for 
Professional 360° Photography  

Krzysztof Szklanny and Alicja Wieczorkowska 
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In our systems, a photo camera is connected to Arduino 
through I/O pins, and also the stepper motor driver is 
connected to Arduino. This is a convenient solution, as the 
system can be extended without interfering with the original 
setting. 

III. THE 360 DEGREE PHOTOGRAPHY SYSTEM 

A. Stepper Motor 
Stepper motors are powered with power pulses. They 

convert a train of input pulses into a precisely defined 
increment in the shaft position. Each pulse moves the shaft 
through a fixed angle. As a result, such a motor divides a full 
rotation into a number of equal steps, rather than rotate 
continuously.  The rotation angle and speed depends on the 
number and frequency of the pulses. Usually, a single step 
rotates the shaft by a few up to a few dozen degrees. Maximum 
speed can reach several hundred rotations per minute. The 
stepper motor used in our system is 42BYGH118-01, with a 
single axis (5mm diameter and 20mm length). The dimensions 
of the motor body are: 42mm x 42mm x 38mm. It is a small 
engine, so it is easily portable. It weighs only 0.24kg. In the 
front part, the motor has 4 holes with M3 thread (pitch 31mm, 

depth 4.5mm). Minimal step is 1.8 degree. The recommended 
power supply is 0.5A/12V power. This motor has high torque, 
4.4kg/cm, which is quite impressive for such a small stepper 
motor. The motor is shown in Figure 1. 

B. Rotary Platform 
The rotary platform consists of three elements: a metal 

structure, a laser-cut poly (PMMA, Polymethyl methacrylate) 
base of 25 cm diameter, and a laser-cut poly base 40 cm 
diameter. The smaller base can be used for taking pictures of 
small objects, like jewelry or cosmetics. Figure 2 shows the 
metal structure and the smaller poly base. 

The metal structure is placed on the stepper motor pivot. 
Next, it is screwed, to assure the proper hold. The smaller base 
is glued to the structure, whereas the bigger one is mounted 
using small magnets. Such a construction allows choosing 

which base is to be used, depending on the object to be 
photographed. This ensemble can be disassembled, and the 
user has easy and intuitive access to all parts. 

 

C. Motor Shield 
The stepper motor is driven by a driver, which is integral 

part of the entire system. The Adafruit Motor Shield is used 
for this purpose, as it contains the L293D driver. This driver is 
a dual H-Bridge motor driver, which can run our bi-polar 
stepper motor with up to 600mA per channel. The shield is a 
ready-made system which allows increasing the stepper power 
through additional power supply. The driver can be used with 
direct power stepper motors, up to 36V. It can drive four bi-
directional DC motors, two stepper motors, unipolar or bi-
polar. The shield size is 70mm x 55mm. AF_Motor Arduino 
library is provided by the producer, and it must be installed 
before using the motor shield. This library was very useful in 
our work and made it much faster. The motor shield is shown 
in Figure 3. 

 

D. Shutter Release 
In order to connect a photo camera to Arduino, we decided 

to use one of the least expensive remote controls for shutter 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 The stepper motor used in our system 

 

 
Fig. 2 The rotary platform: the metal structure and a small base 

 
Fig. 3 The motor shield 
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release, bought at an internet auction. To assure the 
appropriate work of the entire system, the cable connecting the 
remote with the plug was cut, and the 3 wires inside were 
soldered onto the motor shield. They cannot be directly 
connected to Arduino pins, as they are covered by the shield. 
The shutter release works in 2 steps. Two connected wires 
allow setting focus, and the third one triggers taking picture. 
After the wires were soldered, the signals sent through these 
wires can be interpreted and the picture is taken after each step 
of the motor. 

E. Housing 
In oder to protect all parts of our system, housing was 

created and the system parts were plased inside housing. It is a 
simple housing of size 22 cm (length) x 17 cm (width) x 8 cm 
(height). In order to mount the structure supporting the stepper 
motor, holes were drilled in the housing. This allso allows 
dismounting the entire system, in the case of failure of any of 
the system parts. This way our system is aesthetic and 
ergonomic. Logo and icons were placed on the housing, to 
guide connecting cables for the camera, power, USB. Labels 
were printed on eco solvent printer in 1440x1440 dpi 

resolution on reflective foil (of color matching the housing), 
thick and raised, so it is more durable than regular transparent 
or monomer stickers 

The entire system in the housing is shown in Figure 4. 
 

F. Problems 
While constructing the entire system we tried various 

solutions. For instance, servomotor was tested, but in this case 
we only achieved 180 degree rotation. We also had problems 
with overheating of the stepper motor. It was caused by low 
level signals sent from Arduino; these signals had to be 
released. Another problem was to place centrally the 
photographed object. To facilitate this, we determined 
precisely the center of the rotary platform and clearly marked 
it. 

IV. APPLICATION 
The application is an integral part of the system. The user 

interface is in Polish, as it was customized for Polish users. 
The application is launched by the user after connecting the 
camera to Arduino, and the driver (the shield) to the computer. 

In our application, the user can select how many pictures are 
to be taken in one cycle; one full rotation of the rotary 
platform and taking the specified number of pictures is 
considered to be one cycle. The more pictures, the more 
smooth the animation will be, but then the final file size 
increases considerably.  

The second parameter chosen by the user is the stop time 
duration between pictures. It is especially important in the case 
of studio photography. This time should be adjusted to the 
flash lamps we have, their charging time, and to the camera 
(depending on the camera buffer). 

The third parameter is the COM port, to which Arduino is 
connected. Our application automatically detects all available 
ports.  

After completing basic settings, the user clicks „start” 
button. Next, the rotary platform rotates by the required 
number of steps. At each stop (of the duration specified by the 
user), a picture is taken. By default, 50 pictures are taken 
(rotation by 7.2 degree). Afterwards, the pictures are rescaled 
and saved (menu: Edycja - Wczytaj zdjęcia). The application 
automatically finds *.jpg files in the selected folder. The saved 
pictures are presented in the main window of the application. 
The user can remove bad pictures (e.g. too dark) and change 
the order of pictures. Also, an internet presentation of the 
photographed object can be created as the internet gallery, 
after clicking „Generuj galerię”. The user is requested to enter 
the gallery location, and then the gallery is automatically 
generated. The gallery presents the product rotating by 360 
degrees. 

The application was written in C# programming language, 
using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. 

 
 

V. SUMMARY 
Since internet became a very popular selling medium, there 

exist numerous virtual shops, without having couinterparts in 

 
 

Fig. 4 The 360 degree photography system 

 
 

Fig. 5 The user interface of the 360 degree photography system 
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real life. Therefore, sometimes there is no possibility to 
physically see the object of interest that the potential buyer 
would like to buy, and he or she has to rely on photographs. 
Many users just cannot imagine an internet auction without 
photographs. Thousands of articles are offered for sale every 
day. Some of them have not chance to be sold because of not 
being accompanied by photographs, or because of too low 
technical quality of the illustrating photographs. Although 
many users have high quality cameras, they often make errors 
when taking pictures. Usually these errors are caused by 
insufficient knowledge of the camera used, and lighting 
techniques. The photographer uses just the built-in flash lamp, 
whereas the picture taken using natural or artificial light will 
look better. The sellers take pictures in such a way that the 
potential buyer does not know what actually is in the picture. 
Low quality pictures are result of the photographer having no 
idea how to make these pictures. Using a 360 degree 
photography system, like the one presented in this paper (or 
any other one, see [10] for example), can be very helpful in 
this case. Professional systems are expensive, so the described 
system is an affordable alternative for ever user of internet 
auctions.  
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Abstract—The current study investigates the surface roughness 

of slots produced using an 8mm slot mil cutter during milling of 
Al7075 alloy. Twenty seven slots were cut using all the different 
cutting conditions by a KC633M 8mm drill-slot end mill cutter. The 
three independent variables considered were the depth of cut (ap, 
mm), cutting speed (Vc, m/min), and feed rate (f, mm/rev); each one 
having three different levels. Process performance is estimated using 
the statistical surface texture parameters Ra, and Rz; both measured 
in microns. To predict the surface roughness within the limits of the 
parameters involved, an artificial feed forward back propagation 
neural network model was designed for the data obtained. 
 

Keywords—Face Milling, Neural Networks, Modelling, Surface 
Texture Parameters 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Aluminum alloys are extensively used as a main 

engineering material in various industries automotive and 
aerospace industries, the mould and die components 
manufacturers and every case in which weight is the most 
important factor [1]. Surface roughness has an important role 
in the performance of finished components. It refers to the 
third up to the sixth order deviation from the nominal surface 
and all different order deviations are superimposed and form 
the surface roughness profile [2]. Surface properties dominate 
the quality of the finished component, since they influence 
features like dimensional accuracy; tribological characteristics 
such as the friction coefficient and wear; post processing 
requirements; appearance and cost. Besides the obvious 
problems related to correct dimensions, one of the more 
significant problems is achieving the appropriate finish or 
surface smoothness on the workpiece. Surface quality is 
important for a number of reasons i.e. aesthetic (a smooth and 
free from scratches surface is more likely to give a favorable 
impression to the customer), surfaces affect safety and they 
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interact with the environment due to their influence on 
mechanical properties [3]. Surface roughness or texture 
constitutes a measure for achieving finer surface irregularities 
in the finished product, while three components i.e., 
roughness, waviness, and form are required for its 
determination [4]. 

A number of methodologies investigating the relations of 
the cutting parameters with the produced surface quality are 
reported in literature. Response surface methodology (RSM) is 
one of the mostly used in order to build mathematical models 
based on the Taguchi theory [5]. Other researchers are 
combining the application of fuzzy logic with the Taguchi 
method and optimise the surface roughness achieved [6, 7]. 

The present paper deals with the effects of different process 
parameters: depth of cut (ap), cutting speed (Vc), and feed rate 
(f) on the surface quality, when slot milling Al7075 alloy 
workpieces. A set of experiments using design of experiments 
and Neural Networks modelling were used and the surface 
texture parameters measured during this study were the 
following: Ra (the arithmetic mean surface roughness) and Rz 
(the mean of 5 maximum peak-to-valley roughness depths in 5 
successive sampling lengths), all measured in μm. 
Experimental results are used in order to train a feed forward 
back propagation neural network (FFBP-NN) and predict the 
surface texture parameters in finish slot milling of Al7075 
alloy parts. The use of the FFBP-NN together with the 
performed experiments resulted in a successful way to model 
the process and predict the surface texture parameters when 
different cutting parameters apply. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The material used for performing the experiments was Al 

7075 (90% Al, 5.6% Zn, 2.5% Mg, 1.6% Cu, and 0.23% Cr). 
A two flute end mill cutter (KC633M) made by Kennametal 
was used to perform 27 slots upon three plates. The cutter 
diameter was 8mm, the length 63mm and the helix angle 30o 
(Fig. 1). 

Three Al7075 plates with a thickness of 12mm (150mm in 
length and 50mm in width) were used to cut the slots (Fig. 2). 
A four axis HAAS VF1 CNC machining center with 
continuous speed and feed control within their boundaries was 
used for twenty seven slotting operations (Fig. 3). During 
cutting operations an appropriate coolant fluid was used. 

Prediction of Surface Roughness in CNC 
Milling of Al7075 alloy: A case study of using 

8mm slot mill cutter 
J. Kechagias, P. Kyratsis, K. Kitsakis and N. Mastorakis 
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Fig. 1: Cutting tool main dimensions 

 

 
Fig. 2: Machined specimens of Al7075 alloy 

 

 
Fig. 3: HAAS VF1CNC machine centre (7500 rpm, 15 KW) 

 
Surface roughness is a widely used index characterising a 

product’s quality, and is measured off-line, when the 
component is already machined. The surface texture 
parameters measured during this study were the following 
(Fig.4): 
• Ra(μm): the arithmetic average height of roughness 

irregularities measured from a mean line within the 
evaluation length (L) [Ra=(y1+y2+...yn)/n] 

• Rz(μm): the mean of 5 maximum peak-to-valley roughness 
depths in 5 successive sampling lengths 
[Rz=(Ry1+Ry2+Ry3+Ry4+Ry5)/5] 

 
Surface roughness measurements were taken using a 

RUGOserf tester. For the purposes of the current research, a 
full factorial experiment plan was used [8, 9, 12, 13]. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Surface texture parameters 

 

 
Fig. 5: Machined specimen and surface tester 

 
The main cutting parameters (depth of cut - ap, in mm; 

cutting speed - Vc, in m/min; and feed rate - f, mm/rev) were 
assigned on a standard orthogonal array in order to explore the 
entire parametric space with a limited number of experiments. 
Three levels were specified for each of the three cutting 
parameters (Table 1, 2). 

 
Table 1: Parameter design. 

  Levels 
Νο Process Parameters 1 2 3 
1 Depth of cut (ap, mm) 0.5 1 1.5 
2 Cutting Speed (Vc, m/min)  50 100 150 
3 Feed Rate (f, mm/rev) 0.05 0.08 0.11 

 
Table 2: Matrix of experiments 

Ex. 
No. 

ap 
mm 

Vc 
m/min 

f 
mm/rev 

Ra 
μm 

Rz 
μm 

1 0.5 50 0.05 0.247 2.167 
2 0.5 50 0.08 0.717 3.067 
3 0.5 50 0.11 1.080 4.933 
4 0.5 100 0.05 0.335 2.033 
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5 0.5 100 0.08 0.427 3.500 
6 0.5 100 0.11 0.813 5.400 
7 0.5 150 0.05 0.250 1.933 
8 0.5 150 0.08 0.377 3.467 
9 0.5 150 0.11 0.423 3.933 
10 1 50 0.05 0.307 2.100 
11 1 50 0.08 0.557 3.567 
12 1 50 0.11 0.867 4.267 
13 1 100 0.05 0.387 2.500 
14 1 100 0.08 0.693 3.567 
15 1 100 0.11 1.017 4.800 
16 1 150 0.05 0.447 3.133 
17 1 150 0.08 0.617 3.700 
18 1 150 0.11 0.907 5.000 
19 1.5 50 0.05 0.307 2.133 
20 1.5 50 0.08 0.497 3.433 
21 1.5 50 0.11 0.773 4.467 
22 1.5 100 0.05 0.343 2.600 
23 1.5 100 0.08 0.620 3.867 
24 1.5 100 0.11 0.853 5.000 
25 1.5 150 0.05 0.657 4.400 
26 1.5 150 0.08 0.567 3.667 
27 1.5 150 0.11 0.990 4.467 

 

III. NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE  
Aiming in the prediction of the produced surface roughness 

parameters (Ra, and Rz) during slot milling of an AL7075 
alloy, a NN model has been developed. The three factors 
studied were used as input parameters of the NN model, 
together with the constant value one (1). Previous studies 
indicate that by using DoE methods, a structured method of 
NN parameter-setting can be implemented [14]. It identifies 
NN and training parameter settings, resulting in enhanced NN 
performance. Training samples are presented to the NN during 
training, and the network is adjusted according to its error. 
The twenty seven (27) experimental data samples (Table 2), 
were separated into three groups, namely the training, the 
validation and the testing samples (70%, 15%, and 15% 
respectively). Training samples were presented to the network 
during training and the network was adjusted according to its 
error. Validation samples were used to measure network 
generalization and to halt training, when generalization 
stopped improving. Testing samples have no effect on training 
and so they provide an independent measure of network 
performance during and after training (confirmation runs). 

In general, a standard procedure for calculating the proper 
number of hidden layers and neurons does not exist. For 
complicated systems the theorem of Kolmogorov or the 
Widrow rule can be used for calculating the number of hidden 
neurons [15]. In this work, the feed-forward with back-
propagation learning (FFBP) architecture has been selected to 
analyze the surface texture parameters. These types of 

networks have an input layer of X inputs, one or more hidden 
layers with several neurons and an output layer of Y outputs. 
In the selected ANN, the transfer function of the hidden layer 
is hyperbolic tangent sigmoid, while for the output layer a 
linear transfer function was used. The input vector consists of 
the three process parameters of Table 1 and the constant value 
one (1). The output layer consists of the performance 
measures, namely the Ra and Rz surface texture parameters. 
According to ANN theory FFBP-NNs one hidden layer is 
appropriate to model each mapping between process 
parameters and performance measures in engineering 
problems [16]. 

In the present work, five trials using FFBP-NNs with one 
hidden layer were tested having 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 neurons each 
(Fig. 6). The one with 6 neurons on the hidden layer gave the 
best performance, as indicated from the results tabulated in 
Table 3. 

The one-hidden-layer 6-neurons FFBB-NN was trained 
using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (TRAINLM) and 
the mean square error (MSE) was used as the objective 
function. The data used were randomly divided into three 
subsets, namely the training, the validation and the testing 
samples. 

Back-propagation ANNs are prone to the overtraining 
problem that could limit their generalization capability [15]. 
Overtraining usually occurs in ANNs with a lot of degrees of 
freedom [16, 17] and after a number of learning loops, in 
which the performance of the training data set increases, while 
the performance of the validation data set decreases. Mean 
squared error (MSE) is the average squared difference 
between network output values and target values. Lower 
values are better. Zero means no error. The best validation 
performance is equal to 0.306 at epoch 2 (Fig. 7). 

 
Fig. 6: The selected ANN architecture (feed-forward with back-

propagation learning). 
 

Table 3. Best performance of ANN architecture. 

 
ANN Architecture 

4x5x2 4x6x2 4x7x2 4x8x2 4x9x2 
Training 0.997 0.993 0.998 0.996 0.996 

Validation 0.794 0.821 0.580 0.767 0.705 
Test 0.897 0.791 0.784 0.705 0.691 
All 0.896 0.919 0.883 0.881 0.827 

Best val. 
 

0.612 0.306 1.584 2.0541 1.774 
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epoch 3 2 6 4 3 
 

 
Fig. 7: The selected ANN architecture (feed-forward with back-

propagation learning). 
 

Another performance measure for the network efficiency is 
the regression (R) (Figs 8-11). Regression values measure the 
correlation between output values and targets. The acquired 
results show a good correlation between output values and 
targets during training (R=0.993), validation (R=0.821), and 
testing procedure (R=0.791). 

The trained ANN model can be used for the optimization of 
the cutting parameters during slot milling of Al7075 alloy. 

This can be done by testing the behavior of the response 
variable (Ra and Rz) under different variations in the values of 
depth of cut (ap), cutting speed (Vc), and feed rate (f) (Fig. 12-
13). 

  
Fig. 8: Regression plots-Training 

 

 
Fig. 9: Regression plots-Validation 

 

 
Fig. 10: Regression plots-Test 

 

 
Fig. 11: Regression plots-Validation 

 

 
Fig. 12: Ra vs. feed rate and cutting speed (ap=1.5mm) 

 

 
Fig. 13: Rz vs. feed rate and cutting speed (ap=1.5mm) 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The surface texture parameters (Ra and Rz) of Al7075 parts 

during slot milling were measured according to an orthogonal 
matrix of experiments. The results were used to train a feed 
forward back propagation neural network with a topology of 
4X6X3 neurons. The proposed NN can be used to predict the 
surface texture parameters as well as to optimize the process 
according to each one of the surface texture parameters. As a 
future work, authors plan to improve the performance of 
FFBP-NN incorporating more experiments as well as 
investigate the performance of alternatives training algorithms. 
In addition, a comparison among other approaches such as 
regression and additive modeling will be performed. Using the 
extracted NN, the surface response of Ra and Rz can be drawn 
and the effects of process parameters can be estimated inside 
the experimental region in which the designed experiments 
were conducted. This methodology could be easily applied to 
different materials and initial conditions for optimization of 
other material removal processes. 
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Abstract - The paradigm of a single currency per country 
which has been prevailing in the entire field of economics for 
centuries needs to be challenged if we want to achieve a more 
resilient economic system. This finding is based on the recent 
discovery of a general law that determines the structural 
conditions of stability of any complex flow network. This law 
applies equally to all natural ecosystems because they  are 
complex flow networks in which biomass circulates; and to 
economies because they are complex flow networks in which 
money circulates.  Graphics provide illustrations to this 
argument. 

Keywords - resilience vs efficiency, monetary ecosystems, 
complementary currencies 

 I. INTRODUCTION 
A complementary currency is any standardized medium of 
exchange used in an economy other than the official legal 
tender. Examples include commercial loyalty currencies such 
as airline miles; local and regional currencies of which several 
thousands small-scale systems have emerged in many countries 
around the world such as Time Banks or Local exchange 
trading systems (LETS);  and Business-to-Business systems 
such as the WIR in Switzerland. Conventional economists tend 
to regard all such complementary currencies as an anomaly, to 
be dismissed as an irrelevant or romantic distraction.  
Regulators tolerate them, as long as they remain marginal. If 
ever any were to grow to a relevant size, they believe such 
monetary innovations should be suppressed because of 
concerns that they might disturb monetary policy or reduce 
economic efficiency (Rösl, 2006). 
 
A recent scientific breakthrough provides the evidence that a 
systemic cause for the prevailing monetary and financial 
instability happens to be the monopoly of one single type of 
currency. In fact, it will be shown that, far from being a 
disturbance, a minimum variety of monetary media is a 
necessary condition for sustainable economic and financial 
stability in a society. Furthermore, this isn’t a conclusion based 
on some personal preferences or opinions, but is backed by a 
law that is as universal as gravity! 
 
Indeed, there exists a structural flaw in our Modern monetary 
system, a flaw that has been with us for centuries. Actually, it 

 
 

was already “doing its thing” when the Dutch tulip bubble 
burst in 1637, and it played an unacknowledged role in every 
crash since that time, including the one whose fallout we are 
still experiencing now!  The proof for this claim comes from a 
fundamental law that governs all complex flow systems, 
including all natural ecosystems, as well as economic and 
financial systems.  It is based on a recent theoretical 
breakthrough which makes it possible to measure 
quantitatively with a single metric the sustainability of any 
complex flow system as an emergent property of its structural 
diversity and interconnectivity. Furthermore, it is revealed that 
whenever diversity in a complex flow network is being 
sacrificed because of too much emphasis on efficiency, 
structural collapses are a totally predictable consequence.  
 
From this perspective, it is obvious that we have been living 
worldwide with a monoculture of the same type of media of 
exchange, in the form of a single national currency monopoly 
in each country, created everywhere through bank-debt.  Both 
the Marxist and the various capitalist schools of economic 
thought have been blind to this issue: they all presuppose as 
self-evident a monopoly of a single national currency. The 
main difference in this respect between communism of the 
Marxist-Leninist variety on the one side, and capitalism on the 
other, was that in the former governments were the owners of 
the banks all the time, while in the capitalist system this is the 
case only for  banks that have dramatically failed. But the 
money system itself is in fact the same: a single national 
currency created through bank-debt…The structural solution 
to economic and financial sustainability becomes also clear: 
we need to diversify the types of currencies available in a 
society and the types of agents that are creating them, 
specifically through complementary currencies.  

 II. SUSTAINABILITY OF COMPLEX FLOW 
SYSTEMS 

For those desiring a fully documented step by step 
mathematical evidence of what is being claimed here, please 
refer to the seminal paper (Ulanowicz, Goerner, Lietaer and 
Gomez, 2009).i Only the most relevant points can be 
summarized here. 
 
Information is any “difference that makes the difference” 
(Gregory Bateson) and, as the binary logic of the digital age 
has popularized, such difference almost always involves the 
absence of something.  In coming to terms with the working of 
whole systems, information theory (IT) is a means for 
apprehending and quantifying what is missing. The key point 
is that if one is to address the issue of sustainability, then the 

Why an Economy needs more than one Currency:  
the Scientific Evidence 

Bernard Lietaer 
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inchoate, undetermined “potentiality” of a system also 
becomes an indispensable focus of inquiry, because it is the 
source of the resilience that allows the system to persist 
(Conrad, 1983).  
 
What IT tells us is that a system’s capacity to undergo change 
has two components: order and the absence of order.  The first 
component, called “mutual constraint”, quantifies all that is 
regular, orderly, coherent and efficient. It encompasses 
basically all the concerns of conventional science. This first 
component is an analogue of Newton’s Third Law of motion, 
or of the Yang construct familiar in Chinese philosophy.ii By 
contrast, the second component represents the lack of those 
same attributes, or the irregular, disorderly, incoherent and 
potentially inefficient behaviours that have escaped the 
scrutiny of science mainly because they cannot easily be 
described, and even less readily repeated or measured, or all of 
the above.  It corresponds to the Chinese Yin.  
 
In the jargon of IT, this second, usually overlooked component 
of system change is called ‘‘conditional entropy”; it can also 
be thought of as uncommitted potential.  Critically what this 
says is that the very absence of order (even if its potential is 
never activated, and therefore unnoticed and unmeasured) 
plays the key role for a system to persist over the long run, to 
adapt to a changing environment, or survive unexpected 
challenges.   It will be shown next why this absence of order 
happens to be even more significant than the first variable, 
order, if we are to understand sustainability. 
 
A living system adapts in homeostatic fashion to buffer 
performance by expending what Odum called “reserves” 
(Odum, 1953). The reserve in this case is not some palpable 
storage, like a cache of some material or energy resource. 
Rather, it is a characteristic of the system structure that reflects 
its flexibility both to survive change and to adapt to new 
circumstances – and it usually requires some loss of efficient 
performance (Ulanowicz, 2009, 2010). Systems that endure – 
that is, are sustainable – lie in dynamic balance somewhere 
between these two poles of order and disorder, efficient 
performance and adaptive resilience.  
 
Let us now define more precisely our terminology: 

− Efficiency is defined as the capacity of a complex 
flow network to process volume of whatever flows 
through it, per unit of time (e.g. grams of biomass per 
square meter per year for a natural ecosystem;  GNP 
per capita in an economy; billions of dollars per day 
in an electronic payment system; or KWh in an 
electrical distribution network). 

− Resilience is the capacity of a complex flow network 
to survive an attack, a disease, or adapt to a change in 
the environment.  

 
So crucially, efficiency is definitely not a sufficient metric for 
sustainability.  This confirms the often repeated point that 
GNP/capita is not sufficient to assess economic sustainability. 
Indeed, this metric cannot distinguish between a healthy 

sustainable growth and a short-term bubble doomed to 
collapse. For a complex flow system to be sustainable, it is 
also necessary that it possesses enough resilience, an 
undefined and contingent responsiveness to the unpredictable 
challenges thrown up by its own workings or its environment.  
It is thanks to this feature that a resilient flow network of any 
kind  can withstand shocks and adapt itself when necessary.   
 
In summary, natural ecosystems exist because they have both 
sufficient self-directed identity and flexibility to change. The 
polarities necessitate each other in an appropriate balance in 
harmonious complementarity. Over time, nature must have 
solved many of the structural problems in ecosystems. 
Otherwise, these ecosystems simply wouldn’t exist today. 
They are our best living examples of large scale and long-term 
sustainability in action. 
 
Furthermore, it has been shown that the driving force behind 
this evolution happens to be entropy, which is generally 
accepted as the most universal law in our universe. It is even 
more fundamental than gravity, given that modern 
thermodynamics have proven that gravity is one of its 
consequences! (Dewar, 2003) (Chaison, 2003) (Roddier, 
2012)  
 
 
III. EMPIRICAL ECOLOGICAL EVIDENCE  
The key observation is that nature does not select for 
maximum efficiency, but for a balance between these two 
opposing poles of efficiency and resilience. Because both are 
indispensable for long-term sustainability and health, the 
healthiest flow systems are those that are closest to an optimal 
balance between these two opposing pulls.  Conversely, an 
excess of either attribute leads to structural instability. Too 
much efficiency (excess Yang) leads to brittleness and too 
much resilience (excess Yin) leads to stagnation: the former is 
caused by too little diversity and connectivity and the latter by 
too much diversity and connectivity. 
 
Sustainability of a complex flow system can therefore be 
defined as the optimal balance between efficiency and 
resilience of its network. With these distinctions we were now 
able to define and precisely quantify a complex system’s 
sustainability in a single metric. However, the object of our 
interest involves in reality four dimensions, and is therefore 
hard to visualize mentally or graphically.  
 
The following 3 dimensional graphic analysis provides an 
insight into the shape of this 4 dimensional object.iii 
 
The vertical axis represents the sustainability F of a complex 
flow network. The two horizontal axes are respectively the 
interconnectivity and the diversity of the same complex 
network. In natural ecosystems the weight on efficiency has 
empirically been determined from a regression analysis using 
actual data from a wide variety of ecosystems to have a value 
of beta = 1.288.  Fig. 1 illustrates the conditions where natural 
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ecosystems seen as complex flow networks are the most 
sustainable (color yellow).   
What the graph shows is that a natural ecosystem will tend to 
evolve towards sustainability preferably by increasing 
diversity, and secondarily through increasing interconnectivity. 
For instance, a forest will tend to become more sustainable by 
multiplying the diversity of fauna and flora that can survive in 
the environmental conditions of the area. To a lesser extent 
will it encourage animals to feed on other plants and prey than 
what they had evolved to feed from in their specific ecological 
niche (e.g. by having rabbits become carnivores, or pandas 
learn to eat something else than their usual specific type of 
bamboo).  
 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 :  Sustainability as a function of diversity and 
interconnectivity in natural ecosystems (with beta = 1.288 
determined empirically). The shape of the highest 
sustainability zones (colored in yellow) shows that a natural 
ecosystem will tend to evolve towards sustainability primarily 
by increasing diversity, and secondarily through increasing 
interconnectivity.     
 
In many of our human designed systems, there is a tendency to 
over-emphasize growth of volume, at the expense of resilience. 
In short, to emphasize efficiency more than resilience. As we 
saw earlier, the key technical argument from conventional 
economists against multiple currencies is that it would 
decrease efficiency. 
 
One consequence is the unleashing of autocatalytic forces that 
the theory warns can be problematic for the sustainability of 
the whole network. In an economy, that takes the form for 
instance of the larger economic actors that succeed through 
lobbying to obtain laws and rules that favor their growth at the 
expense of the smaller ones. In the financial domain, it takes 
the form of banks that become “too big to fail”, and thereby  
obtain implicit guarantees from governments that they will be 
bailed out in case of trouble.  
 
Fig. 2 shows what tends to happen when such a bias towards 
efficiency is introduced. The sustainability is dramatically 
reduced.   Only a narrow zone, requiring a lot of diversity 
remains sustainable. However, in the monetary domain, as 

long as we remain stuck with the idea of a single national 
currency, this diversity is systematically eliminated. Such a 
system will predictably collapse, and if it is restored to 
“normal” will collapse again and again. 
 
 
 
 

\  
 
 
Fig. 2  Reduction of sustainability when efficiency is 
overemphasized (beta = 2).  Sustainability is reduced to a 
narrow band requiring a lot of diversity.  
 
 
 
When this bias towards favoring efficiency is pushed still 
further, the collapse of interconnectivity and sustainability gets 
still more accentuated, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In other words, 
the more the bias towards efficiency prevails, the quicker the 
system will collapse.  

 
 
Fig. 3 When overemphasis on efficiency is pushed still further 
(beta = 4), a complex flow network becomes a totally 
unsustainable system.  
 
  
Fig. 4 is a two dimensional graph of Sustainability as a 
function of Efficiency and Resilience in complex flow 
networks.  
 
Observe that there is an asymmetry: in natural ecosystems 
optimality requires more resilience than efficiency! (The 
optimal point lies closer to resilience than efficiency on the 
horizontal axis).  
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Fig. 4: Sustainability curve mapped between the 
two polarities of Efficiency and Resilience. Nature 
selects not for a maximum of Efficiency, but for an 
optimal balance between both requirements. Too 
much efficiency will lead to collapses, too much 
resilience leads to stagnation.  

 
Moving beyond information theory, ecologists have 
empirically measured the transfer of biomass and energy 
(“trophic exchanges”) within ecosystems.  They have also 
found ways to derive values for an ecosystem’s throughput 
efficiency and resilience by estimating network size and 
network connectedness in terms of the two structural variables: 
diversity  and interconnectivity.  It turns out that there is a 
specific zone of optimal robustness, into which all observed 
natural ecosystems fall.  This zone has been named the 
“window of viability” (in ecological literature the “window of 
vitality”). 
(See Fig. 5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: The “Window of Viability” in which all sustainable 
natural ecosystems operate. Complex natural ecosystems 
invariably operate within a specific range on each side of the 
Optimum point. 

 

 IV. APPLICATION TO OTHER COMPLEX 
FLOW SYSTEMS 

 
The question will undoubtedly be raised whether what we 
learn from ecosystems still is relevant when applied to other 
complex flow systems, such as economic or financial systems. 
This question is typically the result of the interpretation that 
natural ecosystems are used here as a metaphor for economies.  

 
We can’t emphasize enough that the relevant link is not a 
metaphor!  Instead, what applies is a specific universal law 
that happens to apply to the structure of all complex flow 
network systems, independently of the nature of what flows in 
the network. Just as Newton’s discovery was that the same law 
of gravity applies to both the moon and an apple falling in his 
garden! In our particular case, this is even literally true, 
because the driving force behind our theoretical framework is 
entropy, which happens to be at the origin of gravity itself. In 
other words, we were conservative at the beginning of this 
paper when stating that the law backing our claims is as 
fundamental as gravity. It is in fact even more fundamental 
than gravity!  
 
It is indeed critical to understand that the findings arising from 
natural ecosystems involve only the two structural variables of 
variety and interconnectivity. They remain therefore valid for 
any complex flow network with the same structure, regardless 
of what is flowing through the network. It can be biomass in an 
ecosystem, information in a biological system, electrons in an 
electrical power network, or money in an economic system. iv  
This is precisely one of the strong points of using a web-like 
network approach instead of a machine-like metaphor. 
 
The fields of engineering, business and economics have all 
been focusing almost exclusively on efficiency, and therefore 
constitute a wide-open field to explore the validity of the 
proposed metrics to improve sustainability. For example, 
electrical power grids had been systematically optimized for 
decades towards ever greater technical and economic 
efficiency. It has come as a surprise to many engineers that, as 
they have approached higher efficiencies, suddenly large-scale 
blackouts have been breaking out with a vengeance “out of 
nowhere”. For instance, a few decades ago several blackouts 
hit large areas of the United States and Northern Germany. 
The data should be available to model these systems as flow 
networks, because that is what they literally are. One could 
then quantify their efficiency and resilience, and their Window 
of Viability. The solution on how to rebalance such a system to 
make it less brittle, and to determine its optimal sustainability, 
would be an obvious “hard science” test application of the 
concepts and metrics described here. 

 
The point being made here is truly profound and has wide-
reaching implications for all complex systems, natural or 
human-made. Placing too much emphasis on efficiency tends 
to automatically maximize flows, size and consolidation at the 
expense of choice, connectivity and resilience until the entire 
system becomes unstable and collapses.  In contrast, 
conventional engineering, economics and finance assumes 
invariably assumes that more efficiency is always better! 
 
Until this finding, total throughput and efficiency have been 
the only means for us to identify the relative success of a 
system, whether in nature or in economics. For example, in 
ecosystems, as in economies, size is generally measured as the 
total volume of system throughput/activity. Total System 
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Throughput (TST) measures size in this way for ecosystems, 
exactly as Gross Domestic Product (GDP) does in economies . 
Many economists urge endless growth in size (GDP) because 
they assume that growth in size is a sufficient measure of 
health. TST and GDP, however, are both poor measures of 
sustainability because they ignore network structure. They 
cannot, for example, distinguish between a healthily thriving 
resilient economy; and a bubble that is doomed to burst. Or 
between healthy “development,” as Herman Daly (1997) 
describes it, and explosive growth in monetary exchanges 
simply due to runaway speculation. 
Now, however, we can distinguish whether a particular 
increase in throughput and efficiency is a sign of healthy 
growth or just a relatively short-term bubble that is doomed to 
collapse.   

 V. APPLICATION TO FINANCIAL AND 
MONETARY SYSTEMS 

Applying the above complex flow framework specifically to 
financial and monetary systems, we can predict that excessive 
focus on efficiency will tend to create exactly the kind of 
bubble economy which we have been able to observe 
repeatedly in every boom and bust cycle in history, including 
the biggest bust of them all, the one triggered in 2007-8 from 
which we are still experiencing the consequences today. 
 
If we view economies as flow systems, this ties directly into 
money’s primary function as medium of exchange. In this 
view, money is playing in the real economy the identical role 
of biomass in an ecosystem: it is an essential vehicle for 
catalyzing processes, allocating resources, and generally 
allowing the exchange system to work as a synergetic whole. 
The connection to structure is immediately apparent. In 
economies, as in ecosystems and living organisms, the health 
of the whole depends heavily on the structure by which the 
catalyzing medium, in this case, money, circulates among 
businesses and individuals.  Money must continue to circulate 
in sufficiency to all corners of the whole because poor 
circulation will strangle either the supply side or the demand 
side of the economy, or both.  
 
Our global monetary system is itself an obvious flow network 
structure, in which  monopolistic national currencies flow 
within each country (or group of countries in the case of the 
Euro), and interconnect on a global level. The technical 
justification for enforcing a monopoly of a single currency 
within each country is to optimize the efficiency of price 
formation and exchanges in national markets. Tight regulations 
are in place in every country to maintain these monopolies. 
Banking regulations further ensure that banks tend to be 
institutional carbon copies of each other both in terms of their 
structure and behaviour. This was demonstrated among the 
world’s bigger banks, most recently and with a vengeance, 
with the simultaneous crash of 2008.  
 
Furthermore, in a seminal 1953 paper, Milton Friedman 
proposed that letting markets determine the value of each 
national currency would further improve the overall efficiency 

of the global monetary system (Friedman, 1953). This idea 
was actually implemented by President Nixon in August 1971, 
to avoid a run on the dollar at that time. Since then, an 
extraordinarily efficient and sophisticated global 
communications infrastructure has been built to link and trade 
these national currencies. The trading volume in the foreign 
exchange markets reached an impressive $5.3 trillion per day 
in 2013, to which trillions of currency derivatives should be 
added (Bank of International Settlements, 2013). Over 95% of 
that trading volume is speculative, and less than 5% is in fact 
used for actual international trade of goods and services.  
 
Speculation can play a positive role in any market: theory and 
practice show that it can improve market efficiency by 
increasing liquidity and depthv in the market. But current 
speculative levels are clearly out of balance. Although over 
half a century old, John Maynard Keynes’ opinion has never 
been as appropriate as it is today.  “Speculators may do no 
harm as bubbles on a steady stream of enterprise. But the 
position is serious when enterprise becomes the bubble on a 
whirlpool of speculation. When the capital development of a 
country becomes a by-product of the activities of a casino, the 
job is likely to be ill-done.” (Keynes, 1936)   
 
Nobody questions the efficiency of these huge markets; but 
their lack of resilience has also been amply demonstrated, for 
instance during the Asian crisis of the late 1990s, and dozens 
of other monetary crashes. In short, our global network of 
monopolistic national moneys has evolved into an overly 
efficient and therefore dangerously brittle system.  This 
system’s lack of resilience shows up not in the technical field 
of the computer networks (which all have backups which too 
narrow minded accountants may see as “redundant” or 
“inefficient”), but in the financial realm. Such a crisis, 
particularly a combined monetary and banking crash, is - other 
than war - the worst thing that can happen to a country.  

Even more ironically, whenever a banking crisis unfolds, 
governments invariably help the larger banks to absorb smaller 
ones, believing that the efficiency of the system is thereby 
further increased. This make banks that are “too big to fail” 
into still bigger ones, until they become “too big to bail”. This 
situation of the current financial system can therefore be 
graphically illustrated as in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6: Today’s global monetary ecosystem is significantly 
overshooting the Window of Viability because of its exclusive 
emphasis on efficiency. It is careening toward brittleness and 
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collapse because a general belief prevails that all 
improvements need to go further in that the direction of 
increasing growth and efficiency (red downward arrow on the 
right). For instance, the global monoculture of bank-debt 
money as legal tender is technically justified on the basis of 
efficiency of price formation and exchanges within each 
country. Internationally, floating exchanges were also justified 
because they are “more efficient”. This is part and parcel of 
how we are building up an “Excess Yang” unbalance. 

 
Similarly, the substance that circulates in our global economic 
network – money – is also maintained as a monopoly of a 
single type of currency: bank-debt money, created with 
interest.  
 
Imagine a planetary ecosystem where only one single type of 
plant or animal is tolerated and artificially maintained, and 
where any manifestation of successful diversity is eradicated as 
an inappropriate “competitor” because it would reduce the 
efficiency of the whole.  
 
Such an overly efficient system - as described in Fig. 6 - is “an 
accident waiting to happen”. It is condemned to a sudden crash 
and collapse whatever heroic efforts will be made even by 
competent people who try to manage it. What happens after a 
collapse? Let us take as example the most extreme cases of 
total systemic meltdown.  For instance: an atomic bomb burns 
a forest down to ashes; or a complete meltdown of a financial 
system.  
As examples in the monetary domain, total collapses happened 
in Germany in the 1920s, in the United States during the “bank 
holidays” of the Great Depression, in Russia in the 1990s and 
in Argentina in 1999-2002. All these cases have in common to 
be simultaneous monetary and banking crisis. A dollar or a 
Euro crisis could again make this phenomenon part of our near 
future.   
 
The process of a collapse shows up graphically with a drop of 
sustainability to close to 0%. (see Fig. 7) and an extreme 
fragmentation, without any efficiency at all. In a forest, this 
takes the form of seedlings of any type trying to sprout 
randomly. This is gradually followed by the successful 
multiplication of the flora and fauna that happen to be best 
adapted to the prevailing environment gradually giving 
structure to the newly emergent natural ecosystem until it 
slowly climbs back into the window of viability (see green 
arrow in Fig. 7).  
 
 

 
Fig. 7: Dynamics of a total collapse and recovery of a complex 
flow-network in natural ecosystems.  First, extreme 
fragmentation takes places, without any efficiency. All kinds 
of species try to emerge. In the case of an economy, this takes 
the form of survival barter where everything is potentially used 
as currency.   In natural ecosystems, the recovery sees the less 
inefficient species starting to thrive, and together they generate 
an ecosystem operating within the Window of Viability.  

 
 

The same Fig. 7 can be used to explain what could happen in a 
total collapse of the monetary and banking system. After a 
period of total fragmentation in the form of survival barter, 
some standards and some informal agreements would start to 
emerge. In Argentina this took the form of the multiplication 
of local exchange mechanisms, under the names of “ruedes de 
trueque” in which locally issued creditos currencies were used 
as medium of exchange in weekly neighbourhood markets. 
Assuming that the designs of these emergency systems had 
been sound (which unfortunately wasn’t the case in 
Argentina!), then the better systems would have had a chance 
to emerge as models for others, and gradually more efficient 
exchange systems could have evolved. Over time, a more 
diversified and more interconnected economy would rebuild, 
which would return the system back into the Window of 
Viability.  
 
In Modern monetary practice, however, what has invariably 
happened until now is that as soon as possible, under the 
ideology of monetary orthodoxy and as a result from bank 
lobbying, a monopoly of bank debt money as the only medium 
of exchange is re-established back as before. This took place 
for instance in Germany in the 1920s and in the US in the 
1930s, when all the “emergency currencies” were outlawed; or 
in Argentina through a massive falsification of credito paper 
currencies. 
However, we now know that such a monoculture is not a 
sustainable structure in the long run, so that such a return to 
“normalcy” is in fact missing the window of sustainability. As 
a consequence, we are getting back on the next cycle of 
pushing for more efficiency within a monoculture 
environment, which will lead to the next crash a few decades 
later. 
This process is illustrated in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8: Under the pressure of the monetary orthodoxy and 
powerful lobbies, the monopoly of bank-debt money as 
medium of exchange is re-established after a meltdown. This 
brings the system back to the situation described in Fig. 6. The 
autocatalytic pressures in such a monoculture will tend to 
gradually push the system towards more excessive efficiency 
and therefore its next crisis. As soon as memories of the 
previous one has started to fade… 
Of course, in natural ecosystems, such a systematic, repetitive 
and artificial human intervention isn’t taking place, and natural 
systems follow normally the dynamic of the green arrow in 
Fig. 7. 
 
Fortunately, most crises are less extreme than total financial 
and monetary meltdowns. However, the exercise of exploring 
“pure” extremes gives some ideas of the power and nature of 
the dynamics that are involved. Less extreme crises simply 
manifest only some of the features of the process. Just like a 
partial forest fire, one that doesn’t reduce everything to ashes, 
manifests only some of the attributes of a total burnout. 
 
As stated earlier, nature has over billions of years selected the 
conditions under which complex ecosystems are sustainable, 
otherwise they wouldn’t exist today. In contrast, humanity still 
struggles with the issue of how to create sustainable 
economies. We know that the same theoretical framework 
applies to both natural and man-made complex systems...  
 
We have been going through this loop many times by now. To 
be precise, according to  IMF data,  between 1970 and 2010, 
there have been no less than 145 countries experiencing a 
banking crises, 208 monetary crashes and 72 sovereign debt 
crises: a staggering total of 425 systemic crises, an average of 
more than ten per year! (Capri & Klingebiel,1996; Laevan & 
Valencia, 2010 ). The Greek crisis increases the number of 
sovereign debt crisis from 72 to 73… 
How many more crises do we want to undergo? Lots of 
countries in Europe are now candidates for being considered 
“overendebted”… 
 
These crises have hit more than three-quarters of the 180 
countries that are members of the IMF, many of them several 
times. How many more crises do we need before humanity is 
willing to learn that this is a structural issue, and that only 
structural changes will avoid repeating the same patterns? 
 
It may be useful to  remember during the next monetary or 
financial crisis that Albert Einstein defined insanity as doing 

the same thing over and over again and expecting different 
result… 
 

 VI. A STRUCTURAL MONETARY SOLUTION 
Conventional economic thinking assumes the de facto 
monopolies of national moneys as an unquestionable given. In 
contrast, the clear lesson from nature is that systemic monetary 
sustainability requires a diversity of currency systems, so that 
multiple and more diverse agents and channels can emerge for 
a richer range of exchanges to emerge. 
 
It is important to realize that another way than waiting for a 
total meltdown is available now to get back towards the 
window of vitality. That other way is to let complementary 
currency system grow, or even encourage the soundest of them 
to blossom, and gradually and gently push back the excesses of 
the monoculture, as seen in Fig. 9. There is an complementary 
currency movement slowly gathering steam which should be 
encouraged as it is a gradual way to bring our economy into 
more stability. 
 

 
Fig. 9: The Effect of Complementary Currencies 

The operation of complementary currencies of diverse 
types enables the economy to flow back towards greater 
sustainability (thick upward green arrow). While it is 
true that this reduces efficiency, that is the price to pay 
for increased resilience of the whole. Complementary 
currencies facilitate transactions that otherwise wouldn’t 
occur, linking otherwise unused resources to unmet 
needs, and encouraging diversity and interconnections 
that otherwise wouldn’t exist. 

 
Conventional economists are therefore correct when they claim 
that a diversity of media of exchange is less efficient than a 
monopoly. However, it has now been proven that such a drop 
in efficiency is the necessary price for increasing the resilience 
of the economic system.   
At the other extreme, some complementary currency 
enthusiasts claim that we should encourage very large numbers 
of complementary currency systems. A warning can and 
should now be issued: More is not always better…At a 
caricature extreme, if every citizen issued his or her currency, 
the result would predictably be total stagnation! 
 
Furthermore, we now have also empirical proof from 75 years 
of data from the WIR system in Switzerland that business-to-
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business complementary currencies actually help central banks 
in their task of stabilizing the national economy in terms of 
employment and in smoothing the swings in the business cycle 
(Stodder, 1998, 2008, 2010).  In a period when 
unemployment, poverty and economic exclusion are all 
increasing in the developed world, it would be important that 
central banks revisit this issue with a more open mind than has 
been the case so far... 
 

 VII. CONCLUSION 
A monetary monoculture has been legally imposed for 
centuries in the name of market efficiency. Furthermore, 
governments everywhere enforce this monopoly most 
importantly by requiring that all taxes be paid exclusively with 
conventional bank-debt money.   
It is important to understand that the only real power and 
leverage that governments have in the monetary domain is the 
capacity to specify the kind of currency or currencies it accepts 
in payment of fees and taxes.  This is critically important 
because the choice of that currency also dictates the kind of 
efforts that governments require from businesses and citizens. 
If conventional money created by bank debt is the only 
currency acceptable in payment of taxes, de facto the efforts 
that governments require is to be “commercially successful” 
regardless of the environmental consequences.   
 
Humanity has become the steward of this planet’s biosphere. 
This has become so, involuntarily, unconsciously and 
reluctantly.  Ultimately, humans have no choice but to learn 
how to learn to live more sustainably on this planet, or they 
will cease to exist. A new balance between efficiency and 
resilience is needed to attain that. Nature has shown us how 
this can be achieved. Why not listen? 
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NOTES 
ii Available for download on 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/222401950_Quantifying_su
stainability_Resilience_efficiency_and_the_return_of_information_t
heory 
ii What we have defined here as “Efficiency” is a quantitative measure 
of Yang; and “Resilience” is a quantitative measure of Yin. As far as 
we know, this is the first time that Western science is proving the 
validity of the Chinese insight about the need for a balance between 
Yin-Yang polarities. The origin of this insight has been traced back 
to prehistoric Siberian shamanism, and was fully developed by Lao 
Tse in the 5th century BC. If we are using this Yin-Yang vocabulary, 
at the risk of appearing exotic, it is simply because we don’t have any 
equivalent words in any of our Western languages.  
  
iii The 4 dimensions are identified in the graphs as respectively: 
sustainability (F) , diversity (n), interconnectivity (c)  and relative 
emphasis on efficiency (beta). These 3D graphs were graciously 
provided by Maria-Lovisa  Amundadotir 
 
iv The type of dynamics are indeed universal for any complex flow 
network. However, it is possible that the parameters of the window of 
viability may be different depending on what flows in the system. If 
we could have access to real-life data, these parameters would be able 
to be determined empirically. The necessary data exist in both 
electrical distribution systems and in the banking system. Because of 
their competitive relevance, we have not been able to obtain such 
data. We would be happy to collaborate with anybody who has access 
to such information... 
v  “Liquidity” and “Depth” of a financial market refers to the 
possibility of moving large volumes of money without significantly 
affecting prices. In a deep market, a lot of people are buying and 
selling. By contrast, in a thin market, because fewer people are 
trading, even one single sufficiently large transaction could 
significantly affect prices.   
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Abstract— Aphasia is a partial or total loss of the ability to 

articulate ideas or comprehend spoken language, resulting from brain 
damage due to injury or disease, in the person whose language skills 
were normal. The applications dedicated for aphasiac persons and 
designed for wearable devices, especially Google Glass, are still 
underexplored topic [1]. Our previous experience in application 
design for aphasiac persons and in application prototyping for 
Google Glass [2] inspired us to implement a project combining these 
two domains, and prepare a storytelling application for Google Glass. 
The main goal of this work was to test to what extent wearable 
devices like Google Glass can support aphasiac persons in the future 
in their rehabilitation and in improving the quality of their lives. 
Conclusions from the experiments performed are presented in the 
concluding section of this paper. 
 

Keywords—aphasia, wearable devices, Google Glass.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
PHASIA is most often caused by stroke, but a mechanical 
injury to the brain or the head can also cause it. Aphasiac 

persons suffer from a sudden inability to naturally use 
language. 

Interpersonal communication is one of the most important 
factors of social life, and it usually takes a verbal form. 
Meetings and phone conversations are good examples of 
verbal communication, but written or graphical forms are also 
used. As a result of an impairment of language, aphasiac 
persons have great difficulty communicating verbally. This 
influences negatively their everyday lives, especially when 
interaction involving speaking and speech understanding is 
needed. This significantly degrades the quality of their lives 
[3].  Communication ability impairment causes isolation; the 
person is withdrawn and suffers from increasing frustration 
and depression because of losing social bonds [4]. Aphasiac 
persons cannot easily reconcile themselves to the fact that their 
communication skills are far below the level before aphasia.   

There exist devices dedicated to aphasiac persons, namely 
Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) devices, 
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helping in basic communication, and then later in 
rehabilitation. However, these devices have numerous 
limitations, for instance symbols the aphasiac persons have to 
learn, in order to use the device in a very simple 
communication, regarding their basic needs [5]. This is why 
most of such devices are useful only in the beginning phase of 
aphasia. Aphasiacs are aware of these limitations and they lack 
of support in storytelling and sharing events of their everyday 
lives.  

II. RELATED WORKS 
Storytelling applications are a possible solution to the 

problems aphasiacs suffer from. These applications consist in 
creating simple stories, made of photographs or movies taken 
by the user. The pictures or movies can be marked with 
additional symbols or icons, and shared with other users [5]. 
Such a communication, based on stories created by the users, 
plays many roles, but first of all it stimulates the aphasiac 
person and encourages her or him to be more creative in 
keeping her or his social bonds. The use of the user’s 
photographs allows remembering past events, sets them in time 
line, supports narration, and rebuilds social relationships. This 
is why well-designed storytelling application can directly 
improve the aphasiac’s mood, reduce the feeling of social 
isolation and the passive attitude towards her or aphasia [4, 6]. 
There exist storytelling applications that can be used for this 
purpose. 

The Storehouse application [7] allows creation of everyday 
life stories using text, photographs, and video. This application 
uses very small space for icons controlling the use of the 
application. The icons are shown in a bar in the lower part of 
the interface. When a story is selected, the icons become 
hidden. Choosing a picture or a movie launches a pleasant and 
aesthetic transition to displaying the selected material in full 
screen. In order to go back to the previous display, the user 
simply has to touch the screen. The interaction within this 
interface is intuitive, and the use/adjustment of settings is not 
necessary. 

Glossaic [8] is a social network service integrated with 
Google Glass. After registering and launching the service, the 
user can share pictures or movies directly from Google Glass. 
The pictures published can also have descriptions of their 
content. The users can rate materials created by the others 
(through messages, or they can like them) and the materials of 
highest rates can be placed on the main site of the service. The 
virtue of this service is its full integration with the Google 
Glass device, as no installation of the application is needed, 
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and the use of this service is intuitive.  The drawback of this 
service is the lack of the possibility to edit the pictures, the 
required registration of the device, and the necessity to log on. 

Memoirs [9] is an application integrated with Google Glass. 
After activating, voice comments can be created and placed on 
the official service web site for download. The application also 
allows saving pictures and placing them in this web site. The 
goal of this application is to document everyday life (a diary) 
using Google Glass. The virtue of this application is its 
integration with Google Glass (no installation needed), the 
possibility to create and save comments and pictures, and 
downloading them from the web site. The lack of comment 
editing is the drawback of this application.  

III. GOOGLE GLASS 
Google Glass [10] is a development platform based on the 

Android 4.4.2 mobile operating system. The device itself is 
constructed similarly to other mobile devices (phones, tablets, 
etc.), but taking its specific requirements into account. The 
hardware architecture is based on a SoC solution OMAP 
4430, containing a 2-core Cortex A9 1-1.2 GhZ CPU, a 
PowerVR SGX540 GPU and 2 GB of RAM. The device uses 
a 16GB, non-removable Flash memory for non-volatile 
storage. It has a camera capable of recording 720P video and 
taking 5MP images, an audio interface that uses a bone-
conduction speaker built into the frame, and also WiFi and 
Bluetooth connectivity. The screen is displayed on a small 
prismatic crystal using a 640x320 resolution, with a viewing 
angle corresponding to a 25’’ screen viewed from a distance 
of 2.4 meters. Apart from the voice interface, the main 
interaction device is a touchpad built into the side of the 
frame, with an estimated resolution of 1366x187 pixels and 
multi-touch capability detecting as much as 5 simultaneous 
touches. Just like many other mobile devices, it contains a 3-
axis gyroscope, accelerometer, magnetometer, light sensor and 
a proximity sensor that probably also doubles as a blinking 
detector (which is not documented anywhere). The device does 
not have a GSM or a GPS module, but it uses a Bluetooth 
paired mobile device to seamlessly access these features when 
necessary. 

The software development for the Google Glass platform is 
very similar to other Android devices, but given the UI (user 
interface) limitations of the device, the programing library was 
severely modified and exists as a separate SDK, called Glass 
Development Kit (or GDK). The major changes include 
application presentation layer (using cards in a timeline instead 
of regular activities), changes in layout (due to limitations of 
the screen), user interaction (lack of keyboard) and voice 
interaction (this was rather new for Android devices at the 
time). 

IV. APPLICATION CONCEPT AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION 
The Aphastory application concept is based on observations 

and experience gained by one of the authors, Marcin 
Wichrowski, while he was designing and implementing his 

storytelling application Aphasia Create. This application 
allows: 

• Free drawing and taking notes, 
• Taking photos with front and back camera, 
• Accessing camera roll for loading and saving images, 
• Reading QR codes for opening websites in a mobile 

browser, 
• Accessing websites in a mobile browser, 
• Adding text with full OS system features (spell checking, 

speech synthesis etc.), 
• Adding current time and date, 
• Accessing maps with Geolocation, 
• Saving created images to camera roll and printing, 
• Publishing canvas to Facebook with easy to use dedicated 

interface and sending emails. 

An example of a story created using Aphasia Create is 
shown in Figure 1. 

 
 
We decided to use some of these functions with Google 

Glass and address the limitations of this device. Because of 
great communications problems of aphasiacs, we decided to 
acquire the knowledge needed from experts working with 
aphasiacs, and from the literature [5, 6]. As a result we created 
the Aphastory application for Google Glass. It is a prototype, 
and the following functions have been implemented, among 
others: 

• Creation of a story, built of several consequent pictures or 
movies, 

• Adding pictures to the history using a built-in camera or 
an external device, 

• Adding video to the story, using the built-in camera, or 
from a gallery in this device, 

• Adding text descriptions to pictures or movies (simple 
sentences), 

• Adding predefined emoticons to pictures or movies, 
• Adding geolocation to pictures or movies, 
• Sharing a story via email. 
Interaction with the application is performed through tap 

 
Fig. 1 Exemplary story from Aphasia Create 
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and swap gestures on the device’s touchpad. Voice interaction 
was not implemented, for obvious reasons. 

The stories are created in the form of a show of consequent 
pictures/movies, which can be accompanied with predefined 
phrases and icons, helping in narration. Geotagging is also 
available for each story element. Such a package can be sent 

via email. The detailed workflow of this application is shown 
in Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 3 presents a story fragment, consisting of a picture, 

description, icon, and geolocation. The application is prepared 
for Polish users, so the interface and text elements are all in 
Polish. 

The main problem encountered while working on this 
application was the interface of the device. The interface does 
not allow freely designing the screens, and standard position 
and size of icons in the screen had to be used. 

 

V. EVALUATION BY PHYSICIANS 
The Aphastory application for Google Glass was presented 

as a prototype to a physician, namely a neuropsychologist 
specializing in aphasia, in order to hear his medical opinion. 

After introductory presentation of Google Glass, the physician 
used the application for 15 minutes, to check its usability and 
test how it works in practice. We keep cooperating also with 
aphasiacs, and we are looking forward for their opinions about 
the application. 

VI. SUMMARY 
The Aphastory application offers many functions, which 

are easy to use, and it allows sharing stories. The main 
difference between Aphastory and other applications is that 
the user is not required to record voice comments, he/she has 
predefined choices (to reduce confusion), and simplification 
of the application. Aphastory also offers a personal gallery 
with documented materials, available without using external 
devices. Other applications additionally required registering 
the Google Glass device. 

Additionally, we are planning a simple usability test, with 
participation of aphasiac persons, in order to have the 
application tested in practice by the target users. However, the 
Google Glass device is not popular, and its interface is new 
for the users, so it can be a problem for the first time users. 
Early experiments with Aphasia Create for tablet computers 

proved that the main problem is that the users were not 
familiar with portable devices. This is why young users more 
easily used this application, as they used portable devices in 
their everyday lives. For this reason, persons familiar with new 
technologies and interfaces will be selected for further 
usability tests. The test will be designed as a quality test, in 
order to find most difficult parts of the interface, resulting in 
its potentially low usability, and also to get the users’ opinions 
about the application for Google Glass. All proposals of 
adding new functions to the application will be welcomed. The 
observations from the initial test will be taken into account in 
the next versions of the application. Especially, we would like 
to improve the way of creating stories, in order to prepare 
effective and intuitive method for reconstructing everyday 
events. We would also like to observe the use of our 
application for longer time, to see how the aphasiac gets used 
to the application and the interface. 

We hope that our observations can also help developing 
applications for other special needs users, including persons 
suffering from dementia or Alzheimer disease.  
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Abstract— The paper proposes an architecture for an Intelligent 

System for Disaster Management. It is envisioned as a Multi-Agent 
System. By including a Model Integration component to form a 
hybrid system, it aims to offer support for an as wide as possible 
range of decisions. 
 

Keywords— Decision Support System, Disasters Management, 
Intelligent System, Multi Agent System.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
ISASTERS management is a combined term 

encompassing all aspects of preparation for and 
responding to disasters, including prevention, mitigation, 
preparedness, response, and recovery [1]. The coordination of 
these emergency operations must be performed by a command 
center which needs to efficiently allocate the available 
resources, communicate information and take decisions 
regarding the planning and execution of the operations. There 
are different Decision Support Systems (DSS) developed for 
various categories of disasters and these systems are based on 
specific models. Due to different decision support needs that 
arise in disaster management area, one single model is not 
sufficient to cope with all of them. The first objective of this 
paper is to present a framework for a hybrid DSS model, 
which integrates different DSS models and propose the 
adaptation to a given scenario. Based on this model, intelligent 
techniques will be used to improve disaster management 
processes such as monitoring, controlling, and decision 
making. Therefore the second objective is to propose the 
architecture of an Intelligent System for Disasters Management 
(ISDM) able to offer support for various decisions.  
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II. MODEL INTEGRATION 
Model integration can be described as a way of developing 

decision models from existing models, by adapting a specific 
paradigm according to a given disaster situation. It produces a 
composite model, developed by merging or combining two or 
more models. To address this problem, we propose a dynamic 
integrated model which is based on a group of subroutines 
selected by an intelligent technique. Such a group, based on a 
specific disaster scenario, can be considered as a dynamic 
integrated model for disaster management decision support 
systems. 

In order to provide effective decision making, modularity 
has been suggested as one of the possible solutions to the 
problems in developing decision support systems for disaster 
management [2]. The design of this system offers a variety of 
technical and theoretical aspects such as modularity and model 
reusability approaches to model decomposition. In order to 
improve this model, we suggest considering the modular 
routines utilized in the integrated DSS model as agents in a 
multi-agent system (MAS). In this new framework, the 
integrated model is realized in three steps:  

1. Selection of the intelligent technique proper for events 
representation 

2. Events correlation  
3. Implementation of a knowledge base with dynamic 

relationships between the subroutines for a particular disaster 
scenario and the subsequent development of the domain base.  

The integrated model will represent from here an Intelligent 
System for Disasters Management (ISDM). 

We consider event correlation to be one of the key 
technologies in recognizing complex multi-source events. The 
task of event correlation can be defined as a conceptual 
interpretation procedure in the sense that a new meaning is 
assigned to a set of events that happen within a predefined 
time interval. The conceptual interpretation procedure could 
stretch from a trivial task of event filtering to perception of 
complex situational patterns. The act of recognition of a new 
situation by the correlation procedure could be formally 
handled as a synthetic event, and as such, it is a subject for 
further correlation. The process of building correlations from 
correlations allows the formation of complex inter-connected 
processes. In Fig. 1 are shown several basic connections 
between different correlation processes, proposed in [3], which 
can be mixed to create a flexible and scalable environment for 
complex situation modeling. 

Design of an intelligent system for disasters 
management 
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Fig. 1. Interconnections between correlation processes (after [3]) 
 
The conventional ISDM practice involves various coupled 

databases, event monitoring and public emergency 
announcement systems. During the last years significant 
progress was made in the development and deployment of 
integrated disaster information monitoring systems, and new 
emerging solutions of cognitive information processing, 
situation management, distributed computing and agent 
technologies has opened opportunities for new architectures 
for ISDMs. 

III. USING A MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM  FOR DISASTERS 
MANAGEMENT 

A. Basic Principles of the Approach 
  The Multi-Agent System (MAS) has been widely recognized 
as an effective solution in modeling large number of dynamic 
interacting entities due to (a) the distributed organization of 
MAS, (b) the use of perceptual and reasoning models of 
mobile intelligent agents, and (c) the natural fit to model 
collaboration between the teams of agents. Such characteristics 
of MAS directly fit the requirements of ISDM. Several 
different architectures of MAS have been proposed, including 
the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agent architecture [4]. Since 
its introduction, the BDI model has experienced several 
functional advancements; however especially for large-scale 
distributed dynamic systems this model presents some 
weakness, namely the lack of an adequate capability to cope 
with complex operational situations [5]. 
  In the case of the proposed ISDM we focus on its cognitive 
aspects that require a cognitive-level MAS that is organized in 
a reactive situation-driven architecture, supports varying 
populations of agents, and scales to many interacting agent 
systems, where each system might have many agents. The 
difference between this new approach and the previous cited 
[3-5] is the use of a specific model of reasoning called case-
oriented reasoning (COR), where each case is a template for a 
generic situation. The library of standard case templates that 
represent typical generic situations allows the construction of 
specific ISDM models by selecting the appropriate case 
templates and modifying (adapting) the selected cases with 
actual parameter values deduced from previous experience. In 
fig. 2 is represented the relation between two main processes 
involved in decision making, one for Situation Recognition 
(SR) enabled by Event Correlation (EC) which operate with 
the Correlation Memory  and the other for Plan Reasoning 
(PR) driven by Case-Oriented Reasoning (COR) which 
operates with the Case Memory. Both processes work in a 

main loop, where the primary situations recognized by EC 
might be refined and combined by the COR and EC might get 
context-sensitive meta-situations in order to proceed with the 
event correlation process. In case of incomplete information, 
EC might pass queries to event collection procedures for 
additional information. A secondary loop appears in the PR 
process, where sections of a plan can trigger an iterative 
deliberation process. 
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Fig. 2. Reactive relations in the decision making process 
 
  One can consider the structure in fig.2 as a situation-aware 
agent for Disaster Situation Management (DSM). One of the 
important aspects of using MAS for DSM is that the concept 
of an agent takes two embodiments: the physical embodiment 
of material resources and the virtual embodiment of software 
agents. Consequently, the DSM environment allows mapping 
the physical agents (vehicles, robots, human teams, etc.) into 
the abstract framework of MAS. This task involves several 
engineering considerations, including energy consumption, 
relative autonomy of physical agents, information sharing, 
security, etc. In particular, this architecture allows the 
application of the Event-Situation-Plan (ESP) paradigm, which 
drives invocation of a plan in a Belief-Desire-Intension (BDI) 
model [6]. 
 

B. BDI agent architecture 
  The Belief-Desire-Intension (BDI) model was conceived 

as a relatively simple rational model of human cognition. It 
operates with three main mental attitudes: beliefs, desires and 
intentions, assuming that human cognitive behavior is 
motivated by achieving desires (goals) via intentions providing 
the truthfulness of the beliefs [7].    
  Beliefs are the knowledge about the managed operational 
space (the World) that the agent possesses and believes to be 
true. Beliefs could be specifications of the World entities, their 
attributes, relations between entities, and states of the entities, 
relations. In many cases, the agent’s beliefs include the 
knowledge about other agents as well as models of itself. 
  Desires are agent’s motivations for actions. Two kinds of 
activities are associated with the desires: (a) to achieve a 
desire, or (b) prove a desire. In the first case, by applying a 
sequence of actions the agent wants to reach a state of the 
World, where the corresponding desire formula becomes true, 
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while in the second case, the agent wants to prove that the 
World is or isn’t in a particular state by proving that the 
corresponding belief formula is true or not. Often desires are 
called goals or tasks. 
  Plans are operational specifications for an agent to act. An 
agent’s plan is invoked by a trigger event (acquisition of a new 
belief, removal of a belief, receipt of a message, and 
acquisition of a new goal). When invoking a plan, an agent 
tests whether the plan invocation preconditions are met, and 
tests run-time conditions during the plan execution. Actions 
could be external ones, essentially procedure calls or method 
invocations, or internal ones of adding and removing of 
beliefs. Abstract plans are stored in the agent’s plan library. 
  Intentions are sequences of instantiated plans that an agent is 
committed to execute. Always while responding to a triggering 
external event, an agent is invoking a plan from the plan 
library, instantiating it and pushing into a newly created stack 
of intentions. Contrary to that, when an agent responds to an 
internal triggering event, i.e., an event created by an internal 
action of some previous plan instance, then the new plan 
instance is pushed onto the stack of the previous plan that 
caused the invocation of the new plan instance.  
The architecture of a BDI agent is presented in Figure 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Architecture of a Situation – Aware BDI Agent 
 

IV. ISDM CONCEPT AND DESIGN  

A. Main Tasks of ISDM 
  The major activities with decision-making needs (shown 
inside brackets) in disaster management are as follows: 

• Hazard assessment (vulnerability analysis, frequency of 
hazard occurrences) 

• Risk management (analysis of disaster risks, evaluating 
risks and treating risks) 

• Mitigation (developing mitigation plan, analysis of 
measures) 

• Preparedness (planning and resource management) 
• Response (emergency response plans, analysis and 

evaluation) 
• Recovery (assessments, re-settlement issues) 

  In order to offer the possibility to combine and adapt 
different strategies, we decided to build our Intelligent System 
for Disaster Management (ISDM) using a Decision Support 
System (DSS) able to help decision-makers by cooperative 
work of several intelligent agents, included in a multi-agent 
structure.  Multi-agent systems are ideally suited to 
representing problems that have multiple problem solving 
methods and multiple perspectives. Intelligent agents take 
initiative where appropriate, and socially interact, where 
appropriate, with other artificial agents and humans in order to 
complete their own problem solving and to help others with 
their activities. 
  The most important responsibilities of the agents involved in 
Decision Support for disaster management usually are: 

• Monitoring: observe the environment and detect 
problematic behaviors; 

• Alarm generation: raise alarms if there is a critical 
situation; 

• Warning: warning respecting undesired consequences of 
“bad” actions and potentially suggesting better ones.  
  The specific tasks for the implementation of the above 
mentioned activities must be carefully designed. In 
methodologies that go back to the knowledge engineering 
field, a task is usually conceived as an abstract description of 
how the world (or an agent’s “mental model” of it) needs to be 
transformed in order to achieve a desired behavior or 
functionality. To generate answers for the different classes of 
actions in our management framework, we have identified four 
essential tasks: 

• Problem identification: From the analysis of the 
information received from a communication infrastructure or 
directly from the operator, the classifier chooses the state of 
the monitored system; 

• Diagnosis: The presence of unacceptable events or 
situations requires an explanation in terms of causal features of 
the situation. 

• Action planning: Once a problem has been identified, a 
possible sequence of actions applicable on the causes may be 
established. 

• Prediction: The consequences of events and operator 
actions are simulated. 
   Let us consider a set of system components S, a set of 
external events E and a set of operator actions A. 
By combining the above tasks in different manners, several 
questions that a decision maker typically faces can be 
answered. For instance: 
 “What is happening in S?” represents: problem identification 
+ diagnosis.  
A diagnosis D for some potential malfunction is produced: 
“What to do on D in S?” represents: action planning + 
prediction 
Decision options are shaped and their potential effects 
evaluated: 
“What may happen if E in S?” represents: prediction + 
problem identification + diagnosis 
Potential future problems in evolution of the system are 
identified: 
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“What to do if E in S?” represents: prediction + problem 
identification + diagnosis + planning. 
  A common way of dealing with these issues it to conceive the 
ISDM itself as a multi-agent system, where each distributed 
entity is controlled by an agent. Hence, any of the 
aforementioned tasks of problem identification, diagnosis, 
action planning and prediction can be performed locally by 
each agent within the multi-agent system. These local tasks 
will be of less complexity, but they are also interdependent.  
The co-ordination task that such a multi-agent system faces, 
refers to the management of these dependencies between local 
tasks. 

B. Specific Methods for ISDM 
  Most knowledge-oriented methodologies make use of the 
concept of problem-solving methods in order to cope with 
tasks. In particular, such methods indicate how a task is 
achieved, by describing the different steps by which its inputs 
are transformed into its outputs. The problem-solving process 
associated to a task is structured as follows: each of its steps 
may set up several subtasks, which again are to be solved by 
simpler methods and so on, until some elementary tasks can be 
achieved directly. 
  Problem identification methods 
  A classification method with two options may be applied: 

• Identification of a reference situation and classification of 
the differences between the reference and the current situation. 

• Direct classification of the current situation based on a 
predefined taxonomy where problems of different types are 
described. 
  The first approach requires: (1) to infer from the current 
situation the evolution of parameters consistent with the 
functional and structural constraints which optimizes a 
collection of predefined criteria and (2) to classify the 
differences between the observed situation and the resulting 
class of situations according to a hierarchy similar to the one 
previously commented. 
  For the first subtask, the method is applied in two steps. The 
first step derives a possible new state from the current situation 
that may be supported by an ad hoc procedure, adapted to the 
characteristics of the domain model. For the second subtask a 
primary representation based on rules and/or frames may be 
applied in a hierarchical establish & refine model. The second 
approach is similar to the first one, but in this case a complete 
description of the situation is required, not only the differences 
with the reference situation. 
  Diagnosis methods 
  This task infers a collection of causes explaining the 
problems identified by the previous one. Several methods may 
be directly applied:  

(1) The classification method, which extends problem type 
frames by additional cause attributes in such a way that once a 
problem pattern has been selected, the cause features assumed 
for this problem type are assumed.  

(2) A version of the cover & differentiate method [8] where 
a hierarchical approach to an explanatory set of causes is 
generated through the following reasoning steps: (i) from the 
attributes of the type of problem detected a collection of 
possible causes may be inferred covering these values; (ii) 

since this first set of causes may be too large, a deeper analysis 
to differentiate subsets explanatory enough is necessary. 
  Action planning methods 
  After the problem identification and diagnosis tasks, some 
scenarios of causes of problems have been deduced together 
with its impacts. The action planning task must generate a 
consistent set of actions oriented toward the reduction or 
elimination of causes and/or toward the reduction of impact 
damages where no possible cause reduction may be produced. 
Specifying this task in a general way requires defining the 
elementary actions that will be the basis for definition of 
acceptable decision plans together with their models [9]. 
  Behavior prediction methods 
  This task has as main goal to propose scenarios of short-term 
future behavior of the different components of the model. 
There may be specific simulation methods performing this 
type of task. A library could be considered to support a class 
of applications including a collection of typical physical 
components. The model of reasoning may take the current 
state from the information system and the assumptions about 
the external actions and match it with some node in the graph 
[10]. As a result, for every matched situation the predictable 
short-term changes are described by the downstream 
connected states. 
  Coordination methods 
  Coordination is best conceived of as the management of 
dependencies between activities. Methods that perform this 
type of management usually comprise three steps: 

• Dependency detection: using domain knowledge about the 
different dependencies that may occur (producer-consumer 
relationships, resource limitations etc.) positive and negative 
relationships between the different local tasks of the agents are 
detected.  

• Option generation: for every dependency, the set of 
possible management actions is generated.  

• Management decision: finally, a decision must be taken 
respecting the dependency management action to be applied. 

V. SYSTEM  ARCHITECTURE 
  In a well-known publication [11], Meystel and Albus 
stipulate that any intelligent system consists of two parts: 

1. Internal, or computational, which can be decomposed into 
four internal subsystems of intelligence as follows: 

a) Sensor processing - inputs are provided to an intelligent 
system via sensors and are processed to create a consistent 
state of the world. Sensors are used to monitor the state of the 
external world and the intelligent system itself. 

b) World modeling - is the estimation of the state of the 
world; it includes knowledge databases about the world and 
contains a simulation module that provides information about 
future states of the world. 

c) Behavior generation – is the decision making module that 
selects goals and plans, and executes tasks. 

d) Value judgment – it evaluates both the observed state and 
predicted state; it provides the basis for decision making. 

2. External, or interfacing; input and output from the internal 
part of the intelligent systems are generalized via sensors and 
actuators that can be considered external parts. 
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  We adapted the system architecture referenced in [11] which 
is based on the real control system techniques. Figure 4 shows 
the basic components of the ISDM. 

Judgement
Agent

Sensors 
Processing

Modelling
Agent

Simulation
Agent

Agent 
Decisions

 
Figure 4. Block scheme of ISDM 
 
   The general diagram in Fig. 5 is constructed in concordance 
with the principles of a multi-agent system organization. 
Software agents are computational units that are repeated 
many times within an intelligent system at many different 
levels as the units of information in all of the subsystems are 
aggregated into entities, events, situations, and goals are 
decomposed into sub-goal tasks and generate actions or 
commands. Within each loop, data processing maintains a 
knowledge database with a characteristic range and resolution. 
At each level, plans are made and updated with different 
planning horizons. At each level, short term memory traces 
sensory data over different historical intervals. At each level, 
feedback control loops have a characteristic. This model of a 
multi-resolution hierarchy of computational loops ushers deep 
insights into the phenomena of behavior, perception, 
cognition, problem solving and learning. 
  The architecture of an intelligent system is a specific 
framework of agents and each agent has its own architecture. 
In the core of any intelligent system, there is also the concept 
of a generalized agent. Agents with similar functions can be 
gradually lumped in a group type agent, which basically is a 
generalized agent. The group agent gives a new world 
representation in terms of granularity or resolution. 
Furthermore, group agents can be aggregated into an even 
more generalized agent, in a hierarchical structure.  
  The proposed architecture includes elements of intelligence 
to create functional relationships and information flows 
between different subsystems. The elements of intelligence are 
based on components using one or more AI techniques: natural 
language processing, artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic, 
cellular automata (in particular Boolean Networks for solving 
Boolean Delay Equations - BDE).  
  Figure 5 depicts the proposed architecture of the intelligent 
assistance system, based on the integration of traditional 
statistical methods and various AI techniques to support a 
general system that operates automatically, adaptively, and 
proactively. 
 

Statistical 
Model

BDE
ModelKnowledge

Base

User 
Feedback

Prediction
Model

 
Figure 5. Intelligent model components 
 
  The system’s architecture is based on a hybrid approach that 
yields both the robustness and depth of understanding of 
decision making using intelligent models. This system aims to 
improve monitoring and decision making processes with an 
effect size that is higher than a human expert. In addition, this 
system provides mechanisms to enhance the active 
construction of knowledge about threats, policies, procedures, 
and risks. The model is adaptive and supports processing and 
classification of events and data that leads to the prediction of 
anomalies or even extreme events. One major component in 
design is the development of an intelligent model for the 
analysis and correlation of events and data in real-time to 
increase the detection and prevention capabilities. The hybrid 
system is an integration of different models for the disaster and 
extreme events management to include AI techniques and 
other methods based on statistical and traditional procedural 
approach. The basic idea of the multiple models is to 
independently perform different functions with different 
measures, and to complement the weaknesses of one model 
with the strengths of another model.  
  Furthermore, the ISDM can interpret the data for human. 
Because the outputs of the models are uncertain and imprecise 
in some situation, and because human experts may have some 
intuition or additional knowledge on the characteristics of the 
presented information, ISDM could interpret the outcomes of 
other models in a form that humans relate better to. The system 
should include functions for the automation of tasks such as 
data collection, data reduction, filtering, and event correlation 
based on multi-agent technologies. The system may generate 
commands to end processes or move the processing to another 
device when signs of suspicious behavior or failures are 
detected. 
   In addition, our system is an intelligent assistant to provide 
feedback to the user such as help on making decisions and 
taking actions. The system includes a user interface based on 
multimedia for supporting network administrator’s operations, 
and a knowledge base for maintaining trustworthiness as 
systems change and adapt. This knowledge base must be 
adaptive and shared via the network. The validation of the 
computer generated decisions can be performed by comparing 
with the decisions of experts. The user feedback module 
provides different feedback to a network administrator. The 
type of feedback available is important. Direct feedback 
entails specific information about the results and impact of 
each possible feedback. Indirect feedback is situated on a 
higher level, with no specific information about individual 
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change or predictions but rather proposing new strategies and 
systemic changes.  
An important issue is to maintain the functionality of the 
system in situation of risk and hazards, so to provide the 
management of uncertainties to ensure improved design, 
robust operation, accountable performance and responsive risk 
control. Therefore, ISDM can provide the ability to adaptively 
assign emergency-role and permissions to specific subjects and 
inform subjects without explicit access requests to handle 
emergency situations in a proactive manner. In this aim the 
concepts of emergency-group and emergency dependency [12] 
were introduced. Emergencies are processed in sequence 
within the group and in parallel among groups. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
  One can conclude that because of the complexity of 
information management tasks, the proposed system is based 
on the integration of different types of intelligent agents, i.e. a 
hybrid architecture under real-time constraints. That means 
that the ISDM can be considered a cyber-physical system 
which ensures a Cognition-Adaptive Human–Computer 
Interface for any type of mission-critical systems, in particular 
for disasters management. Our research based on cognitive 
load measurement (the BDI approach) has yielded promising 
outcome and validated the feasibility of ISDM. At the 
moment, we are working on the improvement of the software 
architecture and the development of other key modules.  
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Abstract—Nowadays, compression of raster image is frequently 

used. The reasons for this are the quite high compression ratios and 

also, the usually high compression/decompression speed (the 

success of these two major parameters of the compression 

algorithms depends on the image information content). In addition, 

the images can often allow one to use lossy compression algorithms 

which cause a substantially greater reduction of the image data size. 

The JPEG graphic format is the most widely used. Here, the loss 

rate is determined in two ways by the subsampling color components 

and the quantization of the coefficients that are obtained by the 

Discrete Cosine Transform calculation. In this paper, attention is 

focused on the subsampling of the color components. A comparison 

of the effects of the most frequently used sampling techniques to the 

quality and size of the processed image is then performed. 

 

Keywords—Image Compression, Lossy Compression, Image 

Quality, Sampling, Colors.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

rograms using simple or complex graphics are appearing 

in virtually every area of computing applications: e.g. 

games, education, desktop publishing or graphical design, 

just to mention a few. These programs all have one factor in 

common. The images they use consume prodigious amounts 

of memory or disk storage space. The raster representation 

method is very often used for images (a display mode for the 

vast majority of hardware). The amount of image data 

depends on the resolution and color depth in this case. For 

example, a single image with a resolution 800 x 600 pixel 

and 224 color depth consumes over 1.4 MB of memory. It 

isn’t hard to imagine applications that would require literally 

hundreds of these images to be accessed. [6]  

Compression offers the solution to this problem. In images, 

its objective is to reduce the irrelevance and redundancy of 

the image data in order to be able to store or transmit data in 

an efficient form. There are two types of compression 

algorithms - lossless and lossy. Lossless compression is 

mostly used or preferred for archival purposes or technical 

drawings, clip art, or comics. Lossy methods are especially 

suitable for natural images such as photographs in 

applications where minor (sometimes imperceptible) loss of 

fidelity is acceptable in order to achieve a substantial 

reduction in bit rate.  

A range of different lossy compression methods are used 

currently. One of them is to reduce color space to the most 

common colors in the image (i.e. the selected colors are 

specified in the color palette that is included in the image 

file). An other method is based on transform coding. This is 

the most commonly used method and forms the core of the 

jpeg images. [8]  

The third lossy compression method is chroma 

subsampling, which takes advantage of the fact that the 

human eye perceives spatial changes of brightness more 

sharply than those of color. [1][5] The attention of this paper 

will be focused on this compression method.  

II. CHROMA SUBSAMPLING 

A. Color Transformation 

As mentioned above, the subsampling algorithms concern 

only the color components of the picture. The images 

themselves are mostly represented by the RGB or CMYK 

color models, or by the internal color space of CCD cameras. 

For this reason, the first step is to separate the brightness 

(sometimes called luma) and color components. This 

conversion process usually means a transformation to one of 

the models used in color analog television techniques e.g. 

YIQ (the PAL TV standard), YUV (the NTSC TV standard) 

or YCbCr (the SECAM TV standard). 

This transformation between two color spaces is lossless, 

i.e. there is no possibility of losing any image information. 

So, if one converts an image into a second one with any color 

space used in TV techniques, it is possible to convert it back 

to the RGB or CMYK color model at any time and we always 

get a result identical to the original image. [7] 

The main concern of this article is the last-mentioned color 

model (YCbCr), because it is used very often, for example, in 

the JPEG graphic format. Its transformation equation is: 

 

128 + B0,0813 -G 0,4187 - R0,5 =Cr 

128 + B0,5 +G  0,3313 - R0,1687 - = Cb

B0,114 +G 0,587 + R0,299 =  Y







 (1) 

 

The reverse conversion is performed according to the 

following formula: 

 

Using Chroma Subsampling in Lossy 

Compression 
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128)-(Cb1.772 + Y = B

128)-(Cr 0.71414 - 128)-(Cb 0.34414 - Y =G 

128)-(Cr1.402 + Y = R







       (2) 

 

Figure 1 shows the original image and the same image 

with the separated components Y, Cb and Cr. [2] It is 

possible to clearly see that the most significant component is 

precisely Y in this picture. In contrast, the Cb and Cr 

components reported low intensity. For this reason, the 

subsampling algorithms refer only to these components. 

 

 
 Fig. 1 Top left: original image; Top right: the Y component; 

Bottom left: the Cb component; Bottom right: the Cr component [9] 

 

B. Subsampling 

There are several ways how to make the chroma 

subsampling process. It is possible to find them in all analog 

color television standards (SECAM, PAL, NTSC) in a certain 

form. Usually, two subsampling methods are performed - 

these methods are often used in the JPEG graphic format. The 

first method calculates the ratio of the color of the 

neighboring pixels that are placed on the screen in a row. The 

second algorithm calculates the average color of the four 

neighboring pixels (these pixels are placed in the two 

adjacent rows and columns on the screen). Both methods are 

lossy; when the algorithm calculates the final color 

component, in the first case, the size of the raster data is 

reduced by about 33%, in the second case by about 50%. [9] 

In practice, subsampling is designated by a string of 3 (or 

sometimes 4) integers separated by colons, e.g. 4:2:2:4. The 

relationship among the integers denotes the degree of vertical 

and horizontal subsampling. At the outset of digital video, 

subsampling notation was logical; unfortunately, technology 

outgrew the notation. [4] Today’s notation means: 

 

• The first number represents the horizontal sampling 

reference (the width of the area in pixels, which are 

subsampled). Usually, this value is equal to 4.  

• The second number is the horizontal factor of the Cb and 

Cr components (i.e. number of chrominance samples in the 

rows of the processed area). 

• The third number describes the vertical factor of the Cb 

and Cr components (i.e. number of chrominance samples in 

the columns of the processed area). 

• The fourth number is like the first number. The difference 

is, it represents the horizontal sampling reference for the 

alpha channel (i.e. transparency) in the case where the image 

supports it. This number is not used without the transparency. 

 

The most commonly used leading digit of 4 is a historical 

reference to a sample rate roughly four times the NTSC or 

PAL color subcarrier frequency; the notation originated when 

subcarrier-locked sampling was under discussion for 

component video. [4] The most common chroma 

subsamplings are: 

 

• 4:4:4 – without subsampling.  Each of the three YCbCr 

components has the same sample rate, like the input 

resolution. This scheme is commonly used in cinematic post-

production and a different compression method is usually 

used in the following steps. 

• 4:2:2 - both chroma components are each subsampled by 

a factor of 2 horizontally; their effective positions are 

coincident (co-sited) with alternate brightness. Many digital 

video formats and interfaces use this scheme. 

• 4:1:1 - in this scheme, the Cb and Cr components are 

each subsampled by a factor of 4 horizontally and are 

coincident with every fourth brightness sample. Currently, 

this subsampling is used for low-end and consumer 

applications. 

• 4:2:0 – the Cb and Cr components are each subsampled 

by a factor of 2 horizontally and a factor of 2 vertically. This 

scheme is used in JPEG/JFIF still-frames in computing, in 

H.261 (for video-conferencing), in MPEG-1, in consumer 

576i25 DV25, and in most variants of MPEG-2. [4] 

 

 
Fig. 2 Top left: subsampling 4:4:4; Top right: subsampling 4:2:2; 

Bottom left: subsampling 4:1:1; Bottom right: subsampling 4:2:0 
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The above described differences among these chroma 

subsamplings are shown in Figure 2. 

  

C. A Testing Application 

In order to evaluate the results of the subsampled color 

components, an application based on HTML5 and the 

Javascript programming language was created. [10] The 

advantage of these techniques is there simplicity and 

flexibility because this application can be run in any web 

browser. 

The user interface of this application is shown in Figure 3. 

Its largest part is a pair of two windows that are defined by 

the HTML5 canvas element. In the left window, the original 

image is shown, while the right window represents the output 

image, which is generated according to the set parameters. 

The lower part of the user interface contains the whole 

control commands and parameters. The first button allows 

one to load any image from a file (bmp, gif, png and jpg are 

supported image formats). A pop-up menu (drop-down list) is 

to the right of this button, where the user can choose the 

subsampling method. The third button includes text 

“Calculate” and clicking the mouse on it starts a subroutine in 

the Javascript language, which ensures the subsampling 

calculation according to the selected method and then 

displays its result in the right window. The last button, called 

“Reset Output”, erases subsampling results and clears the 

right window. 

 

 
Fig. 3 User interface of application to test the image subsampling 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To test the created application, several different images 

were used. The commonly used jpg graphic format was 

avoided because it already includes lossy compressed data and 

the results would be inaccurate. That is the reason why 

images were used, which were rendered in the Blender 

software [12]. The rendered images were exported to the PNG 

graphic format because this format uses the lossless 

compression algorithm. Figure 4 shows a zoomed selected 

part of one image - a roof with a chimney in 64 x 64 pixel 

resolution. The original image is in the top left corner, the 

other images represent outputs created using the 4: 2: 2, 4: 1: 

1 and 4: 2: 0 subsampling algorithms. The differences are not 

very noticeable in the full resolution of these images. So, this 

zoomed part of the image was created in order to see more 

visible differences in the various types of the subsampling 

algorithms. The most significant changes are logically 

evident after using the 4: 1: 1 and 4: 2: 0 subsampling. [11] 

The subsampling process causes merging (usually by 

using the averaging calculation) of the color components of 

the neighboring pixels. In essence, this leads to the blurring 

effect that is more pronounced with the increasing number of 

merged pixels. This implies that this method is particularly 

suitable for photographs or rendered images which don’t 

contain sharp edges or color gradients. In these cases, the 

subsampling of the color components is the most visible. 

Table 1 shows the data saving for each type of 

subsampling. This is the total savings of the original data, i.e. 

the percentage numbers include all three components. 

 

Tab. 1 Data saving using different subsamling methods 

Subsampling 

method 
4:4:4 4:2:2 4:1:1 4:2:0 

Save 0% 33% 50% 50% 

 

A comparison of Figure 4 and Table 1 evokes the idea of 

seeking a compromise between image quality and the quantity 

of image data. If the highest image quality is preferred, 

avoiding the losing compression algorithms including the 

subsampling processes is the best solution. The second thing 

is, if the images are intended for common user purposes, 

some loss rate can usually be tolerated, because the image 

quality can be decreased very slightly. And, Table 1 shows 

that the user can obtain very interesting memory storage 

savings. 

There is a problem to define the term “acceptable image 

quality”. How much image information can be lost so one 

ever could say that image still provides sufficiently high 

quality image information? Classical methods that identify an 

image quality (expressed errors) are not applicable because 

their solution offers strange results. For example, a 

comparison of the differences between the original image and 

the image with the subsampled color components can often 

give the result that none of the pixels have the same value. 

So, the typical method for error measurement (i.e. the sum of 

the squares of the differences of color pixel values) can return 

high values, even where the differences between these images 

are almost unnoticeable. [8] 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Subsampling algorithms offer a very interesting option to 

reduce the amount of image data. Due to the fact that the loss 

concerning image information is the least noticeable to the 

human eye, this process is preceded by the conversion 

process, where separated brightness and color components are 
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separated. Then, subsampling is only used for these color 

components. 

Currently, several different types of subsampling 

algorithms are used in the image processing process and - 

depending on its type, this leads to the corresponding 

compression results. Practical experience shows that the 

subsampling process is suitable for images with high color 

depths and larger resolutions; and lost colors are more visible 

in images that contain sharp edges or color gradients. 

In order to test the subsampling algorithms, the 

application in HTML5 in combination with the JavaScript 

programming language was created. This application allows 

one to subsample components by using 4:4:4, 4:2:2, 4:1:1 and 

4:0:0 methods. Currently, these standards are often used in 

some graphics images and many video formats. This 

application that was created could be further extended in the 

future. This extension can contains further subsampling 

algorithms including transparency or the support of different 

color representations (e.g. YUV, YIQ). In addition, this 

application could support other user-friendly features such as 

zoom in/out and navigation of the images, or save the output 

into a file. 

The increased compression ratios can be further reached by 

using it in combination with other compression algorithms - 

just as the JPEG standards do. Future work will also proceed 

in this direction.  
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Abstract—The Ostwald ripening formula is applied to a pre-
diction of grain mean radius in grain coalescence and coarsening.
A grain mass evolution is described by a nonlinear kinetic
model. The model is a system of nonlinear ordinary differential
equations that determines a transport of mass between grains.
Initial conditions are set up. The initial value problem is solved,
numerically by means of the fourth order Runge-Kutta method.
The algorithm involving mass coalescence and mean radius
computation is presented. The values of mean radius on each
time step of the numerical simulation are used in the least
square method (nonlinear regression) for finding parameters in
the Ostwald formula for best fitting. The techniques are tested for
lognormal initial grain distribution, different values of activation
energy and coalescence ratio.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper the classic Ostwald-ripening theory [1], [2] for
a prediction of grain radius during coarsening and coalescence
process is applied. The Ostwald ripening is an observed
phenomenon in solid solutions or liquid sols that describes
the change of an inhomogeneous structure over time. Namely,
small crystals or sol particles dissolve, and redeposit onto
larger crystals or sol particles.

Modeling of the sintering kinetics is a topic of continuing
research. Recent computational approaches involve the Direct
Multiscale Modeling [3], the Discrete Element Modelling [4],
[5] and generalized Monte Carlo simulations [6]. Recently, a
self-consistent, mean-field kinetic theory has been proposed
to describe atomic diffusion in non uniform alloys [7]. This
theory uses thermally activated transition rates between species
and corrects the Cahn-Hilliard model [8] in the presence of
non-uniformities.

Here the physical process of grain coalescence is modeled
by a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations that
determines the tansport of mass between grains [9], [10].
The rate of mass transfer is controlled by an Arrhenius
factor leading to a nonlinear model of mass transfer and
grain coarsening. The resulting dynamical system of coupled
nonlinear differential equations with random initial conditions

(initial grain mass configuration) is solved, numerically by
means of the fourth Runge-Kutta method (RK4).

The most important parameters in the sintering process
are the mass and the arrangement of the grains. A mass
can be calculated from a grain radius, whose distribution
can be obtained exprementally via laser diffraction analysis,
or theoretically. The exact spatial properties of the sintering
process, however, are impossible to characterize.

In order to compare the outcome specific realizations of
grain size distributions for all the experiments are given.
Different realizations give almost similar results.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present
the nonlinear kinetic model with initial conditions. A grain
coalescence algorithm involving mean radius computation is
described in Section III. The Ostwald ripening formula is
presented in Section IV. Section V focuses on comparison
of the mean values of grain radius, obtained after numerical
treatment of the model, with the mean values of grain, com-
puted by the Ostwald ripening. The nonlinear regression (least
square method) is used for finding the fitting parameters in the
Ostwald formula. Main results are reported in Section VI.

II. INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM

A. Kinetic model

A collection of spherical grains such that the surface of each
grain (particle) is in contact with at least one other particle is
considered. A one-dimensional geometry in which N grains
are assumed to be located along a line (the x-axis), and each
grain has two neighbors, one on each side, except for the
two boundary grains (Figure 1a). The grains are indexed by
i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N). The first grain (i = 1) does not have a
left neighbor and the last grain (i = N) does not have a right
neighbor. The model reads as the following system of ODEs
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the geometry of the one-dimensional N -grain system:
a) grains arranged along a straight line; b) grains arranged along a ring with
cyclical boundary conditions.

([9], [10]):

ṁ1(t) = e−um2(t)m2(t)− e−um1(t)m1(t), t ∈ (0, T ], (1)

ṁi(t) = e−umi−1(t)mi−1(t) + e−umi+1(t)mi+1(t)

− 2e−umi(t)mi(t), i = 2, 3, . . . , N − 1, (2)

ṁN (t) = e−umN−1(t)mN−1(t)− e−umN (t)mN (t). (3)

In the above, mi(t) is the mass of i-th grain, N is the number
of grains, T is the final time and u represents the normalized
grain activation energy. The terms ±e−umi(t)mi(t) in (1)-(3)
denote transion rates, i.e. rates of getting and loosing some
mass, respectively. Equations (1) and (3) correspond to the
mass transfer process for the boundary grains (i = 1, N). The
first grain is in contact with the right neighbor and the last one
is in contact with the left neighbor. Equations (2) describe the
mass transfer process for the grains in the bulk. In the bulk
each grain has two neighbors.

For the mass of i-th grain we suppose

mi(t) = ldr
d
i (t)ρ, (4)

where ri(t) is the radius of i-th grain and ρ is the mass density
of the grains (assumed to be constant). For spherical grains
d = 3 and ld = 4π/3.

If we assume that the grains are arranged along a ring with
cyclical boundary conditions (Figure 1b) so that m0(t) :=
mN (t), mN+1(t) := m1(t), then the original model (1)-(3) is
written in the following simpler form, whereas the final result
of the simulation is not significantly affected by the change,

ṁi(t) = e−umi−1(t)mi−1(t) + e−umi+1(t)mi+1(t)

− 2e−umi(t)mi(t), i = 1, 2, . . . , N.
(5)

B. Initial conditions

We assume that the initial grain masses, i.e., the initial
conditions for (1)-(3) are randomly distributed numbers,

mi(0) = mi0, i = 1, 2, . . . , N. (6)

In order to have initial values for masses we must consider
initial grain radii. We get initial radii by using normal, lognor-
mal or some empirically determined probability distributions.
The choice of the specific boundary conditions depend on the
input particle size distribution of the considered real system
related with sintering, crystalization or other processes. For
every chosen initial distribution we set up an optimal activation
parameter u which controls the simulation.

III. PROCEDURE OF A GRAIN COALESCENCE AND MEAN
RADIUS COMPUTION

The kinetic model (1)-(3) with the initial conditions (6)
is discretized with using the RK4. An analogous scheme is
obtained for the system of equations (5). For the numerical
implementation of the RK4 scheme the Matlab ordinary dif-
ferential equation toolbox, function ode45 solver, is used. The
statistical analysis of the resulting grain distributions is based
on an ensemble of simulated states.

Three regimes in behaviour of the solution of the problem
can be observed. The first regime is diffusive, when the masses
of grains tend to equal values. The second one is mass growing
(decay), the largest grain captures the smallest one. The third
regime is trapping, when the masses are almost not being
changed from their initial values. A detail analysis about the
thresholds (boundaries) between the regimes is given in [9].

The grain coalescence happen when the mass of two neigh-
boring grains differ significantly, the larger grain incorporates
the smaller one while the total number of grains is reduced
by one (Figure 2). Our goal is to investigate a dynamics of

m1 

m2 m1+m2 

Fig. 2. Illustration of grain coalescence.

changing of mean value of grain radius. The mean values at
discrete time steps are used in construction of the Ostwald
ripening formula for mean grain radius prediction. The simu-
lation consists of the following stages.

1) Choose an initial configuration of grain radii
ri(t0) (t0 = 0) from a specified probability distribution
(e.g., normal, lognormal) and set up the activation
energy parameter u.

2) Compute grain masses mi(t0) by the formula (4).
3) Put t = tj = τj, j = 1, 2, ...K, τ = K/T , K1 = 1,

K2 = Kd, 1 ≤ Kd ≤ K and q = 1.
4) Use the RK4 (or other finite difference) formula for com-

puting mi(tj) for the time steps j = K1,K1+1, ..., qK2,
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5) Check the neighboring mass ratios and implement grain
coalescence if needed. Namely, if mi(tJ)/mi+1(tJ ) <
δ, where 0 < δ < 1 is the coalescence parameter, then
the (i+1)-th grain becomes mi+1(tJ )+mi(tJ) whereas
the i-th grain is removed. If mi(tJ )/mi+1(tJ ) > δ the i-
th grain accumulates the mass of both grains whereas the
(i+ 1)-th grain is removed. (The check on coalescence
can be done on each time step, Kd = 1 or in some time
steps, Kd > 1).

6) Reduce the number of the equations in the system (1)-
(3), or equivalently (5), by the number of grains removed
according to the rules in Step 5.

7) Check if the updated number of grains is greater than
1: If it is, go to the next step; otherwise, the simulation
terminates.

8) Check the number of time iterations for solving (1)-(3)
or (5). If it does not exceed the specified limit K go to
the next step. Otherwise, go to Step 10.

9) Put K1 = qK2 + 1, increase q by 1 and go to Step 4.
10) Compute the radii by using (4), i.e.

ri(tj) =

(
mi(tj)

ldρ

)1/d

, j = 1, 2, ...,K. (7)

After obtaining the radii of grains at discrete time we can
compute the mean value of them

R(tj) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

ri(tj), (8)

where ri(tj) is defined by (7).

IV. OSTWALD RIPENING FOR A MEAN RADIUS EVOLUTION

According to the model (1)-(3) the grain mass is changing
with time and the rate of mass transfer is controlled by an
Arrhenius factor, activation energy u, and also depends on the
coalescence factor δ. The activation parameter controls the
transion rate, although by changing initial conditons, taking
them as umi(0) similar behaviour can be observed, since u
can be absorbed in the initial conditions.

If R(t0) is the arithmetic mean value of grain radius at the
initial time t = t0 then the Ostwald ripening formula for the
mean radius evolution in grain coalescence is written as

Rost(t)
n −R(t0)

n = kt, (9)

where the parameters n and k must be found. After numerical
implementation of the numerical techniques for the model (1)-
(3) (or (5)) with the initial conditions (6) we obtain discrete
values of the mean values R(tj) by the formula (8). These
values are used in the nonlinear least square method (nolinear
regression) for finding the values of the parameters k = k(u, δ)
and n = n(u, δ) which provide best fitting of the Ostwald
formula (9) for the mean radius evaluation. For implementation
of the method we use nlinfit function of MatLab optimization
tools, which estimates the coefficients (k, n) of the nonlinear
regression function

Rost(t) = (R(t0)
n + kt)1/n, (10)

or
Rost(t) = e

ln(R(t0)n+kt)
n . (11)

We take the discrete values of mean radius R(tj) at the discrete
time tj , j = 1, 2, ...,K (K is the number of time steps),
computed by the above described numerical procedure and
use them as input data for nlinfit. After finding the optimal
coefficients (kost, nost) and substituting them in (10) or (11)
we construct the Ostwald formula with the help of which we
can predict the mean radius Rost(t). The values Rost(tj) can
be compared with R(tj), obtained as result of the numerical
simulation.

For large activation energy u, coalescence ratio δ and
initial masses mi(0) the trapping regime, explained in Section
III, can come rapidly and an error of approximation by the
Ostwald formula may be large on the whole time segment.
In these cases we can consider an application of the Ostwald
fitting in phases. We divide the segment [0, T ] into q parts
[t0, t1], [t1, t2],...,[tq−1, tq], where t0 = 0, tq = T and solve
the system (1)-(3) (or (5)) in each time segment [ti, ti+1],
i = 0, 1, ..., q − 1, where ti is the starting (initial) time and
ti+1 is the final time. First, we implement simulation for
(1)-(3) (or (5)), (6) on the segment [t0, t1] and construct the
Ostwald formula for mean radius evolution, R1

ost(t) by using
R(tj), tj ∈ [t0, t1]. The obtained values of masses at the
end of the first phase of simulation, mi(t

1) will be initial
conditions for (1)-(3) (or (5)) on the next phase of simulation.
We proceed to the second phase of simulation, in [t1, t2] in
order to compute mi(t

2). The values R(tj), tj ∈ [t1, t2]
are applied for constructing R2

ost(t) with new k and n. We
continue so on for the next time segments.

V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section we give some numerical examples with
fitting Ostwald ripening formula. We experiment with random,
lognormal distribution.

Figure 3 shows initial lognormal distribution. The values
of k and n are presented in Table I for different activation
energy u and coalescence factor δ. The time step τ = 0.1 and
K = 500. The coalescence is acted on each two time steps.
The parameter z in the table is the maximum of relative error
at the discrete time tj , j = 1, 2, ...,K of the Ostwald fitting
formula, i.e.

z = max
1≤j≤K

|Rost(tj)−R(tj)|
R(tj)

.

The parameters used for lognormal distribution, i.e. grain
radius distribution whose natural logarithm is normally dis-
tributed, are µ = 0.3 and σ = 0.7. Figures 4-6 show the
results of the simulation and Ostwald fitting.

From the figures we can see that the best fitting for the
lognormal distribution is reached with u = 0.3, δ = 0.001.
A good fitting is reached for small activation energy in
virtue of the chosen initial distributions. Increasing u demands
decreasing δ. In general, large coalescence ratio δ brings rapid
increasing mean radius in the first time steps and almost
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TABLE I
THE PARAMETERS k AND n FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF u AND δ. N

SHOWS THE NUMBER OF GRAINS AT THE END OF SIMULATION.

u δ k n N z
0.02 0.05 191.0 4.96 742 0.393
0.02 0.02 0.77 2.00 826 0.131
0.1 0.002 0.002 0.15 2941 0.052
0.2 0.001 0.025 1.03 4032 0.044
0.2 0.002 0.16 2.10 3673 0.042
0.25 0.002 0.321 2.68 3966 0.034
0.3 0.002 0.82 3.59 3566 0.031
0.3 0.005 12.36 5.79 4072 0.041
0.6 0.002 35.04 7.80 5426 0.031
1.2 0.0001 9.94 8.01 6982 0.034
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Fig. 3. The initial lognormal distribution of masses.

stationary process on the rest of time (the first rows in Table
I). In these cases we use the Ostwald ripening in phases.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A nonlinear dynamic model of mass transfer of grains has
been considered. The numerical techniques involving grain
coalescence with radius computation have been presented. The
Ostwald ripening formula has been applied for mean radius
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Fig. 4. Fitting with the Ostwald ripening: u = 0.4, δ = 0.002, τ = 0.1,
N = 4738, k = 4.46, n = 5.31.
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Fig. 5. Fitting with the Ostwald ripening: u = 0.3, δ = 0.001, τ = 0.1,
N = 4511, k = 0.17, n = 2.41.
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Fig. 6. Fitting with the Ostwald ripening: a)u = 1, δ = 0.0002, τ = 0.1,
N = 6598, k = 7.36, n = 7.27.

prediction. The efficiency of the Ostwald fitting depends on
the choice of the initial distribution, activation energy and
coalescence factor. The best fitting is achieved for a short time
consideration if the coalescence ratio is large (close to 1) and
for small coalescence ratio larger time range can be taken.
In general, for long time consideration and in case of non-
uniform behavior of the solution the simulation is implemented
in phases in order to get more accurate approximations.
The procedure of computations of the Ostwald formula on
phases has been described. The numerical examples have been
illustrated.
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Abstract— The many peoples have been suffered from diabetes. 

The diagnosis of diabetes is very important task for physician. In this 
study, an expert system based on Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) 
is suggested to diagnose diabetes disease.  The parameters of ELM 
such as type of activation function and the number of hidden neurons 
is tuned to obtain the best possible performance. For this aim, the 
number of hidden neurons and activation functions are determined by 
trial and error. Training and testing dataset used in this study are 
obtained from UCI. The optimum performance of ELM are achieved 
in hidden neurons with 50 and tangent-sigmoid activation function. 
The obtained results for different types of activation function and 
different number of hidden neurons are also presented. To validate 
efficiency of the proposed method, a comparison is also given with 
previous studies. Performance of ELM classifier is calculated by 
using sensitivity and specify analysis, classification performance. The 
classification accuracy of this intelligent diagnosis system is found as 
84.61 %. 

Keywords— extreme learning machine; diabetes diseases dataset; 
intelligent diagnosis system.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE insulin which is a hormone types converts food into 

energy. If this hormone in body isn’t properly produced or 
used, diabetes disease has been occurred. There are two main 
types of diabetes as type-1 and type-2. Also, other type of 
diabetes develops only during pregnancy. Both types of the 
diabetes could be seen in some people [1]. The obesity is one 
of the most important reasons of diabetes. Although there is no 
exact treatment, it is possible to delay and control by means of 
diet, exercise and eating habits. There are many factors to 
make difficult diagnosis of diabetes.  

In the diagnosis of diabetes, physicians commonly decides 
by means of blood test of patient or compares patient’s 
symptoms in other one with same condition. Therefore, 
diagnose of diabetes is more difficult task for physicians [1].   

There have been performed many studies on diagnosis of 
diabetes in literature. Various methods such as Levenberg-
Marquardt, radial basis function, general regression neural 
network, gradient descent, generalized discriminant analysis 
based least square support vector machine, SVM, Semi-Naive 
Bayes, Naive Bayes have been proposed for diagnosis of 
diabetes [1-4].  

The past studies in the intelligent diabetes diagnosis system 
areas have shown that slow learning speed is one of major  
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disadvantage of feed-forward neural networks. In addition, all 
parameters of the neural networks are tuned iteratively by 
means of such learning algorithms [5-9]. To solve these 
disadvantages of feed-forward neural networks, a new learning 
algorithm called Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is 
suggested for single-hidden layer feedforward neural networks 
(SLFNs) [5-9]. In this learning algorithm, hidden nodes are 
chosen randomly and output weights of SLFNs are determined 
analytically. This algorithm has not only good generalization 
performance but also fast learning speed [5]. 

This study presents an intelligent diagnosis system using 
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) to facilitate diagnose of 
diabetes. The proposed intelligent diagnosis system is an 
auxiliary tool to help physician for diagnose of disease. 
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) for single-hidden layer 
feed-forward neural networks (SLFNs) is used to efficiently 
diagnose diabetes diseases. The diabetes dataset is obtained 
from UCI and it consists of two classes as healthy and patient. 
A total instances of 768 are utilized for training and testing.  
The compared results with previous methods on diagnosis of 
diabetes disease are given. The classification performance of 
the ELM based intelligent system is also estimated by using 
sensitivity, specify analysis, classification accuracy and 
confusion matrix.  
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 
presents basic principle of the pattern diagnosis. Section III 
explains single hidden layer feed forward networks and ELM. 
The application of ELM for diabetes diagnosis is given in 
Section IV.  Conclusion are presented in Section V.  

II. PATTERN DIAGNOSIS CONCEPT  
 

Fig. 1 shows basic pattern diagnosis concept. It include 
feature extraction and classification stages. The feature 
extraction stage is one of the most important part for pattern 
diagnosis [10, 11]. The suitable features are extracted by a 
feature extractor. If suitable features are not chosen, the 
classification performance will be poor even though using the 
best classifier. In addition, feature extractor should make 
reduction in the dimension of pattern vector. These reduced 
vector should also cover useful information of the original 
vector. The last stage covers classification. In this step, 
reduced feature vector is fed to inputs of classifier [12, 13].  

 

An intelligent diagnosis system based on 
extreme learning machine for diabetes diseases 
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Fig.1 the block diagram of the pattern diagnosis concept. 

 
 

III. SINGLE HIDDEN LAYER FEED FORWARD NETWORKS AND 
EXTREME LEARNING MACHINE  

SLFN is the simplest kind of neural network and its 
architecture is given in Fig. 2. It is well-known that a SLFN 
having enough neurons in the hidden layers can overcome any 
finite input-output mapping problem [14]. However, increase 
in the number of neurons in the hidden layers causes some 
drawbacks. 
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Fig. 2 structure of SLFN 

 
The learning speed of feed forward neural networks is very 

slowly [5-9]. This property of feed-forward neural networks 
limits their application areas. In [5-9], it is explained that this 
behavior takes place two main reasons. One of them is slow 
learning speed of gradient based algorithms used in training of 
neural network. Other reason is the iterative tuning of the 
parameters of the networks in these learning algorithms. A 
novel learning algorithm called ELM is proposed to overcome 
these limitations in Ref. [5]. In this learning algorithm, the 
input weights are randomly selected and output weights of 
SLFN are analytically determined. It has both much better 
generalization performance and much faster learning speed 
when compared with conventional learning algorithms.  

The output of hidden nodes for SLFN could be calculated 
by: 

ii bxay += .                      (1) 

a is weight matrix connecting hidden and input nodes, b is 
biases matrix, f is activation function and x is inputs. 

The output ‘o’ of the SLFN with N-hidden neurons is 
calculated as follows: 

∑
=

+=
N

i
iiin bxafKo

1

)).(.(                             (2) 

K is weight matrix connecting hidden and output nodes. 
Eq.(2) can be re-written as follows: 

TKH =.                      (3) 

Where, T is target. In theory of ELM, input weighs and 
biases are randomly selected and K values are calculated 
analytically to make zero error [15]. If H matrix is known, the 
K matrix can be obtained as follows: 

THK .+=                      (4) 

Where, +H is Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of H 
matrix and can be calculated using several methods [16]. 

Some significant features of ELM can be summarized as 
follows: 

• The ELM is extremely fast when compared with 
conventional learning algorithm. 

• The generalization performance of ELM is better. 
• The ELM overcomes problems encountered in 

conventional learning algorithm. 
ELM algorithm could be applied for training of the SLFN 

even in case of non-differentiable activation functions. ELM 
randomly chooses weights between input and hidden neurons. 
Then, it determines analytically the weights between hidden 
neurons and output neurons of the SLFN.  

Realization of ELM method for SLFNs can be briefly 
explained as follows:  

1. Assign input weights and biases randomly. 
2. Calculate the hidden layer output matrix H and its 

Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. 
3. Obtain the output weights. 

IV. APPLICATION OF ELM FOR DIABETES DIAGNOSIS 
The block diagram of the ELM based intelligent auxiliary 

system is presented in Fig. 3. Diabetes dataset includes a total 
cases of 768. These dataset are used for training and testing of 
the ELM classifier. Firstly, ELM classifier are trained with 
dataset of 576. Then, remaining dataset are used for testing of 
ELM. The outputs of classifier represent disease and healthy 
cases.  

 

Diabetes dataset Extreme learning machine 
(ELM) classfier

Decision Stage
Positive or
Negative

 
Fig. 2 the block diagram of ELM based intelligent diagnosis 

system  
 
In this studies, the diabetes dataset obtained from UCI is 

used for training and testing of ELM. This dataset has 
instances of 768 and attributes of 8. The attributes also include 
number of the times pregnant, plasma glucose concentration a 
2 hours in an oral glucose tolerance test, diastolic blood 
pressure, triceps skin fold thickness, hour serum insulin, body 
mass index, diabetes pedigree function and age. Table I shows 
statistical analysis of this dataset. 
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Class variable:  0 or 1  
Class Distribution: Class value 1 is interpreted as "tested 
positive for diabetes  
 

The studies are carried out by means of MATLAB 7.7.0 
software [17]. The performance of the ELM based intelligent 
system is evaluated with overall test accuracy obtained for 
diabetes diagnosis. In addition, obtained results are compared 
with previous studies reported in literature. In these studies, 
75% of dataset is used for training of ELM based intelligent 
diagnosis system for diabetes whereas remaining dataset is 
utilized for testing of ELM classifier. As previously stated, 
Five hundred instances belongs to healthy class. Four hundred 
instances of healthy class are used for training and remaining 
healthy samples are utilized for testing. Similarly, 176 
instances for disease class are utilized for training and 92 
instances for testing. 

 
Table I brief statistical analysis of database 

Attribute  
number 

Mean Standard 
Deviation 

1 3.8 3.4 
2 120.9 32.0 
3 69.1 19.4 
4 20.5 16.0 
5 79.8 115.2 
6 32.0 7.9 
7 0.5 0.3 
8 33.2 11.8 

 
In order to conduct a valid comparison, ELM is trained with 

the optimized parameters, on the same fixed training set (75 
%) and evaluated on the same fixed test set (25 %). Different 
processes are performed to find the optimum parameters of 
ELM such as type of the activation function and the number of 
hidden layer neurons. For this aim, different types of activation 
functions are used to obtain the best classification 
performance. In addition, the number of hidden layer neurons 
(NHLN) are tuned increasing by step with 10 from 1 to 100 
gradually.  

Type of activation function and the number of hidden layer 
neurons are determined based on classification accuracy. Table 
I shows performance of ELM for different combinations of 
parameters in diabetes diagnosis. Further, inputs to ELM 
classifier have been normalized into [-1; +1]. It is shown from 
this table that the optimum performance is achieved in tangent 
sigmoid activation function and the NHLN with 50. Further, 
the training time of ELM is closely related to the number of 
hidden neurons.  

As shown in Table II, training time of ELM has been 
increased when the number of hidden neurons is increased. In 
Table II: 

LS: Logarithmic sigmoid activation function 

TS: Tangent sigmoid activation function 
S: Sinusoid activation function 
CA: Classification accuracy 
AF: Type of the activation function 

 
 

Table II performance of ELM for different parameters 

AF NHLN Time (s) CA (%) 
Training Testing Training Testing 

LS 

 

10 0.0468 0.0149 79.69 76.02 
20 0.0584 0.0162 78.65 75.00 
30 0.0927 0.0168 77.60 76.50 
40 0.0936 0.0176 77.08 76.04 
50 0.0962 0.0192 77.08 76.04 
60 0.1102 0.0214 80.73 75.52 
70 0.1286 0.0232 77.60 75.52 
80 0.1302 0.0284 80.73 79.17 
90 0.1384 0.0324 80.73 

    

 

    

 

    

 

    

 

72.40 
100 0.1404 0.0452 81.25 74.48 

S 

10 0.0468 0.0158 78.99 75.52 
20 0.0468 0.0122 80.21 77.60 
30 0.0628 0.0134 81.60 75.52 
40 0.0762 0.0232 80.73 75.00 
50 0.0842 0.0342 82.47 76.04 
60 0.0936 0.0443 84.03 76.56 
70 0.1092 0.0452 82.29 76.04 
80 0.1404 0.0462 83.33 76.56 
90 0.0936 0.0468 83.16 78.65 

100 0.0936 0.0468 83.85 75.00 

TS 

 

10 0.0468 0.0132 78.47  78.13 
20 0.0468 0.0141 81.03 80.21 
30 0.0559 0.0154 82.05 81.25 
40 0.0936 0.0168 80.73 77.08 
50 0.0974 0.0172 85.02 84.61 
60 0.0984 0.0181 80.73 80.21 
70 0.0996 0.0188 82.64 76.56 
80 0.1248 0.0254 84.03 76.56 
90 0.1248 0.0344 84.03 75.52 

100 0.1262 0.0376 84.55 79.69 
 

The testing of the ELM classifier are realized after training. 
The obtained results are also compared with previous studies 
[2, 4, 17-19] and given in Table III. It is shown that maximum 
accuracy is 80.21% in the previous studies.  This study 
achieves a high classification accuracy of 84.61%.  

 
Table III comparison results with previous methods 

Method Accuracy %   Reference 
Linear Discr. Anal. 77.5-77.2  Statlog; Ster & Dobnikar 
Fisher discr. analysis 76.5  Ster & Dobnikar 
MLP+BP 76.4  Ster & Dobnikar 
MLP+BP 75.8 Zarndt 
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LVQ 75.8  Ster & Dobnikar 
RBF 75.7  Statlog 
BP  75.2  Statlog 
Bayes 72.2  Zarndt 
Kohonen 72.7  Statlog 
kNN 71.9  Ster & Dobnikar 
BFGS quasi Newton 77.08 (Yildirim et al. 2003) 
Levenberg-Marquardt 77.08 (Yildirim et al. 2003) 
GDA–LS-SVM 79.16 (K. Polat et al., 2008) 
Gradient descent 77.60 (Yildirim et al. 2003) 
SVM (5xCV) 77.6  Bennet and Blue 
Semi-Naive Bayes 76.0 Friedman, 5xCV 
Naive Bayes 74.5 Friedman, 5xCV 
ELM 84.61 (used in this study) 

 
In addition, several analysis are performed to show the 

efficiency of the proposed diagnosis system. The obtained 
results for classification accuracy, sensitivity and specificity 
analysis by using ELM based intelligent diagnosis system for 
diabetes are given in Table IV. More detail information on 
sensitivity and specificity analysis could be founded in Ref. 
[19-23]. 

 
Table IV. The obtained sensitivity and specificity results 

 CA 
(%) 

Sensitivity 
(%) 

Specificity  
(%) 

LS-SVM [1] 

 

78.82
1 

73.91 80 

GDALS-SVM [1] 79.16 83.33 82.05 

This  study 84.61 84.67 85.33 

 

V. CONCLUSION  
This paper proposes an auxiliary intelligent system based on 

ELM to diagnose diabetes. The proposed intelligent diagnosis 
system has advantages such as fast training and testing time 
and generalization capability over conventional neural 
networks with back propagation. The experimental results 
show that ELM based intelligent diagnosis system for diabetes 
achieves a considerable classification accuracy for possible 
diabetes patients. It is concluded that this satisfactory results 
can be very helpful for final decision of physicians on patients. 
Thus, the physicians can decide more accurately for diabetes 
diagnosis by means of efficient tool. In addition, structure of 
diagnosis system is quite simple. 
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Abstract — In the present work we study the topological 

conditions for the growing of nanotubes from graphene 

nanoribbons using graphite substrate. For this purpose Density 

Functional based Tight-Binding (DFTB) Molecular Dynamics 

(MD) simulations were performed for producing carbon 

nanotubes. 

 

Keywords — carbon nanotube, graphene, graphite, Density 

Functional Tight Binding method, Lennard-Jones potential, 

molecular dynamics simulation, substrate, van der Waals force 

I. INTRODUCTION 

lthough the outstanding electric properties of carbon 

nanotubes has already been proved in several 

publications [1], until now only very few electric devices 

were presented or realized [2-4]. This fact can be explained by 

the lack of well controlled reliable technology for construction 

of either a standalone nanotube or a complex nanotube 

network. Nanotube construction from nanoribbons is a 

promising possibility [5]. Nanoribbons can be produced with 

the help of nanolithography [6] and various chemical 

compounds [7]. 

For the time being the accuracy of nanoribbon cutting from 

graphene is about few nm, and only one order of magnitude is 

missing to the atomic accuracy. There are studies for the 

instabilities at nanoribbon edges and nanotubes are obtained in 

molecular dynamics simulations from two nanoribbons [8]. It 

was demonstrated in molecular dynamics simulations that 

graphene patterns with atomic accuracy can develop in a self 

organizing way to the predetermined fullerenes or nanotubes 

[5, 9-11]. 

The importance of nanotube production from two 

nanoribbons comes from the fact, that in this way open ended 

carbon nanotubes are developed but the one pattern nanotubes 

are always closed at one end [9]. Coalescence of nanotube 
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from nanoribbons is not a simple process although the idea has 

already been published [8, 12]. In our previous work we 

obtained the topological and energetical conditions [13] for 

growing straight nanotube self-assembling from two 

superposed parallel nanoribbons [5]: For armchair nanotubes 

the critical ribbon width is 9.23 Å corresponding to the critical 

curvature energy of 0.18eV. For zigzag nanotubes we obtained 

the critical ribbon width of 15.99 Å (14,0) and the 

corresponding critical curvature energy of 0.1eV. These values 

concern models without any substrate, as discussed later. 

In the present work we study how the presence of a 

substrate changes these experiences. We also made Density 

Functional based Tight-Binding (DFTB) Molecular Dynamics 

(MD) simulations. The constant temperature simulations were 

controlled with the help of Nosé-Hoover thermostat. 

Interaction between the graphene model itself and its substrate 

were determined by van der Waals forces. 

The two nanoribbons are placed between two blocks of 

graphite substrates. This new type of theoretical experimental 

setup is closer to practical realization than previous models. 

Thus, the new experiences gained with the improved model are 

more valuable. In this work we summarize our first 

experiences with the new model, and determine a lower 

diameter nanotube which can be constructed.  

II. THE METHOD 

The method we used is based on our previous models but 

has some improvements which ensure more accuracy and helps 

our model approaching reality. 

The interatomic interaction was calculated with the help of 

Density Functional Tight Binding method [14]. The 

nanoribbons were cut out from a graphene sheet of interatomic 

distance r=1.42 Å. The two nanoribbons are placed facing 

each other in parallel position. During the molecular dynamics 

calculation constant environmental temperature was provided 

[15-16]. Verlet algorithm [17] was used to calculate velocity. 

The initial atomic displacements during the time step of 

∆t = 0.7 fs were sorted randomly and they gave the initial 

velocities by appropriate scaling. In this scaling we supposed 

an initial kinetic temperature Tinit. This initial temperature was 

chosen from the range of Tinit =1000K and 1100 K. We have 

found that the final structure was depending more strongly on 

the direction of the initial velocities than the actual value of 

Tinit. That is by scaling of the initial temperature in the above 

Simulation studies for coalescence of 

carbon nanotubes from graphene 

using controlled methods 
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mentioned range the final structure was not strongly changing. 

As the formation of new bonds decreased the potential energy 

and increased the kinetic energy we had to keep the 

temperature constant. In a constant energy calculation the 

kinetic energy obtained by forming new bonds destroyed other 

bonds of the structure. We used Nosé-Hoover thermostat [15-

16, 18-19] for the constant temperature simulation. It is 

evident that in the Nosé-Hoover thermostat there is an 

oscillation of the temperature but it cannot destroy the 

structure formation. In the following the temperature of the 

calculation will mean the temperature of the thermostat. If the 

constant temperature were realized with the help of random 

scaling of the kinetic energy we could not distinguish the 

temperature of the environment and the structure. This is why 

we can speak about the Tinit temperature and the temperature 

of the Nosé-Hoover thermostat (the environment temperature). 

 

 
Figure 1. Initial model between two blocks of substrates. 

 

The graphene nanoribbons are placed between two blocks 

of graphite substrates as we can see on Figure 1. This 

improvement was inspired by possible production technology 

and aims to achieve better control of growing perfect 

nanotubes. Our models contain two parallel nanoribbons of dn 

distance. The distance of the model is dA from Substrate A and 

dB from Substrate B. Usually dA=dB=dn. The long-range van 

der Waals interaction between the substrates and the ribbons is 

characterized by Lennard-Jones (LJ) term [20]. The LJ 

potential is as follows: 

 

612

4
rr

ULJ  

 

The parameters were calculated as  = 2.9845 Å and 

 = 0.002 eV. Parameter r is the distance of the given model 

atom and the substrate atom. 

On Figure 2 the Lennard-Jones potential can be seen as a 

function of the atomic distance. 

 
Figure 2. Van der Waals Lennard-Jones Potential (ULJ) versus 

atomic distance (r). When the slope of the function is negative, it 

means repellent effect. In case of positive slope attractive force will 

present. 

III. RESULTS 

We were studying armchair and zigzag nanotubes. We 

examined all the cases of different orientations and nanotube 

diameters to know, how the existence of the substrates 

influences the self-organized growing of nanotubes. The initial 

structure contained two parallel (coincident or similar size) 

graphene nanoribbons dn=3.35 Å from each other. We also set 

the initial distance of the nanoribbons and the substrates the 

same value: dA=dB=3.35 Å. We calculated the interatomic 

forces between the carbon atoms considering repulsive and 

attractive van der Waals forces of the substrates. 

It was expected that larger models would show similar 

behavior so we started creating nanotubes due to diameter of 

critical size and above. Figure 3 shows such a large model. 

Figure 3.a shows initial model and Figure 3.b shows the 

developed structure after 2 ps. It can be seen easily that the 

structure fits compressed is the two substrates. Then we started 

to pull apart the two substrates so the structure reached its final 

shape as seen on Figure 3.c. For better understanding Figure 

3.d shows initial and the flattened model between the 

substrates. Note that on the figure only one graphite layer can 

be seen instead of each block of graphite substrates. 
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b. 

 
c. 

 
d. 

 
Figure 3. Simulation of armchair nanotube. 

a. The initial model 

b. The flattened shape model at 2 ps. (Flattening caused by the two 

substrates) 

c. The final shape of the model after the substrates were removed 

d. The initial and the flattened model between the substrates (note 

only one graphite layer of each substrate block is shown) 

 

On Figure 4 two narrow nanoribbons can be seen. These width 

of 7.1 Å would be bellow critical width if we did not use 

substrates. Using the two graphite substrates in the described 

setup, perfect nanotubes can be grown as seen on the figure. 

 

 
Figure 4. Simulation of armchair nanotube. The initial (upper) and 

the final (lower) structures. The simulation parameters are the 

followings: 1000K simulation temperature, 22.14 Å of length and 

7.10 Å of width for the parallel nanoribbons. 

We made several experiments with even smaller 

nanoribbons. We can discover the tendency to form a graphene 

sheet. Even with using substrates self organized growing of 

perfect nanotubes of such a small diameter could not be done. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Simulation of armchair nanotube. Initial (upper) and final 

(lower) structures. Initial nanoribbons are 4.97 Å wide. 

 

In the case of zigzag nanotubes the critical curvature energy 

is less, the critical ribbon width is greater than the same value 

at the armchair nanotubes. These simulations were performed 

again with using substrates. In Figure 6 a wide model is 

shown. The initial structure would be above critical size if 

substrates were not used but with the substrates perfect 

nanotube structure has been developed. 

 

 
a. 

 
b. 

 
c. 

 
Figure 6. Simulation of zigzag nanotube. 

a. The initial model 

b. The flattened structure after a simulation time of 0.8 ps (Not all the 

bonds are formed yet) 

c. The final shape of the model at 3.6 ps. After all the bonds are 

formed, the substrates were removed. 

The simulation parameters are the followings: 1000 K simulation 

temperature 85.91 Å of length and 15.99 Å of width for the parallel 

nanoribbons. 

 

We experienced that behavior of models wider than or equal 

to the model shown in Figure 6 show the same behavior. We 

wanted to know how the structures with smaller width behave 

when substrates are in use. In Figure 7 a narrower model 

(initial width: 13.53 Å) is shown. Although this model cannot 
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coalesce to nanotube without substrates, it develops well with 

proper setup, as can be seen in the middle of the figure. When 

the self-organized growing of the nanotube has finished after 

0.4 ps, we gradually pulled off the two substrates to allow the 

nanotube forming a perfect round shape. This can be seen on 

the bottom of the figure. 

 

 
a. 

 
b. 

 
c. 

 
Figure 7. Simulation of zigzag nanotube.  

a. The initial model 

b. The flattened shape model at 0.4 ps 

c. The final round shape model at 0.67 ps. After 0.4 ps the substrates 

were pulled off gradually to give enough space for perfect round 

nanotube. 

The simulation parameters are the followings: 1050 K simulation 

temperature, 56.10 Å of length and 13.53 Å of width for the parallel 

nanoribbons. 

 

Building from parallel graphene nanoribbons can give chances 

for controlled reliable technology in the case of more 

complicated carbon nanostructures, according to molecular 

dynamics simulations. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

From our molecular dynamics simulations we obtained the 

following conditions for straight nanotube formation from two 

parallel nanoribbons placed between two graphite substrate 

blocks: 

 For armchair nanotubes the critical ribbon width is 7.10 Å. 

 For zigzag nanotubes we obtained the critical ribbon width 

of 13.53 Å. 

 

Both critical widths are significantly narrower than critical 

widths without using substrates. Further conditions will be 

researched to find even lower values as critical width for self-

organized building nanotubes. 
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Abstract—Additive Manufacturing (AM), also called 3D 

Printing, is a process where a three dimensional physical part is 
created by printing or adding very thin layers of material on top of 
each other, until the part is complete. The parts are created with a 
computer aided drawing software which produces the appropriate 3D 
print file. When the 3D printer reads the file, it processes or slices the 
3D computer generated part into hundreds or thousands of layers. 
When the first layer is done printing, the printer’s head moves up, or 
the print bed moves down allowing the next layer to be printed. 3D 
printing processes can be used in Rapid Prototyping, Rapid 
Manufacturing, Direct Manufacturing, Health, Dental and Jewelry 
Industry, Architecture, Quick Fixtures or by hobbyists. In this study, 
by using the Multi-jet method, we produced 3D parts to investigate 
the dimensional accuracy for linear sizes of parallel opposite surfaces 
and cylinder, and to categorize them, according to the International 
Tolerance Grade. The results indicated essential size errors connected 
with each measured dimension, confirming that further research is 
needed to optimize the specific 3D process. 
 

Keywords—3D Printing, Additive Manufacturing, Dimensional 
Accuracy, International Tolerance Grade, Multi-jet Modeling, Rapid 
prototyping.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
According to the American Society for Testing Materials 

(ASTM), Additive Manufacturing is “A process of joining 
materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer 
upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing 
technologies” [1]. It is a key technology for the future, with 
strong impact on the addition of business value for 
manufacturers, over the next decade. Its history begins in 1983 
when Chuck Hull invented a process called Stereolithography, 
enabling a 3D object to be printed from CAD data and took 
almost 20 years before the first consumer devices began to 
appear. 3D printing is an Additive Manufacturing process 
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invented and patented by the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in 1993 [2]. In 2009 the technology patent for the 
material extrusion process called Fuse Deposition Modeling 
(FDM) expired, so the technology became much cheaper and 
available to a much broader cross section of producers.  

The 3D printing process begins with a representation of an 
object as a 3D model in computer aided design (CAD) based 
software. That model can be created directly in the software, 
or it can be input into the software, through the use of a laser 
scanning device, that will take a physical object and bring it 
into the system. Once that design is created, the Standard 
Tessellation Language (STL) file is generated by the software. 
STL is the most popular file format for Additive 
Manufacturing. To tessellate something, as in Standard 
Tessellation language, means to break it down into a series of 
polygons -and to be more specific in triangles- to represent not 
just its external structure, but its internal structure, too. Once 
that file is created, the system slices it into many different 
layers and passes that information to the Additive 
Manufacturing device. 

The Additive Manufacturing system itself creates the 
object, by definition layer by layer, until we have a finished 
object. Very often, post production is required. That might be 
the removal of dust or other material, it might require some 
machining or a process called sintering where we're closing 
voids, or some sort of infiltration process where we're filling 
voids within the object itself with other materials. The goal is 
to create a physical object from a 3D model [3]. 

Although traditional-subtractive manufacturing has its 
advantages and is preferred when producing very high 
volumes of similar objects, when we need a diversity of 
different materials to choose from and when we want to create 
large parts, 3D printing is preferred when there is high design 
complexity, the need for rapid production and the necessity for 
restriction of the material waste [4].  

The Additive Manufacturing processes for 3D printing 
which are used today are [3]: 
• Vat Photo polymerization 

o Stereolithography (SLA) 
o Digital Light Processing (DLP) 

• Material Jetting 
o Multi-jet Modeling (MJM) 

• Material extrusion 
o Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) 
o Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) 

• Powder Bed Fusion 
o Electron beam melting (EBM) 
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o Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) 
o Selective Heat Sintering (SHS) 
o Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) 

• Binder Jetting 
o Powder Bed and Inkjet Head 3D printing (PBIH) 
o Plater-Based 3D printing (PP) 

• Sheet Lamination 
o Ultrasonic Consolidation (UC) 
o Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) 

• Direct Energy Deposition 
o Laser Metal Deposition (LMD) 

In Multi-Jet Modeling (MJM) technology a print head 
selectively deposits material on the platform. These droplets 
are most often comprised of photopolymers with second 
materials, such as wax, used to support structures during the 
building process. At the next step, an ultraviolet light solidifies 
the photopolymer material to shape the cured parts. At the 
final pass, the planerizer levels the material to create a nice 
flat surface (Fig. 1). When the parts have been printed, a post-
building process is required to remove the support material. 
The advantages of this 3D printing technology are the high 
accuracy and surface finish, the capability to use multiple 
materials and colors on the same part and the hands-free 
removal of support material. The disadvantages are the limited 
range of materials and the relatively slow build process [3], 
[1].  

 

Fig. 1: Multi-Jet Modeling printer parts 

Various implementations for this technology can be found 
in the industries of industrial and consumer products and, 
more specific, industries of automotive, medical, aerospace 
and defense. Applications of this technology are Rapid 
Prototyping (RP), Rapid Tooling (RT) and Direct Digital 
Manufacturing (DDM) [5]. The parts produced for these 
sectors need to be firm and fit the prospective functionality, 
but 3D printing for RP, RT and DDM is a relatively new 
technology and in the literature there are only a few studies 
related to dimensional accuracy and categorization [6], [7], 
[8]. In this paper we studied the coherence and repeatability of 
linear and circular dimensions of parts produced by a 3D 
printer using the Multi-jet Modeling (MJM) process. We 
classified the above dimensions and categorized their quality 
according the International Tolerance Grade. 

II. SCOPE 
The most important applications for MJM 3D printing 

technology are any situation in which there is a need for a high 
fidelity mock up, with complex objects, moving parts, 
constant service finish, fine resolution, and accuracy. The 
most crucial aspect for ensuring the dimensional repeatability 
of the printed parts is the dimensional accuracy which 
represents the degree of agreement between designed 
prescription and the manufactured product dimensions. The 
current dimensioning and tolerance standards evaluate the 
dimensional accuracy of a component part through its size and 
shape [9].  

The variation in size of the manufactured products is very 
crucial for the applications that this technology is applied for. 
We examined different linear dimensions in the X, Y and Z 
axis and circular dimensions at the top and the bottom of a 
vertical cylinder to categorize the produced samples according 
to the ISO 286 International Tolerance Grades table reference. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
For our experiment we designed an L like 3D shape 

combined with a cylinder near one of its corner, but not 
tangential to the edges, as shown in Fig. 2. This shape gave us 
the opportunity to examine external linear dimensions (length, 
width and height of the L shape) and outer circular dimensions 
(diameter of the cylinder). The dimensions have been chosen 
so that they belong to different Basic Size ranges of the 
International Tolerance Grades Table.  

 
Fig. 2: Designed part dimensions in mm 

Eight independent parts (Fig. 3) were produced from the 
same STL file using an Objet Eden250 3D printer. We 
selected High speed printing mode (30-micron) and glossy 
surface at the printing process to have more sleek surfaces and 
only at the bottom of the parts the FullCure705 support was 
printed to ground them. For all parts Veroblack Opaque 
material was used. 

The Eden250 printer (Fig. 4) is an ultra-thin-layer, high-
resolution 3D printer for rapid prototyping and rapid 
manufacturing. Some technical specifications of the printer 
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are: Net build size 250mm X 250mm X 200mm, Build 
resolution at X-axis: 600dpi, at Y-axis: 300dpi, and Z-axis: 
1600dpi, Horizontal build layers down to 16 micron at High 
Quality and down to 30 micron at High speed printing mode, 
0.1-0.2mm typical accuracy varying according to geometry, 
part orientation and print size, Materials supported: FullCure 
720 Model Transparent, VeroWhite Opaque, VeroBlue 
Opaque, VeroBlack Opaque and Support type FullCure705 
Support [10]. 

 
Fig. 3: The eight printed parts 

 
Fig. 4: OBJET EDEN250 MJM 3D printer 

The printed parts were measured by three micrometers, with 
measuring ranges of 0-25mm, 25mm-50mm and 50mm-75mm 
each. We measured the height (Z-Print Axis) at ten 
measurement points on the upper top surfaces (rectangle and 
circle surface) and at nine measurement points on the lower 
top surface (points HA1-HA10, HB1-HB9 -Fig. 5), the length 
(Y-Print Axis) at six measurement points on the upper 
rectangle and at six measurement points on the lower rectangle 
(LA1-LA6, LB1-LB6 - Fig. 6), the width (X-Print Axis) at ten 

measurement points (W1-W10 - Fig. 7) and the dimeter at four 
measurement points (D1-D4 - Fig. 8). 

 
Fig. 5: Measured Height points 

 
Fig. 6: Measured Length points 

 
Fig. 7: Measured Width points 
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Fig. 8: Measured Diameter points 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
In Chart 1 and Chart 2 the values of height or Z-Print Axis 

is presented and although the median is very close to the 
designed dimension, the variation of errors (±3σ) sometimes 
extends the printer’s nominal accuracy of 0.2mm given by the 
constructor. The measurement points 7-10 of HA, which 
correspond to the top face of the cylinder have even better 
median values, but larger variation values too. We used the 
High Speed print mode and probably at High Quality print 
mode this phenomenon could be eliminated, so further 
investigation has to be done with another experiment. 

By examining the Y-Print Axis with dimensions LA and 
LB, values of which are represented in Chart 3 and Chart 4, 
we note that length is oversized and the variation of errors is 
very small, excluding measurement points 4, 5 and 6 of LB 
which are at the lower layer. 

This observation occurs also in Chart 5, for measurement 
points W6 – W9 of width dimension, which represents the X-
Print Axis. The oversizing of the base layer dimensions is 
thought to be caused by the support material layer which is 
printed prior to the main printing process of the part. The 
Support material is less compact and causes partial diffusion 
into the lower levels of the printed parts. 

The medians and the variations in diameter of a cylinder at 
four different measurement points, two on the top and two on 
the bottom are represented in Chart 6. From the results we 
ascertain that the bottom of the cylinder is undersized, while 
the top face is oversized and with bigger variation. This 
finding confirms that geometry is a very basic aspect 
considering the variation of accuracy and more investigation 
about the geometry error is required. 

 
Chart 1: Variations of Height HA 

 

 
Chart 2: Variations of Height HB 
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Chart 3: Variations of Length LA 

 
Chart 4: Variations of Length LB 

 
Chart 5: Variations of Width W 

 
Chart 6: Variations of Diameter D 

The International Tolerance Grade (ITG) specifies 
tolerances with associated manufacturing processes for a given 
dimension. It indicates how precise an industrial process is 
and according to ISO 286-1:2010 for sizes up to 3150mm 
there are twenty values, IT01, IT0, IT1..IT18. The lower the 
IT grade number is, the higher is the precision of a machining 
process. For measuring tools IT01-IT7 is required. IT7-IT11 
are grades for Fits and IT12-IT18 for Large Manufacturing 
Tolerances [11], [12]. 

The process Tolerance T can be calculated by the following 
function: 

 
where ITG is the IT Grade category value (for IT5-IT18),  
and D is the Geometrical mean dimension in mm:  

 
where Dmin and Dmax are the limits of the dimension range. 
There are twenty one ranges for sizes up to 3150mm and the 
values of standard tolerance grades according to IT grades and 
Nominal size are shown in Table 4 [13]. 

To specify the IT grade for the size of two parallel opposite 
surfaces we examined the shaft through all LA values for one 
dimension (Y-Axis) and W values 1,2,3,10 for the second 
dimension (X-Axis). The size of cylinder type was examined 
with all the values of D. Table 1 - Table 3 show the minimum 
and maximum values for the examined measurement points 
and the difference of these in μm. From Table 4: 
• For LA size, Y-Print Axis, with the nominal value of 12 

mm and maximum difference of 20 μm we assign the 
IT8 grade. 

• For W size, X-Print Axis, with the nominal value of 32 mm 
and maximum difference of 40 μm we assign the IT9 
grade 

• For D size, cylinder type, with the nominal value of 16 mm 
and maximum difference of 90 μm we assign the IT11 
grade. 
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 All three sizes are categorized to IT11 grade at maximum 
which means that they belong to the Fits area of IT grades. 

Table 1: Tolerance of the Y-Axis 

LA Min 
mm 

Max 
mm 

(Max-Min) X 
1000 μm/mm 

1 12,04 12,06 20 μm 
2 12,02 12,04 20 μm 
3 12,04 12,055 15 μm 
4 12,04 12,05 10 μm 
5 12,02 12,04 20 μm 
6 12,04 12,06 20 μm 

  
Table 2: Tolerance of the Y-Axis 

W Min 
mm 

Max 
mm 

(Max-Min) X 
1000 μm/mm 

1 32,07 32,085 15 μm 
2 32,06 32,08 20 μm 
3 32,07 32,09 20 μm 
10 32,07 32,11 40 μm 

 
Table 3: Tolerance of the cylinder 

D Min 
mm 

Max 
mm 

(Max-Min) X 
1000 μm/mm 

1 15,93 16,00 70 μm 
2 15,91 16,00 90 μm 
3 16,01 16,05 40 μm 
4 16,03 16,05 20 μm 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
From the experimental values and the analysis that followed 
we made some conclusions, which are summarized below: 
• Dimensions in the X and Y axis are always oversized. 
• The accuracy of the base of the produced parts is poorer in 

both X and Y axis. 
• The accuracy in Z axis is smaller than the other two axis 

and it depends on both the geometrical shape, rectangle 
or cylinder, and the height of layer. 

• The cylinder diameter is undersized at the top, oversized at 
the base and with less accuracy at the top level. 

• The X, Y and cylinder size belong to the Fits area of IT 
grades. 

This is a preliminary study on the IT grade specification for 
the MJM 3D-print process. Further study examining the 

tolerance of holes and channels in 3D printed objects by this 
technology is required. 
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Abstract— This paper presents a dedicated architectural design 

framework for Medical Cyber Physical Systems (MCPS). This 
framework is a dynamic event based sensing and monitoring system 
designed by integrating the full functionality of cyber physical 
system. The system adapts the concept of local and global awareness 
for intelligent decision making in physical and cyber world. 
Moreover, the new introduced concept of human-centered 
architecture allows improving the efficiency of the decisional process 
by fusion of data perceived by human senses and environment data 
measured by sensor networks. 
 

Keywords— cyber-physical system, event driven system, human 
perception, human-centered architecture.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
N a previous work [1] an analysis of the current trends in the 
development and use of medical cyber-physical systems 

(MCPS) has underlined that medical device industry is 
undergoing a rapid transformation, embracing the potential of 
embedded software and network connectivity in a distinct class 
of distributed systems that simultaneously control multiple 
aspects of the patient’s physiology using a combination of 
embedded software controlling the devices, networking 
capabilities, and complicated physical dynamics that patient 
bodies exhibit. The MCPS re-quires a large number of 
dispersed sensors to collect information and high-performance 
computing to control the physical unit to execute tasks. 
However, by placing MCPS in a network environment a lot of 
potential uncertainties in the decision-making process should 
be solved, while respecting the time limits imposed by this 
process. Therefore, it is necessary to predict the influence of 
the result of the decision within the time and the physical 
environment according to the uncertainty factors. MCPS must 
be able to combine the characteristics of information world 
and the physical world to build a stable coalition system, and 
predict the cyber physical system overhead and performance at 
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the same time. In the decisional process, the person is the 
designed initiator, while the physical unit is an interactive 
bridge of the digital world and the real environment. 
   Accepting the decisive role of the person in decision-
making, this paper aims to describe a human-centered CPS 
architecture. Such system needs to collect environmental 
information, personalized information and human behavior 
information, then transform the information into useful 
knowledge for understanding environmental and people. The 
architecture is a multilevel layered one and includes the 
concept of data aggregation, knowledge classification and 
enrichment based on events generated from the physical world. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Even if at about 9 years after US National Science 
Foundation (NSF) has identified (in 2006) cyber-physical 
systems (CPS) as a key area of research [2], the concept of 
CPS is not unified as a clear definition, one can consider for 
the distinct class of medical CPS the approach of Lee and 
Sokolsky [3] which believe that MCPS is an assembly which 
integrates computing medical devices, communications, and 
physical processes, embeds computer real-time monitors and 
controls the physical process is satisfactory. There are three 
common points of these theories: 1) interconnection by 
network between the computation system and the physical 
system; 2) monitoring capabilities; 3) real-time performance. 
What we intend to bring to your attention is the constantly 
increasing role of human factor in the decision to be taken as a 
result of the events that cause changes. 

Event based approach for systems’ control is becoming a 
hot topic in different domains. Makedon et al [4] presents an 
architectural framework to assist human’s daily activities using 
identification mechanisms for events that influence the 
actuators and alter the human behavior in a closed loop 
process. The advantages of the framework are dynamic context 
awareness, adaptiveness, self-repairing and high confidence 
that couples computational power with physical testbed 
control. A similar idea can be found in [5], where the authors 
propose a human-interactive HILS (Hardware-In-the-Loop 
Simulation) framework developed to support CPS reliability 
and reusability in a fully distributed operating environment. 
Yuanyuan et al [6] suggest a dynamic hierarchical model for 
health monitoring system which adapts fusion of event driven 
context model. Don et al [7] propose an architectural design 
framework for remote health care monitoring system. This 
framework is a dynamic event based sensing and monitoring 
system designed by integrating the full functionality of cyber 
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physical system. The system adapts the concept of local and 
global awareness for intelligent decision making in physical 
and cyber world. 

Efficient communication is needed between physical world 
and the cyber world. Kyoung et al [8] present a novel 
information centric to support CPSs. 

The architecture is based on a cluster of real time embedded 
databases which communicate and control wireless sensors 
networks to extract important collective information. From the 
above surveyed research papers, the most important is model 
design frameworks. Such a framework having the potential to 
manage different events from different sources, aggregate 
those events and generate meaningful information augmented 
with those offered by the human perception system will be dis-
cussed in the next section. 

III. DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF A HUMAN-CENTERED CPS 
ARCHITECTURE 

Medical cyber physical systems combine both physical and 
cyber world resources. Fig. 1 shows the proposed architecture. 

Two types of data analysis were considered in the design 

stage. The first one is the motion analysis which includes 
capturing the body motion of a patient for analyzing the patient 
behavior. The second one is signal analysis i.e., analysis of the 
data received from various sensors connected to the patient. 
This architecture is based on two levels of data processing. 
The lower (Level 1) is the machine learning which includes 
different algorithms for event identification. The upper (Level 
2) is the semantic awareness level. At this level the system can 
generate the highest interpretation about the current situation 
semantically. The system is generic multi-layered architecture 
with the following components: 

A. Sensors and Actuators 
   Sensors captures motions and signals that provides a 
communication interface between physical and cyber world. 
The signal sensor captures various body parameters such as 
ECG, blood pressure, temperatures etc. 

These signal attributes can represent various body 
conditions of a patient. The motion sensors capture various 

body movements. With the help of actuators the systems are 
able to change the physical attributes such as triggering alarm, 
wheel chair movement etc. 

B. Local and Global Awareness 
Awareness is an understanding of the activity of others, 

which provides a context for your own activity. From the 
proposed sys-tem point of view, Global awareness is the 
ability to sense and retrieve meaningful information from the 
physical and cyber world as a single entity, whereas local 
awareness is the ability to sense the physical world as an 
individual entity. 

C. Local Event Controller 
   An event can be defined as any occurrence in the physical 
world at a specific time and location, denoted by E. The type 
of event considered are the events generated from different 
biophysical and motion sensors. The local event controller 
process the events based on local event policies, and only 
those which are meaningful will be send to the cyber world for 
further analysis. Each event is characterized by set of features 
(the event header) E={Ea, Ei, Et, El} where Ea is the event 
attribute, Ei is the event identification. Et is the time at which 
the event is occurred and finally El is the location where the 
event happens. Event policies are set of policies based on the 
conditional operators CO, each of them having a fixed set of 
preferential choices by which the event can be further 
processed or discarded. 

The triggered events from the physical world, with the help 
of communication channel will be received at the cyber space. 
The received events are then stacked as either motion analysis 
unit or signal analysis unit depending on the type of event 
received. The received signals are then processed by the CPS 
event processing controller. CPS event processing is an inner 
closed loop controller by which the received events are further 
processed. The preprocessed events accepted by the policy 
manager are forwarded to different levels for processing. In 
our system, we have proposed two levels which can process 
individually and take action based on the status notifier. Status 
notifier works as the same concept of lookup tables. It checks 
the events and provides meaningful information for selecting 
the levels in-side the controller. Level 1 includes machine 
learning algorithms for predicting simple events. Level 2 will 
be considered if the system needs a global awareness of the 
event happening at the physical world. The corresponding 
actions are taken in each level in the cyber space and 
forwarded to the physical world for taking necessary actions in 
real time. 

IV. HUMAN PERCEPTION-BASED DECISIONAL PROCESS 
In a MCPS, human always plays an important role, being in 

the same time the object of the system services and the 
decision maker. CPS is the communication bridge of the 
physical world and the digital world. People play a leading 
role in the physical world; therefore, the systems not only need 
to perceive the environment, but also perceive the people. 

 

 
Fig. 1 MCPS architecture 
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With the aid of the human perception system one can help the 
system to act in the form the people perceive the world and 
thus approaching closer to the people's decision-making in 
order to enhance the intelligent effect of the decisional 
process. 

The human perception system is usually divided into 
sensation and perception. The sensation is the reflection of 
individual properties that directly act on the individual sensory 
stimulation, including external and internal feeling. External 
feeling is caused by an external stimulus, reflecting the sense 
of the characteristics of external things, such as vision, 
hearing, smell, taste and feel of the skin. The receptors located 
on the body surface, as skin sensory receptors and taste 
receptors are known as contact receptors, while visual, 
auditory and olfactory receptors, which can detect external 
things at a distance, are known as long-distance receptors. 
Internal feelings, also known as the body's sleep, relative to 
reflect the feeling of the external environment such as vision, 
hearing, feeling reflects the internal state of the body and 
internal changes, including the use of feeling, sense of balance 
and visceral sensation. 

The perception is the procedure that organizes individual 
sensory information into meaningful perception, object 
perception and social perception. The CPS sys-tem is more 
concerned about physical perception. Object perception is the 
perception of material things and external relations. Any 
matter or thing present spatial characteristics, time features and 
movement change. Therefore, the perception of the object 
includes space perception, time perception and motion 
perception. The spatial perception reflects the perception of 
the spatial characteristics of the object like shape, size, depth, 
orientation, etc. The time perception reflects continuity and 
sequence of the objective phenomenon. Motion perception 
reflects objects spatial displacement and speed. 

All external stimulation perceived by humans must first be 
received, stored and analyzed by the human perception system, 
and then can have effect on people. Sensory reacts to 
appropriate stimulation and process the information, thus 
forming a meaningful sense of perception, then filter, 
according to the subjective demand, in order to select only 
useful information, while ignoring other insignificant things. 
At this point, we can consider that the human sensory system 
can complete the data collection in the physical layer of the 
CPS system, and the organization of the perception system 
knowledge base and of the CPS system knowledge base are 
very similar. 

In is true that in early CPS system, people and physical units 
(sensors) perceived the environment, gathered information, 
analyzed the data collected, made decision, and finally 
complete the execution of tasks by sending control commands 
to the remote execution unit. However, with the advance of the 
intelligence in the CPS system, information analysis and 
decision-makers gradually shifted from people to computing 
unit. People only need to perceive the environment and make 
the demand, and then the computing unit and physical unit deal 

with all the subsequent work. In order to allow the 
computation unit to take decisions that meet people’s need, we 
need to understand and perceive the environment from 
people’s perspective. 

Based on the CPS architecture of human perception, the 
computation unit is di-vided into three levels: the computation 
layer, network layer and physical layer (see fig. 2). The 
computation layer is the core of the CPS system, where data 
storage, decision-making and the formation of a knowledge 
base are. In other words, knowledgebase is the brain of CPS. 
The purpose of the knowledge base is to make the machine to 
understand better the data meaning, and its role is similar to 
the perception, ultimately in order to assist decision making. 
The formation of the knowledge base not only allows the data 
to fit into the system, but also improves the efficiency of 
decision-making. The network layer is a communication layer 
in the CPS system, primarily as a channel of communication 
exchanges, in which routing, data transmission, data 
forwarding etc. are completed. The physical layer is the 
interactive terminal between the CPS system and the physical 
world, where sensors are used to collect the data of the 
physical world, and actuators to change the physical world 
environment. Thus, at the same time of the perception of the 
physical world, CPS system also needs to perceive people by 
perceiving what people perceive. 

The physical layer of the CPS architecture based on the 
human perception includes interactive communication 
function. The communication interaction ac-cording to 
people’s exchanges is divided into reading, listening, speaking, 
writing and observing; the traditional human-computer 
interaction command is initiated by the way of writing 
commands input through the keyboard and other external 
devices. The system then starts to execute commands after 
reading inputs. How-ever, with speaking and listening added to 
this behavior, one can improve the performance of a more 
complex CPS, while simplifying the operation of human 
behavior, so that the human-computer interaction is more 
convenient. Observation is a deeper interaction; if the system 
can observe the behavior of the person and analyzes it to 
identify the human needs, it can play a very good supporting 
role on decisions classification and prediction. Moreover, by 
the system self-learning the system is able to improve the 
decisional process, mostly by observing the timely receipt of 
feedback after the task is completed. In general, interactive 
communication can lead on the one hand to the optimization of 
information processing, and on the other hand, can improve 
the convenience of the human-computer interaction, using a 
variety of means of communication that makes easier to 
convey the demands to the system, capable of making the 
formulation of a strategy closer to the people's need. 

Unlike the traditional process control systems whose 
architecture basically centers on machines for the acquisition 
of environmental information and for the execution of tasks 
according to specific rules, the CPS architecture based on 
human perception will understand multi-faceted information 
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by its own knowledge base on the environment status, and will 
apply dynamically adjustable rules for per-forming tasks. The 
CPS data may be divided into environmental, human, time, 
positional and historical information. The system unifies the 
existing rules to formulate the decision-making according to 
these five types of information. Time and location information 
is the key relationship between human and environment. 
Historical information is in order to find the context of data 
information and rules that can discover a way to deal with the 
similar issue. Therefore, it is the simplest step to enhance the 
function of efficiency. Data acquisition is basically completed 
by sensors, but in a human-centered CPS architecture, the 
information is separated in two categories: human data and 
environment data. There is an internal link between human and 
environment information which offers a certain significance 
that is the same under time and space and hence, make time 
and space information as a condition for the human and 
environment data fusion. After this information fusion, the 
system could make a reasonable decision by using the 
knowledge base, and then send the appropriate command to 
actuators. If the result is not ideal, one can return to the 
knowledge base, adjust the decisions and proceed to the new 
execution, until satisfied. To summarize, let mention the steps 
of the decision making process in a human-centered MCPS : 

 

1) Getting of  the human and environment information 
2) Filtering the imperfect or insignificant information 
3) Storing data to database 
4) Time and space based human and environment data 

fusion 
5) Decision making by using data fusion and knowledge 

base access Send commands for execution by actuators 
6) If the result is unsatisfactory, return to step 5 
7) End the decisional process 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
The proposed human-centered architecture for a MCPS 

work on the principles of event based classification and 
interpretation. By introducing the concept of local and global 
awareness the method can achieve higher understanding 
between the physical world and the cyber world. On the other 
hand, correlation of environment data from sensors (in 
particular from the body area networks) and information 
from the human perception system guarantees an 
improvement of the decisional process, primarily by reducing 
the computation time and storage, secondly by enabling 
performance improvement by iterative feedback adjustments.  
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Abstract—The last few years have seen the eastern 

Mediterranean sea evolving its status from a popular touristic 
destination to a petroleum deposit field with multiple oil rigs already 
established in Cyprus and Israel whilst scanning surveyors are 
crisscrossing the Greek vicinity. Increased interest in underground 
structures, such as underground faults discussed in this paper, is now 
not only due to its geological significance in tectonics and geophysics 
but also in some cases as potential reserves of hydrocarbons. 
Extensive thorough surveys of decades have yielded analogue 
tectonic maps comprised of multiple information encompassing 
geographical areas’ drawings, underground faults, earthquake 
epicenters, volcanic cones, border lines and other useful information 
all fused together in a single product. The purpose of this research 
work is to identify solely underground faults as distinct objects from 
the tectonic map of Greece and also extract the coordinates of the 
planar extent of each individual underground fault. The end product 
is a digital map of the possible planar location and extent of 
underground faults in the Greek vicinity. 
 

Keywords—data mining, feature extraction, digital image 
processing, underground faults, tectonic maps, digital mapping 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 
NDERGROUND faults have been objects of significant 
interest in geology [1] as they are strongly related with 

the motions of the Earth’s crust [2]. In the Greek vicinity, in 
particular, underground faults are quite extensive [1] and some 
of them are seismically active [1,3] because of the sinking 
motion of the African plate beneath the Eurasian plate [2] and 
the fact that they compose areas of storage of seismic energy 
[4]. As of late they have also become objects of interest 
because of their proximity to regions believed to host 
hydrocarbons [5] both for safety issues regarding oil rigs [6] 
as well as safety issues regarding the economies of the 
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neighboring countries. In explaining the latter, countries in the 
Mediterranean sea rely heavily on tourism [7] and are aware 
of the fact that the Mediterranean is a closed sea [8] only 
replenishing its waters once every ninety years.    
 Over the last few decades several companies and 
institutions tried to produce tectonic maps of the Greek 
vicinity using various techniques such as acoustics, 
electromagnetic, gravity meters, active and passive 
tomography, etc. [9] but very few and usually older ones are 
being made openly available and even fewer are trustworthy-
concrete. Exceptional and publicly available work in that field 
is conducted for the Greek vicinity by the IGME institute [10] 
which has composed a tectonic map of Greece comprising 
together various types of information such as  underground 
faults, earthquake epicenters, volcanic cones etc. embedded 
upon a geographical drawing of Greece and surrounding 
countries including border information. The purpose of this 
research work is to extract from the overall image only the 
useful information, which in our case is solely the 
underground faults’ drawing alone as individual distinct 
objects, and information of the planar extent of each 
individual underground fault. All individual objects are then 
merged together to produce a new digital map of the Greek 
vicinity only containing a planar representation of the 
underground faults scattered through it. 
 

II. METHODOLOGY 
Beginning with the tectonic map and its full context, we 

want to create and separate only the underground faults as 
objects. Foremost, we take the image with containing the 
recorded underground faults and with an image processing 
tool, eg. Photoshop or Gimp freeware, we ensure that all 
underground faults are drawn by lines of the same color, eg. 
black or white in the figures that follow depending on the 
application. This is a meticulous process that must be done 
carefully, as many maps containing underground faults also 
contain additional data such as ground elevation or location of 
rivers, seismic activity, volcano cones, etc. therefore we must 
always verify that what is marked as underground fault is 
indeed that.  

Semi-automated object identification and 
features extraction of underground faults from 

tectonic maps 
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Fig. 1 Processed tectonic map of Greece with all underground faults 
presented by unique colored lines. The original map prior processing 
was obtained from IGME [10] 

 
 
Next, for memory management purposes, we can extract a 

new image in grayscale with the underground faults marked 
by black or dark grey stripes, with the next step being the 
objectification of each individual underground fault.  

 
 

 
 
Fig. 2 Schematic flowchart of the of the underground fault objects 
identification and features extraction algorithm 

 
 
In order to create objects from images, we have to filter 

them out of the image. To do so we exploit the narrow 
underground faults color range, thereby removing all other 
information represented by other colors. This was done by 
implementing functions that transform an image into matrix 
data, with numbers associated to pixel colors, and apply 

thresholding to only maintain all the pixels in the selected 
color range and remove the rest. The resulting image is in 
effect a black and white figure only demonstrating free pixels 
positioned within the location range of the multiple present 
underground faults. The x and y coordinates of each pixel’s 
location is known and recorded but at this stage all pixels are 
free not belonging in a particular object. Creating objects that 
actually correspond to individual underground faults was the 
next task for which several connectivity algorithms were 
tested. Expert knowledge was also imported to discriminate 
between separate intercrossing underground faults and single 
structures that were exhibiting branches. 

 
 

        (a)       (b)        (c) 
 
Fig. 3 (a) selected area of interest, (b) interim grayscale image, 
(c) final image only containing those pixels corresponding to 
underground faults    

 
 
The emerging objects are actually matrices containing the 

horizontal and vertical components of the pixels’ positions 
belonging to a particular distinct underground fault. Each 
individual object, i.e. underground fault, can be plotted 
individually or along with any other selected underground for 
any particular area of interest or the entire tectonic map itself. 
Furthermore measurements can be derived regarding the 
proximity of any specific underground fault to areas of 
increased seismic activity, heavily populated cities, 
construction sites of large structures, oil rigs, etc. that might be 
helpful assessing potential hazard risks. 

 

III. RESULTS 
One significant problem encountered in processing tectonic 

maps is their memory size and the fact that lossy compression 
algorithms yield loss of potential useful information and alter 
the initial image. As such we resolved to partition the image 
into smaller figures and ensure pixels’ coordinates were 
organized as such so as to be able to reassemble together the 
processed figures in produce the processed map as a whole.  

The following figure (Fig. 4) demonstrates the application 
of the above methodology to the north-west quarter of the 
Greek tectonic map partitioned in four quarters. The upper left 
and upper right parts of Fig. 4 show the underground faults on 
the north-west part of the Greek tectonic map in color and in 
grayscale, respectively. The lower left part shows all the pixels 
that comprise all the detected underground faults. The lower 
right part of Fig. 4 zooms in the seismically active area of 
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Kefalonia and presents all underground faults present as 
distinct objects. Underground faults are depicted in white and 
when the user selects to work with one or more of them then 
those underground faults in particular change their color to 
black in order to stand out within the overall group of 
underground faults in that region.   

   
 

 
 
Fig. 4  Partitioning application of the proposed methodology in the 
north-west part of the Greek vicinity 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 5 All processed partitions reassembled together to 
comprise a digital map with underground faults as single 
objects depicted by white color lines.   
   

All processed partitions are then reassembled together to 
comprise an overall processed digital map of the entire 
country where every single underground fault present is 
manifested as a distinct object. As objects, all spatial 
information regarding the extent and planar dimension of any 
underground fault, are readily available as a set of matrix 
coordinates. 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
The very nature of underground faults makes their 

identification and distinction in two dimensional maps a 
complex process. Apart from orientation, which can be a 
discriminative factor, there is no apparent way to clarify 
whether two or more underground faults are intercrossing 
physically or phenomenally, or whether we are viewing 
branches of a single structure. Nonetheless, import of expert 
knowledge [1,11] or additional data, such a depth extent where 
available, can vastly improve the integrity of the classification 
process.  

The benefits from identifying underground faults as distinct 
objects are numerous. Foremost they can be studied both 
individually and in relation to other ones traversing the same 
region. Features such as vertical coordinates and planar 
expansion are recorded and documented enabling temporal 
comparisons [12] with previous or later data recordings. If 
combined with information regarding their depth expansion 
then it is possible to derive three dimensional models [13,14] 
and investigate for actual physical interaction [11,15] amongst 
two or more underground faults and wider underground faults’ 
networks.   
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Abstract—The relationship between family control and financial 

performance of firms has been subject to numerous studies in the past 
literature. However, the academic literature has been particularly 
silent on family business issues in the countries of the former Eastern 
Bloc in Europe. This study aims to fill the gap in the past quantitative 
research focused on Czech family business firms and reflects the need 
for reasons explaining the differences between family and non-family 
firms. Based on a review of literature and semi-structured interviews 
with family firm founders and employees, we summarize the main 
advantages and disadvantages of family control over firms in the 
Czech Republic and propose measures to prevent failure of family 
firms including succession issues. We also identified multiple gaps in 
contemporary family business research. 
 

Keywords—Family business, advantages, disadvantages, 
succession, interviews, Czech Republic  

I. INTRODUCTION 
amily firms, their particularities and differences from non-
family businesses have received considerable academic 

attention especially in the last three decades. According to 
various estimates, they represent a major part of economies in 
developed as well as developing countries. Family business 
research has been focused on family business definition, 
performance gaps between family and non-family firms, but 
also on social and psychological aspects of family firms. 
However, the academic literature has been particularly silent 
on family business issues in the countries of the former Eastern 
Bloc in Europe (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Hungary, 
among others). 
 Several quantitative studies have already been carried out, 
finding differences between family and non-family firms. 
However, it is also necessary to ask the “why” and “how” 
questions. Such kind of empirical investigation requires 
adopting a qualitative approach.   
 This article is based on semi-structures interviews with 
family firm founders and employees, including the family and 
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non-family ones. The research questions we ask are: What are 
the main advantages and disadvantages of family control over 
a firm? What measures can be proposed to avoid distress of 
family firms? At what are the main challenges for future 
research?  

 The article is organized in the following manner: first, a 
review of related literature is carried out. Then, we introduce 
the methods we use to explore the above-mentioned research 
questions. Subsequently, a discussion is presented to explain 
the major findings and provide concluding remarks. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The importance of family business as an academic discipline 

is due to the high number of family firms, which account for a 
major share of economies around the world [1]. The literature 
review presented in this article is focused on the following 
topics: the definition of family firms, differences between 
family and non-family firms, and current empirical findings on 
family firms in the Czech Republic. 

A. Definition of Family Firms 
A whole lot of possible definitions can be found in the past 

literature. They can be divided into “essence” and 
“involvement” criteria [2]. 

The “essence” approach includes the “intention for 
succession”, self-identification as a family business, or 
behavioural aspects (“familiness”) as distinguishing factors of 
family firms ([3]; [4]) .Obviously, it is quite difficult to treat 
such definitions in a quantitative manner. Perhaps this is one 
of the reasons that the other class of definitions, “involvement 
criteria”, are prevailing in the academic literature [2]. Such 
criteria deal with the involvement of family in different areas 
of control over a company. 

Despite the fact that there is no consensus on what defines a 
family firm, almost all “involvement” criteria include three 
dimensions of family control [2]:  

1. one or several families hold a significant part of the share 
capital; 

2. family members retain significant control over the 
company, which depends on the distribution of capital 
and voting rights among nonfamily shareholders, with 
possible statutory or legal restrictions;  

3. family members hold top management and/or supervisory 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Family 
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Evidence from the Czech Republic 
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board positions. 
The debate on whether “involvement” criteria are sufficient 

or they should be accompanied by “essence” criteria is still 
open and will deserve academic attention in the future. It 
should also be noted that neither the “essence” nor the 
“involvement” define what actually constitutes a family. It is 
still not clear whether the family includes the nuclear family, 
extended family or segment of the extended family. In Table 1, 
we present the overview of De Massis et al. [2] of recurring 
criteria used to define a family business in past studies (until 
2012). Obviously, the “involvement” criteria have been by far 
more prevalent than other criteria. 

 
Table 1: Criteria used to define a family business 

Definitional criterion Frequency (%) 
Ownership 79% 
Management 53% 
Directorship 28% 
Self-identification 15% 
Multiple generations 9% 
Intra-family succession intention 7% 

Source: Adopted from De Massis et al. [2]. 
 

B. Differences between Family and Non-Family Firms 
The past research recognizes that firm-value maximization is 

not the only goal of family companies [5]. There exists a 
number of other, family-centered goals [6], such as wealth 
creation, maintaining socio-emotional wealth [7] and family 
harmony, as well as providing employment to family members. 
Besides having different goals, family firms have also been 
found to be different in terms of long-term orientation (the 
intention of family business owners to preserve the family 
inheritance for its transmission to following generations [8].  

While a large number of past studies found superior 
financial performance of family businesses compared to non-
family ones (e.g. [9]), other authors, such as O'Boyle et al. [10] 
found no significant main effects. According to a recent study, 
there exists an economically weak, albeit statistically 
significant, superior performance compared to non-family 
firms [11]. Besides different goals, performance differences 
are often explained by agency costs reduction. Since the 
interests of owners and hired managers are different, managers 
may act in order to maximize their own utilities instead of 
those of the shareholders [12]. This ambiguity can be 
mitigated in the case of family firms. However, other authors 
suggest that with family altruism and conflict between majority 
and minority shareholders, principal conflict can exist, 
offsetting advantages. 

C. Family Businesses in the Czech Republic 
The history of Czech family firms has never been 

summarized in detail. The industrial revolution resulted in the 
emergence of many manufacturing firms that remained in the 
control of family after the death of the founder, such as the 
manufacturing firms of herbal liquor Becher, furniture 

manufacturer Thonet, piano manufacturer Petrof, or shoe 
manufacturer Baťa. After the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire, Czech family firms started to develop rapidly [13] and 
became the backbone of the Czech economy. After the World 
War II, the leadership was taken over by the communist party, 
which resulted in nationalization of Czech family firms, and 
liquidation of entrepreneurship and private ownership in 
general. 40 years later, the fall of the Iron Curtain in 1989 
represented an important milestone, since private ownership 
was re-established and restituted. However, family firms had 
to deal with issued related to economic transformation: 
economic crime, bad legal environment, inefficient financial 
sector, bad work ethic, insufficient competitiveness and 
obsolete technologies. 

Czech family businesses have been recently getting a topic of 
interest especially due to “succession issues”. While by the 
beginning of nineties we could hardly speak of any family 
businesses, more than 25 years later it is quite common that 
owners already have transferred their businesses to their heirs 
or have at least started considering it. From this viewpoint, the 
situation in the Czech Republic is no different from the 
situation of family businesses in other developed European 
countries. 

Czech family businesses have received academic attention 
only recently and deeper understanding of their nature and 
significance is still missing. There are no official statistics and 
only few educational programs and consulting services for 
family firms. 

Family businesses been addressed especially by non-
academic press. In 2008, Czech authors Koráb et al. [14] 
published a book focused on family business. An overview of 
50 largest Czech family firms has been published by Forbes in 
2014 [15]. According to a recent survey, Czech family firms 
are seen positively and are associated with tradition and 
quality [16].  

It is estimated that Czech family firms do not differ 
significantly from non-family firms in terms of industry 
affiliation [17]. Most of them operate in the manufacturing 
sector where they have been found to be better performing 
than non-family firms [18]. A matched-pair investigation of 
Czech family and non-family businesses has been carried out 
with a sample of large and medium-sized companies [19] 
finding that Czech family firms were performing better in 
terms of profitability. They have also found to carry less debt 
and to keep more short-term capital [20]. These recent studies, 
rather quantitative in nature, however lack the answers to the 
“why” and “how” questions. This represents a research gap, 
which is the subject of interest of this article. 

III. METHODS 
In order to explore the main advantages and disadvantages 

of family firms, and to propose measures to avoid distress of 
family firms, we adopted a qualitative approach. We used 
semi-structured individual and group interviews with family 
firm founders and employees, including non-family members. 
Such approach enables searching for explanations in an open 
and confidential way. The interviews had the format of open 
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questions, which allows for asking of follow up questions to 
dig more into detail. The research has been carried out in six 
Czech family firms [21]. The questions were focused on the 
following issues: 

• What advantages and disadvantages of family firms do 
the respondents see? 

• Will family firm owners prefer family employees over 
non-family employees? 

• What are the main threats of family control? 
• Is there any particular need of government support? 

 
While six managers were interviewed individually, the 

regular employees (14 of them, including family and non-
family members) have been interviewed in groups. We 
decided to choose family firms from various industries 
(accounting, auditing, tax advisory, wholesale, entertainment, 
and travel) in order to gain a broader view on the topic of 
interest. While it is clear that the qualitative research does not 
allow for generalizing the results, it is necessary to collect and 
develop ideas and explanations that cannot be provided by 
quantitative surveys. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Since the record of interviews is long, we do not state the 

full answers, but instead we provide the main findings from the 
interviews and confront them with prior research in the domain 
of family business. 

A. Advantages of Family Firms 
Based on the interviews, it seems that family firms are long-

term oriented and care about the future. This is supported by 
prior research [1]. This is associated with a possible greater 
stability: even in the bad times, family ties keep their firm 
running, which can be seen as a “pillow” that non-family firms 
lack. Stability of family firms in a more general perspective, 
especially in terms of income and revenue stability, has been 
reported by multiple researches such as Lee [23]. However, 
stability and change are sometimes considered to be in a trade-
off relationship [24]. Aversion to change can possibly limit the 
opportunities of growth, which has been reported by some 
researchers [25]. 

Another aspect of stability mentioned by the respondents was 
a lower fluctuation of employees. This is also consistent with 
prior literature, which reports lower rotation of employees, 
positive employment atmosphere and unwillingness to fire 
employees during the times of crisis. A better working 
environment was also reported by the respondents in our 
interviews, even by nonfamily employees. 

Terms such as trust and friendship have been frequently 
mentioned. While they contribute to a better working 
atmosphere, they are also associated with another advantage of 
family firms mentioned by the interviewees, which is the fact 
that family ties reduce delinquency and crime. This is also 
consistent with prior research [26]. 
 Another advantage of family firms mentioned by the 
respondents is the fact that family owners are more willing to 
share knowledge and know-how with their employees. This 

can be seen as a better dissemination of knowledge (both 
formal and tacit knowledge) within family firms. This 
advantage is obvious but has not received much academic 
attention so far.  
 Family films also enjoy a positive reputation in terms of 
quality and tradition [16], which can positively affect the 
demand for their products and services. 

B. Disadvantages of Family Firms 
Conflicts seem to be one of the major drawbacks of family 

entrepreneurship. While all companies have to deal with 
interpersonal dynamics, family involvement introduces an 
additional source of complexity [27]. Conflicts can emerge 
between husband and wife, as well as between parents and 
children, between siblings, or between family and non-family 
employees.  

The first kind of conflicts can emerge between parents and 
their ancestors, and perhaps even often between fathers and 
sons. In particular, parents and children can have different 
opinions about leadership and operational tasks (they are 
supposed to have different opinions and attitudes in general). 
According to our interviews, children may consider their 
parents old-fashioned, while parents must be ready to admit 
that their children can perform better, have a better knowledge 
of current trends in technology, fashion, society, etc. The 
respondents also mentioned that parents may have too high 
expectations: children will possibly not be as good as their 
parents expect them to be. Indeed, control by heirs has been 
often associated by a lower profitability or growth in the past 
literature [28]. 

Conflicts may also arise between siblings (especially due to 
unequal emotional and material treatment), where a possible 
competition between siblings may occur, and between family 
and non-family members – in particular, non-family employees 
may see negatively parents who give preferential treatment to 
their children, or favoritism granted to relatives (nepotism). 

Conflicts between spouses (husband and wife) but also 
between generations can be due to the lack of separation of 
work and family: bringing home work-related problems, lack 
of boundaries between work and family, and working “24h a 
day”. Such kind of conflicts have been frequently reported by 
the literature [29]. Another frequently mentioned source of 
conflicts is having no hiding place at home and no possibility 
of being alone, too much togetherness [30]. 

The respondents also mentioned that family firm managers 
cannot afford to be too strict when dealing with their children 
or spouses. Unpleasant things are not easy to tell when dealing 
with own family members. Gustaffson and Norgen [32] 
mentioned that too strict policies or policies that entirely 
prevented family ties within the company could harm the 
company’s way to success in the long run. Such problems can 
emerge in the case of autocratic leadership style of the family 
firm founder [33]. However, the question how to balance 
authority and family ties has not been much discussed in the 
past research. 

Besides conflicts between family members and possible 
nepotism, there are other disadvantages seen by the 
interviewees. Because of emotional ties, a distress of a family 
firm can have a negative causal impact on the whole family. 
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This, together with the fear of losing control over family firm, 
may represent one of the sources of the large risk-aversion of 
family firms frequently reported in the past literature, which is 
usually accompanied by a reduced level of debt [20] and 
possibly a greater liquidity. However, according to some 
authors, such risk-aversion can be easily turned into risk-
willing when the risk of losing control of a family over its firm 
is too high [31]. 

C. How to Prevent Distress of Family Firms 
Possible government support may include, among others, 

introducing more flexible working hours, job sharing, but also 
reducing inheritance taxes, supporting start-ups, or providing 
easier access to long-term financing. Surprisingly, the 
respondents did not mention any particular need of state 
support. At the same time, the challenges perceived by family 
firm managers did not differ at all from challenges that non-
family firms are currently facing (globalization, 
internationalization, slower economic growth, etc.) At the 
same time, their desires are the same as those of non-family 
firms (simple and stable regulatory environment, low interest 
rates, flexible labor market, investment in infrastructure, etc.) 
From this perspective, it is questionable whether the 
government should take any measures to favor or support 
family firms.  

However, based on the presented discussion, opinions and 
suggestions of our respondents, it is possible to formulate 
certain managerial implications to avoid distress of family 
firms and improve their performance while keeping the family 
and company together. 

Cooperation on a common goal and willingness to 
participate is the basic prerequisite of family business success. 
Parents must be ready to admit that their children can perform 
better, and find the right time of succession. 

Succession is a critical point in a family business lifecycle. 
This moment should occur before the founder’s death, which is 
a basic prerequisite of knowledge and know-how sharing. 
Management shouldn’t be transferred directly. Instead, 
children should first start to work in regular positions 
(accounting, marketing) to learn how the business works. 
Ancestor have to deserve the management roles and learn 
enough skills prior to taking over management. Besides 
obtaining the necessary knowledge and skills, children also 
must be interested and motivated to work in the family firm. If 
these conditions are unmet, the performance of a family firm is 
likely to decrease. 

Nepotism has to be avoided. Parents should be neither too 
tolerant nor too autocratic. Surprisingly, requirements on 
family members are sometimes stricter than those on non-
family members. At the same time, emotional support and 
knowledge sharing can improve performance of both family 
and non-family employees. 

To avoid conflicts and envy, a clear division of roles is 
necessary. One possible way to do so it is to divide a company 
into multiple units, or assign to every successor a precisely 
defined role. Attributing equal shares on ownership to children 
can also prevent envy, but requires that all children are 
actually willing to participate on the company management. If 

some children don’t want to continue the business, but their 
siblings do, it is necessary to find a way to compensate them. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The academic literature has been particularly silent on 

issues of family business in the countries of the former Eastern 
Bloc. Despite the fact that the long-term tradition of family 
business in the Czech lands has been interrupted by the 
nationalization of private ownership after the World War II, 
after some 25 years after the fall of the Iron Curtain, many 
successful family businesses have emerged or been re-
established, such as Metalimex, Kofola, Baťa, Koh-i-noor, or 
Petrof.  

A few studies carried out in the past found that Czech family 
firms are financially different from their non-family 
counterparts. While quantitative research is suitable for 
investigating the differences between family and non-family 
firms, a qualitative approach is necessary to find the answers 
to “how” and “why” questions. This article was based on 
individual and group interviews with owners, employees and 
non-family members of six Czech family firms operating in 
various industries.  

We presented the main advantages and disadvantages of 
family firms, and the ways how to prevent nepotism, conflicts 
and to prepare conditions for a successful succession of a 
family firm to the following generation. The findings have 
been confronted with existing empirical findings. Surprisingly, 
family firm managers didn’t perceive any particular need for 
government support. 

The research also identified research gaps, which deserve 
more academic attention. In particular, the future research 
should focus on the following question: How exactly is 
knowledge and know-how disseminated in family firms and 
how does this process differ from non-family firms? How to 
improve leadership in order to avoid damaging family ties 
while being strict enough? And how to compensate children 
who don’t want to participate in the family firm in order to 
prevent envy and conflicts with their siblings? 
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Design Sequences over the Finite Field of Order
Four with High Linear Complexity and Arbitrary

Even Period
Vladimir Edemskiy

Abstract—We present a method of constructing sequences
over the finite field of order four with high linear complexity
and arbitrary even period. These sequences are obtained using
generalized Ding-Helleseth cyclotomy.

Index Terms—Linear complexity, finite field, sequences

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR cryptographic applications, the linear complexity (L)
of a sequence is an important merit factor [2], [5]. It

may be defined as the length of the shortest linear feedback
shift register that is capable of generating the sequence. The
feedback function of this shift register can be deduced from
the knowledge of just 2L consecutive digits of the sequence.
Thus, it is reasonable to suggest that ”good” sequences have
L > N/2 (where N denotes the period of the sequence) [8].

Recently, series of papers have examined the sequences over
the finite field of order four F4 with high linear complexity. In
particular, the sequences of even periods (2p, 2pn, 2pq) with
high linear complexity were studied in [4], [7], [1] (see also
references therein). Authors of the above-mentioned article
refer to these sequences as quaternary. At the same time, the
number of researches believe that this name can only be used
for sequences with terms 0, 1, 2, 4 (±i,±1). Also using the
Gray map for these sequences we may easily obtain sequences
over F4 and vice versa.

In this paper we propose a method of constructing sequences
over F4 with high linear complexity and arbitrary even period.
These sequences are obtained using the generalized Ding-
Helleseth cyclotomy [3]. The use of classical cyclotomic
classes and generalized cyclotomic classes to construct se-
quences is an important method for sequence design.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we give a partition ring of residue classes.
Let N be an even integer and N = 2mn, where gcd(n, 2) = 1.
Then n = pe11 · · · p

et
t , when p1, ..., pt are pairwise distinct odd

primes. First of all, we briefly recall the definition of Ding-
Helleseth generalized cyclotomic classes of order two [3].

Let Zn be a ring of residue classes modulo n. According
to the Chinese Remainder Theorem

Zn
∼= Zp

e1
1
× ...× Zp

et
t
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relatively to isomorphism ϕ(x) = (x mod pe11 , ..., x mod
pett ) [6]. Here and hereafter x mod n denotes the least non-
negative integer that is congruent to x modulo n.

It is well known that there exists a primitive root gi modulo
peti [6]. Let D(p

ei
i )

0 = {gi2j |j ∈ Z} be the subgroup of Z∗
p
ei
i

,

generated by g2i , and D(p
ei
i )

1 = giD
(p

ei
i )

0 , where the arithmetic
is that of Zp

ei
i

, i = 1, 2, ..., t.
Let a = (a1, ..., at) be a nonzero vector from (Z2)

t and

I
(a,n)
0 =

{
(i1, ..., it) ∈ (Z2)

t |
t∑

k=1

ikak = 0

}
,

I
(a,n)
1 = (Z2)

t r I
(a,n)
0 .

By definition, put [3]

E
(a,n)
j =

∏
(i1,...,it)∈I(a,n)

j

D
(p

e1
1 )

i1
× ...×D(p

et
t )

it

and
D

(a,n)
j = ϕ−1

(
E

(a,n)
j

)
, j = 0, 1.

From our definition it follows that [3]

Z∗n = D
(a,n)
0 ∪D(a,n)

1 , D
(a,n)
0 ∩D(a,n)

1 = ∅. (1)

D
(a,n)
0 and D(a,n)

1 are called generalized cyclotomic classes of
order 2 with respect to a and n [3].

Further, by [3] we have a partition

Zn \ {0} =
⋃

d|n,d>1

n

d
Z∗d (2)

Let d > 1 be a positive integer and d|n, and the nonzero
vector ad = (a

(d)
1 , ..., a

(d)
m ) ∈ (Z2)

m, where m is a number
of different prime numbers participating in the factorization d.
By (1) and (2) we obtain

Zn \ {0} =
⋃

d|n,d>1

n

d

(
D

(ad,d)
0 ∪D(ad,d)

1

)
.

Let

C0 =
⋃

d|n,d>1

n

d
D

(ad,d)
0 and C1 =

⋃
d|n,d>1

n

d
D

(ad,d)
1 .

Then {C0, C1} is a partition of Zn \{0}, i.e. Zn = C0∪C1∪
{0} and C0 ∩ C1 = ∅.

Using Ding-Helleseth cyclotomy, we obtain a partition of
ZN . The ring of residue classes Z2mn

∼= Z2m ×Zn relatively
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to isomorphism φ(x) = (x mod 2m, x mod n). Put, by
definition

Hj,i = φ−1 ({j} × Ci) , j = 0, . . . , 2m − 1; i = 0, 1.

Here we have a partition

ZN = {0, n, . . . , (2m − 1)n} ∪
2m−1⋃
j=0

Hj,0 ∪Hj,1,

Hj,i ∩Hl,k = ∅ for all j 6= l, i 6= k.

In the following section we construct sequences with high
linear complexity using this partition.

III. THE DESIGN OF SEQUENCES WITH HIGH LINEAR
COMPLEXITY

Let F4 = {0, 1, µ, µ + 1} be a finite field of order four,
where µ satisfies µ2 = 1 + µ. By assigning the elements of
F4 to each of generalized cyclotomic classes with respect to
ZN , one obtains a quaternary sequence of length N naturally.
However, in order to guarantee that the constructed sequences
have high linear complexity, one should do it specially.

It is well known that if {si} is a sequence with period N ,
then the minimal polynomial m(x) and the linear complexity
L of this sequence is defined by

m(x) = (xN − 1)/ gcd
(
xN − 1, S(x)

)
,

L = N − deg gcd
(
xN − 1, S(x)

)
, (3)

where S(x) = s0 + s1x+ ...+ sN−1x
N−1.

In our case N = 2mn, hence over F4 we have

L = N − deg gcd
(
(xn − 1)2

m

, S(x)
)
. (4)

Let α be a primitive nth root of unity in the extension of F4.
Then, according to (3) and (4), in order to find the minimal
polynomial and the linear complexity of {si} it is sufficient
to find the zeros of S(x) in the set {αv, v = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1}
and determine their multiplicity. In order to investigate the
values of S(αv), let us introduce subsidiary polynomials. Let
SA(x) =

∑
i∈A

xi, where A is a subset of Zn or ZN .

Lemma 1: If 1 ≤ v ≤ n− 1 then SC0(α
v) + SC1(α

v) = 1.
Proof: From our definition it follows that SC0

(αv) +
SC1

(αv) =
∑n−1

i=1 α
vi.

Lemma 2: If 0 ≤ v ≤ n− 1 then SHj,i(α
v) = SCi(α

v).
Proof: By definitions SHj,i

(αv) =
∑

i∈Hj,i
αvi and

Hj,i mod p = Ci. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

A. The sequences with a period 2n

Let a, b, c, d belong to F4 and a, b, c, d are pairwise distinct.
We construct a quaternary sequence with the first 2n terms of
sequence {si} defined as

si =



0, if i = 0,

a, if i ∈ H0,0,

b, if i ∈ H0,1,

c, if i ∈ H1,0,

d, if i ∈ H1,1,

e, if i = n.

(5)

for e 6= c + d. The sequence defined by (5) is balanced for
e 6= 0.

Remark 3: If n = pk then this sequence equals the sequence
from [7] for p ≡ ±1(mod8) and when replacing {c, d} with
{d, c} for p ≡ ±3(mod8).

Theorem 4: Let {si} be defined by (5) for e 6= c + d ∈
F4, e 6= 0. Then L = N and m(x) = xN − 1.

Proof: Let us show that S(αv) 6= 0 for v = 0, 1, . . . , n−1.
By (5) we have

S(x) = exN + a
∑

i∈H0,0

xi + b
∑

i∈H0,1

xi+

c
∑

i∈H1,0

xi + d
∑

i∈H1,1

xi.

Let 1 ≤ v ≤ n− 1. By Lemma 2 we obtain

S(αv) = e+aSC0(α
v)+bSC1(α

v)+cSC0(α
v)+dSC1(α

v)

or by Lemma 1 S(αv) = e+(a+ b+ c+ d)SC0(α
v)+ b+ d.

By definition a+ b+ c+ d = 0 + 1 + µ+ µ2 = 0. Thus, the
above expression is equivalent to following S(αv) = e+b+d.
So, S(αv) 6= 0, 1 ≤ v ≤ n− 1.

To conclude the proof, it remains to note that S(1) = e +
(a+ b+ c+ d)(n− 1)/2.
In conclusion of the subsection we say a couple of words about
the case when e = b+d. Here αvS

′
(αv) = b+(a+b)SC0(α

v).
So, in general case when n 6= pk it is possible that |S′(αv) =
0, 1 ≤ v ≤ n − 1| > (n − 1)/2, i.e., L can be less than
(n+ 3)/2 ( L ≥ (n+ 3)/2 for n = pk [7]).

B. The sequences with a period 4n

Let as earlier, a, b, c, d be a permutation of the elements of
F4. We consider a sequence {si} defined by

si =


a, if i ∈ H0,0 ∪H1,0 ∪ {0},
b, if i ∈ H2,0 ∪H0,1 ∪ {n},
c, if i ∈ H3,0 ∪H1,1 ∪ {2n},
d, if i ∈ H2,1 ∪H3,1 ∪ {3n}.

(6)

The sequence defined by (6) is balanced.
Theorem 5: Let {si} be defined by (6). Then L = N − 1

and m(x) = (xN − 1)/(x− 1).
Proof: Similarly as in Theorem 4, by Lemmas 1 and 2 we

obtain S(αv) = b+c. Hence, S(αv) 6= 0 for v = 0, 1, . . . , n−
1. By definition S(1) = (a+ b+ c+ d)(n+ 1) = 0.

Further, xS
′
(x) = a

∑
i∈H1,0

xi + bxn + c
∑

i∈H3,0
xi +

c
∑

i∈H1,1
xi+d

∑
i∈H3,1

xi+dx3n. So, S
′
(1) = (a+d)(n−

1)/2 + b+ d, i.e. S
′
(1) 6= 0.

C. The general construction
Let j1, j2, j3, j4 be pairwise distinct integers between 0 and

2m−1. We consider a subsidiary subsequence {ti} defined as

ti =



a, if i ∈ Hj1,0 ∪Hj2,1 ∪ {j1n},
b, if i ∈ Hj2,0 ∪Hj3,1 ∪ {j2n},
c, if i ∈ Hj3,0 ∪Hj4,1 ∪ {j3n},
d, if i ∈ Hj4,0 ∪Hj0,1 ∪ {j4n},
0, otherwise.

(7)
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3

Put, by definition Ft(x) =
∑N−1

l=0 tlx
l.

Lemma 6: If 0 ≤ v ≤ n− 1 then Ft(α
v) = 0.

Lemma 6 may be proved similarly as Theorem 4.
Now we will give a general definition of sequence with

a period N = 2mn,m > 2. If m > 2 then we can
take the partition {4, . . . , 2m − 1} = ∪2

m−2−1
k=1 I(k), where

I(k) = (j
(k)
1 , j

(k)
2 , j

(k)
3 , j

(k)
4 ) and {j(k)l }, l = 1, 2, 3, 4; k =

1, . . . , 2m−2 − 1 are pairwise distinct integers between 4 and
2m − 1. Put, by definition

u = s+
2m−2−1∑

k=1

t(k) (8)

where s is defined by (6) and t(k) is defined by (7) for I(k) =
(j

(k)
1 , j

(k)
2 , j

(k)
3 , j

(k)
4 ). By Theorem 5 and Lemma 6 we obtain

the following statement.
Theorem 7: Let {ui} be defined by (8). Then L = N − 1

and m(x) = (xN − 1)/(x− 1).

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a method of constructing se-
quences over the finite field of order four with high linear
complexity and arbitrary even period. These sequences are
obtained using generalized Ding-Helleseth cyclotomy. We
generalize design of the sequences over the finite field of order
four proposed by Ke et al. [7]. The sequences with high linear
complexity are significant for cryptographic applications.
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Abstract—The paper analyzes the energetic aspects at the 
rheostatic startup of the existing three-phase induction motors with 
wounded rotor, used in conveyor belts actuation, characterized by 
hard starting. The higher moment of inertia of the system 
significantly increases the startup time, so it results a higher power 
consumption and a higher operating cost. The study was made on 
customer request, which proposes a modernization of the start by 
using an electronically controlled rheostat at the rotor and a three-
phase bridge. The paper makes a technical and an economical 
comparison between the known classic rheostatic starting and the 
version proposed by the beneficiary. The proposed modernization of 
the induction motor with wounded rotor that exists at the conveyor, 
means a controlled starting with lower current shocks, but it results 
an increased electricity consumption by 10.7% during the start. 
 

Keywords— high power induction motors, startup optimizing.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE basic components in all power systems are the 
electrical machines. Therefore, the progress in cutting-

edge industries is conditioned by developments in electrical 
machines, so by their performance. It follows, as a necessity, 
that high power induction motors to have better operating 
characteristics, higher specific power, and lower overall 
dimensions and weight [1-4], [8].  
   These requirements are achieved through optimal designing 
of the motors, which have high energy efficiency, and through 
new experimental trials and product quality certification [10-
12]. Designers should lay down in a short time an optimal 
asynchronous motor variant that meets the customer's 
requirements, such as the producing company to gain 
marketplace and the investment to be effective [4], [6-7], [9], 
[12].  
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The paper presents an energy analysis for the startup of the 
high power induction motors with wounded rotor, used in 
actuation of the machines with high inertia moment. 

II. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND THE OBJECTIVE 

FUNCTION 

On a worldwide scale it is imposed an increase in energy 
efficiency, so that a rational use of electrical energy 
consumption in industry to be achieved [1-5], [8]. This results 
in a reduction of the operating expenses by minimizing losses of 
the active and reactive power at load operation and during the 
induction motors with wounded rotor startup.  

A. Objective function 

In the paper it is exposed a study of the rheostatic starting (k = 
1, 2, ... n steps) for high power induction motors, considering the 
minimal startup costs criterion [3], [10-11], by using the 
objective function: 

)cQcP(T

CCC)x(f

r.elmedk1a.elmedk1pk

eprepaep

+Σ=

=+==
                                     (1) 

where: Cep – total startup cost, Cepa, Cepr – active and reactive 
electricity costs at startup, Tpk – operating time at step k of the 
resistance, P1k.med, Q1k.med – the average values of active and 
reactive power when running on step k, cel.a, cel.r – the cost of a 
kWh for the active or reactive electricity. 

The restrictive conditions are those for current limitation 
during startup: Ipmin= 0,9*I2N – the lower limit and Ipmax =1,2*I2N 
– the upper limit. This limitation determines a sufficient 
starting torque, even at full load. This provides a lower 
dynamic torque in order to have a slow, longtime start of the 
conveyor belt, characterized by a high moment of inertia. 

B. Rheostatic starting 

In order to reduce the voltage between slip rings to an 
acceptable value, Ue20=2745 V, that doesn’t pierce the 
insulation, the designer opted for the Delta connection at the 
rotor’s winding. Because it is a high power induction motor 
with wounded rotor, was made a rheostatic starting for limiting 
the inrush current from the power network [3], [11]. 

Fig.1.a depicts the Delta connection of the rotor’s winding 
(with the additional resistance on phase included) connected in 
short-circuit during startup.  

Knowing the total resistance for a phase of the rotor - R∆p 
(fig. 1.a), and r2 - own resistance for a phase of the rotor, one 
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computed the additional resistance Rf∆p mounted on a phase at 
Delta connection: 

2ppf rRR −= ∆∆                                                                    (2) 

In fig.1.b is depicted the switching from Delta to Star 
connection, and was made using the relationship:  

3

R

3

r

3

Rr

3

R
R pf2pf2p

yp
∆∆∆ +=

+
==                                         (3) 

In fig.1.c is highlighted the rotor’s phase resistance 
R2y=r2/3, supposing it was in Star connection and assuming the 
conservation condition of the engine operating mode. 

 
 

 
                      a)                                            b) 
 

 
                      c)                                          d)  

Fig. 1. Connections and transformations necessary to calculate the 
starting rheostat: a) initial Delta connection with the additional 

resistance included; b) the transition from Delta to Star connection; 
c) setting the startup phase resistance Rp; d) Star-Delta transformation 

for the rotor’s winding. 
 

In this case, for the additional startup resistance in Star 
connection, results the value: 

3

R
R pf

p
∆=                                                                                 (4) 

The rotor passes from Star to Delta connection (fig.1.d), and 
the receiver is kept in Star connection. With the known 
transformation relations, results the value: 

2
2

y22 r
3

r
3r3r =⋅=⋅=                                                               (5) 

namely own known resistance. 
It follows from the results that the total resistance of a 

rotor’s phase R∆p is determined according to the literature, and 
then the receptor’s phase resistance Rp in Star connection is 
determined using (4). 

III.  RESULTS, SIMULATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the paper are analyzed some aspects regarding the startup 
optimization of the high power induction motors with wounded 
rotor, the rheostat sizing, the calculation of energy losses. 

Analysis was done on a specific case of a high power and high 
voltage three-phase induction motor with wounded rotor, used to 
drive long lengths conveyors.  

The rated data of the engine are: PN=3800 kW – rated power, 
UN=6 kV – rated voltage, I1N=410 A, I2N= 1330 A,  n1=1000 
rot/min – synchronism speed.  

The cost for a rheostatic starting of the engine was made for 
cel.a =0.132 €/kWh - cost of an active electricity kWh, cel.r 
=0.036 €/kVARh - cost of a reactive electricity kVARh. 

A redesign of the engine (according to the literature) gave the 
following results: cosφm=0.92; ηm=0.9665; Σpm=127.3 kW; 
Mmax.m=2.60*MN; r1= 0.043 Ω, r2= 0.014 Ω, X1= 0.762 Ω, X2= 
0.27 Ω, kr=3.621 – reference factor. 

A. Analysis of the classical rheostatic startup method 

The phase current for the rotor [3], [11] is determined by 
the relationship: 

 

( ) ( )22k
2

p

20ek
kp2

XsR

Us
I

+
=

∆

                                                       (6) 

Using (6), the condition I2pk = Ipmax and the slipping sk, 
corresponding to the transition on the following step of the 
resistance, it gives the total phase resistance of the rotor R∆pk.  
From the condition I2pk = Ipmin, equation (6) and resistance 
value R∆pk, results the slipping sk, when switching on the next 
step. In this way the resistance steps of the starting rheostat are 
calculated.  

For the current limits imposed by the beneficiary, Ipmin, Ipmax, 
resulted a starting rheostat with 14 steps, the related features 
being depicted in fig.2.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Rheostatic characteristics necessary for the calculation of the 
startup rheostat: Ipmin and Ipmax – limits imposed to the rotor’s current. 

 
Further, based on the diagram in fig.3, a detailed study was 

been made to highlight the startup’s specific measurements. It 
will be noted Rpk=Rk+Rk+1+ ... +R14 - the phase resistance, 
corresponding to the startup on step k of the rheostat. 
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Fig.3. The three-phase electrical scheme of the rotor, the startup step 

rheostat, and necessary contactors. 
 
The rotor’s voltages on all three phases are sine waves. The 

equations that describe the motor operation on step k of the 
rheostat, are: 
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and from these relationships results: 

0iii

0iii

0iii
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Using these functions and the 4th order Runge Kutta method 
[6], [10], it results the numerical solution of the problem (the 
time variation waveforms of the phase and line currents). 

It will be examined the initial startup time n=0, (step k=1, 
sk=1), Ue20=1730 V – the phase emf with the rotor immovable, 
r2= 0.014 Ω, L2= 0.859 mH – phase resistance and phase 
inductance for the rotor.  

For current limitation imposed condition I2.p< Ipmax=1.2*I2N, 
results the total phase resistance of the rotor Rp1=R1+R2+ ... 
+R14 = 1.75 Ω, (fig.2 and fig.3).  

B. Analysis of the startup for the proposed method  

Fig. 4 depicts the modernization solution proposed by the 
beneficiary, where the rotor’s phase resistances are replaced 
with a single electronically controlled resistance, placed at the 
exit of the rectifier bridge, putting the condition to preserve the 
value of the line current in the rotor.  

 
Fig. 4. The three-phase electrical scheme of the rotor, the double 

bridge, the starting step rheostat and the necessary thyristors. 
 
It will be noted with Rppk=Rsk+Rsk+1+ ... +Rs14 – the load 

resistance of the rectifier bridge, corresponding to the starting 
resistance with step k. The resulting emf, udab, for the closed 
circuit containing the rotor’s phase ab (fig. 4), when the diodes 
Da1, Db2 respectively Da2, Db1 are conducting, is: 
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The equations that describe the motor’s operation at step k 
of the rheostat are obtained from (8), where the phase voltages 
uab, ubc, uca are switching with the voltages that occur at the 
operation of the diode bridge udab, udbc, udca: 
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                                               (10) 

B1. The initial moment of the startup 

In order to make a fair comparison with the rheostatic 
startup classical method, it will be analyzed the  same starting 
time n = 0, (step k=1, sk=1). To comply with the current 
limitation imposed condition I2.p< Ipmax=1.2*I2N, results the 
total resistance of the diode bridge Rpp1=Rs1+Rs2+ ... +Rs14 = 
0.89 Ω  (fig. 4).  

By solving the differential equations system with the 4th 
order Runge Kutta method, the numerical solution is obtained 
and results the time variation waveforms for the phase and line 
currents. Through numerical methods also, are determined the 
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effective value of the phase current Iab=960 A, the fundamental 
harmonic value Iab1=916 A, the distortion factor kdis= 30.1% and 
the harmonic spectrum.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Phase currents iab, ica  and line currents ia waveforms. 

 
The effective value of the line current is Ia=1670 A, and for 

the rectified current it results Ired=4318 A. Fig. 5 depicts the 
phase currents iab, ica and the resultant line current ia. 

The version proposed by the beneficiary presents a high 
deformed regime with a rich harmonic spectrum. 

C. Energy balance at startup 

It will be analyzed, in terms of energy efficiency, the starting 
rheostatic methods (the classical rheostatic starting, and the one 
proposed by the beneficiary). 

Since the conveyor belt has a high moment of inertia, results a 
lasting startup with a high consumption of electricity. 

C1. Energy balance at the rheostatic startup 

In this case all sizes are sinusoidal and a detailed analysis 
can be made for the motor operation on each step of the 
starting rheostat Rpk (k=1, 2, 3, ... 14), using the variable s=(0÷1) 
and the relationships: 
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cosIU3)s(P ϕ=                                                     (13) 

where I10a, I1µ, I’2ak, I’2rk represents the active and reactive 
components for the current at no load operation, respectively of 
the related rotor current, determined according to the literature 
[3], [10-11] for the variable s=(0÷1).  

At the rheostatic starting the rotor current must be within the 
limits Ipmin =0.9*I2N = 1197 A and Ipmax = 1.2*I2N= 1596 A. 
When it reaches the minimum value of the current, is given the 
command to close the contactor Ci (fig.2, fig.3), corresponding 
to the operation step.  

For the step resistance Rpk and the imposed limits (Ipmax, 
Ipmin) results the proper slidings sk-1 si sk, respectively the 
speeds nk-1, nk. Using the motion equation, the relantionship 

(14) is obtained which allows us to calculate the operating 
time on the step resistance Rpk, having the speed as variable. 
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The total duration of the startup will be: 

∑
=

=
14

1k
kTpTp                                                                            (15) 

The average value of the active power from the grid when 
running on step Rpk is: 

∑
−=

=
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)s(P
P                                                              (16) 

N - is the number of points of the range (sk-1,….sk). 
The energy costs during start up will be: 

a.elk

14

1k
kmed1p cTpPC ∑

=

=                                                               (17) 

C2. Energy balance at the proposed rheostatic startup  

Because we have a deformed regime during startup, for the 
proposed rheostatic starting method, all determinations are made 
through numerical methods by using the previous relationships.  

In fig. 4 we have the rotor winding in Delta connection, the 
three-phase rectifier bridge, the 14 resistances used at startup 
and the thyristors that take out of circuit the step resistances.  

During the operation at step resistance Rppk, with 
corresponding slides sk-1 and sk (and speeds nk-1, nk), the 
powers P1k are determined by numerical calculation using the 
relationships (11), (17).  

D. Conclusions  

The study performed on customer’s demand, aimed to 
compare functionally and energetically the two methods of 
rheostatic starting (classical with three-phase rheostat and the 
proposed method with single-phase electronically controlled 
rheostat).  

In terms of energy, the classical rheostatic startup means a 
lower cost of energy consumption by 10.7% and a reduced 
process time by 10.6%. The solution proposed by the 
beneficiary, with the single-phase electronically controlled 
rheostat, means a reduction in the amount of the fundamental 
harmonic for a imposed value of the rotor current. This explains 
the increased startup time and increased energy consumtion for 
the new method.  
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Abstract— A low cost device for printed circuit board (PCB) 

exposure is presented. The device uses ultra violet (UV) light 
emitting diodes (LEDs) and has significant advantages when 
compared to the conventional devices. The proposed device 
increases the resolution of the PCB, decreases the PCB exposure 
time and has higher efficiency. An experimental prototype was 
constructed and experimental results verify the theoretical 
expectations. 
 

Keywords—LED, Printed Circuit Board, Exposure Device  

I. INTRODUCTION 
ELECTRONIC prototyping in universities and small 

companies almost always requires the construction of a 
printed circuit board (PCB) [1]. Today, it is easy to produce a 
high quality mask using a high resolution printer and obtain a 
photo-resist covered standard copper board (unused PCB) up 
A4 standard dimensions. The procedure is quite easy and 
usually involves the following steps: 
1) Exposure of the photo-resist through the mask using 

ultraviolet light.  
2) Development of the photo-resist. 
3) Etching of the copper. 
4) Removal of the photo-resist. 

Although the removal of the photo-resist can be easily 
achieved using alcohol, however the resist development and 
the copper etching use chemicals and are specialized 
procedures. Engineering laboratories usually do not have the 
equipment to control accurately the concentration and the 
temperature of the chemical solutions and this is one of the 
main reasons for errors in these procedures. The sensitivity 
on the chemical procedures also depends on how sharp the 
PCB image is applied to the resist during the resist exposure 
through the PCB artwork mask. 

As well as the mask quality and materials, the artwork 
transfer depends on the mask to copper contact, the 
illumination uniformity and the angle of incidence of the UV 
light onto the resist surface. In the laboratory, the artwork 
mask is usually a printer transparency. A good quality, laser 
printer transparency is usually sufficient for the production of 
the mask. The toner deposited onto the transparency surface 
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allows for a good contact with the photo-resist and it has high 
absorption for all types of light. The problem of transparency 
stretch, caused by heating during the printing process is a 
problem for some types of transparencies and printers. This 
problem can have a significant effect on the production of 
some large and high density double layer PCBs. Furthermore, 
after some printing, the laser printer drum gets worn and can 
produce black lines and cuts to the artwork printing. For these 
reasons some people prefer to use inkjet printers to produce 
the artwork. Ink is not as opaque as toner and uses a much 
thicker layer inside the transparency to produce a quality 
artwork. This degrades the quality of the artwork transfer 
during the resist exposure since it is can affect more the angle 
of the incident UV light. 

A usual method for exposing photo-resist is an UV 
floodlight positioned a long distance from the PCB. This 
method has a low efficiency due to reflections and low light 
fluency and in addition, everything inside the exposure room 
will be exposed to the UV light. Using this method, it is 
difficult to expose simultaneously both layers of a double 
layer PCB. 

Many methods for exposing photo-resist exposure have 
been tested including the use of professional equipment. Even 
when using professional equipment there are problems such 
as the warm up time, the equipment cost, the chemicals 
procedures sensitivity that is caused by the use of printer 
transparencies under non vertical and non uniform UV light 
illumination. 

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE 
Recent advances in light emitting diode (LED) 

construction has enabled LEDs to gradually become the 
preferred choice for many lightning applications [2]. As the 
production volume of the LEDs has increased their price has 
reduced and so the cost is no longer an obstacle for their use. 
LEDs have a lot of advantages in comparison to the 
conventional lighting methods:  
a) They can easily achieve any color temperature.  
b) They produce stable light almost instantaneously. 
c) They are solid-state (high reliability and vibration 

resistant). 
d) They can give light within a narrow viewing angle. 
e) They have longer life and higher efficiency than any other 

competitive light source (especially in violet and UV). 
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In  order  to  use  LEDs  for  photo-resist  exposure  it  is  
necessary that light is emitted in the range between 350 - 420 
nm. A lot of constructors make LEDs in the upper limit of the 
visible light between 395 – 405 nm in competitive price [3]. 
These LEDs are produced in large quantities and are intended 
for vivid car illumination. Their light emittance is suitable for 
the photo-resist exposure and has other advantages:  
a) A large part of their light is visible and the human eye 

reacts to it.  
b) The biological effects of their light are not far of those from 

the visible light. 
c) Normal glass has relatively low absorption in this 

wavelength. 
d) The viewing angle of “through-hole” LEDs can be 

narrower than the 20 . 
A problem that occurs with the low cost UV LEDs is that 

they are non-uniform. The problem can be exacerbated if the 
LED  is  soldered  very  close  to  its  body  because  heat  transfer  
can affect the plastic case. During the development of the 
experimental prototype was apparent that the vertical 
incidence of the UV light immunizes sufficiently the photo-
resist despite the light intensity variations. Non uniform 
illumination and exposure time vary significantly without 
seriously affecting the exposure result. To verify this, a small 
demonstration was devised. A transparency with various 

parallel lines was printed using an inkjet printer and the 
transparency overlaid onto the photo-resist was over-exposed 
in several points with different angles of incidence using two 
LEDs for each point. The results are illustrated in the 
photograph of Figure 1.  

This experiment, that tests how the angle of the incident 
UV light affects the exposure result, was not setup with high 
precision, but the results are very clear. A couple of narrow 
viewing angle LEDs illuminates each square with a different 
angle, but with the same distance from the square. On the left 
of the figure, the angle from the vertical of each couple of 
LEDs is denoted in degrees. The vertical UV light (on the top 
of the photograph) in high over-exposure passes from the low 
dense black ink but still does not affect significantly the 
thickness of the lines. As the angle from the vertical is 
increased the lines gradually get thinner and disappear. The 
line that remains visible is 15 mils wide on the transparency 
and all the other 10 mils.  

In order to design the optical system of the exposure device 
there are two parameters that have to be minimized: The 
maximum  deflection  from  the  vertical  of  the  effective  UV  
light and the non-uniformity of the illumination. 

In reference [2] the definition of the uniformity can be 
found:  

 
min

max

EUniformity
E

 (1) 

 
Where Emin and Emax are  the  minimum and  the  maximum 

light intensity respectively. 
The intensity is ideal uniform when Uniformity is equal to 

1. The most convenient way to approximate this is to place 
the  LEDs  is  in  a  grid  of  squares  that  are  defined  by  vertical  
and horizontal lines. This arrangement is in use for uniform 
illumination and it will be compared to LEDs arranged on the 
vertices of equilateral triangles. For simplicity in all of the 
evaluations, LEDs with angle of 30O degrees are assumed, as 
these that are the type used on the prototype. The LED to 
LED distance is expressed as d and the design is made to 
achieve a uniform light in the line between two adjacent 
LEDs. To achieve this in the middle of the line, the 
luminosity of each LED is assumed to be half the intensity of 
the direct, on-axis view. The half intensity angle is denoted 

1/ 2 and is equal to the one half of the LED viewing angle. In 
this configuration all the points of the perimeter of the 
geometrical shape defined by the LEDs have about the same 
light intensity. The highest intensity variation and the lowest 
angle of incidence appear in the center of this geometrical 
shape. The contribution of all the other LEDs is negligible 
and omitted since the emission angle where the area inside 
the geometrical shape is reached significant reduces the 
intensity. In practice, the LED non-uniformity also limits the 
need for a very accurate expression. For a square geometry we 
have 

2
dl  and for an equilateral triangle we have 

3
dl  

as the distance between a vertex and the center of the 
geometrical shape. The distance between the LED and the 

 

 
Fig. 1 Sensitivity of the exposure to the angle from the vertical of the 

incident UV light 
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illuminated surface has to be 
1/22 tan

dz  as is shown in 

Figure 2. 
 
 
The maximum useable angle of the system max can be 

calculated as 1
max tan l

z
. The calculations give 20.75O for 

the square and 17.19O for the equilateral triangle array 
configuration, for the given LEDs. 

The Uniformity of the LED array at the center of each 
shape can be calculated. Since the LED source is assumed to 
be a Lambertian emitter with irradiance distributed 
according to a cosine function of the emitting angle. The 
irradiance distribution (W/m2) is assumed to be given by:  
 

0, cosmE r E r  , where 
1/ 2

ln 2
ln cos

m           (2) 

 
In this case m is almost equal to 20. Each LED contributes 

0.26E0 and 0.4E0 for  the  square  and  the  triangular  
configuration respectively. For the square the four LEDs give 
Uniformity = 0.96 and the three LEDs for the triangular 
geometry give a Uniformity  =  0.83.  As  a  result  the  
equilateral triangle array has the desirable lower angle but 
poorer Uniformity that increases the resist exposure time. For 
the triangular geometry, if the distance between the LED and 
the illuminated surface is set at a distance 

1/ 2max 2 tan3 tan
d dz with max=19.9O, each LED contributes 

in the center of the equilateral triangle (1/3)E0 and better 
results can be achieved. The most intensive illumination is in 
front of each LED, the illuminated surface distance from the 
LEDs is smaller than the previous cases and the maximum 
angle is still smaller from the case of the square LED array. 
The exposure time is equal to the square LED array system 
but the maximum angle is smaller and the whole construction 
is about 10% thinner. However, Uniformity is not improved, 
but in this case, the most intense points the UV light 
incidences almost vertical so they are a lot of intense tolerant. 
Since cheap mass produced UV LEDs have inherent bad 
Uniformity it is important to keep max as small as possible in 
order to make the system tolerant to the exposure time. This 
configuration will also be favorable in the case of wide 
viewing angle LEDs because the reflection and the absorption 

of the glass close to the triangle centers will correct the 
Uniformity and make it much more advantageous than that of 
the square LED array.  

The arrangement of the LEDs in the equilateral triangular 
array configuration is shown in Fig. 3. There are lines with 
(N+1)  LEDs  that  are  denoted  by  le and lines with N-LEDs 
each  is  denoted  by  ld. The board must be constructed wider 

than an A4 PCB board. In order to cover the corners 
satisfactory the extreme top and bottom lines must have more 
LEDs. In this case only the extreme left and right vertical 
lines must be out of the useful exposure area in order to 
prevent effects from the worst uniformity in the area between 
their LEDs. 

In order to find the number of LEDs required,  the number 
of the excess LED lines has to be found. Let this number be 
K. To the longest dimension of the maximum PCB area the 
placement tolerance has to be added. If this sum is divided by 
K-1 the result represents the distance between two N+1 LED 
lines. From the Fig. 3 is apparent that if this number is 
divided by   then the result is the distance between two 
adjacent LEDs “d”.  If  the  other  dimension  of  the  maximum  
PCB area will be divided by the distance between two 
adjacent LEDs “d” the next bigger integer of this result is the 
number N. The total LED number that is needed to cover the 
one PCB side will be +1)+( -1) .  

III. THE ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT 
One of the biggest advantages of the proposed exposure 

device is its very low power consumption. This allows various  
electronics configurations to be considered. The electronic 
circuitry that was used on the prototype that is described here 
was chosen because of its simplicity and ease of construction. 
A lot of suitable solutions are available today. Voltage of the 
mains is rectified and an adequate number of LEDs are 
connected in series driven from a current source. The basic 
configuration of the LED drive source circuit for a 230V AC 
system is shown in Fig. 4. 

The current applied from the current source is slightly 

 

 
Fig. 2 Optical problem geometry  

 
Fig. 3 Placement of the LEDs in the equilateral triangle array 

configuration 
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lower than 30mA. Each UV LED has a forward voltage drop 

of 3.6V and the array of 73 LEDs has a forward voltage drop 
of about 283V. This is enough low voltage for stable 
operation of the rectification filter even for the lower limit of 
the mains voltage specification. The BJT requires a small 
heatsink. For the case of a lower number of LEDs in the 
array,  the  size  of  the  heatsink  will  be  affected.  It  is  better  to  
construct an individual drive to each of 73 LEDs array 
because otherwise the faults of the one string will affect the 
current of the other strings. 

For some minutes of exposure it  is  not  necessary,  but  it  is  
very convenient, to have an Operation Control Timer (OCT) 
to control the illumination circuit. The prototype is equipped 

with a specially designed OCT. The OCT is electrically 
isolated from the other circuit in order to enhance the user 
protection. The OCT is preloaded with the typical exposure 
time so that the whole procedure usually requires only a 
single button press. Two more buttons, with fast moving 
capability -if kept pressed- allow the user to add or subtract 
time to the OCT. A fourth reset button loads the default time 
value  again  to  the  OCT.  The  prototype  OCT  was  based  on  
DS89C420. The block diagram of the OCT is shown in 
Figure 5.  

The display is multiplexed on port 2 and a part of the port 
0 is used for the digit selection. The four push buttons use a 
respective number of active low interrupts and the OCT 

output signal has been placed on P3.5. This signal can control 
the contact of a relay. An in-circuit programming circuit, that 
allows the microprocessor to be programmed from a personal 
computer serial port, has been also added. The clock of the 
microcontroller has been set to 11.0592MHz for low power 
operation and to support the in-circuit programming function. 

The code of the microcontroller is simple and is based on 
the  use  of  interrupts.  The  three  timers  of  the  DS89C420  are  
flexible and more capable than those of the standard 8051. 
One of them is responsible for controlling the display 
multiplexing. It produces an interrupt at less than 10msec 
(higher than 100Hz frequency). The interrupt reads the 
current digit number from a variable, and reads the respective 
display value from another variable. A look-up table converts 
the value from binary to 7-segment and outputs this to the 
respective display digit. The current digit number is set to the 
next digit and the interrupt is ended. Each digit flashes faster 
than 33Hz and this is fast enough for the human eye. 

Another interrupt is responsible for the time base for the 
OCT countdown. For the used operating clock none of the 
microprocessor timers can produce interrupts at 1 sec. The 
respective timer is set to produce interrupts with a higher 
frequency, e.g. 100Hz, and the frequency is divided using a 
dedicated variable and some code. Care must be taken when 
interrupts are disabled inside the code, so as not to exceed the 
multiplexing interrupt time. This can produce temporary 
display errors.  

IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE 
In order to verify the possibilities of the proposed 

methodology a prototype was constructed. The case of a 

flatbed scanner found to be a useful enclosure for such an 
exposure device. For the base, a case of a scanner equipped 

 

 
Fig. 4 The proposed basic configuration of the LED drive circuitry 

 

 
Fig. 5 The OCT (operation control timer) block diagram. 

 

 
Fig. 6 The experimental prototype. 
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with buttons was modified to take in the OCT. For the top an 
old  flatbed  SCSI  scanner  was  used.  These  old  scanners  have  
sufficient depth and provide high flexibility for the design. 
The glass of both scanners is removed and placed in the outer 
side of their case. This way the glass of each scanner presses 
the corresponding side transparency on the photosensitive 
PCB side.  Guides were also made in order to center both the 
exposure surfaces when the cases are placed one over the 
other. A photo of the experimental prototype is demonstrated 
in Figure 6. 

The prototype uses 218 LEDs with viewing angle of 30O 
degrees for each side. These are cheap Chinese made LEDs 
with  a  typical  luminous  intensity  of  about  2000mcd  at  a  
continuous current of 30mA. The first observation was that 
these  LEDs  have  a  high  non-uniformity.  This  problem  is  
worse when they are soldered close to their body, probably 
because of the plastic of their case that is very sensitive to the 
temperature. Despite this, the experimental results were 
successful even in the case of very high detail PCBs that were 
using SMDs (Surface Mounded Devices). This was due to the 
fact that the incident UV light is very close to the vertical and 
it immunizes the exposure result from the transparency dense, 
the photoresist thickness, and the variations of the exposure 
time and intensity. 

The top side case was sufficiently high to allow the 
examination of the device sensitivity to the construction 
tolerance. The distance between the LEDs and the exposure 
surface affects the illumination uniformity but without a 
noticeable difference in the result. The exposure times were 
about 2 minutes for the experimental prototype and for good 
quality printed laser-printer transparencies times up to 10 
minutes were used without problems. The power consumption 
is estimated to be less than 70W. The device is lightweight, 
does not need pre-heating and it has obvious advantageous 
when compared with other non-LED devices.  

V. CONCLUSION 
A methodology for the construction of a LED based PCB 

exposure device has been presented in this paper. The 
methodology produces a thin device that incorporates narrow 
viewing angle LEDs, but can also give better uniformity if 
wide angle LEDs are implemented. LEDs are very 
advantageous for such applications because they are efficient, 
do not need preheating and are solid-state. Also their light 
can be very close to visible light and so it can be safer in case 
of accidental exposure of humans in their light. Using the 
proposed methodology a low cost, lightweight, small and 
convenient exposure device can be easily constructed for 
course projects or prototyping. 
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Abstract— This paper describes an Android application “Apollo” 

for selected topics in physics for students. The goal of this 
application (app) is to present physics topics in a simple and pleasant 
way. The topics selected include: how artificial satellites orbit the 
Earth, geocentric orbit, gravitational acceleration, and so on. Our 
application combines virtues of a computer game and educational 
multimedia presentation. The app is not a pure teaching tool; its goal 
is to support teaching through play and visualization of physical 
phenomena. Our app is an RPG game (role playing game), in which 
the player assumes the role of a pilot-astronaut in a space station. His 
task is to find hidden hints for each task within a narrative. The 
narrative introduces the physics problems, and solution methods. The 
target groups of this app are junior high school students, high school 
students, and college students. The level of difficulty of the tasks 
performed by the user corresponds to the highs school exams. The 
app was prepared using Unity 3D 4.5 game engine. Therefore, the 
app resembles first person perspective games, which are popular 
among students. The application was inspired by a physics teacher, 
reporting his difficulties to teach students. We hope our app can be 
useful, and it will help students to learn physics. 
 

Keywords—mobile learning, Android app, student engagement, 
teaching physics.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE turn of the first and the second decade of the twenty 
first century is an era of mobile devices. Smartphones 

became very popular and according to Parks Associates [1] 
about 500 million smartphones were sold in 2011. Since the 
world population exceeds 7 billion, every fourteenth person 
owns a smartphone since 2011. Moreover, the smartphone sale 
keeps growing, and increased by 175% in 2012. Other 
financial agencies also confirm this trend. According to 
International Data Corporation [2], the smartphone sale 
increases by 70-80% every year, and since 2013 more 
smartphones than regular phones are sold.   

Our application is designed for Polish students. 
Smartphones are very popular among them, and the students 
spend a lot of time using smartphones. The app was written in 
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Polish, to facilitate learning of difficult abstract notions in 
physics.  

A. Mobile Technologies in Poland 
According to the TNS research performed in 2014 [3], 

consumer awareness of new mobile technologies increases, 
and only 7% of smartphone users cannot tell the difference 
between a regular mobile phone and a smartphone, compared 
to 42% in 2013. The number of mobile app users also keeps 
growing, and 31% increase in 2013 was reported, although 1/3 
of smartphone users do not buy apps from app stores at all. 
Still, the number of Android, iOS and Windows Phone users 
increases every year. Out of all mobile phone users, 44% 
owned a smartphone in 2014, and since the sell increases by 
1/3 every year, the number of smartphone owners is expected 
to reach 60% of mobile phone users in 2015. The most 
common activity of smartphone use is using the Internet (64% 
of Poles) – 23% increase compared to the previous year.  

Smartphones are especially popular among young people: 
• 74% of 15-19 year-old teenagers own a smartphone, 
• 70% of 20-29 year-old young people own a smartphone, 
• 60% of 30-39 year-old young people own a smartphone, 

Among 40-49 year-old persons, only 52% own a smartphone, 
and the percentage decreases with the age (28% for 50-59, 9% 
for older users). 

Since smartphones are very popular among young people, it 
is reasonable to prepare application to be used on smartphone, 
or another mobile device (tablet etc.). 

B. Mobile Apps for Physics Learning 
Millions of various applications are available for 

smartphone users. Google Play offers 1,600,000 apps for 
Android; App Store has 1,500,000 apps for iOS system; 
340,000 apps are available for Windows Phone users [4]. 
Every month 100,000 more apps are introduced. 

Polish educational apps available at Google Play or App 
Store are mainly prepared for foreign languages teaching. 
There are just a few apps for physics teaching, compared to 
several hundred apps for English teaching (apps in Polish). 
German and other languages are also popular, with about 250 
such apps. Not so many apps are available for science, with 
about 150-170 apps for mathematics, and only 5 for physics.  
Still, our students are interested in learning physics. Let us 
examine physics learning apps available for Polish users. 

The best app in users’ ranking is „Fizyka na 5” (Physics, 
grade A), with 4.1 points scored in 5-point scale and 500,000 
downloads. To compare with, other apps (in English) that 
scored 4 points have much lower number of downloads: 

Educational App for Android Mobile Devices 
Krzysztof Szklanny, Marcin Wichrowski, and Alicja Wieczorkowska 
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“Basic Physics” – 50,000 downloads, “Optics Physics” – 
10,000 downloads, “High School Physics” – 10,000 
downloads, “Learn Physics via Videos” – 10,000 downloads. 
The number of downloads of “Fizyka na 5” is especially 
impressive, as only Polish-speaking persons can be interested 
in downloading this app. Other apps also have 10,000-100,000 
downloads. „Fizyka na 5” is free and simple to use. It contains 
physical formulas with explanations, presented as text and 
diagrams. The target groups are junior high school and high 
school students, and the goal of this app is to help the students 
to do their homework.  

The second ranked app is „Fizyka w szkole LITE” (Physics 
at school LITE), with 3.7 points scored and 100,000 
downloads. It contains a Flash animation collection, combined 
with formulas and solutions of tasks to do. No explanations of 
the presented topics are given, so this app is addressed to 
students having such knowledge. It can also be used as visual 
illustration of physics classes. 

The third ranked app is „Karta wzorów – fizyka” (Formulas 
– physics), with 4.0 points scored and 10,000 downloads. This 
app presents physical formulas, as well as solutions of typical 
physics tasks, presented in clear and aesthetic form. Most of 
the topics covered in physics classes in junior high school and 
high school are also covered by this app. The goal of this app 
is to help students in doing their homework, and prepare for 
tests.  

The fourth ranked app is „Tablice Maturalne Fizyka” (High 
school exams – Tables - Physics), with 4.0 points scored and 
10,000 downloads. This app also contains formulas and tables 
necessary in doing homework and exams, presented as text 
with graphics. 

The fifth (last) ranked app is „Fizyka w szkole” (Physics at 
school), not rated and with 5 downloads only. This is the only 
app in this ranking which is not free. „Fizyka w szkole” is an 
extended version of „Fizyka w szkole LITE”. The extension 
includes calculating tasks, improvement of the quality of 
animations and graphical design of this app.  

As we can see, there are not many apps available for 
learning physics for Polish students. Most of the apps basically 
present the formulas and solving tasks, in rather wearisome 

form. It is quite probable that students use these apps to do 
homework or prepare for tests, and this is why the number of 
downloads is so big, as the students may expect getting a quick 
solution of their tasks. 

The physics (and generally science) teachers report that the 
students have difficulties to understand and use abstract ideas.  
This is why students are often unable to understand physics 
laws. Therefore, the goal of this work was to create an app that 
can illustrate hypothetical situations when physics laws 
manifest themselves, and the students can learn through play. 
The start screen of our app is shown in Figure 1. 

II. PROJECT GUIDELINES 
The app is designed for Android operating system version 

2.3.1 or higher with Cortex ARMv7 processor. 
Graphics processing unit supporting OpenGLES version 2.0 

or higher is assumed, Internet access, at least 1 GB of RAM, 
and at least 650 MB of disc free space. We assumed that using 
the app should be easy, and the following guidelines were 
implemented to assure high User-Experience level [5]: 

• The app is playable on big and small screens (tablets, 
smartphones), 

• Intuitive control through gestures which are easy to learn, 
2 joysticks, and a touch-activated interface of high usability, 

• Technical tests were performed to assure the reliability of 
the app, as well as its high usability, 

• Additional functions: educative movies which can be 
stopped and started again any time, 

• The app is fast to use and works in real time, as 
smartphone users are impatient and uninstall slow apps; the 
users get feedback immediately, 

• Our app uses simple communication, and the content is 
presented in an engaging way. 
 

A. Narrative 
The narrative of the game is based on space travel within 

our galaxy, in search for necessary minerals and for planets 
that are suitable to be inhabited by people. The biggest ever 
space travel project, called Apollo, experiences propulsion 
breakdown and loses contact with Earth, twelve years after the 
mission started. The computer must be fixed, so it is necessary 
to contact Earth and download again the system functions. In 
order to do this, the pilot must help in determining the 
parameters necessary to send the message. And then learning 
comes – the computer gives the user a physics task to solve, 
and shows the video presentation which explains how to solve 
this task. 
 

B. User Interface and Interaction in the Application 
The user of our app moves in a virtual space station (in 3D 

space) using virtual joysticks, located at the bottom of the 
screen, on the left and on the right hand side. Such interaction 
allows the user choosing the walk direction, moving forward 
or backward. The interior of the space station is shown in 

 
 

Fig. 1 Start screen of the app described in this paper 
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Figure 2 and Figure 3. 
The goal of the spaceship exploration is to find hints and 

educational materials, which can be found in the screens of the 
guidance computers. Interactive elements can be easily 
distinguished in the spaceship, see Figure 4; for example, a 
chart with physical formulas, see Figure 5. After the interactive 
element is found, the user can interact with it by touching. This 
can launch a movie, which can be stopped and resumed any 
time. Such a form of interaction and a very simple interface are 
intuitive and easy to use. The narrative discovered by the user 
encourages him or her to get to know next topics and test 
his/her knowledge. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 
The application is based on Unity 3D game engine [6]. 

Unity is a game development platform, with IDE (Integrated 
Development Environment) to design applications for mobile 
devices, desktop computers, and web pages. Apollo app was 
implemented using Unity 4.5. Folder structure, game 
environment, first person perspective controller, materials, 
animations and triggers were created using Unity, and the 
Apollo app was built and compiled within Unity platform. 

The planet geometry, spaceship and its contents were 
modeled using 3ds Max [7]. Poly objects were used for this 
purpose. Geometry was adjusted to real size scale, and then 
textures and materials were assigned to the objects, using 
UVW Map and Unwrap UVW modifiers, as well as applying 
lights and shadows in the scenes. After setting a camera in 3ds 
Max, animation was created, rendered using V-Ray 2.0, and 
3D objects exported to FBX format. 

Speech synthesis was also applied in Apollo app. We 
decided to use Ivona Text to Speech synthesizer [8]. This 
synthesizer was applied to obtain artificial sounding voice of 
guidance computer. Text and graphics were exited using 
Adobe Photoshop [9]. Normal maps for diffuse, specular, 
normal, and translucency effects were created using Quixel 
Suite [10]. Intro was created using After Effects [11], and 
Adobe Audition was applied to edit music and audio files, 
including speech for narrative. Unity 3D Remote was used to 
test the app at each stage; the device was connected through 

USB port.  

IV. TESTS 
The app was tested on three mobile devices: Nexus 7 tablet 

computer, Samsung Galaxy S3 smartphone, and Samsung 
Galaxy S4 smartphone. The following aspects were tested: 

• whether the game can be played using various platforms, 
• how many errors are indicated by the processor, 
• visual quality, 
• correct display of movies, 

 
 

Fig. 2 Interior of the space station in Apollo app 

 
 

Fig. 3 A room inside the space station in Apollo app 

 
 

Fig. 4 A room with an interactive element (big table in the back) 

 
 

Fig. 5 A chart with physical formulas 
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• use of controls, 
• usability of the app, 
• educational value of the app. 
The results of these tests are shown in Tables 1-5. 

Usability tests and the tests of educational value of Apollo 
were performed for two target groups: college students, and 
high school students. College students represented Polish-
Japanese Academy of IT (five students, fourth year), and high 
school students  represented Zespół Szkół Ogólnokształcących 
in Kamienna Góra, Poland (10 students). The results are 
shown in Tables 6 and 7. 

 

As we can see, the app can be played on various devices 
practically without errors, and most of the students consider 
this app useful, as indicated in usability tests and educational 
value assessment.  
 

V. SUMMARY 
In this paper we analyzed the trends in using smartphones, 

and the conclusions were applied to create an educational app. 
We observed the tendency to use smartphones rather than 
regular mobile phones (especially among young people), 
clearly visible in market research, so we believe that Apollo 
app supporting learning physics can be helpful.  The presented 
paper describes the project guidelines, narrative, interaction 
within the app, user interface, and the results of tests with 
users. Therefore we conclude that the techniques applied to 
create this app were properly selected, especially Unity 
platform came very handy. This platform allows fast and 
effective creation of a multimedia game. 

Since many users are interested in such apps, and the results 
of the tests were encouraging, we believe that more 
educational apps in physics can be created, and be used by 
young generation. 
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Tab. 1. Errors indicated by the processor  

Device Processor 
signaled 
errors 

Number 
of tests  

Nexus 7 0 20 

Galaxy S3 0 20 

Galaxy S4 0 20 
 
 

Tab. 2. Game stops and slow-downs  
Device Game stopped 

because of 
CPU overload  

Game slowed 
down because of 
CPU overload  

Tests  

Nexus 7 0 0 20 
Galaxy 
S3 

0 0 20 

Galaxy 
S4 

0 0 20 

 

 
Tab. 6. Usability tests 

Group Very 
useful 

Useful Do not 
know 

Not 
useful 

Definitely 
not 
useful 

PJAIT 0 2 1 1 1 
High 
school 

0 5 3 2 0 

 

 
Tab. 7. Educational value assessment 

Group Very 
useful 

Useful Do not 
know 

Not 
useful 

Definitely 
not 
useful 

PJAIT 0 2 1 1 1 
High 
school 

1 5 3 1 0 

 

 
Tab. 5. Tests of controllers 

Device No 
reaction 
to touch 

Move 
other than 
intended 

Tests  

Nexus 7 0 0 20 
Galaxy S3 0 0 20 
Galaxy S4 0 0 20 

 

 
Tab. 4. Movie playing tests  

Device Movie did 
not play 

Movie 
interrupted 

Tests  

Nexus 7 0 0 20 
Galaxy S3 0 1 20 
Galaxy S4 0 0 20 

 

 
Tab. 3. Visual quality  

Device Very 
good 

Good Averag
e 

Below 
averag
e 

Unsatisfying 

Nexus 
7 

X         

Galaxy 
S3 

  X       

Galaxy 
S4 

  X       
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Abstract— In the middle of XX century the scholars 

began construct the methods which have the best characteristics of 
the known and multi-step methods with the constant coefficients. 
And in the 1955 years there appears the works of Gear and Butcher 
dedicated investigation of the hybrid method. Here we want to show 
how this theory developed and compared them with the known 
methods. Constructed the hybrid method with the higher order of 
accuracy and illustrated them by the model equation. For application 
of hybrid methods, here proposed the simple algorithms with the 
order of accuracy 10≤p  in the case, when the amount of the used 
mesh points is equal to 2 or the order of the difference methods 
variable satisfies the condition 1=k . 
 

Keywords— hybrid methods, Volterra integral equation, 
accuracy and stability of numerical methods, ODE, multistep 
methods with the second derivative.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
ANY problems of natural sciences reduced to solving 
integral equations with the variable boundaries which in 

linear case was fundamentally investigated by Vito Volterra. 
Many scholars have investigated the numerical solution of the 
Volterra integral equations. But they in basically use the 
quadrate methods or its modification. But here proposed a new 
way for construction the numerical methods for solving the 
integral equation with the variable boundaries.  
    Let us to consider the following integral equation 

∫+=
x

x
dssysxKxfxy

0

))(,,()()( .              (1) 

Sometimes integral equation (1) called the integral equation 
of Volterra-Urison type. 
 This convention is due to the fact that equation (1) in the 
linear case was thoroughly investigated by Volterra, and at a 
sufficiently high level was studied such equations occurrence 
in practical problems (see, e.g. [1], [2]). Note that the singular 
integral equation with a variable boundary in a particular form 
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was studied for the first time by Abel (see, e.g., [1, p.12]). 
Given that even in the linear case, the exact solution to 
equation (1) is not always possible, therefore many experts 
have used approximation methods to solve it (see, e.g., [3] - 
[7]). 
 Here we suppose that the Volterra integral equation (1) has 
the unique solution determined on the interval [ ]Xx ,0 ,   for 
investigation of the numerical solution of equation of (1), 
assume that the kernel ),,( yzxK  of the integral equation 

define in the domain { }byXxsxG ≤≤ε+≤≤= ,0 , 

where it has partial derivatives up to some order p , 

inclusively. But the given sufficiently smooth function )(xf   

has determined on the interval [ ]Xx ,0 . For determining the 
approximate values of solution of equation (1), we divide the 
interval   [ ]Xx ,0  into N   equal parts by the mesh 

points )...,,2,1,0(0 Niihxxi =+= . Denote by iy   the 

approximate and  )( ixy  exact values of solution of equation 

(1) at the mesh points )...,,2,1,0( Nixi = .  
 As is known one of the popular methods for solving 
equation (1) is the quadrature method. The quadrature method 
which applies to solution of equation (1) can write as follows 
(see [2]): 

,))(,,()()(
0

∑
=

++=
n

j
njjnjnn RxyxxKahxfxy       (2) 

where nR  is the remainder term of the quadrature method and 

),...,1,0( nja j =  are real numbers; these numbers called 

the coefficients of the quadrature method. By discarding the 
remainder term, we obtain the following method: 

),(

,...),3,2,1(),,(

00

0

xfy

nyxxKahfy
n

j
jjnjnn

=

=+= ∑
=    (3) 

which called the quadrature method with the variable 
boundary.  
Remark that the method (3) for 0≠na  is implicit, but this 

method for 0=na  is explicit. And in the result of using 
method of (3), by increasing of the values of the quantity n ,  

The hybrid methods are 60 years in the 
scientific works  
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the amount of computing functions ),,( ysxK  is increases, 
also. Consequently, at each step the amount of calculation 
work is increases, which is a major disadvantage of quadrature 
methods. To eliminate this drawback of method (3), some 
authors have proposed the use of methods such as the 
following k -step method with constant coefficients (see for 
example [8] - [11]): 

              ,),(
00

∑∑
=

++
=

+ β=α
k

i
inini

k

i
ini yxfhy              (4) 

It is known that if the method (4) is stable then the following is 
holds: 

[ ] 222 +≤ kp .                                      (5) 
Here the degree of the method (4) quantity p is order of the 

accuracy and k  is the order of the difference method (4). 
 For the construction the stable methods with the 
degree 2+> kp , the scholars are use modification of the 
method (4) in with resulted appears the forward-jumping 
methods etc. Some of these scholars proposed to change the 
method (4) by the following: 

∑∑∑
=

+
=

+
=

+ γ+β=α
k

i
ini

k

i
ini

k

i
ini yhyhy

0

2

00
"'                 (6) 

Here the coefficients ),...,1,0(,, kiiii =γβα are the some 

real numbers and 0≠αk . 
It is clear that for generalization of the Runge-Kutta and 
Adams methods one may use the different ways, one of which 
can be written as the follows: 

),...,2,1,0;1(

)('
00

ki

hxyhy

i

k

i
iini

k

i
ini

=<ν

ν+γ=α ∑∑
=

+
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+
              (7) 

Here quantities are the hybrid points. 
Remark that for function of the methods Runge-Kutta and 
Adams. We rewrite the method (6) as the following: 

∑∑∑
=

ν++
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+
=

+ γ+β=α
k

i
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k

i
ini

k

i
ini i

yhyhy
000

''    (8) 

If we continue the above proposed way, then the method (5) 
can rewrite as: 

)""(

)''(
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yyh

yyhy
  (9) 

It is not difficult to understand that the method (9) is more 
accurate, than the known methods.  
 Method (4) generalized so that every following method is 
more accurate than the previous one. For example, in 
family methods of type (8) there are stable methods that are 
more accurately than the methods of the type (6) and (7). 
Therefore research of methods (8) and (9) is more promising 

than the above methods of research. For the objectivity, we 
note that hybrid methods are more accurate than the known. 
However, using of the hybrid method is a difficult process. 
Therefore, construction of algorithms for application of hybrid 
methods is sometimes more difficult process than construction 
of the method itself. In the scientific literature, some authors 
such method called fractional steps. 

II. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF UNDETERMINED 
COEFFICIENTS TO THE STUDY OF HYBRID METHODS PROCEDURE  

For construction of hybrid methods we can use different 
schemes, in resulting of this, get methods with the different 
properties. It is known that the properties of numerical 
methods depend on the values of the coefficients in the 
formulas (5) - (9). Previously, the above method applies to 
solution of the following initial value problem: 

.0)0(),,( ==′ yyxFy                        (10) 
In these studies, we used the method of undetermined 

coefficients for determination of coefficients in the formulas 
(5) - (9). Therefore, we will try in construction of hybrid 
methods for solving the equation (1) using the method of 
undetermined coefficients. Note that one of the most popular 
methods for finding solutions of Volterra integral equations is 
quadrature method. But as shown above, when using the 
quadrature methods the volume of computations increases with 
the number of quantity of the points used in constructing them. 
In this regard, here we offer apply to solution of equation (1), 
the following multi-step method 
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Note that from the formula (11) we can obtain implicit and 
explicit methods, as well as forward-jumping methods. Here 
we want by using the above schemes construct hybrid methods 
for solving of the equation (1). The method (11) has a straight 
connection with the method (5). Indeed, if in the equation (1), 
the kernel of the integral, the function ),,( ysxK  the next: 

),(),,( ysFysxK =  , then solution of the equation (1) 
coincides with solution of the problem (10). Using a similar 
connection between integral and differential equations, 
consider construction of hybrid methods. 

Here, to solve equation (1), we use the finite-difference 
method, which can be written as follows: 

)....,,1,0;1(
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00
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yyhy

i
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On the first let us consider any bounders for the coefficients 
of the method (2). 

A: The coefficients iiii νγβα ,,, ),...,2,1,0( ki =  are 
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some real numbers, moreover, 0≠α k  . 
B: Characteristic polynomials  

∑
=

λα≡λρ
k

i

i
i

0
)( ,  ;)(

0
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λβ≡λδ
k

i

i
i ∑

=

ν+λγ≡λγ
k

i

i
i

i

0
)(  

( ii γ=β ). 
have no common multipliers different from the constant. 

C: 0)1()1( ≠γ+σ and 1≥p .  

In particular, for )...,,2,1,0(0ˆ kii ==β , from the 

method of (12) we obtain an ordinary k -step method with the 
constant coefficients.  

III. ON A WAY TO CONSTRUCTION HYBRID METHOD OF TYPE 
(12). 

Consider the construction of the methods of type (12) 

for 0ˆ =βi )...,,2,1,0( ki = . To this end, we construct a 

formula for calculating the values of the function )(xy ′ . 
Suppose that by some methods the solution of the equations is 
found after taking into account that in equation (1) one identity 
is obtained. Then, from this identity we can write: 

  ∫ ′+′=′
x

x x dssysxKxfxy
0

))(,,()()(  .              (13) 

Finding the values of the quantities kny +′  by means of 
formulas (13) is reduced to the calculation of the following 
integral: 

           .))(,,(
0

dssysxK
mx

x
m∫                              (14) 

If quadrature formula (3) is applied to an evaluation of 
integral (14), then we obtain the integral sum of the variable 
boundaries. But for the application of the method (12) to 
solving equation (1), we give the known values 

11, −+−+ ′ knkn yy   and we want to find the relationship between 

these values with the values of knkn yy ++ ′, which are 
unknown. 

The computation in the segment [ ]10 , +nxx  the integral 
with the variable boundary has been reduced to calculations 
that in the segment [ ]1, +nn xx . Moreover, this reduction was 
accomplished without increasing the computational work by 
increasing the values of the variable n . Note that this type of 
scheme is applied to the determination of the relationship 
between the variables 1+′ny  and ny′ .  

It is known that for a sufficiently smooth function, the 
following is holds: 

),(ˆ 1
0

++
=

ξ′=α∑ nin

k

i
i zhz                   (15) 

here ),...,1,0(ˆ kii =α  are real numbers. 

After carrying out same operations, we obtain: 
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here ))(,,()( xyxxKxa =  
Depending on the needs of the user, the coefficients in 

formulas (14) can be given different meanings. For this 
purpose, equations (13) can be rewritten as follows: 
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               (17) 

Here, )...,,1,0(ˆ kii =α  are real numbers, but 1R  is the 
remainder term. By replacing the integrals in formulas (17) 
with an integral sum and discarding the remaining terms, we 
obtain methods to calculate the values of the quantity kny +′ . 
However, in this case, the coefficients impose the following 
additional conditions. It is not difficult to proof that for the 
finding of the coefficients of the method (12) may be use the 
following system of the nonlinear algebraic equation: 
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By using the solution of algebraic equations can construct 
methods having different properties. From the viewpoint of the 
application of numerical methods, the most significant 
property is the stability and accuracy. The accuracy of these 
methods depends on the number of equations in the system 
(18). However, when the number of equations in the system 
(18), there is some difficulty in finding the solution of the 
system (18). The above mentioned difficulty is not finding the 
solution of linear algebraic equations. Note that we 
constructed methods maximum accuracy only in some 
particular cases, the following are some of the mood of them: 
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As can be seen from the above stable hybrid methods are 
more accurate than corresponding methods of Runge-Kutta 
and Adams. 

In a specific example, we show that if we use the Simpson 
method to solve it, the result obtained by step 2/h  is better 
than the result in the step h . 

To this end, consider the following tasks: 
[ ]1,0,1)0(,cos' ∈== xyxy , 

exact solution is written as: xy sin= . 

The result at the step 1,0=h  to place in the following: 
Table 1. 

Value of the 
variable x  

Error for the 
Simpson 

method by the 
step 2/h  

Error for the 
Simpson 

method by the 
step h  

0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
0.70 
0.80 
0.90 
1.00 

0.34E-08 
0.69E-08 
0.10E-07 
0.13E-07 
0.16E-07 
0.19E-07 
0.22E-07 
0.24E-07 
0.27E-07 
0.29E-07 

0.11E-06 
0.10E-06 
0.21E-06 
0.21E-06 
0.31E-06 
0.30E-06 
0.39E-06 
0.38E-06 
0.46E-06 
0.44E-06 

 
As seen from Table 1, the results obtained by the following 

method of Simpson  
6)''4'( 2111 nnnnn yyyhyy +++= +++    

are accurate. 
Now consider the application of the next hybrid method of 

type (7): 

)6/32/1;6/32/1(

))),(,()((,2/)(

01

11 10

−=+=

=′++= ++++

ll

xyxfxyffhyy lnlnnn

. 
To solving following examples: 
1. ].1,0[,0)0(,cos ∈==′ xyxy  Exact solution: 

xxy sin)( = . 
2. .1],1,0[,1)0(, ±=λ∈=λ=′ xyyy  Exact 

solution: )exp()( xxy λ= . 

For the calculating of the values 1+ny  and lny −+1  may be 
used the methods:  

,nnln lhfyy +=+  

,...).2,1,0),,((

,2/)(ˆ

==

++= ++

myxff
fflhyy

mmm

lnnnln  

Repeat these schemes for .1: ll −=  
The results of calculations accommodated in Table 2 and 

Table 3. 
 

 
Table 2 

Step size Variable 
x  

Error for the 
example 1 

Error for the 
example 2 
( 1=λ ) 

10.0=h  0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
0.70 
0.80 
0.90 
1.00 

0.11E-06 
0.10E-06  
0.21E-06 
0.21E-06 
0.31E-06 
0.30E-06 
0.39E-06 
0.38E-06 
0.46E-06 

0.61E-05 
0.78E-05  
0.15E-04 
0.19E-04 
0.28E-04 
0.34E-04 
0.46E-04 
0.56E-04 
0.71E-04 

 
Table 3 

Step size Variable 
x  

Error for 
the example 

1 

Error for 
the example 

2 ( 1=λ ) 

05.0=h  0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
0.70 
0.80 
0.90 
1.00 

0.34E-08 
0.69E-08 
0.10E-07 
0.13E-07 
0.16E-07 
0.19E-07 
0.22E-07 
0.24E-07 
0.27E-07 
0.29E-07 

0.36E-06 
0.81E-06  
0.13E-05 
0.19E-05 
0.27E-05 
0.36E-05 
0.47E-05 
0.59E-05 
0.74E-05 
0.91E-05 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

 Considering that the solution of ordinary differential 
equations is fundamentally investigated. Using the examples 
above, we have shown some of the benefits of hybrid methods. 
As we know the order of accuracy of the method of Simpson 
coincides with the above given order of accuracy of the hybrid 
method, but the comparison of the results set forth in these 
tables routinely comes that the stability region for the hybrid 
method is more advanced. Several authors have given an 
advantage of hybrid methods applied them to the solution of 
some problems in mechanics and called them by fractional 
steps size.  
 It is not difficult to show that the use of hybrid methods to 
the solution of equation (1) gives better results than the 
corresponding known methods (see e.g. [8]-[10]). 
  Consequently, the use of hybrid methods in the scientific 
literature for 60 years shows that these methods are more 
promising. From the foregoing, it follows that in the theory of 
hybrid methods, there are many unsolved problems. 
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Abstract— This paper presents creeping movements application 

of the hyper-redundant arm with an electro-pneumatically system for 
position control. A system of cables actuated by DC motors is used 
for robotic arm bending. Control system is based on a PIC 
microcontroller. The position of the robotic arm can be obtained by 
bending it with the cables and by blocking the position of the 
elements we need, using the electro-pneumatically system. The major 
advantage of this type of actuation consists in the fact that the robot 
can be actuated using a boundary control by cables, the position 
blocking system for any element being relatively simple. A new 
control algorithm for a hyper-redundant manipulator, which moves in 
a labyrinth and can touch the boundaries of the niche, is presented. 
The collisions or contacts are part of the task. The support-points 
from the walls help with the moving process. The dynamic model by 
Lagrange method of the hyper-redundant robotic structure is 
established. Afterwards, a hybrid position/force controller for the 
hyper-redundant locomotion is proposed. Finally, the simulations of 
the hyper-redundant locomotion by climbing are presented. 
 

Keywords— hyper-redundant robot, robotic arm, hybrid control 
algorithm, hyper-redundant arm, creeping movements, dynamic 
model.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE hyper-redundant arms are a class of manipulators that 
can reach any position and orientation in space. Inspired 

by biological structures, like trunks (Fig. 1), tentacles and 
snake backbones, these arms are the mechanical structures 
with continuum elements described by distributed parameter 
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models. In comparison with classic manipulators, hyper-
redundant robots can operate in restricted areas.  

The robotic arm is composed of identical elements with 
series connections. The final position of the robotic arm is 
obtained by changing relative position of these elements. The 
structure is the „backbone” type one, actuated by a set of 
cables. Robot’s body is structured in sections composed of 
successive elements. By modifying their angular position, one 
can obtain section curvature, robot’s curvature, respectively 
(Fig. 2). 

The robot can be considered as composed of groups of 
elements (modules), every such group can have its own 
bending. At least three actuation cables are necessary for every 
manipulator section bending. By actuating this cables section 
curvature is obtained. The number of cables for each section 
represents a major disadvantage because of the actuation 
system complexity, from the constructive and control point of 
view [1-12]. 

Hybrid Control System for the Hyper 
Redundant Arm HHR in Creeping Movements 

Ionel Cristian Vladu, Viorel Stoian, and Ileana Vladu 
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Fig. 1. Example of a trunks animal vs manipulator 

 
 

Fig. 2. Hyper-redundant robot elephant trunk – HipRob I 

 
 

Fig. 3. Hyper-redundant robot HHR – Solidworks model 
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One of the cardinal goals of the robotic researchers is to 
provide control algorithms that allow robots to move in an 
unknown environment without collisions with the unstructured 
obstacles. Generally, in specific literature this problem is 
addressed as the collision avoidance problem [6], [9], [10], 
[11]. In this paper the hyper-redundant manipulator is analyzed 
in following situation: his job is to infiltrate, to creep through 
dropped walls after a cataclysm in a humanitarian action or for 
inspection in highly constrained environments (Fig.4). 

The mechanics are for a snake-like structure but with serial 
rigid links. In this case is necessary a compliant motion by 
touching of objects in many points of the manipulator like a 
human been in a very narrow cave which press with his 
shoulder the wall for his stability and with his hand push up a 
block (gravestone, manhole) or for climbing. The collisions or 
contacts are a part of the task. 

The support points from the walls help to the moving 
process. For example, in fig. 1 (for simplicity, a planar 
structure) the robot fixes its i-link on the walls pressing the 
link’s ends by F and F forces. In this situation the upper part 
(links i+1, i+2 … n) can be relaxed and inferior part (links 1, 2 
…i-1) can be constricted. This process allows a creeping in 
horizontal plane or a climbing in vertical plane. 

This applications type consist in possibility of carry a 
conduct with rescue fluid, or another, in creeping spaces.  

HHR it has an ideal architecture for this purpose, imposed 
by hybrid actuating system. Whatever the length of the robot 
only three actuating cables are required. We consider the arm a 
series module, each module contains k segments or k elements. 
Acting one module to one time moment, with control creeping 
algoritm, obtain movement on robotic arm in desire position, 
module by module, whatever the the length of them. 

II. THE ROBOT ARCHITECTURE 

A. General presentation 
The system proposed considers the robotic arm as a single 

section, from the actuating point of view. Desired robot 
curvature is obtained using just three cables for actuating 
together with electro-pneumatically system. The actuating 
system is simplified by this fact. The position of every element 
can be blocked, independently of the others, using an electro-
pneumatically system (Fig. 5). 

The following operations are repeated for obtaining the 
desired position: 
• The electro-pneumatically blocking system is used for all 

the components, except those for which one desires to 
change position.  

• The position of unblocked elements is modified, using 
cable actuation system. 

• The process is repeated for every element/group of 
elements until the desired position is reached.  

 
 

Fig. 4. Hyper-redundant robot in a humanitarian action 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 5. Backbone hyper-redundant arm actuated by a set of cables, (a)-

acting part, (b)-robot trunk part 
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B. Element description 
From the constructive point of view, a robot element 

consists in two disks connected by a rigid rod. One of the disks 
is considered the base of the element and is fixed rigidly on the 
rod, perpendicularly on it (Fig. 6 - Solidworks model, Fig. 7 - 
physical robot). 

The second disk is attached to the rod through a spherical 
articulation. One end of the rod is composed of a sphere 
representing the internal part of the spherical articulation. The 
core of the disk is composed of a spherical cake representing 
the external part of the spherical articulation. By the restriction 
imposed by actuation system, this can be considered a four 
class coupling; the rotation around the axis is cancelled. 
Referring to the element construction this one represents the 
mobile disk (Fig. 7 b). 

Constructively, the mobile disk can change its angular 
position with respect to the fixed disk, or the rigid rod, 
respectively, realizing partial rotation around axis OX and OY. 

Every string is crossed by a cable, which also passes by the 
two disks. Cables are attached to the mobile disk and cross the 
fixed disk up to their actuation elements. By actuating cables, 
mobile disk rotates around spherical articulation as against 
axis OX, OY or both of them. 

C. The electro-pneumatically blocking system 
A simple action pneumatic piston is implemented inside of 

the road. For acting, the mobile element of the piston presses 
on the internal sphere of spherical articulation (Fig. 8, Fig. 9). 

 Both of the parts of the sphere that interact with the piston 
are properly processed in order to ensure a great rubbing 
coefficient. The pressure of the system is controlled through an 
electro valve. 

The manipulator is committed from a series element 
connection. Two elements have a common disk, the mobile 
disk of an element representing the fixed disk for the following 
disk. The cables are connected at the terminal point of the arm, 
at the last mobile disk.  

The electro-pneumatically system ensures the blocking-on 
or blocking-off of the elements. The elements that are not 
blocked (blocking-off state) can be bended by this cable-based 
actuation system. 

III.  DYNAMIC MODEL 
In Figure 10 is presented a hyper-redundant robotic structure 
for establish a dynamic model by Lagrange method. 

 With the notations from that figure are passed get through 
all phases of the algorithm. The coordinates x(q) and y(q) are: 
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The velocities of the x and y are: 

 
 

Fig. 6. Element of robotic arm – Solidworks model 

 
 

Fig. 7. Element of robotic arm, a-robot ansamble, b-spherical 
articulation detail 

     
 

Fig. 8. Element of robotic arm – electro-pneumatically system – 
Solidworks model 

 
Fig. 9. Element of robotic arm – electro-pneumatically system detail 
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The kinetic energy and the potential energy are: 
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where M(q) is the inertial matrix and 
[ ]T

nq θθθ ,...,, 21=  (7) 
The Lagrange function is: 
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Now, we can apply Lagrange’s equation are: 
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The two terms of the Lagrange’s equation are: 
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Now, the Lagrange’s equation is: 
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where: 
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If we define the Coriolis matrix as: 
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Then ( )qqqC , is the Coriolis and centrifugal forces vector. 
The third term is a position term representing loading due to 
gravity. 

( ) ( )qGq
q
E

i

p =
∂
∂  (15) 

Ti represents the outer forces: 

( ) τ−−= qBTT ii 
 (16) 

where Ti are the actuators forces (inner generalized forces), B 
represents the friction forces and  represents the forces from 
joints due to the forces acting on the tool tip or on the another 
points from the robotic structure due to a load or contact with 
the environment. With the above-mentioned notations we have 
the dynamic model of the hyper-redundant robotic structure 
from Figure 10: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) TqGqBqqqCqqM =++++ τ ,  (17) 
In this paper, by “position” we mean “position and 
orientation”, and by “force” we mean “force and torque”. 

IV. HYBRID CONTROL 
During creeping in tunnels or labyrinths the robot comes in 

contact with environment; therefore, interaction forces develop 
between the robot and environment. Consequently, these 
interaction forces, as well as the position of the points from the 
robot, must be controlled. A number of methods for obtaining 
force information exist: motor currents may be measured or 
programmed, motor output torques may be measured and 
joint-mounted sensors may be used. There are two primary 
methods for producing compliant motion: a passive 
mechanical compliance built into the manipulator, or an active 
compliance implemented in the software control loop, force 
control. Passive compliance offers some performance 
advantages, but the force control method offers the advantage 
of programmability. This allows the manipulator to use the 
particular form of compliance necessary for the particular 
application. Throughout this paper is assumed that the desired 
velocity and force trajectories, which are commanded by the 
controllers, are consistent with the model of the environment 
[19]. If this is not the case, it may be possible to modify the 
desired velocity and force trajectories to be consistent with the 
model of the environment. The compliant motion occurs when 
the position of a robot is constrained by the task. The so-called 
hybrid position/force controller [20], [21] can be used for 
tracking position and force trajectories simultaneously. The 
basic concept of the hybrid position/force controller is to 
decouple the position and force/control problems into subtasks 
via a task space formulation because the task space 
formulation is valuable in determining which directions should 
be force or position controlled. Figure 11 presents a hybrid 
position/force controller. 
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Fig. 10. The backbone architecture 
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where S defines the compliance selection matrix. 
Si=0 for position control 
Si=1 for force control 

( )TFjtFj JTJT 11, −− ==  (21) 

where J(q) is the Jacobian matrix and TFf is a metrical 
operator which make the transformation between the forces F 
and the forces F. x=f(q) is a relation which represent the 
forward kinematics. For position controller is advantageously 
to use a PID controller and force a PD controller. 

∫∆+∆+∆=
t

p qdtkqkqku
0

21 3

 (22) 

fkfkuF
∆+∆= 54  (23) 

The general control law ui is 
( )[ ]∑ ∆−Ξ+∆Ψ=

j
ijijfiiji qSiSu 1  (24) 

where ijΨ  is a force control law and ijΞ  is a position 

control law. Figure 12 presents a simulation for the climbing 
operation through a vertical labyrinth for one module with 
ki,…,kn elements. 

Any segments of the hyper-redundant robot are used for the 
anchorage of the structure on the walls of the vertical labyrinth 
while the others segments are moving up. The hyper-redundant 
locomotion by creeping is analogous. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The cable drive system and sensorial system presented in 

the paper simplifies the mechanical structure, the drive and 
controls a hyper-redundant robotic arm.  

Control algorithms specially adapted to this structure 
confirmed the stability, robustness and reliability of the 
system. This is presented in a conference paper [13, 14]. 

A new control algorithm for a hyper-redundant manipulator, 
which moves in a labyrinth and can touch the boundaries of the 
niche, is presented in this paper. The collisions or contacts are 
part of the task. The support-points from the walls help with 
the moving process. The dynamic model by Lagrange method 
of the hyper-redundant arm is established. Afterwards, a 
hybrid position/force controller for the hyper-redundant 
locomotion is proposed. Finally, the simulations of the 
creeping of the hyper-redundant arm are presented. 
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Fig. 11. The Hybrid Position / Force Controller 

 
 

Fig. 12. Simulation for a climbing action for one module, ki … kn 
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Caterpillar Prototype Chair with Automated 

Features for People with Disabilities in Paraplegia  
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Abstract—at present, there is large variety of conditions in the 

health that prevents the autonomous movement of the people, in some 

severe cases, in which patients are totally motor of its powers, it 

becomes necessary to use transport aircraft, such as the use of 

wheelchairs. The purpose of the following article, is the design of a 

prototype wheelchair, that through the application of type wheels, 

track suits dissimilar land and that by means of an automated control 

system, the operator can adjust the speed of acceleration and 

deceleration of the same. The results show that is a viable project, that 

meets the needs of the population with disabilities paraplegia and that 

has a high social projection, because it is a design of wheelchair to low 

acquisition cost, with a management control simple and effective. 

Keywords—Autonomous; Design; paraplegia; track type wheels; 

social projection. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 The manual wheelchairs, since 1595 have been a useful aid 
to the mobility of persons with disabilities, but they have some 
shortcomings in its design which produce transportation 
difficulties to those who use them; they can even cause a 
disability even greater, as determined by the World Health 
Organization (WHO) in her article on manual wheelchairs 
drafted in 2008. 

One of the most noticeable difficulties of the wheelchairs 
current, is the shift in areas that are unstable or who possess 
steps, because the design of the wheels does not allow the 
promotion by these and the person must make greater effort to 
be able to scroll; also if the person does not have total movement 
of the arms and legs is of greater utility a automatic wheelchair 
that allows their mobility. The following research is conducted 
in the wake of the next question: How can you improve the 
problem of wheeled mobility in different areas for people with 
disabilities in paraplegia? The arguments described on this 
problem previously and a thorough investigation supported by 
verifiable sources, underpin the approach to the problem of the 
present investigation. People with paraplegia have difficulty 
daily to be transported to their places of work or at home, 
according to a report of the WHO, as shown in the source [1]. 

In the users whose disability involves pain (patients with AR 
and EA), were able to observe changes in their physical structure 
which have a direct impact on their bodily functions, and, 
therefore, in its activities, in their accessibility to the 
environment and their social participation. 

"When you walk on the pavement completely new [ …] this 
soft. But when you're on the road very bad [ …] ratchets much 
the wheelchair and greatly affects the wear of the hip" (L. , 
Colombian user, 59 years, AR, housewife) [2]. 

Fig. 1. Problems of the Conventional Wheelchair 

 

Source: [1] 

 The track type wheels, consists of a set of link modular 
allowing a displacement stable even on rough terrain, the 
majority of the tracks are part of a flexible belt with a rigid set 
of links to other strongly.  

In order to enable people with disabilities to live 
independently and participate fully in all aspects of life, States 
Parties shall take appropriate measures to ensure the access of 
persons with disabilities, on an equal footing with the other, the 
physical environment, transport, information and 
communications, including the systems and information and 
communications technologies, and other services and facilities 
open to the public or for public use, in both urban and rural areas. 
These measures, which will include the identification and 
elimination of obstacles and barriers to access, shall apply to [3]; 
hence this project is intended to be a part of these measures of 
inclusion, designing a wheelchair that allows access to several 
areas, in order that people with disabilities are treated equally, 
pretending to remove as many barriers in the displacement by 
areas of the country [4]. 
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II. METHODOLOGICAL DESIGN 

The methodology in the process of research, is based on the 
study of population, materials, techniques and procedures, 
aimed at ensuring compliance with the objectives. The 
innovation of this project is based on the projection that has 
social and economic design that looks for, as this is not a project 
for high-tech to high costs, but a viable project affordable for all 
types of people: 

-Population: the type of population group to which you are 
targeted by the project, are people who suffer from the disease 
of paraplegia, due to the fact that if they have other conditions 
such as immobility of arms may not activate the wheelchair; 
although the automated wheelchair of this project is intended to 
mitigate the problem of mobility of people with paraplegia, there 
are other people that they can also make use of it, as are people 
who are in recovery for any other type of illness or those who do 
not may be transported by themselves by dissimilar reasons. 

-Materials, techniques and procedures: emphasis is on the 
following methodology: 

 

A. In Software Development 

For the realization of drawings in the design of the 
wheelchair, was used in a computer program with the 
rhinoceros, which allows the modeling in 3D; the program for 
the ARDUINO programming of the card that commanded the 
instructions toward the gear motor and the MATLAB program 
for the modeling of the PID control [5]. 

B. Development of Hardware 

The development of the prototype is made in rods CR 
(chrome) of 8 mm for the chassis, upholstery and foam to the  

 

 

polyurethanes FMG coated, wheels of carts of 16 cm in 
diameter, toothed belt ½ inch, plastic and velcro for water,  

 

infrared sensors, sprockets and gearmotor with encoder for 
the operation. For the design to scale would require real rods in 
stainless steel, upholstery for body assembly type track wheels 
so Queta, belts for automobile and electronic instrumentation as 
it is: infrared sensors, gear motor high-end, wiring THW AWG 
No. 12, Three-position switches of shank card ARDUINO, H-
bridge 1298, terminals, connectors, halogen lights, etc. 

C. Development of the Aautomation 

The development of the automated portion is linked in 
controlling the acceleration and deceleration of the chair and to 
efficiently control the speed by means of a PID controller that 
will be programd into the ARDUINO card; it should be noted 
that in the automated portion of the wheelchair is has in mind 
the protections and emergency electrical necessary to give the 
user greater peace of mind [6]. 

 

It is endeavoring to comply with the following objectives: 

 General Objective 

Designing a chair with wheels type track that allow the 
movement of people with disabilities of paraplegia, 
adaptable to all sorts of terrain. 

 Specific Objectives 

- Analyze the state of the art of the wheelchairs for 
persons with disabilities of paraplegia. 

- Analyze the types of wheelchair, using a 
characterization. 

- Implementing and designing a wheelchair of automatic 
handling, adaptable to different land, taking into account 
specialized hardware and software, at low cost. 

- Look for strategic alliances, participate in calls external 
or internal to the University for the financing of the 
second phase of the project. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Mechanical Description of the Prototype of the 

Wheelchair 

Automated wheelchair can be mobilised by all sorts of 
terrain by means of wheels type track and gear motor controlled 
by card programd ARDUINO in computation; in addition to 
mobilize to any side, is designed under standard to actual scale 
and ergonomic, with security features that give the user 
reliability to be transported in it. 

The design of the wheelchair was carried out  in automated 
program rhinoceros version 4.0 as shown in Figure 2: 

 

 

Fig. 2. Design 3D Prototype of the Wheelchair 

 

Source: Authors 

B. Development of Mathematical Calculations.  

 

 Tangential velocity of the wheel: 

𝑣 = 𝑤 ∗ 𝑟 𝑚/𝑠 
𝑣 = 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 
𝑤 = 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 
𝑟 = 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑜 = 8𝑐𝑚 
𝑤 = 2𝜋𝑓 
𝑓 = 200 𝑟𝑝𝑚 
 
𝑓 =

200

60 𝑠
= 3.33 𝑟𝑝𝑠 

𝑤 = 2𝜋 ∗ (3.33) 
𝑤 = 20.92 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 
𝑣 = 20.92 ∗ 0.08 
V=1.6736 m/s 
 
Resistivity of a chrome rod: 
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𝑅 =
𝑝 ∗ 𝑙

𝐴
 

𝑅 = 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑜𝑑 
𝑝 = 𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 12.5𝑥10−8 
𝑙 = 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 3𝑚 

 𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 

         𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟: 
 

𝐴 =
𝜋𝑑2

4
 

𝐴 =
𝜋(8𝑥10−3)2

4
 

𝐴 = 0.05026𝑥10−3 𝑚2 
𝑅 =

(12.5𝑥10−8) ∗ (3)

0.05026𝑥10−3
 

𝑅 = 7.4612𝑥10−3 Ω 
 

C. Description of the Automated Wheelchair to Actual Scale 

The wheelchair to actual scale will be according to the 
design a card with ARDUINO, a/c gear motor with encoder, a 
PWM, a H-bridge l298 and a switch style shank for start, as 
shown in Figure 3: 

Fig. 3. Control System Design 

 

Source: Authors 

 The design of control of the wheelchair is based on a c 
gearmotor with DC power from the NDCMG series, with up to 
250 watts, which has the following features mechanical; it 
should be borne in mind that the prototype was used a motor 
reducer of lesser range. 

 It requires a card program ARDUINO and version 6, to 
schedule the following lines of code and through the PWM 

internal card simulate the operation of the control of the speed 
of the gear motor [7]. 

 It should be borne in mind that the error must be less than  5 
%, furthermore must contain the following control variables: 

KP= proportional constant 

Ki= cash integral 

Derivative Kd= constant 

 In turn, is shape in MATLAB the PID controller, in order to 
find values that are approximated to have a minimum response 
error in the output and enter it in the Arduino to control the 
passage  of the PWM and so set the speed of the engine, the start-
up time, stop and stabilization at rated speed, it should be noted 
that the margins of error must be minimal due to the fact that this 
is the responses that the user is going to get the wheelchair in 
operation and you cannot put in danger the same; the simulation 
of the ARDUINO will be as in Figure 4: 

Fig. 4. Simulation in ARDUINO 

 

Source: Authors 

The plant is mounted in MATLAB  as a dynamic model of a 
motor load and controls the starter until it is stable: 

 

Fig. 5. Simulation in MATLAB 
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Source: Authors 

 Once you get the values of the constants of the PID, digital 
on the agenda of the ARDUINO, which controls the engine 
speed, because the input of the same is measured by means of 
the internal encoder of the motor reducer that by means of 
drivers entering the ARDUINO give the number of revolutions 
per minute and by means of the output of the L 298 at the time 
of the signal of the ARDUINO calculates the voltage that will 
enter the engine. 

 It should be noted that the automated system will be powered 
by battery type car of 24 V.D.C. with electric charger connection 
to ac power [8]. 

D. Implementation of the Prototype 

 Complying with the aim of implementing and designing a 
wheelchair of automatic handling, adaptable to different land, 
taking into account software and specialized hardware, at a low 
cost, is carried out the assembly below: 

 For the design of the wheelchair for people with disabilities 
of paraplegia, has been taken into account the aforementioned 
investigations, to generate the design that best suits the needs of 
users, in order to meet the needs of the mobility in all sorts of 
terrain with an automatic control, taking into account each of the 
following steps: 

1) Design a scale of 1:3 of the Chair, the gender program design 
in the Rhinoceros.   

Fig. 6. Simulation in MATLAB 

 
Source: Own, developed by the project developers, rhinoceros 4.0 . 

2) Assemble the Chassis; figure 7 shows the design that is 
intended to establish to meet the proposed objectives of 
displacement of the wheelchair in disparate fields. 

Fig. 7. The Prototype Chassis 

 
Source: Authors 

  According to the design of the levels mentioned above, 
was the implementation of the prototype. The materials used 
and the results obtained are described below: 

 CR 8 mm rod: The chassis of the prototype of the wheel 
chair was made with 8 mm rod CR, this has a high 
resistance to corrosion, the metals that contains have 
great affinity for oxygen and reacts with the forming a 
layer passivating, thus avoiding the corrosion of iron. 
Introducing high resistance to corrosion is an optimum 
material that has a high durability and long life that is 
what you are looking for when choosing a wheelchair, in 
the figure 8 shows the chassis soldier. 
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Source: Authors 

 Toothed Belts: The toothed belts of the prototype were 
used in the implementation of the type wheel track, these 
belts are high intensity, high flexibility, good durability, 
possess excellent resistance to heat and wear resistant, 
additionally their slots have a frictional force optimum to 
adapt to the different land, in the figure 9 shows the belts 
used. 

Fig. 9. Toothed Belts 

 

Source: Authors 

 Wheel of 16 cm in diameter : required the use of four 
wheels according to the design of the plane, the wheels 
are plastic and the rubber cover that achieves adjustment 
with belts, in figure 10 shows the wheels used.    

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Wheels 

 

Source: Authors 

 Polyurethanes FMG coated: fabric was used for auto 
upholstery color and blue foam king of 1 cm of thickness 
for chair, in order to shape it in the chassis. 

Fig. 11. Wheels 

 

Source: Authors 

 Transparent plastic: plastic and velcro used 0.5 mm 
thickness for the top of the chair, with the purpose of 
preventing the user and electronic system will get wet. 

Fig. 12. For waters of the Chair 

 

Source: Authors 

 The mount was conducted and presented in the following 
manner, along with the implementation of safety belts: 

Fig. 8. Chassis Soldier 
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Source: Authors 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In the document signed is reflected the work of the project, 
in which the design of a prototype of a wheel chair with 
implementation of type wheels and track through the simulation 
program is able to control the speed system. 

It was assumed by the design of the wheelchair wheels by 
means of the Rhinoceros software, this turns out to be very 
useful when it comes to choosing a design program, allowed us 
to analyze the different mechanical variables that would involve 
the chair to the prototype and the actual scale. Mathematical 
calculations were necessary for the selection of the transmission 
elements of movement. By means of the relevant simulations of 
the automation program for the motor reducer of the chair with 
the ARDUINO program generated the lines of code of the PID 
controller. 

Simulating the start and deceleration of the gear motor in 
MATLAB, was chosen from the constants required for the 
program in ARDUINO, verifying the stabilization of the plant 
such as a dynamic model of a motor load. Once you have 
verified that the project was not feasible, the prototype was 

implemented at a scale of 1:3, as realistic as possible, this in 
order to qualify as an option of degree of specialists in the ECCI 
University. With the approval of the project is intended to be 
attested by a legal entity for its functioning and launch a real 
scale. 
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Abstract—Compensation of reactive power is widely used in 
industrial energy supply networks. To guarantee an efficient 
operation and adequate amount of devices several technical 
and/or economic criteria should be considered. This paper 
proposes a method to solve an optimization problem with two 
objective functions, and with the use of the Tchebycheff’s 
distance achieve the reduction of the distance between 
calculated values and desired objectives values. A 
metaheuristic method is employed as technique and the initial 
population is obtained and refined by Random Conditional 
Search Method (RCS) with stop criteria adjusted over a 
satisfying and bounded solution set. The procedure and 
algorithm are tested with theoretical and real cases in order to 
measure efficiency, speed and tradeoffs. 

 
 
Keywords—Multi-objective Optimization, Reactive Power 
Compensation, Evolutionary Algorithms. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Commonly, the solutions for compensation studies in 
industrial systems are the location of capacitors/filters to 
achieve voltage profiles within the pre-established ranges, 
energy loss reduction and the reduction of harmonic 
contamination. These studies carries an optimization problem 
with one correlated objective associated to reduce the 
compensation costs and the other parameters included in 
constrains[2]. In a broader way, the reactive power 
optimization problem solutions has been focused from 
conventional optimization techniques including the gradient 
method, quadratic programming, nonlinear programming, 
linear programming   and interior point method, but the recent 
and actual trends targets to a multi-objective context through 
evolutionary optimization algorithms [3-7]. In general, these 
techniques are still associated with some difficulties such as 
handling of the multi-model characteristic of the problems and  
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also non differential, nonlinear and non-convex nature of the 
reactive power optimization problem.  
Genetic Algorithms (GA) method is the mostly used heuristic 
method among others. The objective of GA is to look for the 
best solution within a series of solutions; by “best solution” we 
refer those that optimize to a predetermined metrics for a given 
problem, meaning the value that comes closest to this 
numerical value, once evaluated for a particular evaluation of a 
function [8]. 
The traditional optimization algorithms generally obtain an 
optimal solution, however the application of evolutionary 
optimization methods permits several simultaneous and 
independent objectives originating a set of so-called optimally 
efficient solutions or Pareto solutions of which those that 
satisfy the reviewer's set of preferences will be selected. 

The method formulated in this paper is built upon the 
Integration Variables Method [9] as a metaheuristic variant or 
genetic algorithms generalization. The functioning bases rest 
on a not necessarily use of a variable code to describe the 
possible solutions, but on any quantity of them and whatever 
set of operators to update the members of the population. 

This variation is because during the application of genetic 
algorithms to optimization problems the combined and 
generated solutions can generate bad blocks of solutions 
depending on the objective function nature and producing 
scarcity of genetic diversity. This deficiency could be 
overcome by metaheuristic methods deficiency could be 
overcome by metaheuristic methods [10], where a 
modification of Variables Integration Methods (VIM) was 
developed and named Random Conditioned Search (RCS), and 
giving solution to convergence problems founded when the 
VIM was applied to very big populations. The modification 
permits: 

 
1. The enhancement of the population by subintervals aimed 

to achieve a greater diversity over the solutions set in the 
extended population. 

2. Search in the near neighborhood of the efficient 
calculated solutions with target in better performance 
member addition. 

3. Search in adequate samples of population. Starting with 
the better characteristics founded in the population 
already calculated, it is selected code-dependent a 
subpopulation in the uncalculated population for 
prioritized evaluation. 

Metaheuristics based on the Variables 
integration Method applied to Reactive Power 
Compensation in Multi-objective Optimization.  

Iliana González Palau, Secundino Marrero Ramírez, Arístides Legrá Lobaina. Daniel Mendiola Ellis 
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II. REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATION AS A            
MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION MAKING SYSTEM. 

 
The characterization of reactive power compensation as a 

decision-making process lead to an external analysis, which 
should be realized in order to include the selection of implied 
variables (see fig 1) 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Information Classification in External Analysis. 
 
The installed load in the supply network was considered as 
coordination variables, variables ui and di are related to every 
load data. 
The xi variables represent decisions variables. 
The technical and economic indicators yi, with pre-weights 
according to the criteria of experts, are as follows: Voltage in 
nodes, power factor in nodes, total harmonic distortion, the 
energy losses of the network (energy loss reduction obtained in 
the process of compensation) and the economic variable 
(VAN). To obtain these indicators, proper procedures of 
calculations in engineering systems are used as a model. 
 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION. 
 

The Chebyshev‘s distance weight method permits the 
reduction of the distance of the calculated value to the desired 
value of every object included in the function by means of the 
expression; 
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The minimization of the equation (1) over a set of different 
combinations of ωi values results in an efficient solutions 
space; that is, solutions that are not worse than the remaining 
ones belonging to the set of possible solutions, for at least one 
of the objectives.  
The proposition of two objective functions is associated with a 
partial one applied in nodes and another one to the network as 
a whole. It is assumed as the partial Objective Function (OF) 
in each node i = 1 …m at the system.  
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it accomplished that 0 ≤ Zi  ≤ 1,   
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The Wij coefficient can take different values depending on the 
evaluated objective; but 0 ≤ Wij ≤ 1 and also bounded 

by
1

1
=∑

=

m

j
ijW

. It also permits taking the solutions search 
process, from a multi-objective focus to a mono-objective one, 
when the undesired objectives are cancelled out in the 
function.  
 
The desired value of each objective follows the each decisor 
considerations, and it will be used as information directly 
associated to the overall search, with restrictions for iteration.  
Equation 2 includes three objectives analysed at node level: Z1 
(voltage in nodes), Z2 (power factor in the nodes) and Z3 (total 
voltage harmonic distortion). Finally for each node i, it has: 
  

 
{ }iiii ZMaxZ maxλ=

                                      (3) 
Then, the objective function to minimize for an entire network 
is formed from ( 3 ) and the objectives analysed on a global 
system level, Z4 and Z5,  correspond respectively to the active 
losses associated with the compensation and the economic 
indicator examined through VAN. 
 

{ }524111 ,,,...,max ZZZZZ nnnniT ++= λλλλ
 

restricted by 

1
1

=∑
=

n

i
iλ

  and  10 ≤≤ iλ . 
 
The values of the variables within the objective function are 
normalized, so that, these values have the same order of 
magnitude to those pre-weights λ that assume its role. 
The weight constant for nodes i, correspond to the type of 
node and the indicators will depend on the importance of each 
particular case. Besides, a set of constraints can be considered 
to guarantee a feasible region of existing solutions. These 
restrictions are given as: 
 

• ( ) supinf QxQQ ≤≤   the capacitive reactive power of 
the node that must be between the    allowed limits 

• 9.0≥entradaCosϕ power factor of the input node 

• 7.0arg ≥acCosϕ power factor of load nodes 

• minVANVAN ≥  
 
The mathematical model allows the calculation of all the 
indicators and necessary intermediate variables from the 
decision variables and the input data, and it is given by the 
load flow calculation procedures at fundamental frequency and 
harmonics.  
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IV. WORKAROUND OF THE METHOD. 
 

A. VARIABLES INTEGRATION METHOD (VIM). 
 
The principal characteristic of the method is the creation of 

a population, container of a set of feasible solutions 
(individuals), 
The population's structure is determined by a set of decision 
variables. In order to process possible solutions, there is a 
mechanism of encoding, which permits the setting of only one 
value for each individual of the population, which is 
representative to its quality as a solution. From this very point, 
the process, which is iterative, enable the production of new 
generations of individuals, bettering characteristics each time 
closer to the solution of the settled problem.  
The stop criteria of the algorithm is activated in different ways, 
by fixing a number of iterations, when a percent of the entire 
population in evaluation has been calculated or, if there is no 
significant improvement of the aptitude of the population in a 
calculation process after a certain number of iterations.  
The algorithm of the Variables Integration Method is showed 
in the Fig 2. 

  
         Fig.2. Algorithm of Variables Integration Method 
 

B. RANDOM CONDITIONAL SEARCH ALGORITHM  

 The proposed general method is called Random 
Conditional Search (RCS) and responds to the particularities 
of the objective function and the restrictions of the problem. 
The RCS method follows the basic ideas of Variables 
Integration Method as described in Fig. 2, in particular, it 
brings the built-in characteristics of random search of the 
extreme of the Variable Code Method [3, 4]. RCS is composed 
by several algorithms, with handlers functions for search in the 
initial population, also the improvement of the initial 
population and the selective reduction of the population be 
accomplished. 

C. SEARCH ALGORITHM OF THE INITIAL 
POPULATION.      

 The initial population (IP) consists of K elements, K is an 
investigator-defined number. For each exploration step, the 
best solution founded is included in the population, and this is 

done until the population’s size matches the pre-assigned or it 
exceeds the initial established one.  
There are two obtaining ways for this IP ranging from a set of 
T possible configurations of the system: 
1. Take k different random integers between 1 and T 
2. Divide the interval in K subintervals [11]  and get a solution 

of the IP in each sub-interval. 
 
D. INITIAL POPULATION IMPROVEMENT 

   Afterward the IP has a fixed size, follows its improvements 
or updating; updating means, the comparison of the obtained 
solutions in the objective function; select the best among them 
all, i.e. the one that has a less value of Z; then this new 
solution is compared with the already calculated worst solution 
of the population and determining a possible replacement. At 
the moment which the foreseen accuracy δ is attained, the 
process of generation of random values of the population is 
restarted. 
For each iteration, two variables codes are generated in an 
interval [A, B], overcomes a subdivision in three subintervals 
[A, x1], [x1, x2] and [x2, B], after that; the subinterval 
containing a bigger value of Z, which is the worst results is 
eliminated. In this point, two other random values are 
generated within the obtained subinterval [A, B]. This process 
is repeated while the length of the interval x1 – x2 stays 
superior to a given precision. While, the population size 
remains inferior to the established size, the solution with the 
smallest value of Z amongst 2 generated codes is added to the 
population, in each step. Once the required size of the 
population is reached, for a new calculated Z value, this 
solution is compared with the worst solution, and in case of a 
smaller value of Z it becomes in substitute of the worst 
solution already found in the actual population. 
This algorithm leads to the search of individuals with every 
time lesser Z’s values; in other words, it means convergence, 
but an obvious deficiency can be detected around ZX1 or ZX2; 
there are possibilities in some internal steps, of smaller ZXh for 
Xh, before the ending of the principal algorithm. To remediate 
this inconvenience, truncating possibilities have been 
implemented in the general algorithm, it means, when values 
of ZX1 or ZX2 less than ZXp are detected, it is assumed that Xh is 
ZX1 or ZX2 as appropriate. This alternative has demonstrated to 
be more efficient in time when 5 % of the entire population is 
evaluated. Nevertheless, there is a preconceived saving action 
of all the calculated values of  
x and Zx during the execution of the principal algorithm and its 
ordering over the finalization, taking as a consequence, the 
smallest value of Z as a solution.  
 

E. VARIABLES CODIFICATION  

The candidate variables to be encoded belong to the pre-
declared decision variables. The decision variables could take 
different connections or configurations, defined as the X 
chromosomes. It can be assumed that an X chromosome is a 
string character, where each character represents a transformer, 
a bank of capacitors or a filter amongst others and every 
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possible value of X depends on the definition of the analysed 
element. 
e.g. Let be, an electric system constituted by: 
A transformer T, with two taps 1 and 2 
A capacitor’s bank C, with two switchable sections numbered 
1 and 2 
A filter F, with two positions (connected or not). 
Then, the number of independent combinations Cp, of the 
configurations, taken by these decision variables, would be; 
   Cp = 2 x 3 x 2 = 12   
It is necessary to state out, the proposed codification is 
decimal, i.e., each digit of the code accepts decimal values. 
Because this code, a special but small algorithm is required to 
achieve the implemented codification in two functions 
providing knowledge about XA. 
With these two functions, it could be established that knowing 
sub-code X warrants and univocal form of the corresponding 
codification for each electrical system and the reciprocal 
statement is also true; since the order of every element 
(transformer, filter and bank of capacitors) of the electrical 
system is invariant during each calculation. 
 

F.  STOP CRITERIA 

   The stop criteria used during optimization is a mixed 
condition, in which a number of solution codes are calculated 
without changes in the composition of the population; and the 
difference between the Z calculated values in the objective 
function should be less than a predetermined value (the worst 
and best solution). 
 

V. VALIDATION OF THE RANDOM CONDITIONAL 
SEARCH OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

Several experiments were realized with 40 samples in each 
case. The results show off the behaviour of the relation Z/Zexa 
(calculated value of Z and the smallest value of Zexa found in 
the exhaustive search), for different percentages of population 
respect to the total. 
Overall cases due to the search process randomness, values of 
good solutions were always attained from 7 % evaluation of 
the population, in spite of different initial populations; (Fig. 3). 
it can be deduced for search values around 10 % of population, 
that, it is possible achieve solutions for the demand during the 
searching for efficient solutions and post-improving process, 
an aggregate reinforce and consistent with other previous 
results [9]. In all running, the standard of quality used to 
evaluate the best solutions, corresponds to best solution found 
in the exhaustive search represented through Zexa. 

 
 

Fig.3. Average relation of the calculated Z and the 
             evaluated percentage of the population 
 

 
Fig.4. Electric diagram 

 
The Fig. 4 shows the graphical evolution for solution of the 
proposed algorithm is shown from the electric scheme. Every 
each point corresponds to a solution. 
 
Table 1 shows the results with three solutions 1, 2 and 3; 
where the solution1 has a big value, solution 2 has an average 
value and solution 3 a small value (see Fig.5). 

 
TABLE I 

VALUE OF LOSSES AND COS Φ FOR DIFFERENT 
SOLUTIONS 

Calculated (Z) in the  
Objective Function  ΔE 

(kWh) 

Cos φ 

Node 3 Node 4 Node 5 

Solution 1 0.025 298015 0.90 0.76 0.92 
Solution 2 0.019 283824 0.94 0.89 0.92 
Solution 3 0.009 276728 0.93 0.92 0.93 
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Fig.5. Behaviour of Z value for 10 configurations (IP). 

The variability of taps in the transformer and capacitors are 
shown in table II.  

TABLE II  
TRANSFORMERS TAP POSITION AND QC IN 

CAPACITORS IN KVAR 
 

Calculated (Z) in the 
Objective Function 

Transformer position and 
value of QC in kVAr 

T1 C1 C2 C3 
Point 1 0.025 2 472 17 234 
Point 2 0.019 3 472 17 469 
Point 3 0.009 6 225 17 234 

 
Table III shows four of the selected solutions as optimal over 
the 10% of all the possible solutions were calculated. This 
show off possible to finding optimal solutions (so-called 
Pareto solutions) from calculating between 7% and 10 % of 
the total population, if the proposed algorithm is used and also 
effectiveness warranties without exhaustive search, all of this, 
with no doubts permits the reduction of calculation time. 
 

TABLE III. 
CALCULATED VALUES OF FOUR OF THE SELECTED 

OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS 
 
Sol. (Z) ΔE 

(kWh) 
Cos φ in load 

nodes 
Tap

s 
Qc in 

capacitors 
(kVAr) 

4 5 6 T1 C1 C2 C3 

1 0.007 27247
1 

0.9
6 

0.9
4 

0.9
4 

6 472 27 37
5 

2 0.007 27459
9 

0.9
5 

0.9
5 

0.9
4 

6 450 34 37
5 

3 0.007 27034
2 

0.9
5 

0.9
5 

0.9
5 

6 450 34 46
9 

4 0.009 27672
8 

0.9
3 

0.9
2 

0.9
3 

6 225 17 23
4 

 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 

1. The compensation of reactive power and reduction of the 
distortion of harmonics, can be evaluated as a problem of 
preparation and decision making under multiple criteria in 
discreet variables where different technical-economic 
indicators which are associated to the quality of energy 

supplied are conciliated, and whereby including 
Tchebycheff's weight distance in the objective function 
allows the evaluation of correspondent system 
configurations for efficient solutions. 

2. The character of the formulated task for compensation of 
reactive power permit the use of procedures for the 
generation of solutions based in codes evolution, that is, 
any one of the proper algorithms of Variables Integration 
Method. 

3. The application of the Random Conditional Search Method 
generate a number of correlated solutions to the problem of 
optimization in a relatively fast and effective form, also it 
allows the evaluation of multiple connection options of the 
elements, in a manner that the investigator elects the best-
suited one according to the studied situation. 

4. The use of weights in the objective function is possible, for 
the best selection of reserved indicators. In very large 
systems, the values must be determined appealing to 
experimental tests, in concordance with the importance of 
the analysed indicator in order to reduce the quantity of 
weight coefficients in the objective function. 

5. The validation process shows off that given a number of 
generated solutions by the RCS method; 10 % of the total 
possible options over the quality of the obtained solutions 
could be considered efficient respect of those obtained with 
Exhaustive Search. 
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Abstract—The goal of this paper is to survey linear cellular 

automata rules to detect edge in both monochromatic and RGB 
images. Transition matrix representation use as uniform cellular 
automata to detect edges. Rules are based on linear cellular automata 
for edge detection by using matrix representation that in some states 
they are strong and some other rules are not useful for practical edge 
detection. Result are compared to classical methods like Canny, 
Sobel, Prewitt and Robert. To evaluate this project, MSE, PSNR, 
SNR are used in proposed method.  
 

Keywords—edge detection, image processing, linear cellular 
automata, transition matrix 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In order to extract the contour of an object in an image 
detecting edges give complete information about region of 
image and edge detection is an important part of image 

processing [1]. These edges can be used as a final result or as 
intermediate information such as segmentation, object 
recognition, tracking, face recognition, image retrieval, corner 
detection, tumor identification, breast cancer and so on. An 
important property of the edge detection method is its ability 
to extract the accurate edges with good orientation in the 
considered image, and a lot of papers at this field had been 
published in the past two decade.  

There are many methods for edge detection, and most of 
them use the computed gradient magnitude of the pixel value 
as the measure of edge strength [2]. A different edge detection 
method i.e. Prewitt, Laplacian, Roberts, Canny [3] and Sobel 
[4] use different discrete approximation of the derivation 
function. Surface fitting approach for edge detection is 
adopted by several authors [5], [6], [7], and [8]. 

There are several methods for image edge detection that 
divided into two groups: 1) gradient: this method search for 
minimum and maximum in the first of image derivative. 
Methods like Robert, Prewitt and Sobel are in Gradient family. 
2) Laplacian: this methods search zero crossing in second 
derivative of image. This method is independence from any 
direction.  

Some optimization based detectors are presented in [9] and 
[10]. Use of statically techniques are represented in [11], [12], 
and [13]. Other approach shows the usage of Genetic 
algorithm and other meta-heuristic algorithms like PSO, BCO, 
ACO and others [14] and [15]. Use of neural network in edge 
 
 

detection specially MLP, SOM, MSOM, BP [16], the 
Bayesian approach [17], and residual analysis-based 
techniques [18] and [19]. Some papers have tried to study of 
an effect of noise in images on the performance of image 
detectors and noise reduction in the image detection level by 
thresholding and median filter [20] and [21]. 

Cellular Automata (CA) were introduced by Ulam and Von 
Neumann. A cellular automata is a computer algorithm and 
operates on area of location (e.g. pixels in image processing, 
peak in signal processing, and in other area is different). CA 
have been used for many different applications because of 
property and simple rules generating complex behavior. CA 
have some advantages like fast in time, parallel computation 
and due to these advantages used in image processing, too. 

II. METHODOLOGY  
At first, introducing CA over the filed Z2 by using the 

uniform linear local rules is written due to importance of it. 
The definition of CA is recall, then considering the 2D integer 
lattice Z2 and the configuration space Ω = {0,1}z2 with 
elements and show in formula (1).  

 
σ: Z2                                                                           (1) }→0,1{ 

The value of σ at a point v ∈ Z2 will be denoted by σ, let u1 

…, us ∈ Z2 be a finite set of distinct vectors and f: {0,1}s 
→{0,1} be a function. 

CA with local rule f is defined as a pair (Ω,Tf) where 
the global transition map Tf :Ω→ Ω is given by formula 
(2). 

 
(Tf σ) v = f (σv+u1 …, + σv+us), v ∈ Z2                                       (2) 
 
     The function f is called local rule. The space Ω is assumed 
to be equipped with a Tychonoff topology and it is easily seen 
that the global transmission map Tf introduced (2) and the shift 
operator Uy are continuous. The 2D finite CA consists of m×n 
cells arranged in m rows and n columns, where each cell takes 
one of the values of 0 or 1. A configuration of the system is an 
assignment of states to all the cells.  
    There are nine cells arranged in 3×3 matrix for 2D CA 
nearest neighbors. Table (1) shows the nearest neighborhood 
comprises for eight cells with surrounded center Xij. In that 
case, the rules are extracted from these matrix as CA rules.  
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Table 1 - nearest neighborhood comprises for eight cells with 

surrounded center Xij 
X{i-1,j+1} 

(c_64) 
X{i,j+1} 
(c_128) 

X{i+1,j+1} 
(c_256) 

X{i-1,j} 
(c_32) 

X{i,j} 
(c_1) 

X{i+1,j} 
(c_2) 

X{i-1,j-1} 
(c_16) 

X(I,j-1} 
(c_8) 

X{i+1,j-1} 
(c_4) 

 

III. 2BIMPLEMENTATION 
In this part, the result of the experimentation is represent. Both 
RGB and monochromatic images are used for edge detection. 
Classical methods applied like Canny, Sobel, Prewitt, and 
Robert operators to selected images. At end to evaluate the 
proposed technique, best known standard test images are 
selected and transformed from gray level to the 
monochromatic structure. This approach for designing rule-
changing CA uses two-state CA to deal with monochromatic 
and RGB images. The proposed method represents a transition 
rule in a matrix form which can be easily applied directly to 
the images by multiplication. This matrix representation 
scheme enables the number of state to be increased which will 
consider at the future for grey or RGB images as an expanded 
study. In this paper evaluation the effectiveness of proposed 
method for image edge detection is done by CA rules.  
 When the program run, the input image has RGB color 
mode that will be converted into gray-scale. This program will 
be run even choosing gray-scale images as input. Fig.1 show 
this steps. 

 
Fig.1 

After this step, edge detection will be start with classical 
methods like Sobel, Canny, Prewitt and Robert as Fig.2. 

 
Fig.2  

After classical methods take effected, the main method means 
edge detetion by CA rules will be appeared in 3 level as Fig.3, 
Fig.4 and Fig.5.  
 

   
 

Fig.3 
 

 
Fig.4 

     
Fig.5 

 
For evaluation classic methods, MSE (Mean Square Error) 
have been applied as Fig.6. 
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Fig.6 

 
The last output is like Prewitt but better detected edges. The 

three level of CA rules, evaluated by MSE as Fig.7 for same 
tested image. It’s obvious that in final level, MSE is reduced as 
2 level and of course in comparison of classical methods. 

 

 
Fig.7 

 
    The result of PSNR for proposed method is shown at Fig.8 
and SNR value is shown at Fig.9. 
 

 
Fig.8 

 

 
Fig.9 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Edge detection by transition matrix representation used as 
uniform cellular automata for both monochromatic and RGB 
images is proposed in this paper. Rules are based on linear 
cellular automata for edge detection that in some states they 
are strong and some other rules are not useful. For practical 
edge detection. Results are compared to classical methods and 
evaluation parameters like MSE, PSNR and SNR, showed that 
this approach have better performance than others.  
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Automatically Diagnosis of Suspicious Lesions in
Mammograms
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Abstract—Computer-aided detection/diagnosis (CAD) is usu-
ally used as a second opinion by the radiologists and the
mammography represents the most effective tool for the early
detection of breast cancer. The main objective of this study is
to introduce a new approach to extract and select the features
of suspicious lesions in mammograms and classifying them, in
order to build a Computer-aided diagnosis ( CADx) model to
discriminate between malignant and benign parenchyma. Our
method contains two phases: The first one is the generation
and selection of features of Regions of Interest (ROIs). The
second one is the diagnosis the ROIs detected. Our method
has been verified with the well-known Mammographic Image
Analysis Society (MIAS) database and we have used the Receiver
Operating Characteristics (ROC) to measure the performance of
our method. The experimental results show that our method
achieved an overall classification accuracy of 94.29%, with
94.11% sensitivity and 94.44% specificity.

Index Terms: Mammography, computer aided diagnosis,
feature extraction, Support Vector Machine, Image classifica-
tion, ROC analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is one of the frequent types of cancer
contributing to the increase in mortality among women world-
wide. Recent statistics have shown that one in ten women
in Europe and one in eight in the United States develop
breast cancer during their lifetime [1],[2]. Early detection
and diagnosis of breast cancer is the most important factors
affecting the possibility of recovery from the disease. For
that, the mammography represents the best and most accurate
tool in detecting breast cancer [3],[4],[5]. In order to improve
the accuracy of interpreting mammograms, a variety of CAD
systems that perform computerized mammogram analysis have
been proposed. These systems are usually employed as a
supplement to the radiologists’ assessment. Thus, their role
in modern medical practice is considered to be significant
and important in the early detection and diagnosis of breast
cancer. Generally, the procedure to develop a CAD system
for the detection and the diagnosis of suspicious regions in
mammograms takes place in two phases: The first one is
a Computer-aided detection (CADe) contains two steps: 1)
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preprocessing step, 2) Image Analysis. And the second one
is a Computer-aided diagnosis (CADx) also contains two
steps: 1) Extraction and selection of features of ROIs, 2) the
Classification of ROIs detected in the first phase [6],[7].
1) Pre-Processing: the purpose of this stage is to prepare the
image for the next stage of operations; 2) Image Analysis: the
purpose of this stage is to analyze the image and extract the
necessary information; 3) Features Extraction and selection of
ROIs: In this stage, we can find, match, and identify specific
patterns, shapes, density and texture; 4) Classification of ROIs:
The purpose of this stage is to classify the mammogram to
normal, malign or benign class [7].
In this paper, we have proposed fully automatic and robust
CADx for diagnosis of suspicious lesions in a mammogram.
We have started by detecting and extracted the features of
ROIs, and we have finished by classified the ROIs extracted
to malignant or benign parenchyma, so the classification
of mammograms to malignant or benign mammogram. The
proposed algorithm is a very accurate technique for diagnosing
breast cancer by using mammography images. The obtained
quantitative and qualitative results demonstrate the efficiency
of this method and confirm the possibility of using it in
improving the CADx system.
Paper organization : The setup of the paper is organized
as follows: An introduction is given in section I; Section
II discusses related work; Section III presents materials and
method; Section IV describes our proposed research; The
results and performance are presented in section V; Section
VI includes a conclusion; References are given at the end.

II. RELATED WORK

Many methods have been proposed for the diagnosis of
abnormalities in mammography images. i.e, K. Ganesan, et
al. [8] provided an overview about recent developments and
advances in the field of Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD)
of breast cancer using mammograms. M. Veta, et al [20]
Published a review titled ”Breast cancer histopathology image
analysis” introduce the steps of image analyses. A.Jalalian, et
al. [6] presented the approaches which are applied to develop
CAD systems on mammography and ultrasound images. The
diagnosis of regions of interest (ROIs) is a capital step in a
development CAD system. Hence, a number of methods have
been used to feature extraction and classification. For example,
Nasseer et al. [9] developed an algorithm for Classification
of Breast Masses in Digital Mammograms using Support
Vector Machines. Cascio D. et al.[10] Used an approach
for Mammogram Segmentation by Contour Searching and
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Massive Lesion Classification with Neural Network. Jacob
Levman et al. [18] proposed a method titled ”Classification
of Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Breast
Lesions by Support Vector Machines (SVM)” for classified
the breast lesions using SVM. Stylianos.D et al [21] proposed
a fully automated scheme for mammographies segmentation
and classification based on breast density and asymmetry.
The CAD system proved to be powerful tools that could
assist medical staff in hospitals and lead to better results in
diagnosing a patient.

III. MATERIALS AND METHOD

To develop and evaluate our proposed method we have used
the Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) database
[12], and Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classifying the
suspicious regions to benign or malignant parenchyma.

A. Database
In this work, to develop and evaluate the proposed

method we have used the Mammographic Image Analysis
Society (MIAS) database [12]. The mammograms have a size
of 1024 × 1024 pixels in Portable Greymap (PGM) format,
and resolution of 200 micron. Each pixel in the images is
represented as an 8-bit word with a pixel intensity of range
[0, 255], where the images are in grayscale format. This
database is composed of 322 mammography images of right
and left breast, from 161 patients, where 54 mammograms
were diagnosed as malignant, 69 benign and 207 normal. The
details about MIAS were discussed in [1].

B. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Support vector machine (SVM) classification algorithm,

developed from the machine learning community is a discrim-
inative classifier formally defined by a separating hyperplane.
The hyperplane is determined in such a way that the distance
from this hyperplane to the nearest data points on each side,
called support vectors, is maximal [11]. SVM was used to
diagnose breast cancer. For example, an approach with wavelet
SVM was discussed in [13] .The details about SVM and
its application to breast cancer diagnosis were discussed in
[14],[15], which uses similar kernel.

IV. FEATURES GENERATION AND EXTRACTION

Below a list of eighteen features selected for using as input
parameters of SVM for training and testing our CADx system.

1) Mean Value:

µ =
1

MN

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

I(i, j) (1)

Where: I(i,j) is the pixel value at point (i,j) in a ROI of size
MxN.

2) Standard Deviation:

σ =

√√√√ 1

MN

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

(I(i, j)− µ)2 (2)

3) Entropy:

H = −
L−1∑
k=1

Pk ∗ log2(Pk) (3)

Where: Pk is the probability of the kth grey level, L is the
total number of grey levels.

4) Skewness:

S =
1

MN

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

[
I(i, j)− µ

σ
]3 (4)

Where: µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation.
5) Kurtosis:

K = { 1

MN

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

[
I(i, j)− µ

σ
]4} − 3 (5)

6) Uniformity: The Uniformity (U) is a texture measure
based on histogram:

U =
L−1∑
k=0

P 2
k (6)

Where: Pk is the probability of the kth grey level. Because
the kth have values in the range [0,1] and their sum equals 1.

7) Sum Entropy (SE):

SE = −
2Ng∑
i=2

px+y(i)log{px+y(i)}. (7)

8) Sum Average (SA):

SA =

2Ng∑
i=2

ipx+y(i) (8)

9) Difference variance (DV):

DV =

2Ng∑
i=2

(i− SE)2px−y(i) (9)

10) Difference entropy: The Difference Entropy (DE) is an
entropy measure which provides a measure of no uniformity
while taking into consideration a different measure obtained
from the original image:

DE = −
2Ng∑
i=2

px−y(i)log{px−y(i)}. (10)

11) Inverse Difference Moments (IDM) :

IDM =
∑
i

∑
j

1

1 + (i− j)2
p(i, j). (11)

12) Area (A): The area (A) is calculated as the sum of the
number of all pixels (x) of the segmented ROI.

A =
∑

x∈ROI

1. (12)
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13) Perimeter: The perimeter (P) is the length of a polyg-
onal approximation of the boundary (B) of ROI:

P =
∑
x∈B

1. (13)

14) Convexity:

C(S) =
A

Area(CH(S))
. (14)

Where: S is a ROI, CH(S) is its convex hull and A is the ROI’s
area.

15) Compactness:

C =
P 2

4πA
. (15)

Where : P is the ROI’s perimeter, A is the area of ROI.
16) Aspect Ratio (AR): The AR corresponds to the aspect

ratio of the smallest window fully enclosing the ROI in both
directions (see Fig.1.):

AR =
Dy

Dx
. (16)

Fig. 1. An example of ROI’s window from which features will be extracted.

Where: Dx, Dy are the height and width of the previously
mentioned window (see Fig.1.).

17) Area to background percentage: The Area Ratio
(R−Area) is specified by dividing the area of the segmented
ROI in pixels by the area of the same window given in Fig.1:

R−Area =
Area−ROI(in pixels)

Area−window(in pixels)
. (17)

Where: Area−window = Dx ∗Dy , Dx is the width’s ROI
and Dy is the height’s ROI.

18) Perimeter Ratio: The Perimeter Ratio (R−Perim)
presents the ratio between the perimeter of the segmented ROI
to the perimeter of the same rectangular window of fig.1:

R−Perim =
Perimeter−ROI(in pixels)

Perimeter−window(in pixels)
. (18)

V. OUR PROPOSED RESEARCH

In this paper, we have implemented a new method for
automatically diagnosis of suspicious lesions in mammograms.
Our proposed method is divided into two major blocks,
namely: (1) Extraction and selection of technical features for
each region of interest, and (2) classification of ROIs extracted
to benign or malignant parenchyma.
One among the novelties of our algorithm, that in the case
of detection of multiple regions of interest, we are going
to separate the ROIs detected one by one and extracted the
features of each one separately, and then the diagnosing.

In the end, if all ROIs belong in the same mammogram
are benign, then the mammogram is benign. Otherwise, the
mammogram is malignant. In addition, our algorithm is cabals
to diagnosing the different objects in the mammogram: the
masses, the calcifications and the micro-calcifications. The
obtained quantitative and qualitative results demonstrate the
efficiency of this method and confirm the possibility of its use
in improving the computer-aided diagnosis (CADx).

A. Diagnosis of Regions of Interest (ROIs)
After the detection of regions of interest and selected

their features, the next step is to classify them to benign or
malignant mass. In the literature the different classifiers such
as: Support Vector Machine(SVM), Artificial Neural Network
(ANN), Nearest Mean Classifier(NMC), Linear Discriminant
Classifier (LDC) etc. have been used. But, the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) has given the best results for diagnosis the
regions of interest detected [16], the details about (SVM) are
discussed above. For that, we have used the SVM for diagnosis
the ROIs detected in the detection phase of our system.

1) Experimental results: The next three figures display
the details of the discussed method for two cases. In the first
case, the suspicious lesion was correctly located without any
false positive and exact diagnosis (see fig.2 and fig.3). In the
second case, we have detected two suspicious regions, which
one correct and the second one is a false positive warning, but
in the end, the mammogram was correctly diagnosed (fig.4).

a) Example 1: A lesion malignant correctly de-
tected/diagnosis without false positive

Fig. 2. Example1: Mammography image mdb184.pgm : Exactly suspicious
lesion detected, and correctly diagnosis.

b) Example 2: A lesion benign correctly
detected/diagnosis without false positive

c) Example 3: A lesion malignant detected with another
one as false positive, but correctly diagnosis

VI. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE
The global diagnostic methods were tested on 89

images from the online available MIAS database. The detail
about MIAS database is given above. Each segmentation
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Fig. 3. Example2: Mammography image mdb081.pgm : Exactly suspicious
lesion detected, and correctly classified.

Fig. 4. Example3: Mammography image mdb019.pgm :Suspicious lesion
detected with another ROI as false positive, and correctly diagnosis.

and classification result needs evaluation of its performance.
Performance evaluation for researches on classification of
breast density involves comparison of research result with a
density class that has been given by radiologist.

A. Performance evaluation

In the classification of ROIs to benign or malignant mass,
a positive case means correct classification of ROIs to benign
or malignant while a negative case means incorrect classifica-
tion of ROIs as such a type. In this work, we have used
89 mammograms, representing the number of mammography
images for evaluating our algorithm, these mammograms are
divided into 29 mammography images (15 benign and 14
malignant) for training and 70 mammography images (36
benign and 34 malignant) for testing our proposed algorithm.

Fig.5 shows the ROC curve of the proposed diagnosis
method. ROC analysis is based on statistical decision. The
diagnosis stage achieved an overall classification accuracy of
94.29%, with 94.11% sensitivity and 94.44% specificity.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF RESULT ANALYSIS.

Malignant Benign
Malignant 32 2

Benign 2 34

Fig. 5. Plot illustrating ROC curve.

B. The Comparison of our proposed algorithm with existing
papers.

TABLE II
THE COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE’S OUR METHOD WITH PAPERS

PUBLISHED RECENTLY.

Authors Method used Accuracy
Veena CAD Based System for Automatic

et al.[17] Detection & Classification of 92.13%
Suspicious Lesions in Mammograms

Nasseer Classification of Breast Masses
et al.[9] in Digital Mammograms Using 93.069%

Support Vector Machines
K. Ganesan One-Class Classification of Mammograms

et al.[11] Using Trace Transform Functionals 92.48 %
Our Automatic Detection and diagnosis , 94.29%

method of Suspicious Lesions in Mammograms

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an algorithm for breast mass diagnosis
has been implemented under the MATLAB environment for
automatic diagnosis of suspicious regions in mammogram
by using SVM as a classifier. First, we have extracted and
selected the technical features of regions of interest (ROIs).
Secondly, we have classified the ROIs to benign or malignant
mass. The performance of our algorithm has been evaluated
by using Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC), and the
experimental results show that our method achieved an overall
classification accuracy of 94.29%, with 94.11% sensitivity
and 94.44% specificity. The obtained results demonstrate the
efficiency of this method and comparable to other methods.
Our proposed algorithm can contribute to solving the main
problem in mammography image processing such as the
detection and the diagnosis of masses, of calcifications also of
micro-calcifications. The efficiency of the proposed method
confirms the possibility of its use in improving the CADx
system.
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Abstract—Logistic maps have been preferred for generating 

chaotic sequences to study dynamical systems. In wireless 
communication, the widest range of chaotic behavior is observed in 
the channel. This is due to the fact that the propagation conditions 
show fluctuations in magnitude and phase with change in time which 
is known as fading. In this paper, we use two important properties of 
logistic maps to minimize shortcomings of the rapid fluctuations 
observed in the wireless channel. These are the chaotic behaviour and 
the synchronization property of the logistic map.  Chaotic sequences 
of varied lengths are generated using logistic map for use as 
spreading factor of a spread spectrum modulation system. Next, the 
synchronization property of the logistic map is used to provide proper 
recovery of a sequence of bits in the identified modulation system. 
Experimental results show that the proposed method is effective in 
wireless channels and can provide proper quality of service during 
recovery of signals.  
 

Keywords—logistic, channel, chaotic, synchronization, spread, 
spectrum.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ading is a significant aspect in wireless communications 
and occurs due to multiple reflections, refraction, 
scattering and diffraction of the transmitted signal while 

propagating through the medium [1]. Fading generates rapid 
variations in the magnitude and phase of the original signal. 
Also, channel and background noise corrupts the signal 
considerably. To ensure proper quality of service (QoS) of any 
system while executing a communication process through 
such a medium needs proper modeling, understanding and 
design of appropriate mechanisms for such a situation [2].  

Spread spectrum modulation (SSM) is an important class of 
techniques used extensively in wireless systems for obtaining 
proper QoS. The primary advantage of SSM is the fact that it  
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uses a noise like rapidly fluctuating signal to spread the 
bandwidth of the signal much more than the normal 
requirement during transmission and just the reverse process 
during recovery. As a result, signal components are spread 
throughout the channel and specific portions of the signal 
cannot be corrupted by propagation related variations and 
noise. There are two major techniques to spread the spectrum; 
one is the frequency hopping (FH) technique, which makes the 
narrow band signal jump in random narrow bands within a 
larger bandwidth and the other one is the direct sequence (DS) 
technique which introduces rapid phase transition to the data 
to make it larger in bandwidth. The spreading factor is 
obtained by using a pseudo-noise (PN) generator. In some 
cases Gold codes are also used. One of the critical 
disadvantages of PN and Gold code generators are their 
limited sequence lengths. It is directly dependent on the 
physical size of the generator. But practical communication 
conditions may demand varying or increasing sequence 
lengths. It has been observed that increasing sequence lengths 
in wireless communication serves as an effective aid to fight 
propagation related variations and contributes towards better 
QoS [3].   

The chaotic behavior observed in specific operations region of 
the logistic map has been effectively used for such a purpose 
[3] [4]. The logistic map provides non-linear recursion 
generating iterative values which exhibit deterministic chaos 
[5]. Another property of the logistic map namely 
synchronization can be effectively used in wireless 
communication to provide better QoS while used as part of 
SSM systems. In this paper, we use the chaotic behaviour and 
the synchronization property of the logistic map as an aid to 
SSM in a wireless setup.  Chaotic sequences of varied lengths 
are generated using logistic map for use as spreading factor of 
a spread spectrum modulation system. Next, the 
synchronization property of the logistic map is used to provide 
proper recovery of a sequence of bits in the identified 
modulation system. Experimental results show that the 
proposed method is effective in wireless channels and can 
provide proper quality of service during recovery of signals.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a 
description of the theoretical considerations involved, Section 
3 shows the experimental details and results obtained and 
Section 4 concludes.  
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Table 1. Behaviour dependent on  
Range of r Behaviour of population 
Between 0 and 1 Independent of the  initial population 
Between 1 and 2 Independent of the  initial population 
Between 2 and 3 Fluctuate around the value  for 

some time 
Greater than 3 Dependent of the  initial population 
 

II. LOGISTIC MAP AS CHAOS GENERATOR 
A logistic map is a polynomial mapping having a degree of 2. 
It gives the idea of how a very complex, chaotic behaviour can 
occur from very simple non-linear dynamical equations. 
Prediction thus becomes impossible, and then the system 
behaves randomly [5], [6]. Mathematically, the logistic map is 
written as                    (1) 
where denotes a number between zero and one, population 
(at year 0). The logistic map behaviour is totally dependent on 
, which is clearly seen in the Table 1. 

An example of 1-dimensional map is   where, 
the sequence   ,  ,  ,… is called the orbit starting from 

. 
Maps arise in various ways: 

• As tools for analysing differential equations (e.g. 
Poincare and Lorenz) 

• As models of natural phenomena (in economics and 
finance) 

• As simple examples of chaos 
Maps are capable of much wilder behaviour than differential 
equations because the points  hop discontinuously along 
their orbits rather than flow continuously. 
    For fixed point, an equation  is considered, 
where f() is a smooth function from the real line onto itself. 
      Suppose  satisfies  is a fixed point of 
the map. Its stability is determined by considering a nearby 
orbit .  Thus 

     (2)       
Since  , 

=  is the linearized map and =  is the 
eigen value or multiplier. 

• If =  then  as   
is linearly stable. 

• If =  then  becomes unstable. 
• If =  then the terms  have to be 

considered. 
Similarly, if we consider  , now for fixed points at  
=  0, 1. 

 = 0 is stable and  = 1 is unstable. 
Cobwebs allow us to see global behavior at a glance. 
Considering the equation of logistic map, let 0

 map is a parabola with maximum value of  at  
. 

• For  as  
• For  ,  grows as  increases , reaching a 

non-zero steady state. 
• For larger  (e.g.   = 3:3)   eventually oscillates 

about the former steady state  period 2 cycle. 
• At still larger  (e.g.  = 3:5),  approaches a cycle 

which repeats every 4 generations 

 period 4 cycle. 
• Further period doublings to cycles of period 8, 16, 32 

etc occur when r increases. Hence,  1 = 3 (period 2 
is generated);  2 = 3:449 (period 4 is created);  3 = 
3:54409 (period 8 is obtained),  4 = 3:5644 (period 
16 is found); ...; = 3:569946 (period  is born); 

• Successive bifurcations become faster and faster as r 
increases. 

• The  converge to a limiting value . 
• For large , the distance between successive 

transitions shrinks by a constant factor 
                              (3)                         
When , for many values of r, the sequence { } never 
settles down to a fixed point or a periodic orbit, the long term 
behavior is aperiodic. It is expected that the system would 
become more and more chaotic as r increases, but in fact the 
dynamics are more subtle. 
     At r = 3.4 the attractor is a period 2 cycle. As r increases, 
both branches split, giving a period 4 cycle i.e. a period-
doubling bifurcation has occurred. A cascade of further 
period-doublings occurs as r increases, until at , 
the map becomes chaotic and the attractor changes from a 
finite to an infinite set of points. When , the orbit 
reveals a mixture of order and chaos, with periodic windows 
interspersed with chaotic clouds of dots. When,  3.83, then 
there is a stable periode 3 cycle.  
Now, considering the logistic map equation

; 0  
For fixed point,  

or , where 
 is a fixed for all r,  and  only if r 1; 

(since ) 
Stability depends on =  

 is stable for  r < 1 and unstable for r > 1 
is stable for -1 < (2 – r) < 1, i.e. 1 < r < 3 and 

unstable for r > 3; 
Therefore, at r = 1,   bifurcates from the origin in a 
transcritical bifurcation. As r increases beyond 1, the slope at 

 gets increasingly steep. The critical slope  = -1 is 
attained when r = 3, the resulting bifurcation is called a flip 
bifurcation that means two cycle. 
Now, logistic map has a 2-cycle for all r > 3, which is clear 
from the following description : 
           A 2 cycle exists if and only if there are two points p and 
q such that f (p) = q and f (q) = p. Equivalently, such a p must 
satisfy  where . Hence, p is a 
fixed point of the second iterate map . Since 
f(x) is a quadratic map and f 2(x) is a quadratic polynomial. 
Now, to solve ,   and  are 
trivial solutions. The other two solutions are  

                      (4)                                                                                                          
Which are real for r > 3. Hence a 2 cycle exists for all  r > 3 
for logistic map [4].  
 



 

 

III. SYNCHRONIZATION IN LOGISTIC MAPS 
In logistic maps, synchronization is related to coupled maps. 
Chaotic behavior of logistic maps is considered as random 
oscillation generations.  In a coupled system, if amplitude, 
frequency and phase of two logistic maps share compatible 
attributes, these are called to be synchronized maps [5] [6].  
Two logistic maps can be shown to be synchronized as below: 

𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛                (5) 
𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+1 = 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛                (6) 

Replacing the above with respective logistic map gives 
𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 = 𝑟𝑟𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛(1 − 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛)     (7) 
𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 = 𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞(1 − 𝑞𝑞)        (8)   

where 
𝑞𝑞 = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 + (1 − 𝑎𝑎)𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛   (9). 

Taking 𝑟𝑟 = 4 for x and y gives three solutions which further 
yields 𝑎𝑎 = 1

2
  and 𝑎𝑎 = 5

4
 with the later discarded for realistic 

cases [5] [6]. For a symmetrically coupled case = 1
4
 . 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD OF USING VARYING LENGTH CHAOTIC 
SEQUENCES AND SYNCHRONIZED LOGISTIC MAPS AS PART OF 

DS-SSM  
Here, we discuss the generation of binary chaos codes of 

varying length for use in a DS-SSM system in certain wireless 
communication setup and show how synchronization can be 
achieved to recover transmitted data bits.  

A. Binary spreading sequence generation using logistic 
map  
Two methods are adopted to generate the binary spreading 
sequence using logistic chaotic map. These are 

• Binary sequence generation using thresholding 
method. 

• Binary sequence generation using floating point to bit 
conversion method. 

• The generated sequences for three different values of 
r are shown in the Table 2.  

      
Table 2. Sequences generated by logistic map for r=3.61, 3.65 
and 3.69 

Value of r Binary sequence 
3.61 00111000011010010100 
3.65 01001001010010010101 
3.69 01101001001110000110 

 

 
Figure 1: System model 

B. System Model of using varying length chaos code as 
part of a DS-SSM  
Certain experiments are performed as per the logical flow 
outlined in Figure 1. For fixed sized binary data blocks 
generated by following the process logic outline in Figure 1, 
chaotic codes of varying length are generated using a logistic 
map generator. The basic system is a direct sequence SSM 
(DS-SSM). In traditional cases, PN sequences and Gold codes 
are used as spreading/ de-spreading factors. Here, the chaotic 
code acts as a spreading factor in the transmitter and is 
considered for de-spreading in the receiver. Depending upon 
the fading observed in the channel, chaotic sequences of 
varying lengths are generated. Fading increasing with rise in 
speed of transmitters and receivers and /or either one or both. 
So depending upon the channel condition, the logistic map 
generator produces chaos codes of varying length. In case of 
traditional coding techniques like PN sequence or Gold code 
generators, the size of the spreading factor is dependent on the 
physical length of the register used for the purpose which is 
not the case with the chaos code. As varying sequence lengths 
of the spreading factor provides better QoS in a SSM [3], 
hence certain experiments are performed to check the 
suitability of the chaos code in faded channels generated due 
to varying speeds of transmitter, receiver and/or either one or 
both of the two.  
Inside the DS-SSM, data blocks are passed through binary 
phase shift keying (BPSK) where the chaotic code provides 
spectrum spreading and de-spreading.  Unlike PN sequence 
and Gold code, the chaotic sequence length variation is 
achieved by changing the iteration count within the logistic 
map generator. This is a major advantage which removes the 
dependence on the physical devices.  For a given data block, 
as per the instantaneous channel state, a unique chaotic code is 
generated during transmission which is also made available at 
the receiver side during recovery of the content.  

C. Achieving synchronization between coupled logistic 
maps for data recovery in a DS-SSM 

Another set of experiments are performed as per the logical 
flow shown in Figure 2. Two coupled logistic maps are 
considered to execute the spread factor generation for bits 1 
and 0 as part of a DS-SSM.  Data coming from a source are 
bifurcated into streams of 1 and 0 bits after passing through a 
bit selector block.  

 
Figure 2: Coupled logistic map chaotic code generator for DS-
SSM 
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Two coupled logistic maps are used to provide the 
spreading factors for generated DS-SSMed forms for both the 
streams. A coupler combines the output of both the DS-SSM 
blocks as per a clocking cycle used during bit separation. The 
coupled output is passes through the faded channel.  

At the receiver side, two logistic maps attempt to achieve 
synchronization for recovery of the bits 1 and 0. The received 
signal is given as 

𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚 ,𝑛𝑛(𝑥𝑥,𝜃𝜃) = 𝑓𝑓1�𝑥𝑥(𝑛𝑛), 𝑐𝑐(𝑛𝑛)�. 𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚 ,𝑛𝑛(𝑥𝑥,𝜃𝜃) + 𝑁𝑁            (10)  
where, 

• 𝑓𝑓1�𝑥𝑥(𝑛𝑛), 𝑐𝑐(𝑛𝑛)� is a modulation process with 
spreading factor c(n) and bit sequence x(n), 

• 𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚 ,𝑛𝑛(𝑥𝑥,𝜃𝜃) = 𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅ℎ,𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚 ,𝑛𝑛  is the channel 
matrix for x sample value and 𝜃𝜃 phase, 

•  𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝(𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛)  with 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛+1 = 𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛(1 − 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛) is a 
binary chaos sequence obtain logistic map with 
𝑟𝑟 = 3.582. 

Two different logistic maps try to attain synchronization 
using the received signal 𝑦𝑦, and a feedback as per the 
following arrangement: 

𝑥𝑥(𝑛𝑛 + 1) = 𝑓𝑓{(1 − 𝜖𝜖)𝑥𝑥(𝑛𝑛) + 𝜖𝜖𝑦𝑦(𝑛𝑛)}                   (11) 

with  

𝜖𝜖  ∈   [1+𝑎𝑎
2

, 3−𝑎𝑎
2

]                     (12) 

Synchronization is achieved when 

𝑅𝑅(𝑛𝑛) = |𝑥𝑥(𝑛𝑛) − 𝑦𝑦(𝑛𝑛)|           (13) 

is minimized. 

Table 3. Simulation parameters. 
Sl. 
No. 

Item Description 

1 Modulation type DS-SSM with BPSK 

2 Data block size Between 1000 to 10,000 

3 Coders  PN Sequence, Gold code, Logistic 
Map, 

4 Channel types Rayleigh, Rician 

5 No. of trials per 
sequence length 

at least 10 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS 
Extensive experiments have been performed to ascertain the 

performance of the proposed approaches under different 
wireless communication conditions. Simulation parameters are 
summarized in Table 3.  

For the DS-SSM system, experiments are performed using 
PN, Gold code and chaos code sequences. Rayleigh channel 
with Doppler shift due to vehicular movement between 10 to 
100 Kmph have been considered. Sequence lengths of 4, 8, 16 
and 32 are considered for a range of channel conditions 
including vehicular and pedestrian. A range of 0 to 10 dB 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) is considered. The effect of 
sequence length variation on the QoS of the system is noted 
down in terms of bit error rate (BER) v/s SNR. 

 

Table 4. BER v/s SNR plot of varying sequence lengths of 
PN, Gold and Chaos codes 

Sl no Sequence 
Length 

SNR 
in dB 

PN 
Sequence 

Gold 
Code 

Logistic 
Map 

1 4 

0 0.1 0.1 0.1 

2 0.07 0.05 0.05 

4 0.06 0.04 0.034 

6 0.05 0.03 0.03 

8 0.04 0.018 0.015 

10 0.01 0.008 0.007 

2 8 

0 0.091 0.085 0.083 

2 0.0637 0.0425 0.0415 

4 0.0546 0.034 0.02822 

6 0.0455 0.0255 0.0249 

8 0.0364 0.0153 0.01245 

10 0.0091 0.0068 0.00581 

3 16 

0 0.078 0.0752 0.059926 

2 0.0546 0.0376 0.030005 

4 0.0468 0.03024 0.020347 

6 0.039 0.02259 0.017928 

8 0.0312 0.013536 0.008964 

10 0.0078 0.006016 0.004183 

4 32 

0 0.065 0.0623 0.061 

2 0.04585 0.0311 0.0305 

4 0.03924 0.02492 0.020808 

6 0.0326 0.0186 0.01839 

8 0.02608 0.01116 0.0093 

10 0.0063 0.00488 0.00434 

 
An average of ten trials of reading under fading conditions 

is shown in Table 4. Compared to the PN sequence, for 
sequence length 4, the chaos code shows a -3dB gain at 10 dB 
SNR. Similarly, for sequence length 8, the gain at 8dB is 
9.3dB, for sequence length 16 the gain is 10.8dB and the 32 
the corresponding SNR gain is 8.95dB which is significant. It 
indicates increase in QoS as established by falling values of 
BER with rise in SNR due to the use of chaos codes. One 
noticeable advantage is that for PN and Gold codes, the 
sequence lengths require registers of specific size unlike that 
in case of the chaos code. Here, with rise in the number of 
iterations, the sequence lengths increase. It leads to the saving 
of the hardware layout and power.  

In case of the coupled logistic map case, the recovery of the 
data involves iterative processing. It requires a few cycles to 
establish the synchronization between the received signal and 
the expected output as described in Section III C.  Figure 3 
shows a plot between error and iteration obtained during 
synchronization of the two logistic maps used for transmission 
and recovery of 1 and 0 bits respectively while the fading is 
less severe. . 
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Figure 3: Error v/s iteration during synchronization between coupled maps 

 
Table 5: Average computational time due to varying 

sequence lengths  

Sl 
no 

Sequence 
Length 

Time is sec.s 
PN  

Sequence Gold Code Logistic 
Map 

1 4 1.35 1.42 1.4 

2 8 2.13 2.3 3.1 

3 16 2.52 2.55 3.6 

4 32 3.1 3.3 4.4 
 

 
Figure 4: Absolute error plot from LMS Algorithm 

Table 6: Average BER at 10dB SNR between logistic map 
showing chaotic behavior and in synchronized state 

Sl no Sequence 
Length 

Logistic 
Map 

Synchronous 
Logistic Map 

1 4 0.007 0.0061 
2 8 0.00581 0.0037 
3 16 0.004183 0.002 
4 32 0.00434 0.0013 

 

The error plot shown in Figure 3 is obtained using a chaos 
code of length 32 which adds to the computational complexity 
of the system. Table 5 shows the average computational 
complexity of PN, Gold and chaos codes under fading 
conditions due to varying sequence lengths. It indicates that 
the chaos code is computationally expansive.  

Another set of results are shown in Figure 4 which is 
obtained while establishing synchronization in vehicular and 
pedestrian conditions of the channel. There are distinct 
fluctuations which are due to the variations and dynamic 
behavior of the channel. Increasing the sequence length 
however reduces the number of iterations required to 
minimize the error.  

The synchronization between two coupled logistic maps 
improves the performance of the system. In case of the DS-
SSM, the synchronized logistic maps recover the bits 1 and 0 
separately and generate the BER. The comparative values 
noted at 10 dB SNR for ten different trials are summarized in 
Table 6. It shows the clear advantage that the coupled 
synchronized maps provide. It, however, adds to the 
computational complexity.  

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have .discussed the use of chaotic behavior 

and synchronization property of logistic maps for 
improvement of QoS in wireless communication systems. We 
have explored the performance variations derived in case of 
chaos codes while used as a spreading factor in DS-SSM 
compared to PN and Gold code sequences. Next, we have 
shown how synchronization can be achieved in coupled 
logistic maps for improving QoS while transmitting bits 
separately. Though the chaotic behavior and the synchronized 
state of the logistic map add to the computational complexity, 
it improves efficiency of the design by not having any 
dependence on physical size of the registers. It reduces resign 
cost and saves power.  
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—General problems of obtaining coefficients of reliability
polynomials for different reliability indices, such as all-terminal
reliability and average pairwise reliability are discussed along
with discussion of using these polynomials for solving different
theoretical and practical problems. It is shown that one of
possible forms of a reliability polynomial presentation helps
in considerable speeding up of its obtaining by using an
intensional meaning of coefficients.

Index Terms—network reliability, reliability polynomials

NOTATION

G Undirected probabilistic network
N Set of n nodes
E Set of m edges
ei, eij i-th edge or edge that connects i-th and j-th

nodes, depending on context
pj Operating probability of j-th edge
wi = w(vi) weight of node vi, WT = (w1, . . . , wn)
W (G) total weight of nodes of G
R(G) all-terminal reliability of G
rij(G) (aij(G)) probability of vi and vj be connected

(disconnected) in G. If G is known from context,
then simply rij (aij) is used

C(G, s) mathematical expectation of a number of
nodes in a connected subgraph that contains
marked node vs; if v1 is marked, then simply C(G)

N(G) (M(G)) mathematical expectation of a number
of disconnected (connected) pairs of nodes in G

R̄(G) average pairwise reliability of G
C Edge chain composed of k edges e1, . . . , ek
G/C (G/e) Network obtained from G by contracting

chain
C (edge e)

G\C (G\e) Subnetwork of G obtained by deleting
chain C (edge e)

G′(x, y) Network obtained from G by contracting
nodes vx and vy

GC(n) Complete network with n nodes
GI(n1, n2) Grid network with n1 ·n2 nodes

I. Introduction

This paper is generalization and extension of authors’
results in reliability polynomials of random graphs
obtaining and usage [1]–[4]. Reliability polynomial of
random graphs with unreliable elements are investigated

for a long time and by many authors [5]–[9]. Most often
polynomials for all-terminal reliability (ATR) of a random
graph with unreliable edge are considered. In [10] different
forms of presentation of these polynomials are presented
and usage of coefficients for graph’s properties analysis
is discussed. In [4] one of the authors of current paper
had shown how the meaning of coefficients of a reliability
polynomial for ATR in one of its forms can be used for
considerable speeding up of their obtaining. Hereafter we
show how meaning of coefficients can be used for their
faster obtaining in the case of some other reliability indices.

In [8] reliability polynomials are used for estimating an
“edge’s” impotence in a graph’s structure: edge, whose
removal leads to a maximal decreasing of a polynomial’s
plot, is considered as contributed maximal income into
graph’s reliability. At the same time it is known that for
some indices reliability polynomials for graphs with the
same number of nodes and edges may intersect (see [3], [6],
[7], for example). Thus as choice of optimal structure, as
finding edges’ “significance” depends on edges’ reliability.
Some examples of such structures are presented in the
paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II the factoring method is described in connection with
polynomial’s representation, in Section III some results on
polynomial foe ATR are given

II. Factorization Method and Polynomial Representation

As it is noted in [10], there are various ways
of a reliability polynomial representations. In some
cases coefficients have intensional meaning. In [4] the
presentation

R(G, p) =

m∑
i=0

ai(1− p)ipm−i, (1)

had been efficiently used for speeding up coefficients’
obtaining. It is known that ai is equal to a number
of connected sugraphs (subgraphs on complete set of
nodes), that may be obtained by removing exactly i edges.
Coefficients of polynomial in its classic presentation

R(G, p) =

m∑
i=0

bip
i (2)
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are connected with those in (1) by the following equations:

b0 = am; bm−i =

m∑
j=i

(−1)i+jCi
jaj , i = 0,m− 1; (3)

am = b0; ai = bm−i+
m∑

j=i+1

(−1)i+j−1Ci
jaj , i = m−1, 0.(4)

Note that the meaning of coefficients in (1) not allows
obtaining some coefficients directly and is used for
derivation of finite expressions for graphs of small
dimension (2-5 nodes) or of some special kind (trees,
cycles) only, but it well corresponds for the factorization
method also [12], [13]:

R(G, p) = pR(G/eij) + (1− p)R(G\{eij}). (5)

We use this method as basic one hereafter.
General scheme of the factorization method
General recursive scheme of the method is as follows:

1) Check if a graph allows direct obtaining of
coefficients. If YES, then calculate them and exit,
else go to the next step.

2) Check if graph’s reduction is possible. If YES, then
do it and go back to the step 1, else go to the next
step.

3) Choose a pivot element and execute factorization,
that is prepare pair of graphs and make recursive
calls of the procedure.

Note that in some cases reduction leads to obtaining more
than one graph of smaller dimension and, consequently,
several calls of basic procedure are needed.

III. Reliability Polynomial for All-Terminal Connectivity

As it is mentioned above, the paper [4] is devoted to
the subject. Here we cite some main points that allows
significantly speed up the calculation process.

First to all, it is obvious that all ai for i > m− n+1 in
(1) are zeros: it is impossible connect n nodes by less than
n − 1 edges. Thus, when manipulating with intermediate
polynomials during calculations, we need not consider
coefficients that lay in this zone.
Next, when summarize independently obtained

polynomials we need reduce them to a same power. For
this purpose polynomials with lesser power are multiplied
by the special polynomial of the kind (1) that is identically
equal to one (its power is equal to a difference of powers
of polynomials and maximal one):

I(n) ≡ 1 ≡ 1n ≡ (1− p+ p)n =

n∑
i=0

Ci
np

i(1− p)n−i. (6)

This trick allows reduce obtaining the vector of
coefficients to summarizing vectors of binomial coefficients,
may be shifted or truncated. Truncation allows omitting
calculation of coefficients that are known beforehand.

A. Chain reduction

Main way of a graph dimension reduction is “branching
by chain” [2]. Let us cite the theorem from [4].

“Let graph G have a chain Ch, that consists of k multi-
edges e1, e2, . . ., ek with multiplicities λ1, λ2, . . ., λk,
correspondingly, that connects nodes vu and vt. Then

R(G, p)=
[
I(λut, p)

m∏
i=1

M(λi, p)+M(λut, p)×

k∑
i=1

N(λi, p)
∏
j≠i

M(λi, p)
]
R(G/Ch, p) +

N(λut, p)
k∑

i=1

N(λi, p)
∏
j ̸=i

M(λi, p)R(G\Ch, p), (7)

where G/Ch – graph, obtained by contracting G by chain
Ch, and G\Ch – graph, obtained from G by removing
edges of this chin, λut – multiplicity of edge that connects
ending nodes of Ch directly (zero if no such edge).
N(λ, p) = (1− p)λ; M(λ, p) = 1−N(λ, p).”

The theorem is a corollary of the corresponding theorem
for calculation of all-terminal reliability [12].

IV. Polynomial for Average Pairwise Reliability

Task of obtaining this reliability index (APNC) is
equivalent to one of obtaining mathematical expectation
of a number of disconnected pairs of nodes in a random
graph (EDP), that was examined in [14], [15], and for the
case of equally reliable edges in [3]. Indeed, the following
equations are clear:

R̄(G) =
C2

n −N(G)

C2
n

, (8)

N(G) = C2
n

(
1− R̄(G)

)
. (9)

From this we have that if EDP-polynomial is

N(G, p) =
m∑
i=0

ni(1− p)ipm−i,

then polynomial for APNC is

R̄(G, p) =
m∑
i=0

C2
n − ni

C2
n

(1− p)ipm−i. (10)

While obtaining EDP-polynomial in this form, we also can
use meaning of its coefficients: ni is equal to a total number
of disconnected pairs of nodes by all possible variants
of deleting exactly i edges. We use it as for obtaining
equations for graphs of small dimension, as for calculating
some coefficients beforehand.

Let all edges fail. This means that all connections are
broken and their total number is nm = C2

n = n(n− 1)/2.
If only one edge remains, then we have m variants of

such event. In all these events only one connection exists
and C2

n − 1 are broken, thus

nm−1 = m(C2
n − 1) = m[n(n− 1)− 2]/2. (11)
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In the case of two remaining edges we need knowledge
about nodes’ degrees in G. Let D2 be a set of nodes with
degrees exceeding one. Then total number of chains with
length two is

K2 =
∑
v∈D2

C2
deg(v), (12)

and for each such case we have C2
n−3 + 3(n − 3) broken

pairwise connections, while for non-adjacent pair of edges
— C2

n−4 + 4(n− 4) + 4. From this we obtain

nm−2=K2

[
C2

n−3+3(n−3)
]
+
(
C2

m−K2

)[
C2

n−4+4(n−4)+4
]

=K2

(
C2

n−3
)
+
(
C2

m−K2

)
(C2

n−2) = C2
m

(
C2

n−2
)
−K2. (13)

Derivation of the next from the end coefficient (nm−3)
requires additional knowledge about structure of graph
G, that means about existence and number of triangles
(their finding has square complicity). Complete analysis
of variants requires too much space, let us present final
equations.

LetD3 be a set of nodes with degrees not less than three.
Let us denote a set of edges that connects nodes from D2

as U+ and consider a number of triangles T as known. In
this case total number of chains with length three is equal
to

K∼
3 =

∑
eij∈U+

[
(deg(vi)−1)(deg(vj)−1)

]
−3T=S1−3T. (14)

Using these information and considering cases of non-
adjacent remaining edges and of chain with length two
and separate edge, we obtain final

nm−3 = C3
m(C2

n − 3)−K2(m− 2) + 6T − S1 . (15)

Similar to the case of ATR-polynomial, existence of pre-
defined coefficients allows significantly reduce number of
operations at calculations and thus speeding up them.

When obtaining EDP-polynomial, one must take
into account that when reducing graph’s dimension,
for example by removing dangling nodes, polynomially
expressed weight of one or more nodes may occur (refer to
[?]). In this case we need equating degrees of intermediate
polynomials using(20). For example, if a graph G has one
dangling node vx with numerical value wx of weight, that
is connected to a main body by a single edge esx, then

N(G, p) = N(Go, p) + (1− p)wi [W (G)− wx] , (16)

where Go has a structure of G\e with new weight of a
node vs, recalculated by equation WTs(G

o) = ws + pwx.
If we use form of a polynomial representation (1), then we
transform these equations to WTs(G

o) = ws(1 + p− p) +
pwx = (ws + wx)p+ ws(1− p) and

N(G, p)=N(Go, p)+(1−p)wx [W (G)−wx] I(m−1). (17)

V. Polynomial for Average Size of a Connected Subgraph
Containing Dedicated Node

Mathematical expectation of a number of nodes in
a connected subgraph (MENC) that contains some
dedicated node corresponds to an average size of
monitoring part of a network. Without loss of generality
we usually assume that this dedicated node has number
one.

There are several ways of obtaining this polynomial.
Most obvious is through obtaining all polynomials for two-
terminal probabilistic connectivity R1i(G, p):

C(G, p) = w1 +
n∑

i=2

wiR1i(G, p). (18)

Another way is also quit obvious and is based on the
definition of mathematical expectation:

C(G) =
∑
H∈G

W (H)P (H is connected and contains v1),

(19)
where G – set of all possible subgraphs of G.

Modification of this way allows to decrease enumeration
of variants:

C(G) =
∑
H∈G

W (H)P (H is cut off)P (H is connected),

(20)
where G is now a set of all subgraphs of G, that contains
v1. We suppose that G itself is cut off with probability 1.

Last method that we consider is enumeration of
connections of a dedicated node (v1) with all other nodes:

C(G) = w1 +

n∑
i=2

wir1i. (21)

All these methods can be used for obtaining finite
expressions for graphs of small dimension, that are needed
for factorization method.

Polynomials for graphs with 2 or 3 nodes are obvious.

A. Case of 2-node graph

In this case m is a multiplicity of edge e12.

C(G(2,m), p) = w1I(m) +
[
I(m)− (1− p)m

]
w2. (22)

B. Case of 3-node graph

Let λ12, λ13 and λ23 be multiplicities of corresponding
edges (λ12 + λ13 + λ23 = m). Then

C(G(3,m), p)=w1+
{[
1−(1−p)λ12

]
+
[
1−(1−p)λ13

]
×[

1−(1−p)λ23
]
−[

1−(1−p)λ12
][
1−(1−p)λ13

][
1−(1−p)λ23

]}
w2+{[

1−(1−p)λ13
]
+
[
1−(1−p)λ12

][
1−(1−p)λ23

]
−[

1−(1−p)λ13
][
1−(1−p)λ12

][
1−(1−p)λ23

]}
w3. (23)
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In the case of numerical values of all weights we have

C(G(3,m)) =
(
w1+w2+w3

)
I(m)−

w2I(λ13)(1−p)m−λ13−w3I(λ12)(1−p)m−λ12−(
w2+w3

)[
I(λ23)(1−p)m−λ23−(1−p)m

]
. (24)

VI. Ambiguous Choice of Best Structure

. 1. Test 6-node 7-edge graphs

Different criteria may lead to different choosing of “best”
graph’s structure. Let us examine graphs in the Fig. 1. For
graph a) we obtain the following polynomials:

R(Ga, p)=p7+7p6(1−p)+15p5(1−p)2, (25)

N(Ga, p)=36p5(1−p)2+231p4(1−p)3+356p3(1−p)4+

263p2(1−p)5+98p(1−p)6+15(1−p)7, (26)

C(Ga, p)=6p7+42p6(1−p)+112p5(1−p)2+126p4(1−p)3+

85p3(1−p)4+34p2(1−p)5+9p(1−p)6+(1−p)7, (27)

and for graph b):

R(Ga, p)=p7+4p6(1−p)+4p5(1−p)2, (28)

N(Ga, p)=15p6(1−p)+97p5(1−p)2+254p4(1−p)3+

345p3(1−p)4+256p2(1−p)5+98p(1−p)6+15(1−p)7, (29)

C(Ga, p)=6p7+39p6(1−p)+106p5(1−p)2+155p4(1−p)3+

130p3(1−p)4+61p2(1−p)5+14p(1−p)6+(1−p)7, (30)

Comparison of these polynomials gives the following
results. Graph a) is more reliable than b) for all p ∈
(0, 1)] by ATR-criterion, on the interval (0,0.319923) by
the APNC criterion and on interval (0,0.681982) by the
MENC-criterion1. Graphics of N(G, p) and C(G, p) of
these graphs are presented in the Fig 2, a) and b),
correspondingly. Thus, first graph is better by all three
criteria on (0,0.319923), which corresponds to low-reliable
edges. In the case of high-reliable edges choice depends on
a criterion that is more impotent for concrete purpose of
a modelled network.

VII. Conclusion

In the paper we show how organize process of obtaining
polynomials for different criteria of a graph’s reliability
in the case of independent edge’s failures. We show also
how these polynomials can be used for choosing best

1Matlab R2014b was used for finding polymials’ roots

. 2. Graphics of N(G, p) and C(G, p) for graphs in 1

(for given criterion) structure at the stage of a network
design. Our further researches in the area are connected
with other reliability criteria and consideration of different
conditions applied to a network, its diameter (number
of admitted commutations in connection) or number of
possible connections through an edge, for example.
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Abstract: - In this paper, we present a new modeling for Mesh-size refinement with finite elements and 
artificial neural networks adopted by standards actual videos based on the SOM for image one domain, in the 
form of a structure. We developed in this study a mesh based on the object of interest by finite elements method 
and reduce the effort required to apply finite element analysis to image, this presentation that allows the 
identification of edges is a good representation of the movement of network nodes, and then we approach the 
follow-up of objects on sequences of Mesh-size refinement images. The algorithm of SOM the Kohonen is one 
of the important methods; it is a biologically inspired data clustering technique. It is a question of determining 
the Mesh adapte of an object nets, from one image to another. For that we used the algorithm allowing 
following a deformable plane object. On the one hand, we improve its performance, and then we study the 
optimization of the error function by error  the Mesh-size refinement object simplification of our model, among 
the different meshes associated with images references. At the end of this work, we present simulation results.  
 
 
 

Key-Words: - Refinement mesh-size, Learning Kohonen SOM, Mesh-size by Finite Elements, deformation the 
Mesh-size refinement, interpolation. 
 
1 Introduction 

Finite element analysis is a powerful computational 
tool for modeling the deformation objects. Getting 
place on a domain that corresponds to the 
representation space of the physical problem. To 
simplify the presentation, we will constraint to the 
case where  is a differential variety of dimension 
2D, and the Kohonen algorithm is an automatic 
classification method which is the origin of Self-
Organizing Maps (SOM)[9]. This famous method 
falls within the framework of algorithms 
quantification vector and the method of k-means 
algorithm. More precisely, the SOM can be seen as 
an extension of the algorithm of pattern recognition 
and the automatic classification algorithms [5]. The 
latter algorithms detail the possible methodologies 

for introducing expertise that follows the learning 
unsupervised stage [1]. 

Because its interesting and specific quality, 
Kohonen  is efficient tool  in the  important domain 
which is  the unsupervised classification . Indeed 
this latter is considered as a useful tool in data 
mining because it accelerates the research of 
relevant information.  In fact the   access to this 
latter is in suitable time has become a daily need and 
difficult task. This is due to the huge amount of 
information available in the website. An 
unsupervised classifier groups the similar 
information   that refer to the same topic in same 
cluster and these which are dissimilar in the distinct 
ones. This avoid the search of the desired 
information in a lot of clusters, consequently an 
important time is economized. The Kohonen 
algorithm is unsupervised partitioned classifier i.e.   
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it treat with  unlabeled  inputs and provides  classes  
with  no overlap.  Beside its robustness i.e. its 
ability to resist to the noise, the Kohonen algorithm 
possesses other interesting properties. Indeed the 
self-organizing map is an unsupervised neural 
network which projects high-dimensional data onto 
a low-dimensional grid which called a topological 
map [9].  This projection must preserve the topology 
of inputs (more details of this point is given after in 
this paper). This lead to an organization and 
representation in map. This latter provides a 
visualization of the   data. Furthermore the distances 
between classes are identified and visualized. This 
propriety is the most attracting quality of this 
algorithm. For this reason   many huge efforts are 
performed aiming to overcome the shortcoming of 
this algorithm and improve the performance of 
kohonen algorithm.  

A mesh is therefore determined by geometry and 
topology [3]. A mesh size is said to be consistent if 
the intersection of two of these distinct triangles is 
either an arc or a node, or null. In other words it 
prevents a summit to be specified only at the end of 
an edge. Property compliance is critical to ensure 
the continuity of function interpolating thereof. We 
distinguish different types of meshes. A priori 
triangles can be, but it often imposes constraints on 
the number of edges of these triangles. It often sets 
the number of edges by triangles (triangular meshes) 
or (quadrilateral meshes). Triangular meshes are 
however a number of advantages. On the one hand, 
triangles can more accurately model the border of 
any domain. Indeed, any area polygon border is 
triangularly. One the other hand triangular meshes 
interest to provide continuous representation 
modeled objects and the associated interpolation 
functions are often easier [5][32]. 

Generally, the size of the topological map is 
randomly chosen. Indeed such choice effect the 
performance of the Kohonen algorithm. 
Consequently, the labeling phase becomes difficult. 
The weight vectors are also randomly selected, 
hence the result is affected too. To facilitate the 
selection phase, we propose in this work a learning 
method which allows selecting the size of the 
topological map.  In order to attempt this goal, we 
add to learning Kohonen algorithm a phase called 
selection stage. This phase is based on a function 
called selection function [17][15]. To construct this 
latter, we use a sub-set of the data set. In addition, 
we divide the topological map on two parts. The 
first contains the used neurons; the second part is 
formed by the unused ones. It should be noted that 
the size of the first and the second parts are 

modified by the use of the selection function. This 
method can be also used as a mean of neural 
architecture optimization. 

This paper is organized as follow: The first 
paragraph relates of the Mesh-Size Finite Elements 
Method, that is to say, approximation by piecewise, 
the second consists introduced Mesh –size 
refinement objects by models of the SOM, the third 
consists in modeling a model of the Optimum 
Adaptation of a Mesh Size by finite Elements [6] 
and SOM. Simulation results are also available. 

 
2 Mesh-Size Finite Elements Method  
 
2.1 Finite Element Method (FEM) 
 
The principle of finite elements solution is to show 
values calculated from variable approach taken in a 
number of end points properly chosen. We then 
rebuilt solution across the field by interpolation 
[10]. Extends in the method discretization involves 
setting up a domain partition considers in simple 
elements. This partition is the mesh of the domain 
and must possess properties that depend on the 
application. The finite element methods provide 
approximations of exact solutions and we try to get 
the error associated with the smallest possible [7]. 
We present generally how can be approximated by 
piecewise that are to say mesh-size by finite 
elements. The method finite element (FEM) uses a 
representation based nodes by estimating the values   
in the facet by functions the nodal values weighting.  
Polynomial representation is also widely used in the 
field of image deformation or coefficients are 
obtained by identifying the nodal values to a 
polynomial approximation of piecewise. Mesh-size 
is used for modeling by discretization of partial 
differential equations. It is also possible, by a 
judicious choice of weighting functions of the FEM, 
these two performances are the same, and however, 
the nodes based representations have several 
advantages: 

- Numerical analysis more efficient and more 
stable. 

- The definition of positions and values of the 
nodes require less accuracy that polynomial 
coefficients estimation (this last point is 
especially important in applications of 
coding that all these parameters are subject 
to the quantification). 

- It is easier to visualize a function or 
deformity interpolated from the positions of 
the nodes from polynomial coefficients. 
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2.2 Mesh size by models of surface finite 
elements 

This method is to evaluate values approached the 
field looked only at certain points in the domain, 
and then deduct these values by interpolation, the 
solution at any point.  A first step will be to achieve 
a Mesh size of the field that will define, among 
other things, points. This pre-treatment is an 
essential phase of the method, the mesh nodes, will 
determine the convergence of the method to a good 
solution[34].  Also, the domain can have a complex 
geometry, which implies that the mesh is not trivial. 
We focus only, in this section triangular mesh [20]. 
The algorithms presented here for automating finite 
element analysis are potentially applicable to a 
variety of objects videos that require deformation 
modeling. In this paper, the conception of the    
finite elements method of the mesh can be realized 
by three phases: 

- The first phase is the analysis of the 
problems, which consist the studying of 
domain geometry that is very complicated 
problem will be broken down into simple 
forms problems. 

- The second phase is the formal construction 
the mesh: Takes into account the analysis 
results, and defines simple objects allowing 
division the total work into phase. 

- The third phase is the realization of the 
mesh, which includes the previous phases. 

 
3 Refinement Mesh-Sizes with Maps 
SOM AND FINITE ELEMENTS  
3.1 Self–Organizing Map (SOM) and Finite 
Elements. 

The Self-Organizing Map (SOM), proposed by 
Kohonen, consists projecting high dimensional data 
onto a low-dimensional grid [9]. The projected data 
preserves the topological relationship of the original 
data; therefore, this ordered grid can be used as a 
convenient visualization surface for showing various 
features of the training data, for example, cluster 
structures [8].The Kohonen network has one single 
layer, let name this one the output layer. The 
additional input layer just distributes the inputs to 
output layer. The neurons of this latter are arranged 
in a matrix. We consider, in this work, that the map 
is in two dimensions. The goal of  self-organizing 
maps is to associate with each neuron a referent of a 
vector space data; see figure 1. The number of 
neurons on input layer is equal to the dimension of 
input vector. Kohonen has proposed various 

alternatives for the automatic classification, and 
presented the Kohonen topological map [9]. Basing 
on the structure graph defined on the topological 
map, Kohonen has defined the discrete distance δ. 
For any pair of neurons (c; r), it calculates a discreet 
distance δ., where δ(c; r) is defined as the length of 
the shortest path between c and r on the graph. For 
each neuron c, this discreet distance can define the 
concept of a neighborhood as follows: Vc = {r/ δ(c; 
r) ≤ d}, where d represents the ray of the 
neighborhood of the neuron c. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Kohonen topological map 
 
3.2 The Proposed Method   
 
In this part, we describe with some detail the main 
component of our approach. 
It should be noted that this method consists 
integrating a new phase in the Kohonen algorithm. 
This later is called Interpolation learning   phase and 
has as role to facilitate the refinement Mesh.   
Given a sequence of images, we seek to refine a 
Mesh-size each pixel based on the principle of 
conservation of intensity [13]. Our method is based 
on a specific architecture of neural networks this 
architecture allows to refine the mesh in two steps. 
The first is to refine the mesh in each pixel using the 
algorithm of the SOM [20] winner. 
The second step is used to adapt the mesh according 
to the movement range of each pixel, the results of 
the previous phase, in which the displacement of a 
pixel configuration takes into account the movement 
in the vicinity [19]. The approach we propose is 
based on two phases: an initialization phase is to 
assign the weight of each neuron-image value of the 
gray level of the pixel corresponding to the images 
of the first part. During the second phase, after 
building the learning that includes all the images of 
all cycles together With interpolation finite elements, 
we present the elements of this set iteratively to 
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neuron-pixel to deduce what the neuron-image of the 
input values. For updating the weights of the neuron, 
called "winner neuron" we can not change is that the 
weights of the winner without changing the weights 
of the neighboring neuron-images (SOM algorithm) 
or modify the weights of the neuron-picture winner 
and the weight of the neighboring neuron-images 
(SOM algorithm.) the purpose of the change is to 
allow different weights converge to values that 
represent the corresponding image appropriately 
according to measurements from the acquisition of 
several cycles. At the end of the process, the neuron-
map images form a sequence of images. 
The network we propose is inspired by Kohonen 
maps in the principle of self-organization. It consists 
two layers. An input the number of neurons which is 
equal to the number of pixels of a block layer of the 
mesh of predetermined size, a self-organizing map 
having the same size as an image where each pixel 
represents a neuron of an image of the sequence and 
a self-organizing is a Kohonen map of input picture 
size. The images of the sequence are considered one 
by one by presenting, after cutting into blocks of 
fixed size, to the input of the network. Figure 3 
shows the network topology that we propose for the 
mesh refinement. 

o The input layer E: composed of n * m 
neurons, with m * n representing the size of 
the vicinity. 

o The self-organizing map consists of N 
neurons having the size of an image 
sequence in which each neuron is connected 
to all the neurons of the input layer. 

The solution of finite elements of type winner is 
interpolated on the structured cloud of mesh builds 
in the steps. To do it, we proceed as follows: 

- The network of points mesh calculated in 
the previous step is planned on the mesh of 
the face not deformable.  

- These coordinate are used as functions to 
calculate the point surface of interpolation 
to deform; by using the functions of 
interpolation; calculated the solution finite 
elements by type movements with the 
algorithm of  the learning a method [5]. 

 
 
3.3 Algorithm  
 
The algorithm we propose for our method consists of 
two stages: the first allows initializing the mesh of 
each pixel based on the principle of the Kohonen 
SOM algorithm. The second which may be recursive 

or non-recursive can refine the mesh in the case of 
displacement obtained in the previous phase. 
 
Initialization phase:  
 
The initializing phase for the Kohonen maps 
generally involves initializing the weight vectors 
with random values or, when these are known a 
priori. In the approach we propose, the weight 
vectors are initialized with mesh images, supposedly 
close to the other images of the periodic and orderly 
sequence, which requires the sequence of neural 
network (image 1 mesh -> neuron 1 , mesh image 2 -
> neuron 2 ...). This phase is therefore to present 
sequentially input to the network, T-meshes 
corresponding image (Equation 3.1). The network is 
initialized by writing to each neuron-mesh t an 
image of a CAD wt weight vector each of whose 
components n, i = 1 ... n, is equal to the grayscale 

noted 
t t
n nw I= , i = 1 ... n, each of the n pixels in the 

input image. The operation is repeated for T-meshes 
neuron-images using pictures successively T cycle 
used for initialization. 

1 1
1 1w I=        1 1

t tw I=        1 1
T Tw I=               (1)     

1 1
n nw I=        

t t
n nw I=        

T T
n nw I=  

With the vector associated with each neuron-cell-
picture: 
 

1 1 1
1( ,.., )nw w w= , 1( ,.., )t t t

nw w w=  AND        (2) 

1( ,.., )T T T
nw w w=                                           (3) 

 
Learning phase 
 
The sequence we have is composed of L cycles, the 
first cycle is used to initialize the network, other 
cycles form our learning together. During the 
learning phase, we present successively the elements 
of the training set, L-1 cycles of the input image 
grid. The first values, presented to neuron-pixels of 
the input layer are the intensity of the first image of 
the second mesh-cycle values, and then the second-
grid image and so on until the meshing of the picture 
of the last cycle T L. The entrance is mesh mesh 
image image Ii amplitude of pixel i of the image 
being analyzed is assigned to the input neuron-pixel 
ei or ei = Ii. We are looking for each entry, wt 
component corresponding to the neuron-mesh-ct 
picture of CAD that minimizes the gap with the 
values shown in entry. This neuron-mesh-image is 
called neuron-mesh-picture "winner" or<< simply 
"winner." 
A measure of the difference between T-neuron 
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meshes images of the self-organizing map, 
construction and meshes the input image (the values 
of which are carried by the neuron-pixels of the input 
layer) is defined as equation 1: 

( , )tEm Ming w e=                                (4) 
   With  t=1..T. 

 
Em is the minimum value for the neuron-mesh-
image t * of the self-organizing map, considered the 
winner among other neurons-mesh-map images. 
Then we proceed to the modification of the weights 
of neuron-mesh-picture winner and the weight of 
neighboring neurons-images according to the 
following formula: 

β= − + − −,( ) ( 1) ( ( 1))j j j
t kw t w t e w t   (5) 

β
σ

−
=, 2

|| ||
exp( )

( ( ) )
i k

t k
r r

t                      (6) 

Where || || || ||i k
i kr r w w− ≈ −  and ri the vector 

represents the coordinates of weights and functions 
are decreasing. 
The main important parameter in our method is the 
selection set. In this context, the choice of the later 
must be done carefully, taking into account the 
quality of learning and reduced complexity of the 
proposed method. 
 
Interpolation phase 
 
The image   of the surface that we seek to 
approximate   by a surface defined  a polynomial 
in two variables: we know that it 
is preferable to perform interpolation piecewise 
rather than global phenomena that lead to instability, 
but this involves studying between the different areas 
in order to ensure the consistency of the 
interpolate[3].  

• We restrict ourselves by triangular 
elementary domains, also called elements. To 
triangulate and cover domain Ω image 
elementary domains support, triangle offers 
flexibility  

• This is particularly useful for approaching the 
boundaries whatsoever such as the edges of 
object. Image border Ω is a polygon and in 
this case Ω is fully and accurately covered by 
triangles Basic fields defining a partition Ω, 
assembled them so that they have: 

- An intersection is empty. 
- Either an intersection reduced to a common 

vertex. 

- Either an intersection reduced to one side 
common. 

• Should therefore define a global numbering 
of elementary domains , global numbering 
for all  summits and a relationship that 
each elementary domain associates list 
heights. 

Given a triangulation   formed by 
triangles of a closed polygon domain Ω. Knowing 
the value  to the surface to approximate in each 
vertex of a triangle, , it seeks to build  such as: 
Restricting Court an e triangle is a polynomial of 
degree . 

- Determining  on e triangle vertices S1, S2 
and S3 knowing I (S1), I (S2), and I (S3), 
conditions are imposed:  

                               (7) 
To do this, define 3 basic functions are commanded 

local checking for an e triangle vertices S1, S2 and 
S3:  

                                   (8) 
- Interpolated point value expression (x, y) 

owned by an Element therefore corresponds 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig2.  Interpolation of value depending on the model 
of Lagrange, equivalent to the projection of the point 
(x, y) on the plan. 
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Fig.3: nodes the mesh deformable 
 

 

              Fig2.  Adapted Mesh Diagram 

The diagram shows the different steps of our 
method. 

- The choice of the selection set has great 
impact on the algorithm performance and 
on its complexity. 

- The selection of neuron must reflect the 
most information of the population space. 
Since the interpolation function is defined 
on P, a big size of this set increases the 
complexity of the system. So, suitable 
choice is required [17][15]. 

- The dimension of the investigated inputs is 
typically huge. The neural network of 
kohonen is commonly used as an efficient 
mean to reduce this dimension. In the 
beginning no information about the class is 
available. So the choice of map size and the 
active neuron is made image size. Hence 
the performance will be affected and some 
problem will arise in the labeling phase. 
The update can be considered as a 
correction of initialization phase and also 
as a way for searching a suitable 
architecture map. Thereby the performance 
of the system will be improved. 

- The proposed method modelizes a 
behaviour used naturally by the human. 
Indeed, this latter when he wants 
accomplishes a task., at first he choose 
randomly a set of persons. After, this set is 
updated by liberating some persons and 
adding others basing on their competency. 
This behavior is also used by certain 
animals as ants [15]. 
 

 4 Computational experiments 

Experimental results are provided to compare the 
performance of the proposed refinement Mesh maps 
with finite elements by occlusion adaptive forward 
mesh tracking versus test sequence. The sequence 
starts with slow movements of the head of the 
Sequences Miss America, Foreman, Salesman, and 
Table Tennis were selected for the simulation and 
results can be seen in Table 1. However, the part 
between frames 150 and 151 is especially 
challenging and well suited to demonstrate the 
occlusion-adaptive mesh tracking concept. The 
processed video, the overall performance is 
improved in all test sequences at a fixed bitrate (0.2 
bpp).  We identified two results: refinement  Mesh 
maps and refinement Mesh finite elements. 

1) a  new uniform mesh at each frame, and 2) a new 
content-based mesh at each frame. An algorithmic 
description of the refinement-Mesh  by finite 
elements mesh approach is given in the Appendix. 
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The case of redesigning a uniform mesh is expected 
to be a lower bound on the performance of mesh 
maps  by the proposed forward tracking content-
base mesh, since the structure of the mesh may not 
fit the motion boundaries well, leading to multiple 
motions within a single patch. However, it requires 
transmission of no overhead information about the 
mesh structure. 

The proposed forward tracking content-based mesh 
is a compromise between these two, since it yields a 
mesh structure that fits the scene content without too 
much overhead transmission. To this effect, the 
efficacy of the proposed method has been evaluated   
based on how it compares against these benchmarks 
in terms of motion-compensation PSNR and the 
number of node points whose coordinates need to be 
transmitted at each frame. The PSNR values refer to 
the prediction PSNR of each frame based on the 
original of the previous frame, using the affine 
motion field interpolated from the node-point 
motion vectors. 

We have implemented the algorithms described in 
this paper in Java and employed them in a cloth 
simulation system. The tests were run on a standard 
Pentium 4 with 2.8GHz and 512 MB RAM, using 
the Java Runtime Environment 1.6.0. 

 

Table 1: optimization of neural architecture 

Error after using 

SOM maps with 

finite elements 

"Foreman  frame 

150" 

Error after using 

SOM maps finite 

elements 

« Foreman : 

frame 151» 

Error after using 

SOM maps finite 

elements 

« Miss » 

148.477301 

158.679901 

136.577586 

134.106460 

132.891856 

140.155492 

166.729442 

147.208811 

144.424079 

143.673505 

141.990975 

141.960921 

79.275862 

75.773006 

75.486486 

74.850433 

74.814356 

85.000000 

145.939469 

138.193152 

132.405510 

143.106682 

132.343431 

132.515564 

132.242105 

131.612766 

142.120000 

135.786184 

130.721947 

131.190590 

130.398340 

134.925926 

130.240469 

146.929174 

131.159716 

129.073077 

128.806897 

134.695989 

141.951198 

141.191111 

140.778883 

140.680321 

140.111111 

150.050847 

139.948010 

139.846154 

139.283898 

139.254237 

146.205882 

138.242820 

138.120346 

137.996516 

137.703812 

138.513292 

135.872483 

140.619495 

139.276257 

136.625000 

78.180812 

73.644295 

53.027019 

52.146341 

51.931646 

52.792683 

51.703582 

51.388170 

89.142857 

51.317073 

78.285714 

50.319564 

50.312821 

57.581395 

61.425000 

49.628319 

65.285968 

49.790000 

49.574820 

49.500000 
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  Original Image the Forman 

 

Refinement the mesh SOM maps with finite elements 

 

Error = 136.625000 

Table 1   presents the error de PSNR  of the the 
Kohonen map with Finite Elements. It shows that 
only with 100 iterations, the proposed method lead 
to a reduction of the card. 

 

Original Image the Miss 

 

Refinement the mesh SOM maps with finite 

elements 

 

Error = 49.500000 

From the Table1, we see that the proposed method 

gives satisfying results, Kohonen algorithm will be 

well appreciated. The obtained amelioration can be 
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explained as follows: 

- The first term of the objective hybridation of 

our proposed model controls the geometric 

error on a given refinement. 

The proposed method completes the Kohonen 

learning method. In fact, our approach realizes two 

tasks at the same time: the learning task and the 

regroup of the objet one which consists minimizing 

the size of the map. 

 
 
4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have interested in Finite Elements  
with Artificial Neural Networks. We have chosen as 
a method of mesh refinement by self-organizing  
map of Kohonen SOM algorithm with Finite 
elements , in which we presented and its  main 
techniques we have developed and implemented a 
method aims supervised learning, error 
minimization and mesh adaptation in either refine or 
looping mode. We have applied our algorithm to a 
widely used dataset, objects videos for refinement 
Mesh size. In this respect, our method produces 
good results in reasonable time in comparison with 
the recent. 
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Abstract: The coefficient of regenerative losses. X, is the term that includes all the losses 
due to incomplete heat transfer in the regenerator of a Stirling machine. This parameter 
clearly depends on a large number of variables. The objectives of this paper are (1) to 
describe a method for evaluating the coefficient of regenerative losses, X. and (2) to 
demonstrate the application of this coefficient in calculating the efficiency and the power 
output of the Stirling engine. The relationship expressing the regenerative losses as a 
function of all. parameters has been evaluated using first law and heat transfer principles 
applied to both the regenerator and the gas. The analysis resulted in differential equations 
that were then integrated. This integration is based on (1) a lump sum analysis, which tends 
to predict higher values of the regenerative losses, X1; or (2) on a linear distribution of the 
temperature in the regenerator matrix and gas, which tends to predict lower value of the 
regenerate losses X2. The results of computations of regenerator heat losses, efficiency and 
power output based on this analysis are compared to the performance, data from the twelve 
operating Stirling engines. A high degree of correlation is found over a wide range of 
operating conditions for all the engines. 
 

 
1. Introduction 
This paper presents a method for 

calculating the coefficient of regenerative 
losses in Stirling engines and it includes 
the derivation of the equation for the 
calculation of those losses. 

The P-V/P-x diagram has been 
presented previously and has been shown 
to be an effective tool for analyzing the 
Stirling Cycle, both theoretical and actual 
(Petrescu et al. 1999, 2000a, 2000b, 
2000c; Florea 1999). In this paper, a T-x 
diagram has been added to the P-V/P-x 
diagram in order to more clearly present 
and explain the processes that take place 
in the regenerator. 

An equation is presented for 
calculating the regenerative losses, X, in 
Stirling engines based on using the P-
V/P-x/T-x diagram for insight and using 
the First Law of Thermodynamics as a 
basis for calculations. This equation for X 
has been found to accurately predict the 

coefficient of regenerative losses for 
twelve engines under sixteen conditions 
of operation (Allen 1987, Fujii 1990, 
Fared 1988, Geng 1987, Stine and Diver 
1994). 
 
 

2. Using the P-V/P-x/T-x 
diagram as an aid in 
understanding the Stirling 
Engine Cycle 

The PV diagram in Fig. 1 
illustrates how the isothermal 
compression process 1-2 and the 
isothermal expansion process 3-4 occur 
in the Stirling Engine Cycle. The P-x and 
T-x diagrams in Fig. 1 illustrate the 
operation of the regenerator during the 
isometric processes 2-3 and 4-1. The T-x 
diagram serves to clarify the operation of 
the regenerator. 
Referring now to the P-V diagram in Fig. 
1, the isothermal compression process 1-2 
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takes place at temperature (TL) with the 
regenerator stationary at R2 while the 
working piston, P moves from Pt to P2. 
Heat, QL is rejected to the cooler during 
this process. 

The isometric process 2-3 occurs 
next. During this process, the working 
piston remains stationary at (P2) while the 
regenerator moves from R2 to R1 in the 
displacer cylinder. During this process, 
the pressure variation, assuming no 
losses, is shown on P-x coordinates as 2'-
3', while the actual pressure is shown by 
the process line 2'-3'R - The gas is heated 
from 2 to only 3R, not 3, due to 
incomplete regeneration in the 
regenerator. This incomplete regeneration 
or heat loss is accounted for through use 
of the regenerator heat loss coefficient X, 
defined by Feidt(1987)as: 
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The T-x diagram in Fig. 1 

includes curves showing tire ideal 
(complete regeneration) and the real 
(incomplete regeneration) temperature 
distributions in the gas and the real 
temperature distribution in the 
regenerator with the regenerator at R1 and 
also with the regenerator at R2. On the T-
x diagram: 

gidealRT ,,  is the ideal temperature 
distribution of the gas contained in the 
regenerator porous matrix, grealRT ,,  is the 
real temperature distribution of the gas 
contained in the regenerator porous 
matrix, and realRT ,  is the real temperature 
distribution in the regenerator matrix. 

With this distribution in mind, the 
T-x diagram aids in clarifying the 
processes taking place in the regenerator 
during the isometric process 4-1 (ideal) 
and 4-lR (real) as shown on the P-V 
diagram. This process takes place with 

the working piston stationary at P, while 
the regenerator moves from R1 to R2. 
When the regenerator is at R1 the 
temperature distribution in the 
regenerator is shown on the T-x diagram. 
During the process 4-1, the curve CDA 
traces the ideal temperature variation of 
the gas, the line CBA traces the real 
temperature in the gas and the line CR 
traces die real temperature variation of 
the matrix material in the regenerator. 

After the regenerator moves from 
R1 to R2 the ideal temperature distribution 
in the gas is shown by curve AD'C, the 
real temperature in the gas is shown by 
curve AB'C and the real temperature in 
the regenerator matrix is shown by curve 
AR'. 

The isothermal expansion process 
3-4 take place at temperature (TH) with 
the regenerator stationary at R1 while the 
working piston moves from P2 to P1. 

The T-x diagram shows how the 
temperature of the gas in the regenerator 
oscillates between the temperatures CBA 
and AB'C during each complete cycle 
and how the temperature of the matrix 
oscillates between temperatures CR and 
AR'. Using the temperatures illustrated 
on this diagram and based on a lump sum 
analysis of the thermal interaction 
between the gas and the regenerator 
matrix, equations for X will be 
formulated. These equations for X, in one 
case, include worst-case assumptions and 
hence tend to overestimate losses. In the 
other case, the equations for X include 
best-case assumptions arid tend to 
underestimate these losses. These two 
equations eventually will be combined 
into a single equation for X by bringing 
the losses calculated analytically into 
consistency with experimental data 
(Allen 1987, Fujii, 1990; Farell, 1988; 
Geng, 1987, Stine and Diver, 1994). 
 
 

3. Regenerative Loss, X, 
Based on High Loss Assumptions 
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In a lump sum analysis of the heat 
transfer processes between the gas and 
the metal matrix in the regenerator, the 
First Law may be written as follows: 
 
Matrix Internal Energy Variation = Gas 
Internal Energy Variation = Heat transfer 
between the Gas and Matrix 
Upon substitution for the general terms in 
the above relationship: 

 
 

( ) ( ) ( )∫ −=−=− dtTThATTcmTTcm RgRigggvgiRRRR ,,,                        
(3) 

Solving for RT  and substituting for Min 
Eq. (3), gives: 

( )gigiRR TTMTT −+= ,,                                               
(4) 

with: 
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(5) 
where mg is the mass of the gas passing 
through the regenerator, mR is the mass of 
the porous matrix in the regenerator; and 
AR is the heat transfer surface area of the 
wires in the regenerator: 
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Upon substitution of the above into Eq. 
(3) and Eq. (4) and after rearrangement 
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This differential equation is then 
integrated and solved for the temperature 
at 1R: 
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The temperature 

R
T1  is then substituted in 

Eq. (2), the expression for X, This 
expression for X, based on a lump sum 
analysis of the regenerator processes, 
predicts relatively high losses and is 
designated X1. It may be referred to as a 
"pessimistic" expression for X. 
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(11) 
The values of X1 were found to be less 
than 0.5 in a first approximation. 
 
 

4. Regenerative loss, X, 
Based on Low Loss Assumptions 

In an analysis predicting low 
losses, the gas is hypothesized to be 
permanently in contact with the heater at 
point A and also in permanent contact 
with the cooler at point B on the T-x 
diagram of Fig. 1. Under these conditions 
and with the regenerator at R1, the real 
temperature of the gas in the regenerator 
is represented by the line ABC. After the 
regenerator moves to R2, the temperature 
profile in the regenerator is represented 
by the line CBA. During operation of the 
engine, the temperature of the gas in the 
regenerator oscillates between ABC and 
CBA with each cycle. By comparison, the 
ideal temperature of the gas would 
oscillate between lines ADC and CD A if 
there were no losses. 
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Figure 1. P-V/P-x/T-x diagram of a 
Stirling engine 

In formulating the low loss equation for 
X, the temperature T4" shown on the T-x 
diagram of Fig.1 is considered equal to 
the temperature 

R
T1 which was obtained in 

the "high loss" or "pessimistic" analysis 
given in Eq. (9). Based on the above 
hypothesis the temperature T4 
is as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )
M

MTTBTTTTTT HLLH
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1
exp2 "4'4                     

(12) 
With die temperature '4T  assumed equal 
with 

R
T1 , substitution into Eq. (2) for X 

and letting 
X2 equal X for condition of low 
regenerator losses, we get 

M
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(13) 
Eq. (13) represents the low losses or 
"optimistic" equation for X. 
 
 

5. The Convection 
Coefficient in the Regenerator 

The Incropera and De Witt 
correlation formula (Incropera and De 
Wirt, 1996) for analysis of the heat 
transfer processes between the gas and 
porous matrix in the regenerator results in 
the following equations: 
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The porosity of the regenerator matrix, p, 
is given by: 
 

p = volume of the gas in pores/total 
volume of the regenerator              (18) 

 
A regenerator made up from N pressed 
screens having d, diameter of the wire 
and b, distance between wires has a 
porosity: 
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The average density of the gas is 
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Replacing St from Eq. (16), Re from Eq. 
(15), the average gas density from Eq. 
(20) and the porosity from Eq. (19) in Eq. 
(14) results in an expression for h, the 
convection heat transfer coefficient in the 
porous medium in the regenerator: 
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where cP, v and Pr are computed at the 
average temperature Tm. 

Eq. (22) shows that the 
convection coefficient is influenced by 
the average pressure of the gas in the 
engine Pm, low temperature in the gas TL, 
ratio of temperatures τ, speed of the gas 
wg, gas properties, cp, v  and Pr, and also 
by constructive parameters (b, d, DR). 
This in turn affects the engine efficiency 
and the power output through X. 

 
Figure 2. The coefficient of regenerative 
losses as a function of piston speed for 

different average working gas pressures 
(DC

=80mm, DR=70mm, b/d=1.5, 
d=0.05mm, S=30mm, τ =2, 

 
Figure 3. The coefficient of regenerative 
losses as a function of piston speed for 

different values of the regenerator 
diameter (DC=80mm, Pm=50bar, 

b/d=1.5, d=0.05mm, S=30mm, τ =2, 
N=700). 

 
Figure 4. The coefficient of regenerative 
losses as a function of piston speed for 
different values of the regenerator wire 

diameter (Dc=80mm, DR=70mm, 
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Pm=50bar, b/d=L5, S=30mm, τ =2, 
N=700). 

 
Figure 5. The coefficient of regenerative 
losses as a function of piston speed for 
piston strokes (DC=80mm, DR=70mm, 
b/d=1.5, d=0.05mm, Pm=50mm, τ =2, 

N=700). 

 
Figure 6. The coefficient of regenerative 
losses as a function of piston speed for 

various number of   matrice    wires    (DC 
=80mm,    DR=70mm, b/d=1.5, 

Pm=150bar, S=50mm, τ =2, N=700). 

 
Figure 7. The convective heat transfer 

coefficient in the regenerator as a 
function of piston speed for several 

values of the medium pressure of the 
working gas (DR=70mm, b/d=1.5, τ =2). 
 
 

6. The Validation of the 
Final Formula for X, based on 
comparison with the 
experimental data 
 

The effect on X1 (Eq. 11) and X2 
(Eq. 13) of the operating variables such 
as piston speed and all the other 
parameters and properties of the gas, 
cycle and regenerator was determined. 
The computed values of X1 and X2 were 
found to accurately predict the values of 
X determined from experimental data 
available in the literature (Allen and 
Tomazic 1987, Farell 1988, Fujii 1990, 
Geng 1987, Stine and Diver 1994) using 
the following equation: 

( ) 21 1 XyyXX −+=                                                   
(23) 

 
where the adjusting parameter y is equal 
to 0.72. 

The losses due to incomplete 
regeneration X as indicated in Eq. (23) 
cause a decrease in the efficiency of the 
Stirling engine through The Second Law 
Efficiency factor (Petrescu et al. 1999, 
2000a, 2000b, 2000c, Florea 1999): 
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which enters in the total efficiency of the 
Stirling engine: 
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Fig. 2 shows the variation of the 
regenerative loss coefficient, X, versus 
the piston speed for several values of the 
average pressure of the working gas. 
Figs. 3-6 present the variation of the 
coefficient of regenerative losses as a 
function of the piston speed for several 
values of the analysis parameters (DR-
regenerator diameter, d-wire diameter, S-
stroke, N-number of gauzes). 

Fig. 7 illustrates the convection 
heat transfer coefficient dependence on 
piston speed, for several values of the 
average pressure of the working gas. 

The   final   analytic   expression   
for   the   power output of actual Stirling 
engines is: 

 
( ) εη ln2/, SwzmRTPower gHSESE ⋅=                                      

(27) 
 
This expression accurately predicts the 
power output of twelve Stirling engines 
under 16 operating conditions (Allen 
1987, Fujii 1990, Farell 1988, Geng 
1987, Stine and Diver 1994) when the 
adjusting parameter z equals 0.8. 
 
 
 

7. Discussion 
The operating processes of the 

Stirling engines are presented in a 
comprehensive yet intuitive manner using 
a P-V and P-x coordinate system 
(Petrescu et al. 1999, 2000a, 2000b, 
2000c, - Florea 1999) to which the T-x 
diagram has been added. The addition of 
the T-x diagram to Fig. 1 aids in 
understanding and explaining the 
processes in the regenerator. An analysis 
and a technique for calculating of the 
regenerator losses that occur in Stirling 
engines and a method of predicting the 
effect of regenerative losses on engine 
performance is presented. This analysis 
provides insight into the processes 
involved since it utilizes the First Law of 
Thermodynamics for Processes with 
Finite 

Speed (Stoicescu and Petrescu 
1964a, 1964b, 1965a, 1965b, 1965c, 
Petrescu 1969a, 1971, 1974, 1991, 
Petrescu et al. 1992, Petrescu and 
Stanescu 1993, Petrescu and Harman 
1994, Petrescu et al. 1996b) in 
conjunction with the Direct Method. 
(Stoicescu and Petrescu 1964a, 1964b, 
1965c, Petrescu 1969, 1991, Stanescu 
1992, Petrescu and Stanescu 1993, 
Petrescu et al. 1993a, 1993b, Petrescu 
and Harman 1994, Petrescu et al. 1994, 
1996a, 1996b, Costea 1997, Costea et al. 
1999, Florea 1999, Petrescu et al. 1999, 
2000a, 2000b, 2000c, 2000d). The 
method simulates die operation of actual 
Stirling engines while intuitively 
suggesting the mechanisms that generate 
the irreversibilities. A method for 
calculating these losses based on actual 
regenerator components is presented in 
Eq. (23) for the regenerator loss 
coefficient X. This relationship was 
validated by comparison with 
experimental data on known components 
and engine configurations (Allen 1987, 
Fujii 1990, Farell 1988, Geng 1987, Stine 
and Diver 1994). The results of 
computations based on this analysis are 
compared to performance data taken from 
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a number of operating Stirling engines in 
Figs. (8-9) and Table 1. 

 
Figure 8. Comparison of the analysis 

results with actual performance data for 
the NS-03T Stirling engine. 

 
Figure 9. Comparison of the analysis 

results with actual performance data for 
the GPU-3 Stirling engine. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Table 1  Comparison between 
analytical results and actual engine 

performance data (Fujii, 1990; Allen 
and Tomazic, 1987; Geng, 1987; Stine 

and Diver, 1994; Farell et al., 1988; 
Organ, 1992) 

Stirling 
engine 

Actu
al 

Pow
er 

[kW
] 

Calculat
ed 

Power 
[kW] 

Actual 
Efficien

cy [-] 

Calculat
ed 

Efficien
cy [-] 

NS-
03M, 

regime 
1 (max. 
efficien

cy) 

2.03 2.182 0.359 0.339 

NS-
03M, 

regime 
2 (max. 
power) 

3.81 4.196 0.310 0.329 

NS-
30A, 

regime 
1 (max. 
efficien

cy) 

23.2
0 29.450 0.375 0.357 

NS-
30A, 

regime 
2 (max. 
power) 

30.4
0 33.820 0.330 CB-36 

NS-
30S, 

regime 
1 (max. 
efficien

cy) 

30.9
0 33.780 0.372 0.366 

NS-
30S, 

regime 
2 (max. 
power) 

45.6
0 45.620 0.352 0.352 

STM4-
120 25 26.360 0.400 0.401 
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Y-160 9 8.825 0.300 0.30S 
4-95 
MKII 25 28.400 0.294 0.289 

4-275 50 48.610 0.420 0.412 
MP 

1002 
CA 

200
W 

193.900
W 0.156 0.153 

Free 
Piston 
Stirling 
engine 

9 9.165 0.330 0.331 

RE-
1000 

0.93
9 1.005 0.258 0.228 

 
 

8. Conclusion 
The high degree of correlation 

between the analytic and the operational 
data shown in Figures (8-9) and Table 1 
indicates that the analysis presented using 
the concept of a coefficient of regenerator 
losses X accurately predicts the 
performance in terms of power and 
efficiency for Stirling engines over the 
range of conditions. This capability has 
value in the design of new Stirling 
engines and in predicting the power and 
efficiency of a particular Stirling engine. 
 
 
Nomenclature 
A            area, m2 
b             distance between the 
regenerator matrix wire, m 
CC         Carnot Cycle 
cP, cv       specific heats, J kg-1 K-1 
D            diameter, m 
d             wire diameter, m 
h             heat transfer coefficient, W m-2 
K-1 
k             gas thermal conductivity, W m-

1 K-1 
m            mass, kg 
N             number of gauzes 
P             pressure, Pa 
p             porosity 
Pr           Prandtl number 
Q            heat, J 
R            gas constant, J kg-1 K-1 

Re          Reynolds number 

S             stroke, m 
St            Stanton number 
T            temperature, K 
T            time, s 
U            internal energy, J 
V             volume, m3 
W           work, J 
w            piston speed, m s-1 

wR          gas speed in the regenerator, m 
s-1 

wSL         speed of the sound at 
temperature TL,(m s-1) 
X            regenerative losses coefficient 
y             adjusting parameter 
z     adjusting parameter 
 
Greek symbols 
ε              compression ratio (VI/V2) 
γ               ratio of the specific heats 
η             first law efficiency 
ηII           second law efficiency 
ν             viscosity of the gas, m2 s-1 
τ             ratio of the extreme 
temperatures 
 
Subscripts 
g             gas 
H,g         gas, at the hot-end of the engine 
H,S         source, at the hot-end of the 
engine 
i              instantaneous 
L            sink 
m           average 
R            regenerator 
S,L         sink, at the cold-end of the 
engine 
SE          Stirling engine 
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